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I NTRODUCT I ON 
The 15th Pacific Science Congress was held in Dunedin , New Zealand , from 
February 1- 11 , 19 8 3 .  Papers submitted from the four Congress symposia dealing 
with Pacific Island languages are being published by Pacific Linguistics . The 
present volume contains eleven papers from the symposium " Reconstruction and 
Classi fication in the Aus tronesian Language Family" , organised by Robert A .  
Blust and Andrew Pawley , together with three papers on Austronesian languages 
from the symposium "Dictionaries for Oceanic Peoples " ,  organised by Lawrence 
A. Reid . 
Papers from the Congress which deal with Papuan languages are to be 
included in Papers in New Guinea linguistics No . 24 (Pacific Linguistics , A- 70 ) ; 
papers from the sympos ium "Pidgin and Creole Languages in the Paci fic" are to be 
pub lished in Papers in pi dgin and creol e lingui sti cs No .4 (Paci fi c  Lingui stics , 
A- 7 2 ) , whilst those papers to do with Australian linguistics will appear in 
Papers in Austral ian linguistics No . 17 (Pacific Lingui stics ,  A- 71 ) . 
The editors wish to thank Stephen Wurm for his advice and guidance , and 
also , most especially , Ling Matsay , for her thoughtful typesetting . 
ANDREW PAWLEY 
Department of Anthropology 
University of Auckland 
LOIS CARRINGTON 
Department of Lingui stics 
Research School of Paci fic Studies 
Australian National University 
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OCEAN I C  S UB G R O U P I N G :  RET R O S PECT A N D  P R O S PECT 
George W. Grace 
PROLOGUE 
It was in 1953 , thirty years ago this year , that I first began to work in 
Austronesian linguistics and in fact to work on the problem of Oceanic sub­
grouping . There were only a handful of people working in the field at that 
time . When I look around today, I see big changes . I see first of all a great 
increase in the number of people actively working in the field . How large the 
number has become was brought home to me when I momentarily considered the idea 
of reading herel a list of the younger people in the field today whose work de­
serves recognition . Almost as soon as I started drawing up the list , I gave up 
the idea . What I quickly discovered was that there are simply too many people 
who are making truly significant contributions to contemplate listing them.2 In 
fact , it is very gratifying to reflect on the current state of the field . The 
linguistic descriptions and all of the historical and other interpretations 
being made seem to be based on much more adequate information than in those 
early days . They also seem more sophisticated and , in some important respects , 
more insightful . So maybe it sounds as if what I should say here is simply 
that the present generation is already in the process of doing the things I 
would have wanted to do and doing all of them much better than I would have 
been able to do them, and that I ,  therefore , gratefully would now pass them 
the torch . And so saying , presumably I would sit down . 
Unfortunately , perhaps , it is my understanding that that is not what is 
expected of me - that I am expected to fill more time than that . Consequently , 
I have prepared a paper to deliver to you . 
What I will talk about in this paper is an idea , which I have had for a long 
time , that there are special conditions affecting Oceanic , and particularly 
Melanesian , languages .  Whatever these conditions are , I felt that they were 
not adequately foreseen in the assumptions , explicit and taci t , of comparative­
historical linguistics - the assumptions of what I have called our ' general 
theory of change and differentiation' . As a result , we were , I thought , largely 
left to our own devices in learning to understand them. But , it seemed that if 
and when we ever did discover what was involved , our discoveries would have 
implications for some of the assumptions of linguistic theory in general .  I 
want here to develop this idea further . I will attempt to analyse some of our 
problems and make some suggestions as to how our assumptions about linguistic 
change and differentiation might be modified . 
* * * * * 
Andrew Pawley and Lois Carrington , eds Austronesian 
l inguistics at the 1 5 th Paci fic Science Congress , 1-1 8 . 
Pacifi c Lingui stics ,  C-88 , 1985 . 
© George W . Grace 1 
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2 GEORGE W. GRACE 
It always seemed to me that we who were working in the Oceanic field had 
much more difficulty in solving our subgrouping problems than linguists working 
in other areas . I can remember being asked by other linguists for a quick 
overview of the Austronesian family or of Oceanic , just pointing out the main 
branches , and so forth . I ,  of course , was forced to reply that those questions 
were still very much a matter of dispute , that we regarded answering questions 
such as those as a quite long-range obj ective . The response always seemed to 
be something like , "Well , you ' ve had people working out there for some time , 
there must be something you can tell us by now" . And I ' d  wind up telling them 
about our controversies . Or more exactly our one main controversy , because 
there was one controversy of overriding importance . That one concerned the 
origin of the non-Polynesian Austronesian languages of Me lanesia - what are 
generally known as the ' Melanesian languages ' .  
In the words of Wilhelm Milke in 1962 (Milke 1962) , there were two competing 
schools of thought on the problem . One school assumed that these languages ,  
along with the Polynesian languages and most of the languages of Micronesia , 
derived from a single proto-language . That is , it assumed that they constituted 
a subgroup of the Austronesian family, a subgroup now usually known as 'Oceanic ' . 
The set of assumptions which characterise this school may be referred to as the 
'Oceanic hypothesis ' . The second school assumed that small groups of Indonesians 
had established colonies in many parts of Melanesia and that pidginised languages 
had developed in these sites . The Melanesian languages , according to this 
school , are derived from these pidginised Indonesian languages . This set of 
assumptions can be referred to as the ' pidginisation hypothesis ' .  However , as 
if the situation were not already bad enough , at the very moment when Milke was 
writing his comment on the two schools ,  a third one was coming into being . This 
school , based on Isidore Dyen ' s  (cf . Dyen 1962 , 196 5 )  lexicostatistical classi­
fication of the Austronesian languages , assumes that the Melanesian languages 
actually belong to a number of different subgroups of Austronesian , and , in 
fact , that Melanesia is probably the original homeland of the Austronesian 
family . I will refer to this set of assumptions as the ' Melanesian homeland 
hypothesis ' .  
An observer today would probably note that most of those linguists currently 
concerned with the historical linguistics of Oceania appear to have accepted 
the Oceanic hypothesis , and he or she might conclude from that observation that 
the differences which formerly separated the three schools have been satisfac­
torily resolved . Now , I have always believed the Oceanic hypothesis to be 
essentially correct , and I have no intention of abandoning it today , but I 
have always been troubled by the realisation that the other schools were both 
designed to explain certain facts , or at least observations which appeared to 
reflect facts , and that some of these observations are not explained by the 
Oceanic hypothesis . What has happened is that we have simply set them aside , 
at least for the time being. 3 
For some years I have felt increasingly uncomfortable about the facts 
which we have not yet been able to explain , and increasingly I have felt that 
the explanations will continue to elude us as long as we do not alter our way 
of looking at these facts . A little later I will be referring to some articles 
dealing with classification in the biological sciences , but I would like to 
jump ahead here and interject a quotation from one of them which I find 
particularly apt in the present connection . The article from which I am 
quoting i s an influential one by Niles Eldredge and Stephen Jay Gould . Early 
in the article they make the following statement (Eldredge and Gould 1972 : 83 ) : 
"The expectations of theory color perception to such a degree that new notions 
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seldom arise from facts collected under the influence of old pictures of the 
world . New pictures must cast their influence before facts can be seen in 
different perspective" .  
To bring this back to Oceanic l inguistic classification , I think that 
traditional comparative histori cal l inguistics does have i ts own pi cture of 
the world . I think that the school in Oceanic lingui stics which espouses the 
oceanic hypothes i s  generally falls within this orthodox tradition . And I think 
that to a great extent those facts which we have been unable to explain are 
facts which indeed were not collected under the influence of our picture of the 
world . They were collected by adherents of the other schools ,  and at least 
some of the se qualify as non-believers in our orthodox tradition . And the 
reason why we cannot explain these facts is that they do not fit into our 
picture - there is no proper place in the picture for them - they are alien 
facts . 
That is why I think we need a new picture . We need a picture that wi l l  
accommodate all o f  the known facts . I have come to doubt that our reconstruc­
tions of the history of changes and differentiations can ever be very accurate 
or very complete unless we modi fy our picture of the processes involved . It is 
my purpose here to suggest some modi fications . In so doing I will be referring 
to ideas from the biological sciences and from sociolingui stics . 
One particular point at issue in Oceanic l ingui stics has been the possibi­
lity of language mixture . On this point , Arthur Capel l ,  who is the dean of 
living advocates of the pidginisation hypothesis , has further clari fied his 
position in an article publi shed in 1976 (Capel l  1976) . I would like to quote 
one statement from that article . He says ( 1976 : 529) , "Even a so-called ' mixed 
language ' has a single parent-language . But such a language also has an 
invade r ,  and when the balance of relationship to the original mother tongue 
- the true ancestor - is outwei ghed by the invader ' s  contribution in lexicon 
and structure , it is right to speak of a mixed language . "  At another point 
( 1976 : 528-529)  he uses the following metaphor : "But a language may also be 
' taken over ' by another like a wall whose mortar is eaten out by ivy and held 
together , so far as it is , in a new way . "  
Cape l l ' s  statements suggest that w e  might find some reconciliation of 
views if we were prepared to acknowledge that a language might , although 
classifiable on the basis of its ancestry as a member of a certain genetic 
grouping , still have undergone changes of sufficiently fundamental nature as no 
longer to have the characteristics which one would expect to find in languages 
of that group . This l ast point i s  somewhat difficult to discuss , because we 
are not accustomed to talking about it except informally . 
The point is that genetic lingui stic groupings , particularly where the 
relationship i s  close , tend to have the character of what we might call 
' typological c lasses ' as wel l .  For example , i t  seems perfectly reasonable to 
speak o f  a Polynesian l inguistic type , and to say that all of the present day 
Polynesian languages in fact conform to thi s  type . The explanation for their 
al l being of the same type is quite obvious of course - they are all continua­
tions of the same comparatively recent proto-language , whi ch is to say that 
they are closely related genetically . There i s  nothing in the least surprising 
about this l ikeness ; it could hardly be otherwi se . And o f  course it i s  because 
of these typological simi l arities that knowing one language in such a group is 
of great ass i stance when one seeks to analyse another . Such simi larities have 
an important place in our picture of the world . I f  we are told that something 
is a Polynesian language or a Romance language , we immediately have a rather 
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complex and detailed idea of what the language is like.  And i f  the language 
should turn out to be di f ferent from what we expect - different to a really 
serious extent - then we may feel virtua l ly be trayed . We may be tempted �o 
assert that the language does not deserve to be called ' Polynesian' or whatever 
it is . 
What I understand Capell to be saying is that if we have a language which 
is genetically a member of one group but has many of the typologic characteris­
tics of another group , then the language has not been fully classified unless 
both of these facts have been given recognition . To look at it from a slightly 
dif ferent angle , we might say that one concern which underlies the no t io n  of 
mixed languages is that the unshared innovations wh i ch have oc curred in a 
language may have a s ignificance which should not be overlooked . I will say 
more about unshared innovat ions later . 
Now , I find it very interesting to observe that c lassification in botany 
and zoology has been faced with something of the same prob l em .  I n  fact , 
taxonomy in biology presents a number of the same problems which we encounter in 
attempting to determine l inguistic relationships . The close analogies between 
the genealogical models used in l inguistic and in biological c l a s s i f ication 
have frequently been pointed out . Each focuses upon the developments affecting 
one particular kind of unit - in l inguistics , the individual l anguage , and in 
b iology the species . Each of these units in its own field plays a crucial role 
as the entity which is s uppo sed to maintain its identity over time while still 
undergoing changes . The species or the language can , of course , from time to 
time spl i t  into several descendant species or languages , but distinct species 
or languages can never merge . Once estab lishe d ,  they maintain their integrity 
unti l  they become extinc t .  
In a recent article in Science entitled "Biological class ification : toward 
a synthesis of opposing methodologies" , Ernst Mayr ( 1981)  discusses three 
competing methodologi es in biological classification . with a bit of forcing I 
could match each of these with one of the three schools in Oceanic historical 
l inguistics , but I do not think the results justify the effort . What I want to 
di scus s here is the di fferences between just two of them . These two he calls 
respectively , ' cladi stics ' [ a  designation taken from the Greek word for ' b ranch ' ]  
and ' evolutionary clas s i fication ' .  Evolutionary classification i s  classifica­
tion in the Darwinian tradition - or more precisely in a neo-Darwinian ' modern 
synthesi s '  which was proclaimed in the 1950s ( c f .  Gould 1982) . Cladistics 
(which is often called by its advocates 'phylogenetic systematics ' )  is  usually 
dated from the publication in 1950 of Willi Hennig ' s  Grundzuge einer Theori e 
der phyl ogenetischen Systematik (Hennig 1950) . The aims and me thods of 
cladistics are very analogous to those of genetic classification in l inguistics . 
Thei r  obj ective i s  to reconstruct the order of branchings which have led to the 
known taxa ; in sum, to construct the correct family tree . Their principal 
evidence is shared innovations ( called ' synapomorphies,) . 4 
The principal criticism made of this school by the evolutionary classifi­
cationists is that they are concerned only with changes which are evidence for 
branching - i . e . , with shared innovations . They are not concerned with whatever 
other changes have occurred . This disagreement seems to parallel a major dis­
agreement between the advocates of the pidginisation hypothesis , who accord an 
important rol e  to language mixture , and those of the Oceanic hypothes i s ,  who do 
not . The Oceanic hypothesis is based on the obj e ctive of reconstructing the 
order of branching, and shared innovations constitute its critical evidence . 
The pidgini sation hypothes i s  ( among other things) attaches great importance to 
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what has happened to a language since it split off from its closest genealogical 
relatives ; it is therefore concerned also with unshared innovations . 
To get back to these prob lems as they confront the biological systematists , 
one of the consequences of adopting a cladistic taxonomy would be , for example , 
that crocodil ians ( crocodiles , alligators , and the like) would be put into a 
branch with the birds which would exc lude all of the other repti les . The 
crocodilians and the birds are descended from the s tem group archosaurians , 
which is not the ancestor of turtles , snakes ,  and lizards . In fact , in a 
cladi stic taxonomy there could not be any class of reptiles which excluded 
either birds or mammals . The class Reptilia constitutes what is called a 
paraphyletic taxon - i . e . , a category which includes some but not all of the 
descendants of a particular ancestor . The fishes , as a group exclusive of their 
descendants the amphibians , reptiles , birds , and mammals , also constitute a 
paraphyletic taxon as do the pongidae - a grouping composed of the orang utans , 
goril las , and chimpanzees , but excluding man . 
A mixed language as characterised by Capell would seem to be one case where 
unshared innovations and paraphyletic groupings might be accorded a place in 
linguistics . The unshared innovations would be those which led to the language ' s  
quali fying as mixed in the first place . And i f  we should decide that because 
of i ts radical changes it no longer qualified as an Austronesian language , for 
example , or as an Oceanic language , then Austronesian or Oceanic so defined as 
to exclude it would be a paraphyletic taxon . 
However ,  while we are considering these notions we should inquire whether 
or not it is only in clear cases of language contact that they might have useful 
applications . We might ask whether or not it is possible that some of our 
languages are birds , so to speak , and some reptiles . And we mi ght ask , in case 
it is possible , what the implications might be . For example ,  we might ask 
whether , if we were faced with such a case , we would come to the cladistically 
proper phyletic tree or whether we would be likely unbeknownst to ourselves to 
set up a paraphyletic grouping instead - a paraphyletic grouping which would 
then be sai ling under false colours . 
HOw , we may ask , would our birds appear to us? One important di fference 
between our situation and that of biology is that we have no concept comparable 
to that of evolutionary grades . In biology there are perfectly reasonable 
grounds for saying that birds and mammals represent progress beyond the reptilian 
grade . When a paraphyletic group such as the class Reptilia is set up , it i s  
natural t o  expect those descendants which have been excluded ( e . g . , birds and 
mammals from the Reptilia) to be not only more radically changed ,  but also to 
be evolutionarily more advanced . Would our bird- like language appear in any 
way more advanced than the reptilian grade languages from which i t  had sprung? 
My guess is that it would not ,  that we might even be tempted to regard it with 
a trace of disapproval .  
But the idea o f  evolutionary progres s  i s  not necessary in order to justify 
paraphyletic groupings . The crucial fact that justifies such groupings in 
biology i s  the fact that some evolutionary lines ( e . g . , the birds ) have changed 
in fundamental ways whereas during the same time the ir sister lines ( e . g . , the 
crocodi lians) have undergone only relatively insignificant changes . That the 
changes made by the birds are regarded as constituting evolutionary progress is 
incidental . The analogy could be a productive one for l inguistics i f  linguis tic 
change also proceeds unevenly .  But does it? 
J 
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The evidence seems at first glance to be confl icting . On the one hand we 
have those languages which are candidates for mixed language status , which I 
have been describing as characterised by extensive unshared innovations .  In 
fac t ,  the rate of change in English during the two centuries or so fol lowing 
the Norman conquest seems to have been particularly rapid . But even so , 
languages which have been subject to intens ive contact might s imply be a 
special , essential ly abnormal ,  case . However , i t  also seems that some 
languages are more conservative overall than their s i sters . Fij ian , among 
Oceanic languages , has been characterised as particularly conservative , and 
the rate of change in Icelandic during the last 700 to 800 years seems to have 
been especially s low ( c f .  Bergsland and Vogt 1962 ).5 I think the conclusion 
should be that , although the profession has not given its blessing to the idea 
that rates of l inguistic change can vary significantly , there is reason to 
suspect that that is the case . 
On the other hand , our professional paradigm seems to as sume that most 
linguistic change is caused by conditions internal to the language itse l f .  
That would tend t o  suggest that the rate and degree o f  change are largely 
unaffected by the environment in which the language is spoken . And , although 
that does not necessarily require that change must proceed at a constant rate , 
I believe that it at least suggests that the rate will be rel ativel y constant . 
In short , I think that we have tended at least implicitly to hold a gradualis­
tic picture of the processes of change . 
I want to say something in a moment about models of change in biology . 
But firs t ,  I would l ike brie fly to consider the implications which it might 
have for Oceanic lingui stics if it is true that some languages are more 
conservative than others . Most obviously , we might expect that there would be 
some l ingui s tic analog of paraphyletic taxa. That is , we might find languages 
which seemed to group together on the basis of shared retentions , that seemed 
to group together as opposed to some of their si sters because these sisters 
had changed so significantly through unshared innovations that they seemed to 
have extracted themse lves from the group . Are there , in fac t ,  any candidates 
for paraphyletic group status? And , if so , how have they been treated in our 
l inguistic classifications? 
We might think first of all of the notion ' Melanesian language ' .  Our 
cladistic c lassifications do not recognise a Melanesian group which would 
excl ude the Polynesian and most Micronesian languages , and yet there are some 
traits which are widely distributed in Melanesia but absent in Micronesia and 
Polynesia.  Perhaps the best example is the possessive systems , where there is 
a system which seems typical of Melanesia generally from New Guinea to Fiji , 
while the characteristic Polynesian system i s  quite different , and the 
characteristic Nuclear Micronesian system also seems to have a quite different 
character now . However ,  we do not ,  most of us , on the basis of such considera­
tions recognise Melanesian as a linguistic grouping . If we found it useful to 
recognise paraphyletic groupings for some purpose , we might then see fit to set 
up a Melanesian paraphyletic grouping . 
Are there any other examples? One immediately thinks of the Malayo­
polynesian Linkage of Isidore Dyen ' s  1965 lexicostatistical classi fication . 
Lexicostatistics in principle makes no distinction between shared innovations 
and retentions , and , in fact , I believe that most of Dyen ' s  higher level 
groupings would turn out to be based in the main on relatively large numbers 
of shared retentions . The Malayopolynesian Linkage , then , would be another 
example of a paraphyletic grouping , but i t ,  of course , is also not generally 
accepted as a valid grouping from the cladistic point of view . 
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Now we come to more questionable , but also more interesting instances . 
For example,  there seem to be several cases in Melanesia where some speakers 
of one language in a chain of closely related languages have migrated e lse­
where and , as a result of subsequent changes , their language has become more 
differentiated from i ts stay-at-home sister languages than the latter are from 
their geographical neighbours .  It has been suggested ( c f . Geraghty 1983)  that 
Polynesian has migrated from eastern F i j i  with such results , and l ikewise 
Rotuman from Fij i  ( c f .  Pawley 1979) and Central Pacific (Fij ian , Polynesian , 
and Rotuman) from central vanuatu (pawley 1977 ) . It i s  not clear , however , 
whether the migrating language has undergone more rapid than normal change or 
whether those which remained at home have undergone change at a slower than 
normal rate or even whether the latter have changed at the same rate but shared 
some of their changes . In any case , if we recognise a grouping consi sting of 
the stay-at-home si ster plus its neighbours - e . g . , a grouping consisting of 
all F i j ian dialects or one consisting of all o f  the languages of northern and 
central vanuatu - that grouping would be a paraphyletic one . 
I wonder if Eastern Oceanic in i ts original conception might not be such 
a paraphyletic grouping . The original Eastern Oceanic group was defined as 
consisting of Fij ian ,  Polynesian ,  Rotuman , the languages of central and 
northern Vanuatu , and those of most of the south-eastern Solomon Is lands . 
Geographical ly , this grouping would , with some exceptions , include all of the 
Austronesian languages of an area beginning in the extreme east of Polynesia 
and extending westward to embrace the eastern section of Melanesia . The excep­
tions which I mentioned are all in eastern Melane s i a .  They are the Austronesian 
languages of the Santa Cruz I slands , southern Vanuatu , the Loyalty Is lands , and 
New Caledonia . To suggest that Eastern Oceanic might be a paraphyletic grouping 
is to suggest that some of the languages which are in fact descended from its 
last common ancestor have changed so radically that they no longer have the same 
general character as the proto- language and i ts more conservative descendants . 
If there are descendants of the Eastern Oceanic ancestral language which have 
become so radical ly changed ,  i t  is l ikely that they are to be found among the 
languages which are spoken in eastern Melanesia but which have been excluded 
from Eastern Oceanic . 
I believe that I will have no difficulty in getting your consent to the 
general propos ition that none of the languages of eastern Melanesia which have 
been excluded from Eastern Oceanic would be thought of as conservative languages .  
You would probably also consent to the proposition that those languages which 
were included in Eastern Oceanic generally could be characterised as conserva­
tive . However ,  I feel that I would probably be well advised not to push the 
analogy to reptiles vs . birds and mammals too far . I will not go so far as to 
suggest that the languages of the Santa Cruz Is lands , southern Vanuatu , the 
Loyalty Is lands , and New Caledonia have , analogously to b irds and mammals , 
evolved to a higher grade than the languages recognised as Eastern Oceanic . 
I have sai d ,  then , that I bel ieve that there i s  good reason to accept 
the general principle that some l anguages do change more rapidly than others . 
However ,  as I mentioned above , our general conception of the processes of 
change would tend to suggest that change should be gradual and relatively 
constant . In biology also the accepted model of change was until recently a 
gradualistic one . However ,  in recent years that model has been chal lenged . 
In 1972 Ni les Eldredge and Stephen Jay Gould published the paper from which 
I quoted earlier . It was entitled , "Punctuated equil ibrium : an alternative 
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to phyletic gradualism" (Eldredge and Gould 1972) . As the title indicates ,  they 
proposed a new model for change - particularly the change which leads to new 
species .  In so doing they argued that the reason that the gradualistic model 
had survived so long in biology was not that it had the support of the evidence . 
I t  was that biologists assumed it to be true , and therefore managed to see the 
evidence as being compatible with it . 
The same point might be applicable to any tacit assumption of gradualism 
in linguistic change . Any claim about what anyone ' s  tacit assumptions are is 
very vulnerable to challenge , of course .  Let me say , at least , that I myself 
have certainly tended to make assumptions which were surely informed by such a 
tacit assumption of gradualism. For example , I have regularly assumed that the 
degree of s imilarity between different languages is a fairly reliable basis for 
judging the relative length of the periods of their independent development . 
At any rate I would like to say a few words about the proposed new model 
of biological change , called the ' punctuated equilibrium model ' ;  I would then 
like to consider the possible implications for linguistics if such a model of 
change should prove to be applicable to language . 
The punctuated equil ibrium theory has recently received what has been 
interpreted as very strong emp iri cal support in a much discus sed report by 
Peter G. Williamson which appeared in Nat ure in 1981 . The report , which deals 
with the evolution of a numb e r  of mol lusc species in the vicinity of Lake 
Turkana in Kenya during the late Cenozoic , has been extensively referred to . 
The importance of this work rests on the remarkably complete fossil record for 
a period of several million years found in floodplain and delta deposits there . 
In his report , Williamson ( 19 81 : 4 3 7 )  makes the unequivocal statement that , 
"Evolutionary patterns in all l ineages at the site conform to the ' punctuated 
equil ibrium ' model : no ' gradualistic ' morphological trends occur . "  I want to 
sketch out some of the features of the punctuated equilibrium model as presented 
by E ldredge and Gould and by Williamson ' s  work . According to this model : 
1 .  Species within their ancestral environments normally quickly reach a 
homeostatic equil ibrium in which there is strong resi stance to any change . 6 
2 .  The periods in which significant change occurs are geologically very 
short - i . e . , very short in relation to the periods of stasis . It typically 
occurs in a population of the species which exists in its own particular 
microenvironment - probably a stress ful one for them . 
3 .  The population which undergoes the rapid changes is usually i solated 
from the rest of its conspecifics in an environment outside the main range of 
the species . 7 
4 .  The period of change is marked by an unusual ly high level of phenotypic 
variance - that is , the individual members of the group undergoing change show 
much more variation among themselves than is normally to be found in a popula­
tion in equilibrium . 
Let me take up these points one by one and discuss their possible 
application to linguistic change . The first point was that spec ies within 
their ancestral environments normally quickly reach a homeostatic equilibrium 
in which there is strong resistance to any change . This may seem particularly 
foreign to us linguists at first glance because we are accustomed to looking 
for the cause of linguistic changes in disequilibrium within the affected 
language . S ince there is assumed always to be some change going on , we are 
accustomed to thinking of all languages as being constantly in disequilibrium 
at least to a sl ight degree . However ,  there is a reverse to that coin , namely 
that it is precisely the as sumption that the la�guage tends to seek equilibrium 
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that makes it possible to conce ive of disequil ibrium as a cause of change . 
Moreover ,  the very fact that we assume that the points of disequil ibrium can 
be speci fied , indicates that such points are pictured as minor irregularities 
in a near equilibrium . Presumab ly ,  therefore , it does in fact fol low naturally 
from our assumptions that a language is ordinarily quite resistant to random 
change s .  
The second point was that the periods in which significant change occurs 
are geologically very short - i . e . , very short in relation to the periods of 
stas i s  - and that it typically occurs in a popula tion of the species which 
exists in a particular microenvironment which is probably a stressful one for 
them . This seems to be more di fficult for l ingui stics to accommodate . The 
theory of punctuated equilibria sugge s t s  that a species has a fairly c learly 
marked beginning and end in time as we ll as a bounded distribution in space . 
Furthermore , a new species may exist simultaneously with the species from which 
it evolved.  In fact , i f  one species invades the range of the other , they may 
come into direct confrontation . 
There seem to be several problems in attempting to apply this aspect of the 
model to language . Firs t ,  we are not accustomed to considering how languages 
are adapted to their external environments at all ,  and therefore it is hard to 
know j ust what might constitute significant differences in mi croenvironments 
and what environmental conditions might be stressful . However ,  there does seem 
to be one kind of phenomenon in linguistics which fits the description - the 
development of pidgin (or creole?)  languages .  To take a specific example , i f  
we regard Tok Pisin a s  being a genetic continuation of English , then we do seem 
to have a case where a new l anguage developed very rapidly out of another while 
the other continued to exist. Of course ,  Tok Pisin is only one of many examples 
of the pidginisation process . 
But there i s  more to be said . It is , I think , becoming increasin gly 
apparent to sociolinguistics that creole languages are not so much a special 
kind of phenomenon as the l imiting cases of a quite common one . The common 
phenomenon is what Wil liam Labov (1965 : 110-11 2 )  call s "change from below" ( the 
level of consciousness)  . The relevant envi ronmental factor , I bel ieve is 
multilingualism on the part of some of the people who speak the affected 
language (not necessarily its native speakers ) .  Such a s i tuation is o ften 
referred to as ' language contact ' ,  but that term is misleading . It suggests 
that one language in some way acts directly upon the other .  
I would l ike to sugge s t  that what i s  real ly signi f i c ant i n  so-called 
' language contact ' si tuations is the fact that some of the utterances in the 
language in question are produced by people who , at leas t part of the time , 
think in another language . By ' thinking in a language ' I mean roughly what 
I understand the lay public to mean by i t .  I mean formu l ating utterances 
directly in that language rather than formulating them first in another and 
then translat ing them. People who are thinking in a certain l anguage may be 
said to experience reality in terms of that language , or at the very least to 
in terpret their experiences in i ts terms . Anyway , I propose that if a language 
is sometimes spoken by people who have done some of their thinking in another 
language , that fact is a significant factor in its environment . S A language 
must be under pressure to acquire the means to express the thoughts of those 
who speak i t ,  and it i s  thus that one language influences another .  This leads 
naturally, I suggest ,  to change from below , and , if that persi sts long enough , 
it can eventually result in the condition which Capell has described.  
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Thus , other l anguages can be significant factors in the environment of a 
particular language . However , I would not want to suggest that they are the 
most important environmental factors , but only that their e ffects are relatively 
easy to recognise . I assume that a language encounters its external environment , 
in the guise of the uses to which it is required to lend itself . For example , 
it will presumably experience some pressure in terms of what its speakers want 
to use it to talk about and how . That , in turn , will to a considerable extent 
be a refl ection of the general physical and cultural environment in which the 
language is spoken . 9 
So much for point 2 .  The third point was that the population which under­
goes the rapid changes is usually isolated from the rest of its conspecifics in 
an environment outside the main range of the speci es . I have , in fact , heard 
it suggested that languages spoken by smal l ,  isolated populations change more 
rapidly, but this point seems also to be one on which the paradigm of lingui stics 
has taken no position . Some evidence which might seem to indicate that it is 
true may be found in the cases which were mentioned above of Polynesian , 
i solated from Fiji ; and Central Pacific , isolated from central Vanuatu . 
Point 4 was that the period of change is marked by an unusually high level 
of phenotypic variance - that is , the individual members of the group undergoing 
change show much more variation among themselves than is normally to be found in 
a population in equil ibrium. What would be the appropriate linguistic analog 
of phenotypic variance? I would l ike tentatively to suggest that individual 
utterances are the analog of the individual phenotypes in a bio�ogical popu­
lation . With this interpretation the hypothesis would be that languages in a 
state of accelerated change would be characterised by a relatively high degree 
of permi ssivene ss as regards standards of correctness . This involves both the 
c laim that speakers of some languages take a more authoritarian position 
concerning correctness in their language than do others and the claim that a 
less authoritarian stance is indicative of accelerated change in progress . 
The first seems to be an empirical matter , but one not usually reported on by 
field inve stigators . However ,  there are cases elsewhere in the world where 
standards of correctness have been reported as particularly lax. Examples are 
the northern Athabaskans of North America ( as reported by Scollon and Scollon 
1979 : 2 06 , for example) 10 and the Paliyan of India as reported by Gardner (1966 ) . 
I am not sure what kind of evidence might bear on the second claim - that rapid 
change occurs in such circumstances - but it seems a priori to be reasonable . 
CONCLUSIONS 
I bel ieve that the above di scussion indicates that some of the phenomena 
which have been observed in biology do have their counterparts in linguistics . 
This suggests , therefore , that we might have something to gain by modi fying 
what Eldredge and Gould call our "picture of the world" so as to incorporate 
some of these new points . It seems to me that to do so would help to fit the 
facts brought to light by each of the schools of thought in oceanic linguistics 
into the same picture . I would hope that it would also provide a basis for the 
discovery of new facts which we might otherwise have overlooked.  
I do not want to suggest that al l aspects of the new picture are entirely 
clear at this point . In fact , there will surely always be room for further 
specification of details . However ,  some aspects do seem clear from what has 
been said here . To begin with , I believe that we must conc lude that languages 
do not change at a constant rate . 
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Once this assumption i s  put into the picture , other aspects of the picture 
adj ust accordingly . In fact , ac know ledging that languages change at uneven 
rates s eems to have implications of two sorts for the rest of the picture . 
First there are implications for interpreting our data - implications about 
what kind of data would be produced as a result of uneven linguis tic change . 
In particular , we must now reckon with the po s s ib i l i ty that , of any group of 
si ster languages - i . e . , languages descended from the same proto-language - some 
may have undergone signifi cantly more and more fundamental changes than others . 
And we must be con c erned about the imp l i c ations which follow from that 
pos s ibility . 
Thus we might expect to find within any set of sister languages some which 
have been more conservative , and hence are more like the proto-language . These 
more conservative languages will presumably be much more useful in reconstructing 
the proto-language . They also will probably be much more like one another than 
like their more innovative si sters . They are l ikely , therefore , to tempt us 
to group them together - a paraphyletic grouping , a sort of lingui stic class 
Reptilia . The impli cation for our own practices of this assumption and of the 
experiences of biological systematics s e em s to be that we should pay s ti l l  
greater attention t o  the distinction be tween what I have called typo lo gical 
criteria and the criteria by which genetic branchings are reconstructed . 
Another way in which our picture of the world is l ikely to be affected by 
our re cognis ing change as proceeding unevenly lies in what that conclusion 
implies about the causes of change . Why would it be that languages do not 
change at a constant rate , or at least at a relatively constant rate? It seems 
to me that what this sugge sts i s  that the causal factors thems e l ve s  are not 
very constant . That , in turn , sugge sts ( although it could certainly not be 
said to prove it) that causal factors external to the system - causal factors 
which do not arise within the language itself - are relatively more important 
than we have imagined them to be . To attempt to construct a theory of linguistic 
change in which the explanation of the changes is located within the language 
itself has been very appealing to linguists because this permits them to remain 
on familiar ground throughout . They need deal only with phenomena within their 
professional domain of competence . 
However , I think it is becoming increasingly apparent that languages change 
also on the bas is of the uses to which they are put . I t  has been suggested 
that revolutionary political changes such as have occurred in this century in 
Rus sia and in China have had signi ficant effects on the respective languages . 
A substantial literature i s  developing dealing with the effects of literacy on 
language s . A probably related phenomenon is the movement in many countries of 
the so-called ' third world ' to ' modernise ' their languages .  Finally , there is 
the effect of so- called ' contact ' with another language - which I have tried to 
convince you is also at bottom a matter of the uses to which the language is put . 
Now , what would be the consequences of accepting this revised picture of 
the world as I have described it? Wel l ,  first of al l ,  I think as I said above 
that some of the difficulties and frustrations which we have encountered , 
particularly in dealing with some of the Melanesian languages , may contain 
lessons for the linguistic world at large . 
But what is the source of these difficulties and frustrations? Why should 
we have had such difficulty reaching agreement on even the most basic questions 
about the lingui stic relationships in Oceania? We ll , for one thing , it is true 
that the l inguists who came to work in the area came from quite different back­
grounds , and that fact no doubt contributed to the diversity of the ir viewpoints . 
�--------------------
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But it is also true , I believe , that most of our problems are not the artifacts 
of our backgrounds but come from the linguistic conditions in the area . But what, 
our de tractors might ask , is exceptional about these linguistic cond i t ions? 
Wel l ,  I do not have a complete answer to that question , but I would suggest that 
it has some thing to do with the fact that a large proportion of the Melanesians 
live in linguistic boundary areas - that is , they live close to a boundary be­
tween the territory of one language and that of another . In fac t ,  it has been 
pointed out by various observers that the areas in which many of the Melanesian 
languages are spoken are so limited in size as to be , in· effect , boundary area 
throughout . I I  In most parts of the world linguists have tended to regard the 
linguistic varieties spoken in boundary areas as abnormal , and it is only 
recently that such varieties have begun to receive much attention . Moreover , 
even then the attention has come mainly , not from historical linguists , but 
from sociolinguists . 
What I would suggest , then , is that the assumptions on which comparative 
historical linguistics rests were developed under conditions where the linguistic 
varieties spoken in boundary areas could be ignored . In Melanesia they cannot , 
and for that reason I suggest that Melanesia provides a particularly valuable 
test of the universality of these as sumptions . Consequently , I would suggest 
that the new picture which I have tried to sketch out here , a picture which 
arises most directly from our struggles with the phenomena of our own languages , 
will eventually have to be acknowledged as valid for diachronic linguistics 
generally . 
EP I LOGUE 
There is one point on which I would like to expand a bit further in this 
written version than I did in the original address . That point is the need to 
di stinguish more meticulously the criteria by which genetic branchings are 
reconstructed from those which I have called typological . As I understand i t ,  
i t  was this distinction that was brought into sharper focus i n  biology b y  the 
advocates of the cladistic approach . In linguistics , our classifications 
purport to represent genetic branchings and our reconstructions to represent 
nodes in a genetic tree . Interested representatives of other diciplines such 
as archaeology are generally encouraged to understand them in this way . However ,  
i t  seems to me that we do sometimes permit ourselves to use the paraphernalia of 
thi s  cladistic model - i . e . , the family tree and the concept of reconstruction ­
in ways which do not s trictly conform to cladistic obj ective s . There are two 
kinds of such instance which I have in mind . 
Firs t ,  I believe that in the drawing of family tre�s languages are some­
times excluded. from a particular subgroup largely on the negative argument 
that there is little or no evidence that suggests that they belong to i t .  
However , careful practice would require that their exclusion from the group 
should be regarded as indeterminate until posi tive evidence of their proper 
position can be found . (What I am saying is of course not intended to imply 
that there is anything at all improper in making working assumpti ons which 
exclude them as long as the provisional nature of the assumptions i s  clearly 
recognised) . I must express appreciation to Ross Clark in his contribution to 
thi s  Congres s  for having made the bas i s  of the positive argument clear to me . 
He pointed out that what counts as evidence that a language is not a member of 
a particular subgroup is that it retains from a still earlier stage features 
which have not been retained by the members of the subgroup in question . 
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Thus , for s o  long a s  i t  cannot b e  estab l i shed i n  the case o f  a particular 
Austronesian language either that it shares the innovations which characterise 
a particular subgroup or that it retains features which were not retained by 
the languages o f  that subgroup , its position in relation to that subgroup must 
be regarded as indeterminate . 
Second , I believe that the concept ' reconstruction ' is sometimes used 
loosely for procedures which , although more or less analogous to those of 
comparative historical reconstruction , are being applied without much concern 
for what connection the reconstructed system might have with historical reality . 
Such ' reconstructions ' ,  I believe , are sometimes used by linguists who have no 
particular interest in history as a device for providing a unified theory for 
( some component of)  some assortment of languages . That is , such reconstruction 
provides a sort of theory for a set of what I am cal ling typological simi larities 
without providing any clear statement of what the theory is intended to explain 
or how . However , it leaves the inexplicit suggestion that some sort o f  
hi storical explanation is intended. 
NOTES 
1 .  This is a sl ightly revised version o f  the keynote address delivered to the 
symposium on Reconstruction and Classification in the Austronesian Language 
Fami ly at the 1 5th Pacific Science Congress , Dunedin , New Zealand , 1-11  
February 1983 . 
2 .  Just to give an idea of the kinds of contributions I was thinking o f  I 
will give a few indications , but I would like to emphasise that the list 
is intended only to be indicative . To begin with , there has been the 
great impetus to syntactic reconstruction provided by Andrew Pawley and 
his work . Also there have been a continuing series of contributions to 
historical reconstruction in Oceanic by Robert Blus t ,  Malcolm Ross , Paul 
Geraghty , Sheldon Harrison , Richard Levy , Frantisek Lichtenberk , and 
others . There has been progress on the understanding of language contact 
in the area from the work of Tom Dutton and Joel Bradshaw among others . 
Furthermore , descriptive treatment of the l anguages has progressed grati­
fyingly in the last few years . Work on what I have sometimes called the 
' aberrant' languages has made great progress in recent years . We have for 
the first time a group of dedicated and experienced linguists working on 
the di fficult languages of New Caledonia and the Loyalty I s lands ( I  would 
like to mention Jean-Claude Rivierre , Franyoise Ozanne-Rivierre , Jacqueline 
de la Fontinelle , and Claire Moyse-Faurie ) ,  and the work of John Lynch 
has radically improved our knowledge of the also difficult languages of 
southern Vanuatu . Some work has been done on the Austronesian languages 
of the Santa Cruz Is lands . Darrell Tryon has completed surveys of vanuatu 
and of the Solomon I s l ands . Much has been added to our knowledge of the 
Micronesian languages which , a few years ago , were notoriously poorly known . 
These contributions have been made mainly by scholars at the Univers i ty o f  
Hawaii and have been due largely to the initiative o f  Byron Bender . Also 
to be mentioned are the Proto-Polynesian recons tructions o f  Bruce Biggs 
and his col laborators . And it should be emphasi sed that this list makes 
no pretence to being complete . 
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3 .  The observation upon which the Melanesian homeland and the pidginisation 
hypotheses are based can be described rough ly as follows : That on which 
the Melanesian home land hypothesis is based is that in Dyen ' s  lexico­
statistical study many Melanesian languages show.ed only very low cognate 
percentages with all other Austronesian languages .  
The perceptions which led to the pidginisation hypothes i s  seem to have 
been roughly the following ( I  base this account largely upon Arthur Capell 
1962 and Sidney Ray 1926)  : 
( 1 )  That there i s  a characteristic Melanesian gramma t i ca l  structure 
which is very similar to the Micronesian structure , "departs a l ittle more 
widely" ( Capell 1962 : 387)  from the Polynesian ,  and " diverges very widely" 
f rom the characteristic grammatical structures o f  the languages of 
Indone sia . 
( 2 )  That the Melanesian grammatical structure appears simplified in 
relation to the Indonesian . 
( 3 )  That the vocabulary items which are shared by Melanesian languages 
other than immedi ate neighbours are relatively few in number and that 
almost all of them have cognates in Indonesia . 
( 4 )  That some Melanesian languages possess more o f  these vocabulary 
items than others and that the items have been less reshaped by phono­
logical changes in some languages than in others . 
( 5 )  That those Melanesian languages which seem best to have preserved 
the original vocabulary and grammar are generally those spoken on the 
smaller islands . 
( 6 )  That some Melanesian languages show various papuan-like features . 
A particularly conspicuous example is OV word order in the New Guinea area 
generally ( c f .  Capell 1969) . There are a number of changes in particular 
languages such as those of Santa Cruz and the Reef I s lands ( Lincoln 197 8 ,  
Wurm 1978) , Maisin , and Magori ( c f .  Dutton 1976) . 
4 .  Other terms employed in cladistics include : apomorphy ( =innovation) ,  
autapomorphy ( =unshared innovation ) , ples iomorphy ( =retention ) ,' symplesio­
morphy ( =shared retention) . 
5 .  About I ce landi c ,  Bergsland and Vogt say ( 1962 : 12 8 ) , " [ In the case o f  
I celandi c ) , the extensive borrowings from German and Danish found i n  the 
Norwegian Riksmal have not disturbed the linguistic conservatism of a 
patriarchal soci ety with an almost millennial literary tradition , which 
remains unbroken to the point that children , as soon as they learn to read 
at all ,  read without difficulty the prose written by their forefathers 
some 700 or 800 years ago . " 
6 .  Incidentally , this equi librium i s  not based on gene flow ( in fact , 
Williamson found no difference in the patterns for sexual and asexual 
specie s )  but apparently upon the complex interaction of genes with genes . 
Thus , the adaptation of each gene to its genetic environment becomes a 
stabili sing factor . 
7 .  At least thi s i s  the claim that has been made . I do not feel that 
Williamson ' s  data support it . The claim is , in e ffect , the so-called 
' allopatric '  theory of speciation . As I understand i t ,  when that theory 
was originally formulate d ,  isolation of the affected population from 
normal gene flow was considered to be a particularly signi ficant facto r .  
Later , Ernst Mayr ( Mayr 1954)  suggested that interrupted gene flow was not 
so important .  He suggested that allopatric speciation was due in large 
part to what came to be called the ' founder e ffect ' - the fact that the 
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small population migrating to a new environment would bring with it only 
an incomplete sample of the original gene pool . However ,  the instances 
of speciation found by Wi l l iamson involve asexual as well as sexual 
species - which seems to eliminate gene flow as a critical facto r ,  and 
involve quite large populations which have remained in place - which 
seems to rule out any very important role for the founder effect . The 
key causal factor seems to have been climatic changes which led to 
environmental stressing . 
8 .  I should quali fy this remark b y  pointing out that i n  some places in 
Melanesia neighbouring languages seem to be mutually so closely adapted 
that thinking in one is almost identical to thinking in the other . In 
such a case , the presence of the other l anguage might have very little 
effect ; c f .  note 11 below . 
9 .  There i s  one potential source of confusion which should be mentioned . We 
have become accustomed to referring to the speakers of a language as its 
' speech community ' .  However , recent work in sociolinguistics compels us 
to acknowledge that the X-language speech-community is probably not , in 
fact , a community . The speakers of a language may not all belong to the 
same community , and the members of an actual community may speak more 
than one language . In fact , patterns of behaviour involving the use of 
different languages may be wel l  integrated into the l i fe of the community . 
As a consequence , the analogy between species and languages may be mis­
leading here . The species must adapt to the general environment in which 
its members l ive . Of course , there must also be linguistic adaptation to 
the environment - in this case cultural as much as physical - of the 
community . However , the entity which must be adaptive to this environment 
is not the language per se except in the limiting case where the community 
uses only one language ; it is the linguistic repertoire of the community . 
The total linguistic resources of the community must , then , presumably be 
suitably adapted to the general physical and cultural environment .  However ,  
i f  we want to follow the established pattern of focusing upon the indi­
vidual language as the unit to be observed over time , we must consider 
other languages in the repertoire of the community or communities which 
speak it to be part of the e ffective environment .  
1 0 .  Regarding the Athabaskans , the Scollons say (Scollon and Scollon 1979 : 2 06 ) :  
"To the individualistic and integrative bush consciousness , language is 
also highly integrated to the personal experience of the speaker . There 
are no normative standards or higher values placed on the speech of others. 
One is one ' s  own expert , but at the same time because of the nonintervening 
aspect , no attempt is made to impose one ' s  own values on others . Thus 
language is seen as highly individuali zed and variable . "  
11 . Languages - what we cal l languages - are to a large extent emblematic 
entitie s .  Although this i s  not a familiar situation i n  the modern Western 
World , there are many places in areas such as Melanesia where there are a 
number of di fferent languages spoken within a narrow geographical scope , 
but where all of them show essentially the same adaptation to the same 
physico-cultural environment . That is , they are functionally interchange­
able . The choice among them is of no significance except for what it says 
about the speaker ' s  interpretation of him/hersel f and of the situation in 
which he/she is speak ing . The situation which I am describing is that 
which Andre Haudricourt ( 1961)  has called "egalitarian bil ingualism" . 
What we are dealing with I think is a bilingualism where the only 
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functional difference between the languages is the emblematic one . 
Maurice Leenhardt ( 1930 , 1946 ) emphasised the great simi larities in the 
conceptual systems of New Caledonia languages , pointing out that for a 
speaker of one New Caledonian language learning another one or translating 
into another one was an entirely different matter from learning French or 
trans lating into i t .  
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A S S ES S I N G THE T Y P O LOG I CA L  EV I DENCE F O R  NEW G U I NEA 
OCEAN I C  
Joe l  Brads haw 
The Oceanic languages on or adjacent to the New Gu inea mainland exhibit 
in common some striking typological innovations .  They are the only group of 
languages in the Aus tronesian family that possess a significant number of 
features usually asso ciated with OV word order . The unique typology of New 
Guinea Austronesian languages is almo s t  certainly innovative and apparently 
results from contact with non-Austronesian languages on the New Guinea mainland , 
which are nearly universally av . 
The languages exhibiting the most markedly innovative traits are confined 
to the eastern hal f of the New Guinea mainl and and adjacent offshore islands . 
The common Austrone sian VO pattern i s  found elsewhere , in - the area sometimes 
referred to as ' I sland Melanesia ' (New Britain , New Ireland , Manus , and else­
where) . The Morobe languages in the north-eastern part of the New Guinea 
mainland fall somewhere between these two extremes . The distribution of word 
order typologies in the Papua New Guinea area is summarised in Table 1 and on 
the accompanying map . 
Tab l e  1 
Di stri bution of  word order types i n  Papua New Gui nea 
Common Austronesian , Island Melanesia & elsewhere : 
VO Prepositions N + Gen 
PNG Austronesian , Morobe Province : 
SVOV Prepositions Gen + N 
Postpositions 
Ambipositions 
PNG Austronesian , e lsewhere on the mainland : 
SOW Pos tpositions Gen + N 
Common Papuan (PNG non-Austronesian)  : 
SOV Postpositions Gen + N 
Andrew Pawley and Lois Carrington , eds Austronesian 
lingui stics at the 1 5th Pacific Sci ence Congress , 19- 3 0 .  
Paci fi c Lingui stics ,  C- 88 , 1985 . 
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N + Adj 
N + Adj 
N + Adj 
N + Adj 
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For some time , researchers have hoped t o  establish that this typologically 
distinctive group is a genetic subgroup . The hypothes i s  is that some or all of 
the changes that distinguish these languages occurred only once in a language 
ancestral to all of them . This is now known as the New Guinea Oceanic hypothesi s , 
and the hoped-for subgroup generally goes by the name ' New Guinea Oceanic ' .  
( It is generally agreed that the languages in question belong in the Oceanic 
subgroup of the Austrones ian language fami ly . )  But , so far , no solid basis for 
uniting the whole group has been found . S ince I need to refer to the member 
languages of this group , I will continue to use thi s  name . However ,  in my 
usage ' New Guinea Oceanic '  labels a typological uni t , not a genetic one . 
Some of the weaknesses of the evidence for a genetic grouping follow : 
( 1 )  The lexicostatistical evidence indicates greater disunity among New 
Guinea Oceanic l anguages than among practically any other regional group of 
Austronesian languages ( see Dyen 1965) . 
( 2 )  The phonological evidence for a New Guinea Oceanic subgroup is l imited 
to the merger of Proto-Oceanic *d and *R (Mi lke 1965 : 34 3 ;  Pawley 19 7 8 : 14 3 )  . 
Since this merger has occurred in many other Oceanic languages , it is hardly a 
firm base for a subgroup . 
( 3 )  Lexical evidence is more abundant , but it is relatively weak evidence 
for methodological reasons . When we isolate a group of languages with uniquely 
shared vocabulary , we can rarely be sure that the items uniquely shared are 
actually innovations within the group . They may be retentions from a proto­
language ancestral to languages outside as wel l  as inside the group . Low-level 
reconstructions have a habit of rising to higher and higher levels as more 
evidence is brought to bear on them .  Free-standing words are also notoriously 
easy to borrow , and old borrowings are not often easy to identi fy . 
( 4 )  Grammatical evidence is the only remaining hope of those who still 
see pos s ibilities for a New Guinea Oceanic subgroup ( see Chowning 19 7 3 : 2 26 ; 
Milke 1965 : 346 ; Pawley 19 7 8 : 134-14 1 ) . Good grammatical evidence may yet turn 
up . However , there are two maj or weaknesses with most of the kinds of evidence 
availab l e .  
Some of the grammatical evidence either fails o r  is weakened because i t  
s imply lacks the proper distribution . Chowning ( 1 9 7 3 )  and Pawley ( 1978)  have 
already faulted most of Milke ' s  ( 1965)  grammatical evidence on distributional 
grounds . For instance , prepo sed genitives and reinforced pos sessives are too 
abundantly distributed . They are found in non-Oceanic Austrones ian languages 
of New Guinea and eastern Indonesia as wel l  as in strictly New Guinea Oceanic 
languages .  Clas sificatory prefixes , on the other hand , are too sparsely 
distributed.  They are absent in the languages of Central Papua and of Morobe 
Province . Pawley ' s  ( 19 7 8 : 1 38)  favourite piece of grammatical evidence - the 
use of reflexes of Proto-Oceanic * i -a i as a locative postposition - can also 
be faulted on the same grounds . To my knowledge , no reflexes of * i -a i  show up 
in languages we st of Morobe Province . In its place , some languages west of 
Morobe show a generali sed locative postposition that appears to derive from a 
postposed ,  possessed noun originally meaning ' inside ' . ( I n  Gedaged, thi s 
postposition takes the shape - l on ; in Manam , - 1 0 . )  
The focus of this paper , however ,  is not the distribution of grammatical 
evidence , but rather the methodological probl ems posed by the typological 
nature of much of the potential grammatical evidence . The methodological 
problem arises as one attempts to reconstruct the means by which innovative 
morphology is acquired.  Most of the innovative morphology that distinguishes 
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New Guinea Oceanic from other Oceanic languages results from the use of common 
Oceanic morpheme s in innovative positions or innovative functions . To the 
extent that these positional and functional innovations are easily acquired 
and attributable to a change of environment ,  their usefulness as evidence of 
genetic affil iation diminishes . Features easily acquired are suspect because 
they can easily be borrowed and are apt to have changed more recently . 
Structural changes in response to a change of external environment are suspect 
because they are not unexpected and thus do not require heredity as an expla­
nation . They tell more about environment than heredity . (Heredity , of course , 
may tell us a lot about much more ancient environmental adaptation . )  
When Oceanic languages first arrived in the New Guinea area, they left an 
environment in which VO word order was the norm . They encountered a new envi­
ronment in which OV word order was the norm . The grosser aspects of OV word 
order acquired by all New Guinea Oceanic languages do not suffice to prove that 
all share a common ancestor apart from other Oceanic languages . Nor does the 
innovative morphology that derives in unsurprising fashion from those grosser 
word-order innovations . The crucial e lements in subgrouping are the more 
surprising and unexplainable innovations . 
In some ways , the uniqueness of the New Guinea Oceanic languages within 
the Austronesian family is analogous to the uniqueness of marine mammals within 
the class of mammals . I t  i s  a mistake , for instance , to argue for a close 
genetic relationship between whales , on the one hand , and sea lions , on the 
othe r ,  j ust because both have adapted in s imilar ways to an environment radically 
different from the usual mammal ian surroundings . cetaceans and pinnipeds are 
united by certain shared di fferences from the common run of mammals . Both 
groups lack coarse , outer body hair , have flippers instead of external l imbs , 
and are streamlined for swimming . But these shared traits are important for 
typological , not genetic , classi fication . The characteristics most crucial for 
determining the heritage of creatures l ike whales and sea l ions are those that 
are hardest to predi ct . Whales , for instance , propel themselves with what used 
to be their tails and steer with what used to be their forelegs . Sea lions 
propel themselves with their erstwhile forelegs and steer with their former 
hindlegs . This indicates that proto cetaceans and protopinnipeds were somewhat 
different creatures when each began adapting to a marine environment . 
To take another example from mammalian biology , hairiness and size do not 
provide crucial evidence in determining genetic affiliation . One need only 
think of the enormous variation within the dog species . In hi storical and 
comparative lingui stics , word order does not provide crucial evidence in sub­
grouping . The order of words in a language ( that i s ,  the order of relatively 
contentful , free morphemes )  is relatively easy to tamper with and the l imits of 
variation are quite narrow . One syntactic category may either precede or follow 
another syntactic category . ( The only other option - infixing one word within 
another - is quite abnormal . )  Chances are good , then , that unrelated languages 
with simi l ar syntactic categories will share many simi larities of word order . 
Japane se , Korean , and Finnish , for instance , share many word-order traits with 
Indic and Dravidian languages . Thus the wel l-attested innovations in word 
order shared by many New Guinea Oceanic languages are not very powerful evidence 
for subgrouping, especially when these word-order innovations look l ike adapta­
tions to the word order usually encountered in the non-Austronesian languages 
of New Guinea . 
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Unlike word-order innovations , shared innovations i n  grammatical morphology 
are usually considered the next best thing to shared phonological innovations 
as a basi s  for subgrouping. The position of grammati cal morphemes ( that is , 
of relatively contentless , bound morphemes )  is relatively immutable . Moreover ,  
grammatical morphemes are prone to exhibit certain peculiarities of form and 
function that make the presence of similar forms performing similar functions 
in separate languages a striking fact . The presence of a causative prefix 
with a shape derivable from *pa- or *paka- in so many Austronesian languages 
is j ust such a striking fact.  Table 2 lists examples of this prefix in widely 
distributed languages . Chances are good that languages exhibiting such 
similarities shared a period of common development and derive from a common 
ancestor. 
Tabl e 2 
Austrones i an causati ves 
RUKAI , Formosa ( Li 197 3 : 70 )  
' a - ' acay kuan i ta raa l u ' 
cause-die that hunter 
that hunter kil led a boar 




ILOKANO , the Phil ippines ( Lawrence Reid , p . c . )  
i m- pa - kan  na 
GF-cause-eat 3 s  
he fed the pig 




MALAGASY , Madagascar ( S imeon Raj aona , p . c . ) 
n -amp-anasa  ny l amba aho 
PAsT-cause-wash the clothes 1s 
I had the clothes washed 
ROVIANA , the Solomon I slands ( Todd 1978 : 1039) 
va-ma te-a sa s i keke boko 
cause-die-3s 3s PART a pig 
he kil led a pig for the feast 
BAUAN , Fi j i  (Apenisa Seduadua , 
era tou vaka -ma te-a 
3p cause-die- 3s 
they kil led the pig 
HAWAIIAN , the Hawaiian Islands 
ho ' o-make l akou i 
cause-die 3p OBJ 
they kil led the pig 
p . c . )  
na  vuaka 
ART pig 
(Bill Wilson , 




p . c . )  
i nevana 
feast 
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But what happens when separate but related languages sharing a s i m i l a r  
stock of morpheme s and a similar grammar begin t o  rearrange their word order 
in similar ways in response to similar pressures? Relatively contentful , free 
morphemes wil l  begin to appear in innovative positions . These initial changes 
wi ll be externally motivated and perhaps rather abruptly and disruptively 
accomplished .  Over time , some of the rearranged morphemes will evolve into 
relatively contentless , bound morphemes performing functions required by the 
new word order . Grammatical morphemes already in useful positions may take on 
additional duties required by the new word order . This second phase of change 
will be internally motivated and probably much more gradual . During thi s stage , 
the innovations are a s s imi lated and nativised . Eventually , chances are good 
that the shared innovations in word order will produce shared innovations in 
grammatical morphology . The languages in the same envi ronment will thus show 
common morphological innovations without being especially closely related to 
each other . The shared morphological innovations will be the by-products of 
changes which do not constitute good evidence of genetic a f fi l iation . The 
development of a new word order wi l l  be relatively easily accomplished and will 
be based on external l inguistic mode ls . The development of various corollaries 
of the new word order will be based partly on external models , and partly on 
internal requirements for efficient parsing . The tendency for words performing 
grammatical functions to lose content and freedom over time is perhaps one of 
the gradual sorts of erosion that all languages are subj ect to . 
The history of the classificatory prefixes of many New Guinea Ocean i c  
languages illustrates the derivation of ' good ' morphological evidence from 
' bad ' syntactic evidence . 
In 194 3 ,  Capell li sted sets o f  verbal prefixes from the Aus tronesian 
languages of South-East Papua . These prefixes are now called ' clas s i f i catory ' 
because they classify into a l imited number of categories the manner in which 
an action is performed ( action by hitting , cutting , holding , etc . ) . The prefixes 
often occur attached to noun and adj ective roots as well as verb roots . Some 
o f  the prefixes are transparently related to full verbs in the same language 
( to hit , to cut , to hold , etc . ) . In such cases , the classificatory prefix 
constructions resemble straightforward verbal compounds . Other prefixes have 
so little semantic content that the ir original meanings are irrecoverable 
without comparative evidence . The role of the almost contentless prefixes in 
many languages is hard to separate from that of the common Austronesian causa­
tive prefix . Table 3 compares the role of the inherited causative prefix in 
Hawaiian with the rol e  of some of the innovative causative constructions in 
New Guinea Oceanic languages .  
In 1965 , Milke pointed out correspondences between certain clas s i ficatory 
prefixes in Gedaged and certain ones in South-East Papuan languages . He proposed 
that the classificatory prefixes were a morpho logical innovation providing 
evidence for a New Guinea Oceanic subgroup . However ,  since there are no such 
prefixes in the Morobe Province languages in the middle of the north coast, nor 
in the Central Province languages on the south coas t ,  thi s  piece of evidence 
lacks the proper distribution to tie together all the New Guinea Oceanic 
languages .  
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Tabl e 3 





















ho ' o-hana (work) to employ, cause to work 
rau-ka ra i  (work) to set (s . o . )  to work 
ho ' o- he l e l e ' i (falling) to scatter, sow 
rav i -awawa r i  (fal ling) to sow broadcast 
ho ' o- h ua (fruit) to bear fruit 
-amb i ana (frui t) to bear fruit 
ho ' o- h u l  i (turn over) to turn, change, convert 
-amb na l i l  i (turned around) to turn (s . t . ) around 
ho ' o- l o l  i (turn, change ) to change, amend 
-amb i l e l e  (turned) to translate 
ho ' o- l u l i (shake) to rock (s . o . ) ;  to sway 
rav i -dagudagu  (restless) to shake, disturb 
ho ' o-make (die) to kil l, let die 
ra u-ma te (die ) to kil l  
ho ' o- p i ha (full)  to fi ll  
ro-ka ra powan i (fuZZ)  to fiZ Z  
ho ' o- p i ' i  (ascend) to cause to rise 
b i - s a  (ascend) to lift up, raise 
ho ' o- puka (perforation) to make a hole or opening 
- so bozoka (punctured) to make a hole or opening 
There are no c l a s s i f i catory prefixes in the va languages of Morobe 
Province . But there are main verbs which play a role similar to that of the 
prefixes . These main verbs cooccur with verbal ,  nominal , and adj ectival roots 
whose semantics resemble those of the verbs , nouns , and adj ectives occurring 
with classificatory prefixes in the av languages . Some of the mo rphemes 
involved are cognate as wel l . ( The forms meaning to hit and to cut have widely 
distributed cognates . )  Table 4 shows some va constructions in Morobe Province 
languages which correspond to av constructions in languages in other parts of 
Papua New Guinea . 
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Tabl e 4 
Refl exes of t he serial  causati ve i n  New Gui nea Ocean i c  l angua ges 
* S 
* S 
vt 0 vi ( Switch S )  
Vt 0 Vt (Same S )  
they hit pig die 
they hit pig kil l/cause-die 
















GITUA ( Switch S )  t i - rap Qgaya ma te 
3p-hit p i g  3s-die 
NUMBAMI ( fr Same S )  t i - l apa bo l o  un i 
3p-hit pig dead 
KAIRIRU (Switch S )  b u r  r ro-un- i a-mya t 
pig 3p-hit-3s 3s-die 
GEDAGED ( fr Same S )  boz du-punu- f un - i 
pig 3-p-shoot-kill-3s  
MANAM ( fr Switch S )  bo ro d i - ra u-ma te - i 
pig 3p-hit-die-3s 
IDUNA ( fr Same S )  bawe h i - l u-ve- ' a l  i ka-na  
pig 3p-*hit-cause-die-3s 
There are thus innovative causative constructions in both vo and OV 
languages which resemble each other in the semantics of the components involved , 
in the order in which the components occur , and , in many cases , in the shapes 
of the individual morphemes as wel l .  Moreover ,  the two groups of innovative 
causatives (OV and vol are in complementary distribution in Papua New Guinea , 
and both di ffer from the causative pattern commonly found in Oceanic languages 
el sewhere . These circumstances seem to j ustify the reconstruction of a single 
ancestral pattern that will account for both the VO and OV constructions . 
A central element of thi s  pattern , the SVOV serial causative , is reconstructed 
in Table 4 .  
TWo types of SVOV serial causative are widely reconstructib le . In the 
Same Sub j ect type , both verbs are transitive and both have the same sub j ec t  
and ob ject . In the Switch Sub j ect type , the second verb is intransitive , and 
the obj ect of the first verb is the sub j ect of the second . In both construc­
tions , the first verb describes a manner of action and the second a reSUlting 
state . Table 5 shows that reflexes of both types can be reconstructed in the 
same language . 
Reflexes o f  the serial causative are found in a much larger proportion of 
New Guinea Oceanic languages than the classificatory prefixes are . ( They are 
still lacking in the OV languages of Central Province . )  The classificatory 
prefixes are j ust one of the various reflexes of the serial causative . But , 
although the parent construction has a better di stribution , it is a much weaker 
kind of evidence . The classificatory prefixes used to look like an arbitrary 
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Tab l e  5 
Refl exes of two types of seri a l  causati ve i n  Manam 
SWITCH SUBJECT : * S s-V-o O=S s-V yields S 0 s-v-v-o 
( d  i )  boro d i - rau-ma te- i 
3p pig 3p-hit-die-3s 
they ki l led the pig 
The second verb is intransitive : boro i -ma te 
pig 3s-die 
the pig died/is dead 
SAME SUBJECT : * S s-v-o 0 s-V-o yields S 0 s-v-v-o 
( f}a i )  , a i  i - zan-sere ' - i  
3s wood 3s-punch-split 
he split the stick (end-on) 
The second verb is transitive : ( f}a i )  ' a  i i - s e re ' - i  
3s wood 3 s-split- 3 s  
h e  split the wood 
morphological innovation until they were tied into the larger pattern . They 
did not correspond directly to structures in neighbouring non-Austronesian 
languages . The serial causative , on the other hand , is a word-order innovation 
which could have come about in a relatively short period of time . Moreover , it 
appears to be a direct adaptation to the OV word order of the non-Austronesian 
languages . Table 6 shows how SVOV serial causatives can be parsed ambiguously 
depending on whether VO or OV word order is considered the norm, and on whether 
the construction is thought to consist of one c lause or two . The meaning 
remains the same no matter how the structure is parsed syntactical ly . I suspect 
that the use of thi s syntactically (but not semantical ly) ambiguous construction 
may have been one of the first steps on the path toward OV word order . 
Tabl e 6 
Pars i n g  opt i ons  for SVOV ser i a l  causati ves 
Compatible Compatible 
with SVO with SOV 
Two clauses : 
Switch Subj ect S V 0 ## Vi S V # #  S Vi 
Same Subj ect S V 0 ## Vt S V # #  0 Vt 
One clause S Vmain 
0 VSub S VSub 0 V main 
I 
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I t  appears that speakers of New Guinea Oceanic languages at some point 
considered both verbs to occur in a single cl ause since in most languages 
either the manner verb or the result verb has lost its verbal status and become 
a member of a more restricted grammatical paradigm . Table 7 shows this develop­
ment . To me , this suggests that the serial causative was , from its inception , 
essential ly one clause with a verb in both medial and final position . 
Tabl e 7 
Di fferent resol utions for two verbs i n  one c l ause 
The VO Solution , adopted by Numbami and other VO language s :  
S V 0 V 
result 




The OV Solution , adopted by Manam and other OV languages : 
S V 0 V 
result 
becomes S 0 Manner-V 
manner main 
The initial development of the serial causative need not have taken place 
in only one ancestral language . It could have arisen independently whenever 
individual Austronesian languages came under pressure to move toward the OV 
word order of their Papuan neighbour languages . It is the type of change that 
can be accomplished relatively eas ily and abruptly . The gradual conversion of 
that innovative two-verb syntactic construction into a one-verb clause contain­
ing innovative morphology or grammatical classes no doubt took a much longer 
time to accomplish . But it too needs no unique genetic explanation . The 
tendency for new syntax to produce new morphology over time must exert constant , 
even i f  not absolute , pressure on every language . 
Unfortunately for the New Guinea Oceanic hypothes i s ,  much of the grammati ­
c a l  evidence available to support it is weak for the same reason the serial 
causative and i ts end-products are weak evidence for subgrouping . In order to 
subgroup New Guinea Oceanic languages , we need to identify those morphological 
innovations which show that a particular group of languages chose one set of 
options instead of other possible alternatives in response to similar environ­
mental pressures . I t  i s  not enough to show that all acquired certain general 
traits of OV word order and their various morphological end-products . In order 
to unify the whole group , we need to show that , although different alternatives 
were available,  all chose at least one set of options in common . In response 
to generalised external pressure to create a locative postposition , for instance , 
we need to show that all chose one means rather than another to create one ( s ay ,  
the recruitment o f  the anaphoric locative pronoun * i - a i rather than the semantic 
extension of a common postposed locational noun like ' inside ' ) . If all the 
pos sible alternatives that we can identify are equally distributed throughout 
the group we want to uni fy , then chances would seem greater that individual 
languages chose from the same ' universal ' set of alternatives independently . 
It would be very helpful to have a control group of languages which chose a 
di fferent set of options when faced with environmental pressures similar to 
those facing New Guinea Oceanic languages . Unti l  we find such a control group , 
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or at least until we otherwise filter out innovations which are broadly predict­
able from changes in the external environment or from universal principles of 
language change , ' New Guinea Oceanic ' will have to remain a typological rather 
than a gene tic label . 
NOTE 
I wish to thank Frank Lichtenberk for reading this paper on my behal f at 
the 15th Pac i fic Science Congress . I also wish to thank George Grace for 
profitable di scussions and Andy Pawley for detailed comments on the written 
version . This paper e laborates on some of the implications o f  the evidence 
cited in my dis sertation ( Bradshaw 1982) . All the data I cite are from that 
work . 
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CENT RAL- EASTERN O CEAN I C :  A S UB G RO U P I N G H Y POTHES I S  
John Lynch and D . T .  Tryon 
This paper represents the first report on a long-term proj ect which has 
as its major aim a subgrouping of the Oceanic languages , based largely on 
morphological evidence . Previous classifications of the Oceanic subgroup of 
Austronesian give the impression that Proto-Oceanic spl i t  into a large number 
of first-order branches . 1 
1 .  PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS AT LARGE-SCALE SUBGROUPING 
S ince the recognition of a n  Oceanic subgroup b y  Dempwol f f ,  there have been 
few maj or attempts at an overall subgrouping of the Oceanic languages , largely 
because of the huge number of l anguages involved , and the unavailabi lity of 
representative dat a . 2 Grace pub l i shed a tentative subgrouping of Oceanic , which 
he subsequently revised in 1971 and again most recently in 1981 . 3 His original 
classi fication divided Oceanic into nineteen subgroups , but it seems clear that 
Grace did not necessarily intend that these should be interpreted as first-order 
subgroups . The original nineteen subgroups were distributed geographically as 
follows : ten in Papua New Guinea , four in the Solomons , four in New Caledonia 
and the Loyalties , and one comprising the languages of vanuatu , Fi j i ,  Rotuma , 
Polynesia,  as well as those languages known as Micronesian . The two later 
versions of the paper show certain changes in details , mainly as more data 
became avai lable from regions not wel l  known to Grace in the 1950s . Thus we 
find , for example , that in the 1971 revision Grace adds two branches in I rian 
Jaya , while in the 1981 paper he recogni ses more groups in the Papua New Guinea 
region . Although various subgroups proposed by other scholars are mentioned in 
this latest revi sion , it is not always clear whether Grace is happy to accept 
them . Because of thi s ,  and also because of the format of the 1981 paper , it i s  
difficult t o  s e e  just exactly how many subgroups Grace would now recognise . 
The other maj or classi fication was that of Dyen , who published his lexico­
statistical classi fication of the whole Austronesian family , which included 
material from both Oceanic and western languages , in 1965 . This classi fication 
in fact found no lexicostatistical bas is at all for an Oceanic subgroup . 
Instead , Dyen proposed a forty-branch family-tree for Austrones ian , with thirty­
three of these branches being wholly or partly located in the region which mos t  
other linguists believe i s  occupied b y  the Oceanic subgroup . One of these 
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thirty-three branches , the large Malayopolynesian Linkage , had most of its 
members in the western ( Indone sian) region , but also included the languages of 
Polynesia,  Rotuma , and Fij i ,  as wel l  as Mota and the languages of E fate in 
Vanuatu , Kerebuto , Lau , and To ' ambaita in the Solomons , and Motu in Papua New 
Guinea . The other thirty-two branches had no such western connections ; and 
although two of them - Yapese and Nauruan - may not in fact belong to the 
Oceanic subgroup , the remaining thirty branches are clearly recognised to be 
Oceanic by the vast majority of Austronesiani sts , and were distributed geogra­
phically as follows : two in Irian Jaya , seventeen in Papua New Guinea ,  three 
in the Solomons ,  four in Vanuatu , three in New Caledonia , and one in Micronesia . 
Despite the considerable differences in approach and results , these two 
attempts at large-scale classi fication clearly have one feature in common : no 
large subgroups are recognised , and any ' family-trees ' of Oceanic that could be 
drawn from these classi fications must of neces sity be unstratified and show 
many first-order branches . A considerable amount of more recent research has 
attempted to draw together some of the subgroups recognised by Dyen or Grace 
and to combine them into somewhat larger groups : we might mention here in 
particular research into the Aus trones ian languages of the New Guinea/Western 
Solomons area by Blust, Bradshaw , Johnston , Lincoln , Ross , and Tryon , among 
others . However , the bases on which these proposals have been made differ , 
and most of them do not at this stage seem to have gained general acceptance . 
The pro j ect we are engaged on will eventually involve comparison of 
grammatical morpheme s and some grammatical structures across as wide a range 
of Oceanic languages for which data are available . This present paper discusses 
the first resul ts from this project . We will show in section 3 that there is a 
body of apparent morphological innovations indicating a subgroup which expands 
the Eastern Oceanic (EO) group as defined by Biggs ( 19 6 5 )  and Pawley ( 19 72 ) . 
Apart from including the Micrones ian languages (Grace 19 5 5 ) , the expanded sub­
group also inc ludes the Southern Vanuatu subgroup and the languages of Utupua 
and Vanikoro in the Santa Cruz area.  We call this putative subgroup Central­
Eastern Oceanic . Before examining the evidence for the Central-Eastern Oceanic 
subgroup however ,  we first discuss the various hypotheses relating to the Eastern 
Oceanic group . 
2 .  EASTE RN OCEAN I C  
The term ' Eastern Oceanic ' was apparently first used by Biggs ( 1965 ) . In 
his clas sic article on the historical phonology of Rotuman , Biggs adopted as a 
working hypothesis the existence of an EO subgroup : 
there is some evidence that Fij ian , Polynesian ,  Rotuman 
and certain languages of the Solomons-New Hebrides chain 
. . .  are members of a single subgroup of Austronesian . This 
paper assumes such to be the case (Biggs 1965 : 38 3 ) . 
Nothing , however , was said of any innovations identifying EO as a closed 
subgroup . 
I t  was pawley ' s  ( 19 7 2 )  paper which made explicit the innovations on which 
the subgrouping proposal is base d ,  and upon which most subsequent discuss ion 
of the subgroup is based . 
Pawley ( 19 7 2 )  expanded on Biggs ' proposal in a number of ways . First , he 
listed a number of morphological features , and one phonological innovation , 
apparently shared by the languages of the EO subgroup . Second , he reconstructed 
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a considerable portion of E O  grammar . 4 Third , he argued for the fol lowing 
subgroups of EO : 
( i )  Southeast Solomonic , with two subgroups : 
a .  Guadalcanal-Nggelic 
b .  Cri stobal-Malaitan 
( ii )  North Hebridean-Central Paci fic , with two subgroups : 
a .  North Hebridean , further subdividing into Northern 
New Hebrides-Banks and Central New Hebrides subgroups ; 
b .  Central Paci fic , with Fij ian and Polynesian subgroups . 
Gilbertese and Rotuman were also considered in Pawley ' s  ( 19 7 2 )  articl e ,  but 
although both languages satisfied some of the criteria for inclusion within 
EO , there were some arguments against their inclusion , and they remained un­
classifi ed .  5 
Grace , whose 1955 classi fication of the Oceanic languages was discussed 
above 6 , reviewed Pawley ' s  ( 19 7 2 )  paper in 1976 . In this he appeared to accept 
the main thrust of the argument , although he was critical of a number of aspects 
of the proposal , in particular the use of the one phonological innovation for 
the EO subgroup - the loss of Proto-Austrones ian (PAN) final consonants in 
absolute final position . In reaction , Pawley ( 19 7 7 )  redefined the subgroup ; 
he withdrew the Southeast Solomonic subgroup , and renamed the rump Remote 
Oceanic . 
More recent work has shown that Pawley may have been somewhat precipitate . 
Blust ( 1982 ) , for example , presents a body of evidence suggesting that pawley ' s  
Cristobal-Malaitan subgroup and the Micronesian languages form a subgroup of 
Eastern Oceani c .  While thi s proposal i s  inconsistent with Pawley ' s  Southeast 
Solomons subgroup , it nevertheless suggests that the wider Eastern Oceanic 
group has considerable validity . 7 
3 .  CENTRAL-EASTERN OCEAN IC  
Below we present evidence for a subgroup of Oceanic , called Central-Eastern 
Oceanic (CEO) , comprising the fol lowing sets of languages : 
1 .  Eastern Oceanic ( EO)  
a.  Southeast Solomonic 
b .  North and Central vanuatu 
c .  Central Pacific ( including Rotuman) 
d .  Micronesian 
2 .  Southern vanuatu ( SV) 
3 .  utupua and Vanikoro ( eastern Outer I s lands , Solomon I slands ) ( UV) 
The evidence for CEO cons ists of a number of morphological features apparently 
exclusively shared by one or more members of most of the sets of languages 
shown above , and apparently not found in other Oceanic subgroups . 8 We use the 
term ' sets of languages '  rather than ' subgroups ' because at thi s stage the 
internal subgrouping of the proposed CEO group remains uncertain in several 
respects ( al though c f .  section 4 below) . 
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EASTERN OCEANIC . This set of languages i s  basically as outlined in the 
previous section , al though given Blust ' s  most recent ( 1982)  paper , the sub­
divisions of this set listed here must at the moment be taken to be partly 
geographical and partly genetic .  
SOUTHERN VANUATU . Thi s subgroup , which was established by Lynch ( 1978a) , 
includes the languages of Erromango , Tanna , and Anei tyum . Although a certain 
amount of reconstruction has been done in thi s  subgroup (Lynch 1982c , 1983b) , 
l i ttle of this has yet been published . 
UTUPUA-VANIKORO . The languages of Utupua and Vanikoro have recently been 
shown (Tryon and Hackman 1983)  to form a rather tenuous subgroup on phonological 
grounds , although the subgrouping hypothesis is somewhat more secure when 
morphological evidence is taken into account . 
3 . 1  Excl us i ve l y  s hared fea tures 
The following morphological reconstructions are attributed here to PCEO 
and regarded as innovations of the CEO subgroup : 
1 .  *mun i dative preposi tion or prepositional verb 
2 .  * n i second person singular preverbal subject-marking particle 
3 .  * l e  locative preposition , an irregular development of POC * 1 0  
4 .  * ( n ) tewa one 
5 .  * po ( �) ko to , or * po to ( �) ko ,  near , nearby 
6 .  * (q ) a  personal article 
7 .  *ma preverbal particle marking realis/past/non-future 
8 .  * t ua ( i )  verbal particle, 'already, finished, long ago ' 
9 .  * ( n ) te�ma [na l particle linking ten and smaller units in numerals above ten 
1 0 .  * �ke preverbal particle marking conditional 
11 . * p i a  where ? a metathe sised form of POC *pa i 
1 2 . * tapa verbal prefix or particle marking spontaneous action 
13 . *- ( k) i construct sUffix to possessed nouns 
14 . * i - agentive noun derivative 
15 . * ka- ins trumental noun derivative 
Of these fi fteen reconstructions , the first six or seven seem secure , 
since they are either found in all the sets of languages noted above , or else 
the ir absence from one particular set of languages is explainable in some 
principled way ; in addition , no one set of languages consistently shows more 
such gaps than any other . The remaining eight or nine shared grammatical 
features are less secure ( and are marked ?PCEO) , since they are not found in 
all sets of languages , although again , there is no one set of languages which 
consistently misses out on these latter exclusively shared features . We 
bel ieve that these also provide quite strong evidence for the hypothes i s ,  and 
may also provide evidence for internal subgrouping at some later date . The 
exclusively shared features , which are discussed in detail be low , are thus 
ranked from most secure to least secure . 
S ince there appears to be no s igni ficant phonological di fference between 
POC ( the ancestor of PCEO) and PEO (a presumed daughter-language of PCEO) , we 
assume for the present that the phonological system of PCEO is the same as 
that of POC o 
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The putative innovations are discussed i n  detail below . Data from each 
set of languages are presented separately , and this presentation is followed 
in a number of cases by a di scus sion of any points of interest which arise . 
1 .  PCEO *mun i dative preposition or prepositional verb 
EO : Pawley ( 19 7 2 : 8 ) reconstructed, as an Eastern Oceanic innovation , the form 
PEO *mun i ,  with the function prepositional verb indicating dative ( to ,  for ,  
with a person) , on the bas is o f  reflexes i n  F i j i  ( e . g . , Wayan mun i ) , Northern 
Vanuatu and the Banks ( e . g . , Mota mun , Maewo m i n )  and the South-East Solomons 
( e . g . , Ulawa mun i )  ( 19 7 2 : 88) . To the data given there by Pawley can be added 
the forms Mosina mun , Nurne m i n ,  and vatrata men . We have not found cognate 
forms in Micronesian . 9 
SV: The Tanna languages show morphemes which are formally cognate , although 
functionally they share only the comitative sense of pawley ' s  reconstruction . 
The forms in question are reflected as mane in all five Tanna languages . The 
Anej om comitative verbal prefix i m i - may possibly also be cognate . 
UV :  The dative forms Vano n i m i n i - ,  i m i n i - ,  and Burna n i m i n i - are cognate with 
*mun i .  
2 .  PCEO * n i second person singular preverbal subject-marking particle .  
EO : The forms Motlav n e k ,  Mota , Vat rata , Mosina , Merlav n i k  may reflect *n i ,  
though it is more probable that they are reduced forms of the free pronoun 
(Proto-North Hebridean * ( i ) - n i ko ( Pawley 1972 : 11 3 ) ) rather than true subj ect­
marking particles . 
SV : North Tanna , Whitesands , Lenakel ,  South-West Tanna n - , Anejom n e i , n a . 
UV :  Asumboa n i ,  Tanimbil i ,  Vano n u - , Nembao n i - .  
3 .  PCEO * l e  locative preposition , as an irregular development of POC * 1 0  
( c f .  PEO * l a l o  inside ) .  
EO : The type PCEO * l e  appears not to be found i n  two of the EO regions : South­
East Solomons and Central Pacific . It is , however , found in the other two 
regions .  In the Banks , Vatrata , Mosina , Nurne , and Merlav all show I e .  In 
Nuclear Micronesian , we find Puluwat I e  or l ee at , and Woleaian l e- in , prefix 
to some nouns indicating time or space . 
SV: The locative prepositions in the Southern Vanuatu languages are Sie , Ura 
r a ,  North Tanna e ,  Whitesands , South-West Tanna i e ,  Lenakel I e ,  Kwamera i a ,  
Anejom a .  In each of these languages for which sufficient data are availab l e , 
a variant form occurs when a pronominal obj ect i s  suffixed : the forms are Sie , 
Kwamera , Anej om i ra - , Ura a ra - , Lenakel l a - ,  South-West Tanna i l - .  Although 
there has obviously been some confusion between the palatal ( i ) and non-palatal 
( l or r )  reflexes of POC liquids in the northern Tanna languages , whi ch appears 
to have spread to South-West Tanna and Kwamera , it seems nevertheless that 
these forms are derived from * l e .  
While the innovation appears to be widespread throughout the putative 
Central-Eastern Oceanic subgroup , there are also cases of reflexes of POC * 1 0  
with a mid back vowel - i . e . , cases within CEO languages where the innovation 
has not taken place . In contrast to the Micronesian forms given earlier , for 
exampl e ,  we also find Marshallese i l o .  Note in particular the very similar 
cases of Mota 1 0 ,  i l o ,  a l o , and Nurne I e ,  i l e ,  a l e , and also the sets of double 
reflexes in the same language : Vatrata 1 0 ,  I e ;  Puluwat l l � - , l ee- , l e - .  Data 
from the utupua and Vanikoro languages are also somewhat confusing . While the 
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Burna form l e l ema inside , in the house is remi n i s cent of * l e ,  Asumboa l u  
suggests * 1 0 ,  and Nembao l a ,  ra suggest * l a l o .  A plausible hypothesis is that 
the change * 1 0  > * l e  was not complete at the time PCEO had broken up , and that 
the two forms remained variants in at least some dialects of PCEO for some time : 
4 .  PCEO * ( n ) tewa one 
EO : Pawley ( 1972) reconstructed as a North Hebridean-Central Pacific innovation 
a form for the nurneral one - variously given as * t u (w) a ,  * te (w) a (p . 52 )  or 
* ( n ) tewa (p . 11 3 )  - on the bas i s  of such forms as East Fij ian d ua ,  Roturnan taa , 
Merlav t uwa/ l e ,  Maewo tewa , Tangoa tea . No cognate forms seem to be found in 
the South-East Solomons , though there are apparent cognates in Micrones ian : cf . 
Marshallese j uo n ,  Sonsorol de�, and possibly also Ulithian s e ,  Kusaiean s i e ,  
se , and Woleaian se- . 
SV : North Tanna , Whitesands ka/ t i a ,  Kwamera kwa / t i a  may well be cognate . 
UV :  Nembao t ua ,  Tanimbili s uo are clearly cognate . 
Forms reconstructed for one include POC * ( n ) s a  and * - ka i , and PEO 
* ke ( n ) s [ ae ) , * ( n ) s a ,  * ( n ) s a ka i ,  and * t a ( n ) sa . Although a number of these forms 
are also reflected in various Central-Eastern Oceanic languages ,  it is plausible 
that reflexes of more than one such form may occur in the same language with 
separate functions ( e . g . , one , in counting ; a ,  an , indefinite article ; one , 
used in counting tens ; etc . ) . The presence of reflexes of some of these POC 
forms for one in various CEO languages does not , then , invalidate the proposed 
innovation . 
5 .  PCEO * ( m) po ( �) ko to or * ( m) po to ( �) ko ,  near , nearby . 
EO : North/Central Vanuatu : Motlav be te � ,  Mota pe te � ,  Vatrata ro/v ' e ,  Mosina 
r i / p t e , Nurne a /mba t i ,  Port Sandwich pa r i ca � .  
SV : Sie po t po t ,  Ura b u r ub u t ,  North Tanna i / uaka r ,  Whitesands i / uoka r ,  Lenakel 
i / uoka t ,  South-West Tanna , Kwamera i /paka , Anej om o/po t pote t .  
UV :  Asurnboa a /v i t a ko ,  Tanimbili ma /voko , Vano fat i oko , Burna fet�k� . 
6 .  PCEO * ( q ) a personal article 
EO : Pawley ( 19 7 2 : 9 ,  58) reconstructed as an Eastern Oceanic innovation the 
personal name marker or personal article PEO * ( q ) a ,  with reflexes in Polynesian 
( PPN * ( ? ) a ) and the South-East Solomons ( e . g . , Kwara ' ae ,  Sa ' a , Nggela a ) . A 
personal article a is also found in Big Nambas in Northern Vanuatu . As a 
specifically South-East Solomons innovation , Pawley ( 19 7 2 : 100) noted that this 
form occurs only before personal names and kinship terms in focal and subj ect 
position ( contrasting wi th the Polynesian function of occurring before personal 
pronouns , personal interrogatives and personal names in obj ect position ) . 
SV : The Anejom form a ,  which marks the sub j ect of a clause and is fused 
initial ly on the focal pronouns , may parallel the speci fically South-East 
Solomons innovation . 
UV :  Tanimbili has a personal article of the form a .  
7 .  PCEO *ma preverbal particle marking realis/past/non-future 
EO : Pawley ( 1972 : 48 ,  1 1 2 )  reconstructed as a North Hebridean-Central Pac i fic 
innovation the preverbal particle *ma with reflexes in the Banks and Northern 
Vanuatu regions ( e . g . , Merlav me , Mota , Nogugu ma , Tasiriki mo) , and also in 
several F i j ian dialects ( e . g . , Bua , Kadavu maa ) . The form was glossed as 
marking past or non-future tense . A possible reflex of the form appears to be 
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found in the South-East Solomons region , in Kwaio me ' e  narrative past . In the 
Micronesian area , Ulithian ma habitual may also be cognate . 
SV : All of the Southern vanuatu l anguages with the exception of Kwamera show 
what appears to be a cognate form , though in many cases there is an accreted 
initial vowel ,  and in two cases there is a final n . I O  The forms in question 
are S ie , Ura m- mid pas t ,  m-em- remote past ; North Tanna amw- , Whitesands am- , 
Lenakel am- , South-West Tanna amn - , all marking past tense ; and Anej om mwan 
perfective . 
UV :  No cognate form occurs in the utupua-Vanikoro languages . However , it 
appears that these languages have undergone a significant change in their tense­
marking system. Essentially , no tense-marking particles may occur in the verb 
phrase in the languages of Utupua , the time of the action being marked (where 
necessary) by adverbials : 
ASUMBOA : an ambo na-mbure-ndyo 
yesterday I-see-them 
I saw them yesterday 
tambo ne�e na-save 
tomorrow by-and-by I-out 
Tomorrow I ' l l  out the wood 
tav i o  
wood 
The sole exception to thi s rule appears to be a particle Nembao ma - ,  Tanimbili 
me- , which marks future . In Vanikoro , on the other hand , tense-marking appears 
to be effected by a change in the vowel of the subject prefix , especially 
( though not solely) in the first and second persons singular : 
BUMA : pepane 
yesterday 
I saw your 
n i - romo mwoe 




mombo ne- romo mwoe i ono 
tomorrow I:  FUTURE-see house yoUX' 
I wi ll  see yoUX' house tomorrow 
The proposed exclusively shared feature , then , is not strongly contradicted 
by the utupua-Vanikoro evidence , which suggests that considerable s impli fication 
has taken place in the tense-marking system in these languages . 
8 .  PCEO * t ua ( i )  verbal partiole, 'already, finished, long ago ' .  
EO : Pawley ( 19 7 2 : 9 ,  5 1 )  reconstructed as an Eastern Oceanic innovation the 
postverbal particle PEO * t ua ( i )  marking perfective aspect ,  with reflexes in 
Polynesian (Proto-Polynes ian ( PPN) * t ua i ) , Gilbertese ( t ua i ) , the South-East 
Solomons ( e . g . , Kwara ' ae ' ua ,  Nggela tua ) , and North/Central Vanuatu ( e . g . , 
Mota , Tangoa t ua i ) . Although the form has apparent cognates in PAN * t uqaS  o ld, 
POC , PEO *ma - t uqa o ld,  mature , and * t uq a - ka o lder sibling of same sex , a number 
of features seem to be innovations : loss of *q , accretion in at least some 
languages of - i ,  and its function as an aspect marker . Note also the fol lowing 
forms in Micronesian which are almost certainly cognate in form if not exactly 
cognate in function : Woleaian taa i no longer, Sonsorol m�/d uwE long ago . In 
addition , Pawley established as an innovation of his Central New Hebridean 
subgroup the change from * t ua ( i )  to the type Nguna s ua ( 19 7 2 : 1 19) . 
SV : Two reflexes of * t ua ( i )  in Southern Vanuatu are Sie i te t ua i ,  Anej om i t uwu 
long ago . The Sie form shows an accreted i te- , which i s  probably the identifi­
catory prefix i t - plus epenthetic e ( Lynch and Capell 1983 ) .  The Ane j om form is 
more problematical , and in any case neither is used as an aspect marker per se . 
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However ,  the Sie perfective verbal suffix - s u  may be cognate either with 
* t ua ( i )  or , more likely , with the Central New Hebridean innovation of the type 
Nguna sua ; in this case , the form is clearly an aspect marker .  
UV: Two possible cognates are the perfective aspect markers Asumboa 5 0 - , a 
verbal prefix,  and Nembao ao- , a verbal suffix . 
9 .  PCEO * ( n ) te Qma [ na ]  particle linking ten and smaller units in numerals 
above ten. 
EO : Pawley ( 1 9 7 2 : 4 7 )  reconstructed the form * ( n ) t um (w) a ,  as a numeral particle 
linking tens and smal ler numbers , on the basis of reflexes in Polynesian (PPN 
* t umaa ) , Rotuman ( fumaa ) , North/Central Vanuatu ( e . g . , Merlav demwe/ i ,  Raga 
domwa ) and the South-East Solomons ( e . g . , Bugotu toma/ga ) . Additional data 
from languages not l isted in Pawley ' s  tables include Motlav na dmwe , Vatrata 
wa l demwe i ,  Mosina 0 numwe ¥ i ,  Nume domwen , Big Nambas daman , and possibly Port 
Sandwich nd romuxe r .  While Pawley did not establish this form as an Eastern 
Oceanic innovation, it does not appear to be found outside the putative Central­
Eastern Oceanic subgroup . ! ! 
UV :  Vano l emen e ,  Buma tamana . 
The absence of this particle in the languages of Southern Vanuatu can be 
explained by the fact that these languages have changed to a quinary numeral 
system. Forms above ten in those languages thus behave no differently from 
forms above five , and the rationale for a particle linking ten and lower numerals 
which was distinct from that linking five and lower numerals has dis appeared . 
1 0 .  ?PCEO * Qke preverbal particle marking conditional 
EO : The preverbal particle POC * ( Q) ke ,  suppositional ,  purposive , prospective 
was reconstructed as an Eastern Oceanic innovation by Pawley ( 19 7 2 : 8-9 , 4 8 ) , on 
the basis of reflexes in Polyne sian (PPN *ke) , Fij ian (East Fij ian , Wayan ke) , 
and the South-East Solomons l anguages ( e . g . , Kwara ' ae ,  Lau ke , Nggela ke , Qge) . 
To these can be added Kusaiean ke when ( subordinating conjunction) , and 
Gi lbertese Qke , marking conditional . 
UV :  Asumboa , Tanimbili mbwa- ke if; cf . also Tanimbili , Asumboa ke because . 
I t  should be noted that this form ,  either as a preverbal particle or a 
subordinating conjunction , is represented in all of the regions in question 
except Southern Vanuatu , where at least the languages of Erromango and Tanna 
appear to have innovated by using a form of the quotative verb to express con­
ditions . Thus Sie naQku if, for example , i s  a nominalisation of the irrealis 
form ( aQku )  of the quotative verb o ¥ u ;  while Lenakel t a kamwa ( real conditional) , 
kapamwa ( irreal conditional ) are impersonal verbal forms of the quotative verb 
amwa . 
11 . ?PCEO *p i a  where ? an �rregular deve lopment involving metathes is of 
vowels from POC *pa i . 
EO : Pawley ( 19 7 2 : 78 ,  111-11 2 )  posited , as an innovation of the North Hebridean­
Central Pacific subgroup , the formal change from POC *pa i where ? to PHC * p [ e i ) a , 
based on such reflexes as PPN * fea , Merlav v i a ,  Mota vea , and Maewo bea . He 
notes , however ,  the difficulty involved in accepting this as an innovation 
caused by such forms as East Fij ian and Wayan ve i ,  which do not show the meta­
the s i s .  While unmetathe sised forms occur in the South-East Solomons ( e . g . , 
Arosi he i , Lau fa i ,  Nggela ve i ) , Nuclear Micronesian languages reflect the 
metathesised form : Gilbertese i i a ,  i aa ,  Marshallese i a ,  Puluwat y i ya ,  y i ye ,  
Ulithian y i  i ya a ,  Woleaian i i ya ,  and Sonsorol i i a .  
----- ------------------------------
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sV : The Southern vanuatu languages reflect forms with the phoneme combination 
i a ,  but show irregular loss of the initial *p . The forms are Sie i ya ,  North 
Tanna ,  Whitesands i h i a ,  Lenakel ,  South-West Tanna i h i e ,  Kwamera i sa ,  Anejom 
e9a , suggesting a Proto-Southern vanuatu form * i s i a  or * i s a .  
Forms recorded in utupua and Vanikoro are probably more recent innovations , 
being cognate neither with * p i a  nor with *pa i ( e . g . , Asumboa n i Q i , Tanimbili 
maa ,  Vano mene , etc . ) . 
The innovation proposed for PHC thus can be extended to PCEO , with the 
same kinds o f  reservations as expressed by Pawley : the problem o f  the unmeta­
thesised form occurring in the South-East Solomons and Fij ian . 
12 . ?PCEO * t apa prefix or particle marking spontaneous action. 
EO : The forms * t a - ,  * tapa- , stative derivative , have been reconstructed for PEO 
(Pawley 1972 : 4 5 ) . A footnote (which refers only to * t a pa - ? )  states that ' wi th 
some verbs this marks a spontaneously arising condition ' .  The stative-marker 
* t a - i s  not an EO innovation , as it i s  found in other Oceanic subgroups . 1 2  The 
(variant?) form *t apa- , however did not appear to be found outside Eastern 
Oceanic . In Pawley ' s  tables ( 19 7 2 : 4 5 )  reflexes of * t a pa - ,  apparently with the 
meaning of spontaneity, are shown as occurring in the Banks and Northern Vanuatu 
( e . g . , Mota t a pa - ,  Naewi rava - )  and also in the South-East Solomons ( e . g . , 
Fagani ' a fa- , Bugotu tava - ) . To the data given there can be added Motlav tav- , 
Nume t a va , vatrata ' a v ,  ' amw ,  and Mosina tamw ,  tav .  
sV: Possible cognates o f  * t apa occur as suffixes to verbs in the languages of 
Tanna marking reflexive , reciprocal ,  spontaneous ly occurring action - e . g . , 
Lenakel r-am-o l -a t u  ( 3SG-PAST-ao -REC/REF/SPONT) it happened by itse lf. The 
forms , with accreted initial a ,  are Whitesands - a r u ,  Lenakel - a t u ,  South-West 
Tanna - a t ukw ,  and Kwamera - a t u k . 1 3  Ura of Erromango has the prefix eseb i n ­
marking spontaneity which may possible be cognate . 
This form does not appear to occur in Micronesian ,  although the type 
Marsha llese j a - may presumably reflect either * t apa- or the shorter form * ta - . 
No affix marking spontaneity has been recorded for the languages of Utupua or 
Vanikoro and further research is needed to determine ( a )  whether spontaneity 
is marked at all in those languages and (b)  if it i s ,  whether it i s  marked at 
all in those languages and , i f  so , whether it i s  marked with a reflex o f  
*tapa- . 
1 3 . ?PCEO * - ( k) i construct suffix to possessed nouns �hen the possessor 
is a noun .  11; 
EO : The following forms appear to derive from the suggested reconstruction . In 
the South-East Solomons : Kwaio - ' i ,  - i ,  Nggela - i  ( c f .  C . E .  Fox 1950 : 14 9 ) , and 
possibly To ' ambaita -e ( Ray 1926) . In the North/Central Va�uatu region : Mota 
- i ,  - i u , Vatrata , Mosina , Merlav - y i ,  - i .  In Central Pac i fi c :  E ast Fij ian _ i } 5 
In Nucl ear Micrones ian : Puluwat - y ,  - i , and possibly Ul ithian - I i .  
SV : South-West Tanna , Kwamera , and Anej om have a construct suffix - i . 
Information presently available on the languages of Utupua and Vanikoro 
shows no evidence of construct suffixes . 
14 . ?PCEO * i - agentive noun derivative . 
1 5 . ?PCEO * ka - instrumental noun derivative . 
A form * i - is reconstructed for POC and PEO ,  and glossed as instrumental 
noun derivative. Within the E astern Oceanic subgroup , it has reflexes in Fijian ,  
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Northern Vanuatu , and the South-East Solomons .  However , there i s  considerable 
evidence that a homophonous form * i - can be reconstructed for PCEO with the 
function agentive noun derivative , while a PCEO form * ka- can be reconstructed 
with the function of instrumental noun derivative . The evidence is presented 
first , and is fol lowed by a discussion of the re lationship between these two 
forms and other forms reconstructed as * i . 
Agentive * i :  
EO : North/Central Vanuatu : Mota , Motlav ,  Merlav i ,  Mosina e .  
SV : Whitesands , South-West Tanna , Lenakel ,  Kwamera i - .  
Instrumental *ka : 
EO : North/Central Vanuatu : Mota , Mosina , Nume , Merlav ya . 
Sonsorol ya- forms abstract nouns , incl uding instrumen tal 
Paci fic : note Fij ian kaa thing. 
Nuclear Micronesian : 
nouns . Central 
SV : North Tanna , White sands , Lenake l ,  South-West Tanna , Kwamera k- . 
I t  appears that considerab l e  switching of function has occurred in Oceani c 
languages generally with regard to these two morphemes .  The proposed PCEO prefix 
*ka - , for example , appears to be reflected in some languages with the function 
of forming agentive rather than instrumental nouns . At the same time , it is 
our contention that the same kind of reanalys is was taking place with respect 
to * i  , possibly under pressure from a homophonous parti c l e ,  the personal article 
PAN , POC , PEO * i . Whi l e  * i  can be reconstructed with purely instrumental 
functions for PCEO , there is also evidence , as given above , for sugges ting that 
it had acquired , or was acqui ring,  agentive functions . 
Consider the case of Mota (Codrington 1885 ) . It is clear there that both 
i ( from * i - ) and a ( from *ka - )  have instrumental uses . At the same t ime , 
there is a certain amount of evidence for the agentive use of i ,  as in ya l e  
deceive , i ya l e  the deceiver ; y i l a l a  know, i y i l a l a  the knowing one ; yopa sick , 
yopae sickness , i yopae a sick man ; and so on . S imilar evidence exists for 
Motlav and Merlav . 
I t  would seem, therefore , that POC * i  was an instrumental prefix . Possibly 
due to contamination from the homophonous personal article * i , however ,  this 
instrumental prefix began taking on agentive-marking functions , as seems to 
have happened in Mota , and the form *ka- seems to have been innovated to take 
over the instrumental functions of * i . The process seems to have reached i ts 
furthest development in Southern vanuatu , where * i  now has no instrumental uses . 
4 .  CENTRAL- EASTERN OCEAN I C :  INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL SUBGROUPING  
Both Pawley ( 1 9 7 7 )  and Blust ( 1982)  question , i n  one way o r  another , the 
original Eastern Oceanic proposal , and in both cases it is the affiliations of 
the languages of the South-East Solomons which are the major problem . Pawley 
proposes withdrawing them altogether from the subgroup , while Blust finds 
evidence l inking Nuclear Micronesian with one of pawley ' s  ( 1 9 7 2 )  South-East 
Solomons subgroups , but not with the other . But although the integrity of the 
Eastern Oceanic subgroup clearly requires considerable further investigation , 
we have not addressed ourselves to thi s  question in thi s  paper . Rather ,  in 
b riefly examining the internal subgrouping and the external l inks of the 
putative Central-Eastern Oceanic grou�ing , we assume for the present that 
Eastern Oceanic is a valid subgroup . 1 
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An examination o f  the innovations proposed above suggests two conclusions : 
a .  that a strong case exists for including the languages of Southern vanuatu 
( SV) in CEO . 
b .  that a weaker case exists for including the languages of utupua and 
Vanikoro (UV) in CEO . 
It is clear that a great deal more work is necessary to clarify the 
internal subgrouping of Central-Eastern Oceanic . 
As for the immediate external relationships of CEO , it is di fficult at 
this s tage of the investigation to make any positive statemen t .  However , our 
impressions - and they are only impressions at this early s tage of the 
investigation - are that the closest relatives of the putative Central-Eastern 
Oceanic subgroup , an expansion of the original Eastern Oceanic subgroup , wil l  
b e  found on the one hand i n  the Loyalty Islands and New Caledonia and o n  the 
other in the New I reland/Bougainville/Wes tern Solomons regions , areas geo­
graphically contiguous to that covered by Central-Eastern Oceanic .  
5 .  CONCLUS I ON 
We have suggested in this paper that there is a body of evidence supporting 
the existence of a subgroup which is geographically continuous in central and 
eastern Oceania . This subgroup clearly includes both the languages generally 
labelled Eastern Oceanic , and also the Southern Vanuatu subgroup : thi s  con­
clusion matches exactly that of Grace ( 19 5 5 ) , though it escaped Pawley ( 19 7 2 )  
and especially Lynch ( 1 9 7 8a )  . 1 7 There is also a considerable body of evidence 
supporting the inclusion of the utupua-Vanikoro languages in thi s  subgroup . 
Obviously , thi s  proposal is a tentative one at thi s  s tage , and considerably 
more research is required to (a) estab li sh the grouping more securely , (b)  decide 
its internal subgrouping , and ( c )  locate it within the Oceanic family tree . 
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CENTRAL-EASTERN OCEAN I C  SOUND CORRESPONDENCES 
poc *p  *mp * t  * n t  * k  
Woleaian f , 0  p t , s , 0 I g , 0 
Puluwat f , 0  p h , 0  r k , 0  
Sonsorol f , 0 p t , d  s k 
Marshallese y , 0  p , b  j d k 
Kusaiean ° p t ,  s s r  k 
Gilbertese ° p t , 0 r k , 0  
Bugotu v b t t , d y , g 
Nggela v , b  b t t , d  y , g 
Lau f , b  b ° 0 , t  7 , 0 , g 
Kwara ' ae h , b  b ° ° 7 , 0 , k  
Kwaio f , b  b ° ° ? , g 
Ulawa h , p  p ° 0 , ts ? , k  
Arosi h , b  b ° ° 7 , k  
Fagani h , p  p ° ° y , k  
Nembao v , 0  t , r  0 , k  
Asumboa v , b  t , s 0 , k  
Tanimbili v , 0 t , s  j 0 , k  
Burna v , 0 , p  b t , d  t 0 , k  
Vano v , 0 , p  b t , l  t 0 , k  
Mota v ,w p t , s  n ( 7 )  y , w , k  
Motlav v , w , p  b t d y ,w , k  
Merlav v , w b t d y , w , k  
Mosina v , w t y , w , k  
Vatrata v , w 7 d y , w , k  
Nurne v , w b t , s  d y ,w , k  
Cent . Maewo v b t d y ,  vW , 
Raga v , p p t , s  d x , k  
Nogugu v ,w p , pw t 7 7 , k  
Tasiriki v ,w p t , k k ? , k  
Tangoa v , v  p , p  t d r  h , k  
Big Nambas v , v  p , p t , d d x , k  
pt . Sandwich v b t , d r d r  y , l)k 
Nguna v , w , p  p t , d d k , 1) 
Sie v , p  mp t , h  t , h  y , k , 0  
Ura v b t , s  s ( ? )  g ,w 
Lenakel v ,w , p  p , pw t ,  s ,  r t k , 0 
Whitesands v , w p , pw t , s  t , r  k , I) , 0  
SW Tanna v ,w , kw p , pw t , l  , s t 0 , k  
Kwamera v , w p , pw t , r , h  t ,  r 0 , k  
N Tanna v , Iv ,  p mp t , s t k , I) , 0  
Anejom h , w ,  p p , h t , s  t , t s x , k , 0  
P i j e  p , v , 0  b , bW , g  t , d , t s d t s , k , 0 
Fwai p , v , 0  b , bW , g  t , d , ts d t s , k , 0 
Nemi p , v , 0  b , bW , g  t , d , ts d ts , k , 0  
Jawe p , v , 0  b , bW , g  t s  , j j ts , k , 0 
Roturnan h p f f 7 
F i j ian v b t , d d k 
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Lau gw , b  
Kwara ' ae gw 
Kwaio g , b  
Ulawa pw , p  
Arosi bW , b  




Burna b , pw 












Big Nambas p 






SW Tanna p 
Kwamera p 
N Tanna p 
Anejom p 
Pije bw , g  
Fwai bW , g  
Nemi bW , g  
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*q  *d  *nd  *m *mw 
0 r J m mw 
0 , r r m mw 
0 1 . r 5 m mw 
0 r d m mw 
0 1 s r  m m 
0 0 r m mw 
0 r ,  ( d )  r m m 
0 , y  r r m m 
0 , 5  r , d  d m OW 
0 , 5  r , d  d , r  m OW 
0 , 1 r r m w 
0 , 5  r , t s t s  m mw 
0 r , d  d , r  m mw 
0 r ,  t t ,  r m mw 
0 1 1 m m 
0 y , l  1 m mu 
0 Y 1 m mw 
0 1 m mw 
0 1 m mw 
0 r n ( 7 )  m mw 
0 Y m mw 
0 r d m OW 
0 r m mw 
0 r d m mw 
0 r d m mw 
0 r d m mw 
0 r r m mw 
0 r r m m 
(11 r , k  r m m 
0 r r m , m  m , m  
0 r , d r m , m  m , m  
0 0 , d r  m mw 
(11 r , d  m mw 
0 r , d t m m 
(11 r , t  m m 
(11 1 ,  y ,  t r m , mw mw 
(11 1 , y ,  r t m , mw mw 
(11 r , t  r m mw 
(11 r , t  r m , mw mw 
(11 1 , y ,  t t m , mw  mw 
0 r , t s r m , mw mw 
k , (1I t , l  d m , mw  m 
k , 0  t , l  d m , mw  m 
k , (1I t , l  d m , mw m 
k , (1I  t , l  d m , mw m 
(11 r d r  m 
(11 r t , l  m 0 
(11 r d r  m OW 



























Cent . Maewo n 
Raga n 
Nogugu n 
Tas iriki n 
Tangoa n 
Big Nambas n 




Lenakel n , f) 
Whitesands n , f) 
SW Tanna n , f) 
Kwarnera n , f) 
N Tanna n , f) 
Ane jom n , n 





















































y , 0  
* f) *5 *n5 
I) t t 
f) t t 
f) t t 
f) t t 
f) t , 0 0 
f) r r 
f) 0 , h  h 
f) h h 
f) t , 5  t , 5  
f) t , 5  t , 5  
f) t , 5  t , 5  
f) t , 5  t , 5 
f) t , 5  t , 5  
f) t , 5 t , 5  
n ( ? )  h 
f) 0 5 , 0 
f) 0 5 , 0 
f) 5 
f) 5 5 
f) 5 5 
f) h h 
f) 5 5 
f) 5 5 
f) 5 5 
f) 5 5 
f) 5 5 
f) h h 
n 5 5 ,  t 5  
n 5 5 , t 5 
f) 5 5 , t 5 
n 0 , 5  0 , t 5 
f) 5 5 
f) 5 5 
f) 5 ,  ( h )  5 
f) 5 ,  ( h )  
f) , n  5 , h  h 
f) , n  5 , h  h 
f) , n  5 , h  h 
f) , n  5 , h  5 , h 
f) , n  5 , h h 
f) , n  5 , e h , e 
n d t h , t , l 
n d t h ,  t ,  1 
n d th , t ,  1 
n d th , t ,  1 
f) 5 5 
f) 5 , 0 0 
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* 1  *R *w *y 
0 , r  w 0 
0 , r  w 0 
n 0 , 1  w 0 
1 0 , r  w 0 
1 0 0 0 
n 0 , r  w 0 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 , u 0 
1 1 kw 0 
1 1 kw 0 
r r kw 0 
1 1 w 0 
r r w 0 
r r w 0 
1 , 0 y , 0 v , 0  0 
y , 0  1 , 0 w , 0  0 
1 , 0 y , 0 w , 0  0 
1 , 0 r , 0  w , 0  0 
1 , 0 r , 0 w 0 
1 r , 0  w 0 
1 y w 0 
1 r , 0  w 0 
1 r , 0 w 0 
1 r , 0 w 0 
1 r , 0  w 0 
1 r , 0 w y 
1 r , 0  w y 
1 0 w 0 
1 0 w 0 
1 0 w 
1 r , 0 w 0 
1 r , 0  w 0 
1 r , 0  w 0 
1 r , 0  0 
1 
1 ,  y 1 , 0 w , 0  
1 , y 1 , 0  0 
r r , 0  0 , kw 
r , y  r , 0  w 
1 , y 0 
1 , ts  r , 0 w y 
n 0 w 
n 0 w 
n 0 w 
n 0 w 
1 0 v 
1 0 w 0 , 0  
1 0 w 0 , 0  
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NOTES 
1 .  Of course a more definitive subgrouping will have to take into account and 
weigh al l of the linguistic evidence , not j ust morphological innovation s .  
The weighting of this evidence will become crucial at that point , as i t  
will effect the classificatory model adopted ultimately . 
Procedures used and languages examined : a checklist of over 2 3 0  
morphological items or categories has been devised and information wil l 
be collected from as many Oceanic languages as possible. To date , fi fty­
one languages have been investigated in thi s  way , and the data fed into 
a computer . For the current paper , these fifty-one computer files were 
compacted , and a preliminary search for po s s ible innovations was 
conducted . Once the feasibility of the Central-Eastern Oceanic subgroup 
became apparen t ,  an investigation of possible Central-Eastern Oceanic 
cognates of the innovations listed in pawley ( 19 7 2 )  was made and also a 
wider search for innovations in other languages which were potential 
members of the CEO subgroup was carried out . 
The fi fty-one languages which have been investigated so far in the manner 
described above , together with data sources ,  are listed below : the abbrevi­
ation (L) or (T) indicates that data derive respectively from Lynch ' s  and 
Tryon ' s  fieldnotes :  
CENTRAL-EASTERN OCEANIC LANGUAGES .  
South-East Solomons : Nggela ( Codrington 188 5 ,  C . E . Fox 19 50) ; Kwaio 
( Keesing 1982)  . 
utupua-vanikoro : Asumboa (T) ; Tanimbili (T) ; Nembao/Amba (T) ; Vano 
(T) ; Buma/Te Ano ( T ,  Peter Lincoln fieldnotes) . 
North/Central Vanuatu and Banks : Motlav , Mota , Vatrata , Mosina , Nume , 
Merlav ( Codrington 1885) ; Big Nambas ( G . J .  Fox 1979) ; Port Sandwich 
( Charpentier 1979) ; Maii (T) . 
Southern Vanuatu : Sie ( Lynch and Capell 1983 ) ; Ura ( Lynch 1983a) ; 
North Tanna ( L) ; Whitesands (L) ; Lenakel ( Lynch 1978b) ; South-West Tanna 
( Lynch 1982a) ; Kwamera ( Lindstrom 1982 ; L) ; Ane jom ( Lynch 1982b) . 
Nuclear Micrones�an : Gilbertese (Cowe ll 1950 , Groves ,  Groves and 
Jacobs 1985 ; Marshallese ( Zewen 1 9 7 7 ) ; Puluwat (Elbert 1974) . 
OTHER LANGUAGES . 
New Guinea Region : Gitua ( Lincoln n . d . ) ; Kaliai-Kove (Counts 1969) ; 
Labu ( Siegel 1982 ) ; Adzera ( Holzknecht in press ) ;  Central Buang ( Hooley 
1 9 7 0 ) ; Are ( Pai sawa , Pagotto and Kale 1976) ; Oobu (Arnold ( 19 3 1 » ; 
Maisin ( ROSS 1984 , L) ; Sinagoro (Kolia 1975) ; Motu ( Lister-Turner and 
Clark n . d . , Taylor 1970) ; Bileki/Nakanai ( Johnston 1980) ; Tangga (Bell 
1 9 7 7 ) ; Tigak (Beaumont 1979) ; Banoni ( Lincoln 19 76)  . 
Western Solomons Region : Mono-Alu (Boch n . d . ) ; Sengga (T) ; Roviana 
(Jones 1949)  . 
New Caledonia : Cemuhi (J-C . Rivierre 1980) ; Anj ie ( Lichtenberk 1978)  ; 
P i j e ,  Fwai , Nemi and Jawe (Haudricourt and Ozanne-Rivierre 1982) . 
Loyalty Islands : Nengone ( Tryon 1967 ) ; Iai ( Tryon 1968b ) ; Oehu 
(Tryon 1968a) . 
Possibly Oceanic languages : Nauruan (Kayser 1938) ; Yapese (Jensen 
1 9 7 7 )  . 
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other potential members of the putative Central-Eastern Oceanic subgroup 
were then examined in less detail to test whether the presumed Central­
Eastern Oceanic innovations were present;  in Micronesia - Woleaian ( Sohn 
1975) , and Sonsorol ( Capell 1969) . More general information was gleaned 
from Leenhardt ( 1946) , Ray ( 1926)  and Codrington ( 1885) , as we ll as 
Pawley ( 19 7 2 ) . 
2 .  Natural ly , these attempts did not involve all the Oceanic languages , but 
the important feature which distinguishes them from other classi fications 
is that virtually every Oceanic-speaking area is represented . 
3 .  The 1971 and 1981 papers appeared only in mimeographed form . 
4 .  A number of the defining Eastern Oceanic morphological features l isted by 
Pawley can now, with the addition of further data, be shown to be more 
widespread. Among these are ( 1 )  * (w ) a t u  motion away from speaker , which has 
cognates in Roviana a t u  and Mono-Alu a u ;  ( 2 )  * ( n ) tan i prepositional verb , 
motion away from object NP , which is found in Motu - t an i ; ( 3 )  *- ( C ) a oa ,  
*- ( C ) a transforms verb or noun into an abstract noun , with cognates l ike 
Gitua - oa ,  - a oa ,  - za oa ,  Kaliai - oa ,  Labu -va , and numerous forms of the 
type Roviana -ana in western Oceanic languages ;  ( 4 )  *ke demonstrative 
formative , with such cognates as Tangga ge demonstrative , near speaker 
and Sengga ye , y i  demonstrative , distant;  and ( 5 )  * [ ka l Raka upwards , with 
the Banoni cognate ya reya . The innovation *ke ( n ) s (ae )  one , only , apart 
may also be invalidated by such forms as forms as Gitua eze , Kaliai e re .  
5 .  Ka ' eo ( n . d . ) has subsequently argued that Nuclear Micronesian qualifies 
for membership within EO , while the position of Rotuman was clarified by 
pawley ( 1979) . 
6 .  Grace ' s  1955 classi fication proposed , as one o f  the nineteen ' subgroups ' 
·of Oceanic , a grouping consisting of 
( i )  the languages of Southern Vanuatu ; 
( ii )  Fij ian , Rotuman , the Polynesian languages , and the languages of 
Central and North-West Vanuatu ; 
( i i i )  
( iv)  
the languages of North-East Vanuatu and the Banks I slands ; 
the Nuclear Micronesian languages . 
7 .  Our investigations have suggested that the following six original 
morphological innovations proposed by Pawley as marking off the EO sub­
group are still valid:  * s u ( l dR )  i prepositional verb3 'motion towards or 
reference to object NP ' ;  * i  preverbal particle3 marking future ; * ( n ) soko 
numeral prefix3 'collectivitY3 all at once '3 postnominal particle3 'all3 
every '; *-ka , *-a stative formative ; * - d i demonstrative suffix ; and * kua 
today , presently . In addition , we suggest one further apparent EO 
morphological innovation , namely ?PEO * ( i ) ro feminine (singular) personal 
article . pawley ( 1972 : 58 ,  116)  reconstructed for the Northern New 
Hebrides�Banks subgroup the feminine article * ( i ) ro ,  suggesting that 
while the * i  reflects PEO * i ,  pronominal article , the feminine component 
* - ro is an innovation . To the data given there by Pawley we can add 
Motlav rV , Vatrata , Nume i ro , and Mos ina e r o .  Cognate forms are found, 
however , within other parts of the EO area : in the South-East Solomons , 
the Arosi form re- prefix to names of women may be cognate ; in Nuclear 
Micronesian , note the forms Marshal lese l e - ,  Gilbertese 1 i y - ,  and 
Woleaian l a - .  
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8 .  An explanation of the procedures involved in the comparison , and a list 
o f  the languages investigated, together with sources from which the data 
were drawn , can be found in note 1 ,  above . 
9 .  Pawley (personal communication) indicates that some of the reflexes di ffer 
in function from the reconstruction ; e . g .  Wayan mun i is a postverbal or 
nominal particle meaning also , as we l l .  
1 0 .  The accreted n may derive from compounding with a past o r  perfective 
marker ; note Proto-Tanna * ( ea) n- perfective ( Lynch 1982 c : 1 7 ). The presence 
of the accreted vowel in this form , as in other verbal affixes in these 
languages , is probably explained by the fact that tense-markers in most of 
these languages immediately follow person-markers , which general ly consist 
of a single consonant ; vowe l-epenthes i s  is common in such cases , and what 
has been analysed as vowel + m may in fact be epenthetic vowel + m .  
1 1 .  Wurm and Wilson ( 19 7 5 )  give no POC reconstruction al though a PAN form 
* be l a s is l isted ( 19 7 5 : 140) . 
1 2 . Pawley (personal communication) indicates that * t a - also occurs in 
Indonesian ,  marking accidental or spontaneously induced states . 
1 3 . For the conditioned reflexes Whitesands u ,  Lenakel u or w ,  South-West 
Tanna kw , Kwamera k or kw < POC * p ,  note the following : POC *ndapu  ashes > 
Whitesands nam/ t aa u ,  Lenakel nam/ raau , South-West Tanna nam/ l akw , Kwamera 
nam/ rakw ;  POC * puaq fruit > Whitesands , Lenakel no/ua- , South-West Tanna , 
Kwamera nu/kwa- ; POC * topu sugarcane > Whitesands na/ t u ,  Lenakel na/ r uw ,  
South-west Tanna na/t ukw , Kwamera na/ ruk ( c f .  Lynch 19 78a) . The accreted 
initial a is discussed in note 10 , above . 
14 . Robin Hooper ' s  paper " Proto-Oceanic *q i "  ( in thi s volume) suggests *q i 
rather than * - ( k) i as the reconstruction , and that it may not be confined 
to CEO . 
15 . The East Fij ian form is found after an inalienably-possessed noun or a 
po ssess ive article when fol lowed by a proper noun possessor , as in 
na  tama- i Jone John 's father, na va l e  ne- i Jone John 's house.  
16 . See also note 7 ,  above . 
17 . Grace ( 19 5 5 )  of course excluded the South-East Solomons , see note 6 ,  above . 
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1 .  I NTRODUCTORy l 
T H E  STATUS O F  P ROTO-M I C RONES I AN 
Byron W. Bender 
and 
Judi th W. Wang 
Although many of the islands of Micronesia came to the attention of the 
western world as early as the 16th century , most of the languages of their 
inhabitants were not discovered by American linguists until after World War I I . 
Work on Micronesian languages has been going on at the Un ivers i ty of Hawaii 
s ince the 1960s . Much of the earliest e ffort was directed toward producing 
l anguage materials for training Peace Corps volunteers for Micronesia ( e . g . , 
McCauley 1966 , Quackenbush 1966) , but some preliminary comparative work was 
begun in seminars conducted by Byron W .  Bender in the late ' 60s and by George 
W .  Grace in the early ' 70s . The earlier work concentrated on identifying 
cognates and plotting their distribution , while Grace ' s  seminars focused on 
comparing individual Micronesian languages with a higher order proto-language 
(Proto-Oceanic ) reconstructed primarily on the basi s  of evidence outside 
Micronesia . Direct comparison between Micronesian languages was begun in 
1976-1977 by an informal group of UH faculty and students .  This task was 
greatly facilitated by the use of the computer to compile a unified English 
to Microne sian ' finderl ist ' or index for a number of Micronesian l anguage 
dictionaries that had been processed by computer . 
The task of comparison and reconstruction was continued in the summer of 
1977 in a Lingui stic Institute course conducted by visiting professor Ward 
Goodenough and in seminars conducted by Byron W .  Bender and Robert W .  Hsu from 
1977 to 1981 . Since 1981 there have been no formal meetings of the comparative 
Micrones ian group , but various individuals have continued to work on an 
independent bas i s . 
A first set of results was presented by Jeffrey C .  Marck at the Austronesian 
Symposium of the 1977 Summe r Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America . 
Marck focused on phonology and lexicon , presenting a preliminary comp i l a t ion 
of sound correspondences among the Mi cronesian l anguages and a set of tentative 
reconstructions based on these . A few interesting irregularities were discussed 
by Marck , but hi s primary purpose was to describe the regularities that he had 
observed.  
Andrew Pawley and Lois Carrington , eds Austronesian 
lingui stics at the 1 5 th Pacific Science Congress , 5 3-92 . 
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Much of the effort in the later seminars was devoted to entering the 
accumulated cognate sets into computer storage in a form that can be used with 
ALIGN , a computer program developed by Robert W .  Hsu and James Tharp to extract 
sound correspondences from the data and display them according to the ir 
environment , so that the factors influencing sound change can be more easily 
determined. To date members of the UH comparative Micronesian proj ect have 
compiled approximately 1300 cognate sets . Use of the computer as a data-storage 
device also makes it easier to edit and update the data . 
The purpose of this paper is two fold : 1 .  to describe in relatively non­
technical terms the way in which we have used the computer to aid in the task 
of comparison and reconstruction , and some of the decisions that have been 
forced upon us in consequence thereof ,  and 2 .  to present a preliminary overview 
of some of the results that we have obtained . Much remains to be done , however ,  
ranging from simple cleanup work on the file to the exploration o f  both the 
internal and external relationships of the Micronesian languages . 
2 .  THE DATA 
2 . 1  The  l anguages 
The label ' Micronesian ' has at least three uses , each of which refers to a 
somewhat different group of islands and peoples . Geographic Micronesia extends 
from the former Gilbert Islands (now part of the Republic of Kiribati) in the 
east past Belau ( formerly Palau) in the we st to the atoll of Tobi . In between 
lie Nauru and the Marshall , Caroline , and Marianas island groups . 
Political Micronesia refers to the ( former) U . N . Trust Territory of the 
Pacific Islands ( TTPI ) :  the Marshall Is lands , the various districts of the 
Federated States of Micronesia (Kosrae , Ponape , Truk , and Yap ) ,  the Commonwealth 
of the Northern Marianas I slands , and the Republic of Belau . Guam , while geo­
graphically part of the Marianas island chain , has been administered separately 
by the U . s .  since the Spanish-American War . 
In this paper , however ,  we use the term Micronesian to refer to those 
languages that Bender ( 19 7 1 )  termed ' nuclear ' ,  fol lowing Matthews ( 1950)  - that 
i s ,  the languages of geographic Micronesia excluding Chamorro ( spoken in Guam 
and the Northern Marianas I slands ) ,  Palauan , and the Polynesian out lier languages 
of Nukuoro and Kapingamarangi . 
Bender labe lled two of these languages ' questionably nuclear ' - Yapese and 
Nauruan . Although more is known about these languages now than in 1971 , we 
still are not able to make a de finitive statement on the relationship of either 
to the unquestionably nuclear Micronesian languages . Where availab le , Yapese 
and Nauruan forms have been included in the comparative file , but evidence from 
these l anguages has not been taken into consideration in the reconstruction of 
Proto-Micronesian (PMC) . 
The nuclear Micronesian languages , on which the reconstructions are based , 
can be divided into five major branches . Three of these consist of single 
languages : Kiribati (KIR; formerly Gilbertese ) ,  Marshallese (MRS ) ,  and Kosraean 
( KSR; formerly Kusaiean) . All of these are we ll represented in the file .
-
The 
Ponape ic (PP) subgroup includes Ponapean (PNP ) , Moki lese ( MOK) , Pingelapese 
( PNG) , and Ngatikese (NGK) . PNP and MOK are wel l  represented , whi le PNG and 
NGK data are fewer . 
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The domain of the Trukic ( TK) subgroup extends from Truk lagoon t o  Tobi . 
E .  Quackenbush ( 1968) estimated there to be at least sixty distinct Trukic 
speech communitie s .  However ,  there is the usual question of how many distinct 
languages are included in thi s  dialect chain . Bender ( 1 9 7 1 )  cites lexicosta­
tistical evidence to show that while the extreme ends of the Trukic continuum 
are not mutually intelligible and should therefore be considered different 
languages ,  it is not so clear where intermediate language boundaries should be 
drawn . Bender ends up with three Trukic languages :  Ulithian ( including 
Sonsorol , Ulithi , and Woleai ) , carol inian ( including Saipan Carolinian as wel l  
a s  the central Carolinian atol l s  of Satawal , Pulusuk , Puluwat , Pullap ,  and 
Namonuito) , and Trukese ( the languages/dialects of Truk lagoon , the Mortlocks ,  
and the Hall Islands ) . 
In contrast , Quackenbush ( 1968) seems to conclude that eleven2 languages 
can be identified (his Fig.  19 , pp . 106-10 7 )  in spite of varying degrees of 
mutual intelligibility between adjacent languages in the chain . For his study 
he selected fi fteen ' dialect areas ' tentatively identified on the basis of 
available evidence : 
1 .  Sonsorol ( representing Sonsorol , Pulo Anna , and Merir) 
2 .  Tobi 
3 .  Falalap , Ulithi ( representing Ulithi , Fais , Ngulu , and Soro l )  
5 .  Falalap , Woleai ( representing Woleai , Eauripik , Lamotrek , Faraulep , 
Elato , and I faluk) 
7 .  Satawal 
8 .  Saipan ( all Saipanese dialects ) 
9 .  Puluwat 
10 . Pulusuk 
11 . Pu1 1ap 
12 . Ulul , Namonuito 
1 3 .  Murilo (Hall I slands ) 
14 . Nama ( Upper Mortlocks)  
15 . Moc ,  Satawan ( Lower Mortlocks)  
16 . Fanapanges (Western Truk) 
17 . Moen ( Eastern Truk ) 
Mogmog ( Ulith i )  and I faluk were included for ' additional perspective ' ,  (p . 2 2 )  
occupying positions 4 and 6 ,  respectively , on the west-to-east l i s t .  Saipan 
Carolinian was given position 8 even though it clearly was the result of 
emigration from several central Carol inian communities . In spite of an early 
disclaimer that he will use only the term ' language ' " to avoid endless repeti­
tion of the phrase ' language or dialect "' , Quackenbush ' s  di fferential treatment 
of these fi fteen dialect areas in his conclusions suggests a position on the 
dialect language question : Pulusuk ( 1 0 )  is either omitted or hyphenated with 
Puluwat ( 9 )  as " virtually identical " ; Saipan ( 8 )  is omitted from the ideal i sed 
map of the areas ( c f .  Figs . 3 and 4 ,  p . 24 ) ; Upper and Lower Mortlocks , and 
Eastern and Western ( Lagoon) Truk are each hyphenated as single ' languages ' in 
the chain , in spite of evidence that the members of each pair differ in many 
features ,  as would be expected of dialects of the same language . In some ways 
it appears as though Quack enbush would have preferred to sidestep the language/ 
dialect question altogether . 
Lincoln ( 1981)  recognises es sentially the same list of eleven languages 
as did Quackenbush ( except for Tobi and Pullap , as distinct from Sonsorol and 
Puluwat , respectively) , while grouping them into Western , Central , and Eastern 
Truk i c  in a way that coincides with Bender ' s  Ulithian , Carolinian , and Trukese . 
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Jackson ( 1984) assumes there to be at least seven Trukic languages :  Lagoon 
Trukese ( TRK) , Ulithian ( ULI ) , Pulo Anna (PUA) , Mortlockese (MRT) , Puluwatese 
(PUL) , Satawalese (STW) , and Woleaian (WOL) . These plus the two major Saipan 
Carolinian dialects (CRL and CRN) are relatively wel l  represented in the com­
parative file . Forms from other TK languages and dialects have been included 
when available , but no sys tematic search has been made for such forms . 
A fairly careful search has been made for Proto-Oceanic (POC) reconstruc­
tions to which the PMC forms may be related.  Less effort has been expended in 
searching for other non-Micronesian forms . We j ustify this by the fact that 
our primary goal has been the reconstruction of a plausible ancestral language 
from which the various Micronesian languages might be descended . Systematic 
comparisons will have to be made both with its presumed immediate ancestor 
(POC) and with other presumed daughters of POC in order to determine the exact 
genetic status and external relationships of Proto-Micronesian . 
2 . 2  Da ta sources 
Dictionaries exist and have been used for KI R,  MRS ,  KSR,  MOK , PNP , TRK , 
PUL , WOL , PUA , and YAP . The Saipan Carolinian dictionary has not yet appeared 
in print , but the data from the dictionary were available to the project . 
Other publi shed and unpublished materials have also been consulted.  For some 
languages - PNG , MRT , STW - forms were elicited directly from native speakers .  
At this stage in the project most forms in the file have been checked by 
one or another member of the group . These forms generally have not been coded 
by source . In many cases this poses no difficulty . For some languages a 
dictionary or other printed matter is the only source avai lable . When more 
than one source exi sts , however , there may be di sagreement over form and/or 
meaning . This is true not only of printed sources ,  but also of native speakers . 
Where information about sources has been included it usually takes the form of 
a person ' s  initial s or some similar abbreviation included at the end of a line 
of data . A partial key has been included at the beginning of the file . 
2 . 3  Representat ion of  forms : computer vs . s tanda rd orthogra phy 
Ideally , one probably would want to represent all the data in terms of 
underlying phonological forms . Not all of the languages have been analysed 
phonologically , however . Among those that have been some use more or less 
phonemic standard orthographies , while others do not .  In at least one case 
(KSR) the language has resisted several attempts at ful l  analysis .  
When the standard orthography is more or less phonemic ,  we have adopted 
it - with minor concessions to the limitations of computer processing such as 
changing characters with diacritics to sequences of characters , e . g . , a to A ' . 
Also , because the file originally was entered on punch cards , only upper-case 
letters were avai lable . Direct communication with the computer via an on-line 
terminal would permit us to use both upper- and lower-case . Once having chosen 
to use all upper-case , however ,  we find it easiest to continue that practice . 
In some (but not all)  cases where the standard orthography differs not 
too greatly from the phonemic analysi s ,  we have modified the standard spe llings 
somewhat in the direction of the phonemic representations . Only in the case of 
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Marshallese , in which the standard spelling di ffers significantly from the 
phonemic representations , have we chosen to use the latter instead of the 
former . 
Thus Trukese and Saipan Carolinian are represented in their almost-phonemic 
standard orthographies . 3 Woleaian , too , appears to have an almost-phonemic 
spelling system, which we have retained in the file . 4 Elbert ' s  ( 19 7 2 )  ortho­
graphy for Puluwat appears to be phonemic ,  al though he does not say so . 5 The 
spelling system propo sed by Sohn and Bender ( 19 7 3 )  for Ulithi also has a 
di fferent symbol for each phoneme , but no spelling rules were proposed per se , 
and this orthography has yet to be used in a dictionary or by Ulithian speakers 
generally . We have , however , used thi s s ystem for the ULI data in our file . 
The orthography used by Oda ( 19 7 7 : Appendix) for Pulo Anna and Sonsorolese is 
phonemic .6 
Standard spell ing systems do not exist for any of the other Trukic 
languages or dialects , but all appear to be phonologically s imilar enough that 
they can be represented within a single set of general spelling conventions . 7 
The Trukese Orthography Committee speci fically chose to adopt an orthographic 
system that would serve to repre sent all of the major eastern Trukic languages/ 
dialects (Lagoon Trukese , Mortlockese , the Hall I slands , and Puluwatese) , 
although the Goodenough and Sugita dictionary includes only the central lagoon 
dialect . We use a modified Trukese orthography for Truki c  language s/dialects 
which do not yet have official spelling sys tems of their own . Exceptions are 
made , however ,  for forms obtained from hi storical sources such as Lutke .  
Among the Ponapeic languages only PNP and MOK have standard orthographies . 
Rehg and Sohl ( 1979 : xix-xx) indicate that the Ponapean standard orthography is 
phonemic except that the vowel s  lei and le i are both represented by the letter 
e .  These vowel s  are distinguished in the Northern dialect ,  but not in Kiti 
speech; however ,  information provided by Kenneth Rehg permits us to mark the 
distinction in our file even though it i s  not marked in the dictionary . Glides 
are represented by i and u ,  resulting in occasional ambiguity ( Rehg 1981 : 50-51) . 
Harrison ( 1976 : 20)  indicates that the Mokilese consonant symbol s  correspond 
to the consonantal phonemes of the language . As in Ponapean , the vowel phonemes 
le/ and /e l are both represented by the letter e ,  but are distinguished in the 
dictionary by the use of different type-faces .  The symbol e not being available 
on the computer keyboard , we use the ampersand ( & )  to di stinguish /e / from /e / .  
Our other major deviation from PNP-MOK standard orthography i s  in the use of 
doubled vowels ( including doubled digraph oaoa)  instead of digraphs with h to 
represent long vowels . Judging by the information available , PNG and NGK appear 
to be similar enough to PNP and MOK to be represented within the same overall 
set of spe ll ing conventions .  
Abo et al . ( 1976)  attempted to systematise the yarious Marshallese spel ling 
practices into a proposed standard orthography for that language . Bender ( 1968) 
makes it evident that this orthography is overdifferentiated with respect to the 
vowels and underdi fferentiated with respect to the consonants . Phonemically the 
language has j ust three 8 vowe ls that differ only in height , whereas the ortho­
graphy uses nine vowels , showing redundantly the three-way allophonic colouring 
distinction ( front , back unrounded , and back rounded) determined by the 
surrounding consonants ( respectively , plain , velarised , and both velarised and 
labialised) . We employ instead a phonemic transcription based on that given 
following each headword in Abo et al . ,  which shows the underlying glides - /w/ , 
/yl , and /h l - that are often omitted from the proposed standard orthography . 
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Like Marshallese , the Kosraean standard orthography appears to be both 
over- and underdifferentiated with respect to actual sounds present and to 
probable underlying forms . The letters and rules for combining them would be 
almost adequate for broad phonetic transcription if the spelling conventions 
did not e l iminate the di stinction among plain , velarised , and labialised con­
sonants everywhere except before the two mid front vowels , orthographic e and 
a c . Kosraean has been described as having twelve surface vowe ls ( Lee 19 7 5 ) 9 : 
front central back 
un rounded rounded 
high i h u 
high-mid e uc 0 
low-mid ac  uh  oh 
low ah  a oa 
At least one of these (oa)  is actually a diphthong which often loses its 
rounded on-glide in casual speech . Another supposed vowe l ( uc )  appears not 
to contrast with the lower mid central vowel ( uh ) . However ,  no one has yet 
succeeded in producing an adequate phonological analysis of KSR .  For lack of 
a better means of representation , we have adopted the standard orthography for 
KSR - with some reservations about what it actually may represent . 
For Kiribati we have used more or less the spe llings given in the 
Sabatier-Oliva dictionary . Phonologically KIR appears to be less complex than 
its sister languages ,  and the orthography reflects this . However , the official 
spel lings given in Sabatier-Oliva oversimplify in certain respects . The offi­
cial spe lling system does not distinguish between plain and velarised b i labial 
stops (both are spe lled with b ) , nor does i t  mark vowel length , but Sabatier 
also gave unofficial spellings which provide this information . 
The decision to use mostly standard orthographies has resulted in a 
certain amount of confusion over the phonetic values of various symbol s .  Both 
types of di fficulties exist in our data : the same symbol may represent di fferent 
sounds in different languages ( e . g . , d in PNP as opposed to PUA and SNS ) , or 
essentially the same sound may be represented by different symbols in di fferent 
languages ( e . g . , KSR s r ,  WOL sh , and CRL sch ) . 
Use of standard orthographies does have the advantage that it makes it 
easier to locate forms in dictionaries . It is not c lear that this outwei ghs 
the disadvantage of having to become famil iar with a multiplicity of spel ling 
systems . Phonemicisation would help somewhat , inasmuch as it tends to reduce 
the number of symbols needed for a given language , but even phonemic symbols 
have some arbitrariness about them - witness the choice of d to represent an 
alveolar fricative in PUA/SNS , or the diacritic .• for the combination of 
velarisation and labialisation in MRS .  
3 .  THE COMPUTER FORMAT : BAS I C  CONVENTIONS 
3 . 1 Band forma t for cognate sets 
The format and programs that we use are adapted from a more �eneral format 
and set of programs designed for proce ssing di ctionary materials .! Each cognate 
set is treated as though it were a dictionary entry , with the reconstructed PMC 
form corresponding to the ' headword ' of the entry . 
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Each entry consists of a series of lines of ' bands ' ,  each containing one 
form , normally a putative cognate . Each band consists of three parts : 
1 .  a band label representing the language name ( di scussed in section 3 . 2 ) , 
2 .  the putative cognate , and 3 .  an English gloss . The first band label of an 
entry ( the headword band) is identifiable by the fact that i t  always begins 
with a period; headwords of subentries are marked by two periods preceding the 
band label . 
( 3 . 1 )  . MC  K N V I . * P I NCH , P I CK 
KSR K I H  N V I . * P I NCH , P I CK 
TK K I N I * P I CK UP ,  * PLUCK ( E . G .  , FRU I T ) 
CRL GH L ( - ) P I CK UP ,  GATHER 
WOL G L P I CK ,  PLUCK W I TH HANDS 
PUA K N V I . TO P I CK UP ( FRUI T )  
Thus i n  the sample entry above the leftmost column , consisting o f  . MC ,  KSR ,  TK , 
CRL, etc . ,  represents the band labels or language names . The middle column 
lists the putative cognate s ,  headed by the reconstructed PMC form. The blank 
spaces which have been inserted between segments serve as boundary markers for 
the ALIGN and DISPLIGN programs , while the underscores and periods function as 
placeholders to keep the correspondences aligned ( see discussion below) . The 
rightmost column gives the English gloss for each form . l l 
The data must be entered in such a way that the computer programs will be 
able to distinguish how the various segments are to be aligned with the 
corresponding segments in the putative cognate forms . This would be no problem 
if each segment could be represented by a single character and if all segments 
in each form corresponded to segments in the cognate forms . Such is not the 
case , however . Our deci s ion to use the standard orthographies for most 
languages requires us to make provision for diacritics and digraphs . In any 
case , not all portions of all forms turn out to be cognate . In reconstructed 
forms , too - whether our own or those of others - sometimes it is not clear 
which of two (or occasionally more ) proto-phonemes should be reconstructed in 
a particular instance . There has to be a way to indicate that there are 
alternate reconstructions for the s&ne segment .  
Human j udgment currently i s  required to decide how the various segments 
correspond among the di fferent forms in a cognate set . In some cases it is 
not immediately apparent how the segments should be aligned , even when we are 
reasonably sure that the forms are cognate . By entering the alignment informa­
tion as part of the data , rather than doing it automatically by program, we can 
experimentally adj ust the alignments on an i tem-by-item basis in order to 
improve the overall ' fi t '  of the correspondence sets . 
The actual mechanics of the aligned format are as follows . Segments to be 
aligned are entered with s ingle blank spaces between them to serve as boundary 
markers for the ALIGN and DISPLIGN programs . Underscores are used to indicate 
zero reflexes (presumed loss of a proto-segment) . Non-cognate portions of 
forms are enclosed in parentheses , which the computer program interprets as a 
signal to ' ignore ' those portions in compiling correspondence sets and when 
displaying the aligned cognate sets . Periods or ' dots ' may be used to indicate 
that a portion of a reconstructed form is missing . Al l putative cognates within 
the same set must have the same number of aligned segments ( including unders core s 
and dots)  . 
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( 3 . 2 )  . MC F A K A A F *EVEN ING <*-T I M> 
KSR E K UH _ EVEN I NG 
TK F A K A *EVEN ING < * -T I M> 
�T ( LE- ) F A '  - A '  F EVEN I NG 
TRK F A '  A '  F EVEN I NG MEAL , MA I N  MEAL 
Pu.. ( LE- ) F A '  F EVEN I NG MEAL 
STW F A '  _ FF - EVENI NG 
CRL ( LEE- ) F A '  FF EVENING 
WOL F E G A A F LAST N I GHT 
DC R .  A P I ( R . AP I ) EVEN I NG , DUSK 
In the above example the underscore in the reconstructed PMC form serves 
as a place-holder for the *R ( represented by R .  in our all-upper-case computer 
key punch orthography) in the presumed POC antecedent *Ra p i Rap i . The initial 
unders core in the Kosraean ( KSR) form represents what appears to be a regular 
loss of PMC * f  in that language . Mortlockese (MRT) and Puluwatese (PUL) l e­
and Carol inian (CRL) l ee- are separate morphemes .  CRL l ee- occurs in other 
time words such as l eeso r morning, l eea l owas noon , etc . The use of blank 
spaces as boundary markers allows us to include the diacritic ' as part of the 
segment A '  ( /a/ )  in various Trukic forms . In these languages /a/ is a low 
front vowel ,  di stinct from the low central or back vowel /a/ . In Satawalese 
( STW) and CRL the geminate ff  corresponds to the single f in other languages 
and has been aligned as though it were a single segment . 
The *_a f i  part of PMC * fa ka_a f i  appears to come from an unreduplicated 
POC *Rap i ,  but PMC *faka does not correspond to anything in the presumed POC 
antecedent . Thus dots are used in the OC band as place-holders for the non­
cognate portion of the PMC form , while the reduplicated portion of POC 
*Rap i Ra p i  is enclosed in parentheses to signal that it is to be i gnored for 
alignment purposes . 
Alternate reconstructions for a particular po sition in a proto- form would 
be given as a single complex ' segment ' - that is , del imited by blank spaces , 
with commas (but no blanks)  separating the alternatives . For example ,  
( 3 . 3 ) . MC S , S '  A K E TO * R I DE A VEHI CLE 
where there is no Kosraean cognate to distinguish between Marck ' s  *s and *5 . 1 2 
Metathesis poses a special problem .  That is , in order to show how the 
segments in a presumably metathesised form correspond with segments in the 
putative cognates ,  we have had to undo the metathe s i s .  So as not to lose the 
actual form , we have enclosed it in parentheses , preceded by a percent sign 
( %  _ _ _ _ _ _  ) ,  and put it in the gloss portion of the band , e . g . , 
( 3 . 4 )  . MC S U ,  I K U ,  I M A ,  I *WRAP , *FOLD 
G I L  R U K U M A FOLD , WRAP UP 
MRS T K M ( %K I T I M )  WRAP THE BODY , MAT 
USED TO COVER CORPSES , CASKET 
KSR SR 0 K 0 M WRAP , ENVELOP ( VT )  
PNP D K M ( %K I D I M )  WRAP ( VT )  
TRK T U ' K U '  M WRAP ( VT )  
WOL T U '  G U '  M WRAP ( VT )  
PUA T U '  K U ' M WRAP ( VT )  
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For the most part the gloss portion of the band gives only enough informa­
tion to enable us to identify the particular linguistic form being cited . 
Specially marked ' keywords ' in the gloss portion of the headword band are used 
as input for compiling an alphabetical English to PMC index - what we call a 
finderlist . For exampl e ,  the asterisk preceding ' evening ' in the headword 
( . Me) band in example 3 . 2 will cause the computer to generate an entry . 
( 3 . 5 )  EVEN I NG 
in the finderlist . The notation ' <Me> ' following FAKA_AF I indicates that this 
form has been reconstructed for PMC . We adopted this convention when we began 
including Proto-Trukic reconstructions not only in the data file , but also in 
a combined finderlist with the PMC reconstructions . 
3 . 2  Band l abel s 
Band labels consist of 2-4 letters : 2-letter abbreviations for recon­
structed proto-languages ,  3 -letter abbreviations for the names of the various 
present-day languages ,  with sometime s an additional character ( ? ,  L or X) to 
distinguish various types of doubtful or superfluous forms which are not used 
in the reconstructions . (See section 4 for further discussion of the s ignifi­
cance of the additional characters . )  
Within each entry ( cognate set) the languages are entered and di splayed 
in order from east to west , with Jackson ' s  Proto-Trukic (abbreviated as TK) 
reconstructions immediately preceding the Trukic forms . Nauruan and Yapese 
forms are l isted in positions corresponding to their longitude . Forms from 
non-Micronesian languages ,  including reconstructed languages such as Proto­
Oceanic , fol low in no set order . 
The most common bands would be represented in the following order : 
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4 .  FURTHER  CONVENTI ONS : THE ENCODING  O F  SUBS I D IARY , NEGAT I VE ,  AN D M I SS ING  
I N FORMAT ION 
4 . 1  I n fl ectional l y  and deri vationa1 1 y  rel ated forms - 1 
Sometimes a language wi ll contain two or more forms that appear to be 
reflexes of the same proto-form. For exampl e ,  many Oceanic languages have a 
system of ' inalienable ' as opposed to ' alienable ' possession marking . In the 
Micronesian languages inalienable possession is marked by putting a personal 
suffix directly onto the possessed noun . Many of the inali enable nouns also 
have al ienable counterparts that are unsuffixed - e . g . , in order to speak of 
someone ' s  hand in KSR one would add the appropriate possessive suffix onto a 
stern po- or paho- , but to speak about the word for hand one would use j ust 
paho . Sometimes the free forms l ack the final stern vowel of the bound forms , 
sometimes not . Often the vowels differ , not only between free and bound forms , 
but also among the different possessed forms , according to the (historical ) final 
vowel of the possessive suffix.  The synchronic analysis of these possessive 
forms may be far from straightforward ( Rehg 1982) . Most analysts would argue 
that syntactically they constitute two distinct subclasses of nouns . In cases 
such as these all of the variant ( stern) forms may be entered , the one assumed 
to most closely correspond to the proto-form left unmarked and the other forms 
marked by an X attached to the language abbreviation in the band labe l .  For 
example,  
( 4 . 1 )  . Me A F A R A *St-DlLDER <*-80D> 
MRS H A Y E R A ( - )  St-DlLDER ( COMB I N I NG FORM FOR 
PERSONAL POSSESSI VE SUFFI XES ) 
MRSX H A Y E R A ( y )  SHOlLDER 
PNP A P A R A ( - ) SHOlLDER ( BASE FORM ) 
PNPX A P & R & SHOlLDER ( 3PS ) 
TK A U F A R A *SHOlLDER <*-BOD> 
TK A F A R A *St-DlLDER <*-80D> 
MRT A ( W )  U '  F A T A ( -N )  St-DlLDER ( 3PS ) 
MRTX A ( W )  u '  F A R St-DlLDER 
TRK A F A R A ( -N )  SHOlLDER ( 3PS ) 
PlL Y E F A R A ( -N )  St-DlLDER ( 3PS ) 
STWX E F A R SHOlLDER 
STW E F A R A ( -N )  SHOlLDER ( 3PS ) 
CRL A ( y )  U ' F A R A ( - )  SHOlLDER 
CRLX A F A R St-DlLDER 
CRL A F A R A ( -L )  St-DlLDER ( 3PS ) 
WOL Y A F A R A St-DlLDER 
UL I  Y A F A R A St-DULDER 
PUA Y A D A L A St-DULDER 
SNS Y A F A R .  A SHOULDER 
AN B A R .  A St-DlLDER 
DC P A R .  A St-DlLDER 
Note that neither of the variant forms ayu ' fara- and a i fa ra- in CRL is marked 
by an X .  Both will therefore appear in the sound corre spondences . Often (but 
not always) these alternate forms are cross-re ferenced to each other in the 
gloss portion of each band , to ensure that the information that an alternate 
exists is carried along in the concordance data that accompany a compilation 
of sound correspondence s .  
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The use of the X convention al lows us a choice a s  t o  whether o r  not to 
include these forms when using the ALIGN program to sort out the correspondence 
sets . For example , the program can be variously instructed to ignore the X 
bands if we wish to exclude these ' extra ' forms , to regard them as a ' different 
language ' from their non-X counterparts if we wish to compare these with the 
other reflexes , or else to regard them as the ' same language ' as the non-X 
forms if we wish al l reflexes to appear together . 
In the early stages of the proj ect all forms based on the same verb root 
were collected together in the same cognate set , with liberal use of the X 
convention . More recently we chose to separate the various forms into sub­
entries according to the process by which they are derive d ,  in the hope that 
they might be of use in reconstructing part of the morphology of Proto­
Micrones ian . ( See sections 4 . 6 ,  7 . 6 . )  Removing the X ' s  from the band labels 
- as we have done - does have the disadvantage of inflating the number of 
occurrences of those correspondences that are contained within the root . The 
same corre spondences are picked up not only for the root , but for each of the 
derived forms . This difficulty can be overcome by restoring the X ' s  to all 
but the first occurrence of the same root in each daughter language . 
4 . 2  Non-cognates 
Another use of the X convention is to mark forms that we are reasonably 
sure are not cognate , but which we wish to include in the file , nonetheless . 
Many of these are forms which appear to be possible cognates , but which were 
determined upon closer examination of the correspondences not to be cognate . 
These have been left in the file to prevent co-workers from re-discovering 
them and having to re-evaluate their cognacy over and over agai n .  such forms 
are not aligned as are true cognates . Instead , the aligned portion of the 
band is filled by a period or ' dot ' in each column , and both form and gloss 
are given in what would normally be the gloss portion of the band . This 
prevents them from entering into the sound correspondences even if we choose 
to include the X bands in a concordance . 1 4 
The same procedure has been used for forms which are clearly not cognate 
with the rest of a particular set ,  but which were thought to be of interest 
for other reasons - e . g . , KIR kamea , MRT kamweya , ROT ko ' m i a  dog « Eng .  come 
here 7 )  as opposed to general Trukic reflexes of PTK *ku l aaku  « Cham . g u l a g u  
dog 7 ) . Most of the clearly non-cognate forms probably should be eliminated 
from the file eventually . 
4 . 3  M i s s i n g  or non - cognate portions  of  forms 
Dots have also been used as placeholders in aligned forms which have not 
been X-ed out , to indicate that only part of the form is cognate . For example 
Kosraean and Ponapean appear not to have reduplicated the initial CV- of 
pre-MC * kang i sharp as have the other Microne sian languages . This is repre­
sented in the fol lowing fashion 1 5 : 
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( 4 . 2 ) . Me  K A K A NG • SHARP 
G I L  K A K A NG SHARP 
MRS K A K A G SHARP 
KSR ( LAHL- ) K UH NG SHARP 
PNP K & NG SHARP 
TK K A K A NG ·SHARP 
To the extent that these dotted portions are coextensive with synchronic or 
reconstructed morphemes ,  they reconfirm the morphemic analysis . 
4 . 4  Doubtful cognates 
There are some forms whose cognacy is questionable but which were not 
considered dubious enough to warrant use of the ' X  plus dots ' convention . 
These have been aligned , but are marked with a que stion mark , either at the 
end of the band label or at the beginning of the gloSS . I 6  Attaching the 
question mark to the language abbreviation in the band label permits a choice 
as to whether or not to include these forms when compiling correspondence sets . 
Putting the question mark in the gloss portion of the band does not allow such 
a choice . 
4 . 5 Loanwords 
A s lightly different problem is the question of how to handle known loan­
words . Obvious loans from non-Micronesian languages such as English , Spanish , 
German , or Japanese generally have been excluded.  However , many loans are not 
at all obvious , particularly when the languages involved are closely related . 
Where we are reasonably certain that a word is a loan , but want to inc lude it 
nevertheless , it is marked by an L attached to the band label . For instance , 
KIR has a rather large number of loanwords from one or more Polynesian languages . 
Some of these can be identified by the fact that they exhibit a different set 
of reflexes of certain POC/PMC phonemes . For example , the expected reflex of 
POC/PMC *r in KIR is 0 ( loss) . In a few forms , however , * r  is retained as KIR 
r .  We therefore take many (but not all )  o f  these forms to be Polynesian loans . 
In KSR some proto-phonemes appear to be reflected by two or more present­
day phonemes , but not enough data exist to establish a pattern of cooccurrences 
among these multiple reflexes , nor is there any likely donor language in view 
if we should choose to regard some forms as probable loanwords . It also is 
pos sible that the multiple reflexes are a vestige of a former dialect 
differentiation that no longer exists in KSR .  A closer examination of KSR 
reflexes not only of PMC , but also of POC , may help resolve this question . 1 7 
4 . 6  I nfl ect i onal l y  and deri vat iona l l y  rel ated forms - 2 
The general dictionary format also allows for the use of subentries . 
Al though we have not been entirely consistent in doing so , it is possible to 
separate out derived forms that are shared by a large number of MC languages , 
which then can be used to reconstruct a (presumably) derived form in the proto­
language . Where enough sets of forms exhibit the same derivational pattern 
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- that is , where the daughter languages a l l  appear to share the same deriva­
tional process - this may suggest the existence of such a process in the proto­
language . 
In earlier versions of the file all forms with the same verb root were 
grouped together in a s ingle cognate set with the derived forms X-ed out . All 
affixes and redupli cated portions were enclosed in parentheses as things to be 
ignored .  Later on it occurred to us that we might be able to reconstruct some­
thing beyond the bare verb root if we could compare some of the material that 
we had been ignoring . In order to do this , these large mixed cognate sets had 
to be broken up and realigned in smaller sets representing the derivational ly 
related verb classes . However ,  we still wished to keep such subsets together 
rather than scattering them throughout the file alphabetically . The subentry 
convention allows us to do this . 
For the main entry we have chosen to use the simplest form of the verb 
- that i s ,  those forms that we had been reconstructing as the verb roots . 
These general ly are reflected as intransitive verbs in the daughter languages , 
often less an initial c ( v) - that is the result of reduplication . The 
morphologically more complex forms are treated as subentries .  Thus the set 
formerly represented as 
( 4 . 3 ) . Me  K N * P I NCH , *PI CK 
G I LX K N ( -K I N I ) N .  P I NCH 
G I L  K N ( -KA ) VT . P I NCH 
MRS K N ( J- I Y )  P I NCH W I TH F I NGERNA ILS 
KSR K I H  N ( S )  VT . P I NCH , P I CK 
KSRX K I H  N V I . P I NCH , P I CK 
KSRX K I H  N ( -K I HN )  V I . P I NCH , P I CK 
t.'OK K I N VT . P I NCH W I TH F I NGERNA I LS 
MJRX K N ( -K I N )  P I NCH W I TH F I NGERNAI LS 
PNP K N ( - I ) VT . P I NCH 
PNPX K N ( -K I N ) P I NCH 
TK K N I ( -Til - I ) *PLUCK , *HARVEST 
TKX K I N I ( -K I N I ) * P I NCH OFF , *BREAK OFF ( AS P I ECES ) 
( in which the various Trukic forms are subsumed under the Proto-Trukic recon­
structions for the purposes of thi s example) would be reorganised as a main 
entry 
with 




( 4 . 5 )  . .  Me 






K I H  N 




K I H  N 
K I N 









(plus various Trukic 
V I . * P I NCH , * P I CK 
V I . P I NCH , P I CK 
V I . * P I CK UP ,  *PLUCK ( E . G . , FRUI T )  
cognates)  
V I . * P I NCH , * P I CK 
N .  P I NCH 
V I . P I NCH , P I CK 
P I NCH W I TH F INGERNA I LS 
P I NCH 
ACT I ON OF CUTT I NG OR BREAK I NG 
OFF P I ECES 
cognates )  
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( 4 . 6 )  • •  Me K N 





( - I ) 
( -A )  
VT .  * P I NCH , * P I CK 
VT .  P I NCH 
MRS K N 
KSR K I H  N 
-J 
-S 
( - I Y )  P I NCH W I TH F INGERNA I LS 
VT .  P I NCH , P I CK 
MOK K I N VT .  P I NCH 
PNP K N ( - I ) VT .  P I NCH 
TK K N -T il ( - I ) * PLUCK , *HARVEST 
(plus various Trukic cognates) 
Some of the evidence thus accumulated for various grammatical morphemes in PMC 
is discussed in section 7 . 6 .  
5 . COMPUTER-GEN ERATE D  APPARATUS : L I STI NGS AND S I MPLE SORTS 
5 . 1  D I S PL I GN 
The DISPLIGN program is designed to produce an easily-read aligned print­
out of the data . Thus data that are entered in the form 
( 5 . 1 )  . MC  M A M A T  A *A*WAKE 
GILX MAMATA INTUI T I ON ,  SAGAC I OUS 
MRS M _ M E J _  KEEP AWAKE , STAY UP 
TK M A M A T il A *A*WAKE 
tlRTX M _ M A 5 _ V I . GUARD 
MRT ( A- )  M _ M A S  A '  ( A ' TA '  ) VT .  WAKE H I M  
PUL ( YA- ) M A H A ( A-LO ' ) VT . TO AWAKEN 
PULX M A H A ( A-TA ' ) V I . TO WAKE UP 
STW M _ M A S  _ AWAKE 
CRLX M M A S _ AWAKE 
CRL M M A S A ( -TA ' ) WAKE UP 
WOL M _ M A T A AWAKE 
PUA M _ M A T A AWAKE 
with j ust enough blank spaces to separate the different parts of the band , 
would appear in the format 
( 5 . 2  ) . MC M A M A T A *A *WAKE 
GILX MAMATA = I NTUI T I ON ,  SAGACI OUS 
MRS M M E J KEEP AWAK E ,  STAY UP 
TK M A M A T il A *A*WAKE 
MRTX M M A S V I . GUARD 
MRT ( A- )  M M A S A '  ( A ' TA '  ) WAKE H I M  
PUL ( YA- ) M A H A ( A-LO ' ) VT . TO AWAKEN 
PULX M A H A ( A-TA ' ) V I . TO WAKE UP 
STW M M A S AWAKE 
CRLX M M A S AWAKE 
CRL M M A S A ( -TA ' ) WAKE UP 
WOL M M A T A AWAKE 
PUA M M A T A AWAKE 
with additional blank spaces inserted for legibility .  1 8  
DISPLIGN also inserts dividing lines between entries , numbers each entry , 
and counts up the number of aligned segments in each band . When the number of 
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aligned segments changes within an entry (usually an indication of misalignment 
and therefore probably incorrect correspondences ) , this is flagged by the 
program . 
5 . 2  BAN DSORT 
If an alphabetical listing of all the forms from a particular daughter 
language is desired , the BANDSORT program can be used . This program sorts the 
bands alphabetically , first according to band label s  and then by the content of 
the band , effectively producing a l isting in which the data from each language 
are grouped together in alphabetical order by language name (abbreviation) and , 
within each language , by form .  There is a provis ion in the program to cause 
it to select only those bands specified by the user . This kind of printout 
is useful in proofreading not only in the comparative dataset , but also in 
ordinary dictionary-making ,  to ensure correct assignment of band labels and 
consistency in both labeling and content of bands . An example is given as 
Appendix A .  
5 . 3  F i nderl i sts 
Another program , called INVERT , takes specially marked keywords in the 
gloss portion of a band and creates an English index or ' finderlist ' ( see 
Appendix B ) . Although the program can be instructed to look in any band or 
set of bands for its keywords , we have found no particular need for finderlists 
keyed to anything but the reconstructed Proto-Micronesian and Proto-Trukic 
forms , since the file i s  organi sed according to the reconstructed headwords 
- . Me in the case of apparently pan-Micronesian cognate sets , . TK in the case 
of what appear to be exclusively Trukic cognate sets . 
A finderlist is not quite the same as the reverse dictionary to be found 
in many bil ingual dictionaries .  For one thing ,  it generally does not give a 
definition o� examples as one would expect in an ordinary dictionary entry , 
but functions mo stly as an index to direct the user to the appropriate entry . 
More importantly , it may be keyed so as to group together all o f  the pronouns , 
for example , or al l of the directional suffixes , in addition to l isting them 
according to their nearest Engli sh counterparts . I t  also is pos sible to code 
entries so that all forms pertaining to a certain semantic or cultural domain 
can be li sted together under some heading such as geographical terms , parts 
of the body , names of plants , etc . 
6 .  COMPUTER-GEN ERATE D  APPARATUS : CONCORDANCES OF CORRESPON DENCES 
As anyone knows who has ever had to compile correspondences by hand , thi s  
is a laborious , monotonous , and time-consuming chore - precisely the sort o f  
task one wishes to relegate t o  a computer . I t  was for thi s purpose that the 
ALIGN program was conceived . 
The principle according to which the ALIGN program compiles sets of sound 
correspondences is the same as i s  used to produce text concordances . That i s ,  
one must locate al l occurrences o f  the item in question , determine what 
constitutes a relevant context or environment , and sort the various occurrences 
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of that item according to contexts . In doing ordinary text concordances this 
means listing all the phrases or sentences in which the desired word occurs . 
In doing historical-comparative phonology this means li sting all the cognate 
sets in which the desired correspondence occurs . 
The ALIGN program recognises as a ' segment '  any character or sequence of 
characters delimited by single blank spaces on either side . Thus , long vowels 
and geminate consonants may be regarded as different from their short counter­
parts - e . g . , X YY Z vs . X Y Z - or one may choose to represent the long/ 
geminate segments as sequences of two identical short segments - X Y Y Z .  
This format also accommodates (other) di graphs and diacritics - when these are 
represented as sequences of characters ( e . g . , A ' ) - as well as alternate 
segments ( e . g . , . MC A 5 , 5 '  A rub - c f .  POC *a5a grate , sharpen by grating 
or rubbing) .  Parentheses may be used to enclose non-cognate portions of forms ; 
such material wi l l  be ' ignored ' - i . e . , omitted from the correspondences . 
The output of the ALIGN program consists of an index of the correspondence 
sets , plus a concordance or l isting of the forms grouped according to correspon­
dences . Within each group of forms the segments being concorded - that is , the 
correspondences being displayed - are vertically aligned , and the forms ordered 
alphabetically according to following segments . l 9  This permits the reader to 
examine all occurrences of a correspondence in a given environment without 
having to search through the entire file for the forms . A sample concordance 
page i s  given as Appendix C ,  and a few excerpts are given in section 7 . 4 .  
A concordance may involve any number of l anguages , in any order . The 
number of formally different correspondences increases appreciably with the 
number of languages being concorded . This is partly explained by the fact that 
the ALIGN program treats a correspondence with a gap (one that is lacking a 
cognate in a particular language ) as something different from a correspondence 
which is identical except that the gap is filled ( one for which al l languages 
have a putative cognate ) , and partly by the fact that the different reflexes of 
a proto- segment in one daughter language will not ,  in general , be divided among 
the etyma in the same way as the reflexes in another daughter language (one 
ins tance of this is discussed in section 7 . 5) . Some of the increase in the 
number of correspondences is simply ' noise ' - one or two occurrences of an 
irregular correspondence which may represent anything from a keypunch error or 
error in alignment to a loanword whose non-native origin is revealed thereby . 
7 .  THE RECONSTRUCTI ONS 
7 . 1 Marek ( 1 977 )  
Marck ( 19 7 7 )  includes approximately 300 tentative reconstructions based on 
the fol lowing correspondences :  
PMC *p *p *m *m ' * f  * t  * t ' * 5  *5  
GIL P p '  m m '  0 t , 02 r r r 
MAR p p ' m m '  y j d t t 
KUS P f m , 0  m 0 t , 5 3  � t 0 
MOK P p '  m m '  p 1 , 0  j , 0 4 5 t t 
PON P p ' m m '  p l , 0  5 , 04 t '  t t 
MUR P p '  m m '  f 5 , 0 5 r ' , c c t t 
TRK P p '  m m '  f 5 , 05 C t t 
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PUL P p ' m m ' f h , {1J s r '  , cc t t 
CAR P b '  , pp ' m m ' f s , {1J s � , cc t t 
WOL P b '  , pp ' m m ' f t , s S � , cc t t 
UTH P b '  , pp ' m m ' f t , s S c e e 
SON p b '  , pp ' m m ' f t , e S s , cc t t 
PMC * 1  *n  *r  * k  *x * 1)  *11  
GIL n n 0 k , {1J2 0 I) n 
MRS 1 , 1  n , 1'I 1  r k 0 I) n 
KUS 1 n 1 , r 8 k k I) 0 , 1 1 
MOK 1 n r k r I) 0 
PON 1 n r k r I) 0 
MUR 1 n r k ,  5 6 , 0 1 0 I) n 
TRK n n r k , S 6 , 0 1 0 l) , n 7 n 
PUL 1 n r k , 0 1 0 I) n 
CAR 1 1 r g , kk  0 I) n 
WOL l , nn  l , nn  r g , kk  0 I) n 
UTH 1 r , 1  r g , kk 0 I) n 
SON 1 r 1 g , kk 0 I) n 
1- a 2 See Marck ' s  discussion ( p . 1 7 )  of * t  and * k  deletion in Kiribati . 
I ( i  and a )  
4 I ( i ,  u ,  and e )  
5 I ( non-low vowel s )  
6 I- i (occasionally) 
7 I i 
8 less prominent than 1 but not rare . 
Most of these correspondences are reasonably well-attested . Marck did , 
however ,  reconstruct two proto-phonemes on the bas i s  o f  relatively few re flexes . 
*x  was reconstructed solely on the basi s  o f  reflexes o f  *wa ka canoe , but i s  
supported b y  the presence of prenasalised * - I)k in Proto-Oceanic . The first 
person singular possessive suffix was subsequently reconstructed as * - x i  
( c f .  POC *- I)ku ) . 
Marck also reconstructed a distinction between PMC *5 and *$ on the basis 
of Kosraean , in which *$  has been lo st . Thi s he j ustified by the apparent 
correlation between KSR loss and POC * n s . It now appears that the correlation 
is not as straightforward as Marck had thought ( see section 7 . 5 ) . Part of the 
difficulty is due to disagreement among the various Oceanic languages . Pre­
nasal i sation is problematic in Oceanic , in any case . The POC *s/*ns  distinction 
is even more problematic because there is evidence to suggest that what has been 
reconstructed as * n s  may , in fac t ,  not be s imply the prenasalised counterpart of 
*5 (Ward Goodenough , p . c. ) . 
Another problematic correspondence set is one which Marck thought might 
turn out to represent a distinctively Micronesian third palatal , di fferent from 
that reconstructed by Blust ( 1976)  for Proto-Fijian-Polynesian and apparently 
also di fferent from Milke ' s  POC *nj . More data are avai lable to us now which 
suggest that Marck may have been on the right track ( see section 7 . 4 ) . Marck 
al so found some evidence for a rounded k ( *k ' )  in Proto-Micronesian . 
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For the vowels Marek reconstructed the same five that others have 
reconstructed for Proto-Oceanic : * i , *e , *a , *0 , *u  - with back and central 
allophones of the last conditioned by the preceding sound . Preceding *p ' ,  *m ' ,  
* t ' ,  *S , * k ,  * r ,  * Q ,  *w , *0, and *u  allowed *u  to remain back , whi le preceding 
* t , *5 , * 1 , *n , * n ,  * i ,  and *e caused *u to be central ised and possibly 
unrounded.  The labials *p,  *m,  and * f  apparently did not occur before round 
vowels . Other consonants such as *5 , *k ' ,  and the putative third palatal were 
left unc las s i fied due to lack of relevant data.  Many of the daughter languages 
have a high central vowel which must be regarded as a separate phoneme 
synchronically . 
7 . 2  Recons tructions  s i n ce Marck ( 1 977 )  
Marck ' s  reconstructions and the cognate sets o n  which they were based form 
the core of the computerised comparative Micronesian file . As the file expanded 
additional reconstructions by Jackson , Trussel , and Wang ( among others) have 
been based on the correspondences compiled by Marck . 
The file has grown appreciably since 1977 . I t  now consists of approximately 
1 30 0  cognate sets with considerably more supporting data than were available to 
Marek . With the help of the AL I GN program it is possible to re-examine the 
correspondences observed by Marck and perhaps to di scover some that he missed . 
As a result it may prove necessary to revise a number of recons tructions . A 
clearer picture of the ancestral language should result from this exercise . 
The first step in this re-examination consists of a careful scrutiny of 
the correspondence sets compiled by the ALIGN program . 
7 . 3 NEWMI C4A concordances : procedure 
Fol lowing Bender ( 1 9 7 1 ) , we chose to concord on the five presumed major 
branches of the Micronesian language family : Trukic , Ponapei c ,  Marshallese , 
Kiribati , and Ko sraean . Trukic is represented by Jackson ' s  Proto-Trukic 
reconstructions . Ponapeic is represented by Ponapean in the absence of a 
reconstructed Proto-Ponapeic . The other branches consist of a single l anguage 
each . 
Dyen ' s  ( 1965)  36 . 1% cognate percentage between Trukese and Ponapean 
suggests a close relationship between these two languages ,  so we expected to 
find greater agreement between them than among the other languages . A two-way 
TK-PNP concordance produced approximately 200 formally or mechanically different 
correspondence s .  
Marshallese was the next language to b e  included i n  the concordances . MRS 
has merged the proto-vowel s  to four phonemes which differ only in height , their 
colour ( front-/backness and rounding) being determined synchronically by the 
surrounding consonants . The consonants ,  on the other hand , had mUltiplied 
themselves through splits as a result of the ' reading off ' of colour from the 
proto-vowe ls . There are now three distinct series of consonants in MRS : plain 
but phonetically palatal i sed , vel arised, and both velarised and labialised ( see 
Bender 1968 for details ) . These historical changes are reflected by an increase 
in the number of different correspondences to approximately 500 in the three-way 
concordance . 
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Kiribati has undergone a number of mergers among the consonants , but it 
appears to have preserved an earlier vowel system, as may be seen if one 
compares present-day KIR forms with the forms reconstructed for Proto-Oceanic . 
Nonetheless , adding KIR to the concordance caused the number of separate 
correspondences to increase to over 1 3 0 0 .  
We chose to put Kosraean last because of our suspicion of the existence 
of multiple reflexes in that language ( even more than are to be found in KIR 
as a result of Polyne sian borrowings ) .  Adding KSR increased the number o f  
different correspondences t o  over 2500 . I f  KSR had been put first the irregu­
larities in this language would have scattered some of the regularities among 
the other l anguages . The total number of distinct correspondences would have 
remained the same , but it would have been more di fficult to perceive areas of 
agreement among the four other l anguages if these were split among a number of 
different reflexes in KSR. (One instance of this is described in section 7 . 5 ) . 
There is inevitably a certain amount o f  apparent conflict in these results . 
Part of this is sys tematic variation among al ternate reflexes . Examination of 
the forms in the concordance data may reveal whether this is systematic 
(conditioned) or not . Lack of agreement in the environments in which alternate 
reflexes occur may be interpreted in a number of different ways - unconditioned 
split is one possible explanation .  Dialect di fferences , o r  other variation in 
the daughter language are other possible explanations . 
Another kind of apparent conflict is caused by missing cognates where a 
form has been lost or simply not discovered in a daughter language . We make 
the assumption that unless these incomplete correspondence sets conflict with 
the full correspondences in which all languages being concorded are represented , 
they should be considered to agree with the latter and can be incorporated into 
them , thus increasing the number of examples that can be referred to in 
attempting to discover conditioning factors for sound changes . 
The real ' noise ' - typographical errors , misal ignments , highly dubious 
cognacy , etc . - usually manifests itse l f  in the form of one or two occurrences 
of a relatively improbable- looking correspondence . These we have s imply ignored.  
To arrive at the results presented in 7 . 4  we began with the four-way con­
cordance of sound correspondences involving Proto-Trukic , Ponapean , Marshallese , 
and Kiribati . This included some 1 3 00 formally different correspondences . 
From these we selected those consonant correspondences for which all four 
languages showed a cognate and which occurred at least three times . 2 o 
Correspondences which occurred only once or twice were dismissed as probably 
' noise ' .  
To our sel ected correspondences we then added those from which one or two 
cognates were lacking - provided that the remaining reflexes did not conflict 
with a previously established correspondence . In order to examine all of the 
environments in which these corre spondences occurred, we had to re-group and 
re-order the relevant portions of the concordance data . A special program 
called REGROUP was written for thi s  purpo se . 
From our examination of the environments we concluded that some correspon­
dences could be merged, while others should remain apart for the time being . 
The correspondences remaining after all plausible mergers were made have been 
labelled with proto-phonemes . In some cases subnumbers have been assigned to 
different subcorrespondences within a proto-phoneme - e . g . , *5 , * 5 1 , * 5 2 
(discussed in section 7 . 4 ) . 
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The next step was to add in the fi fth major branch, Kosraean . The five ­
way concordance included approximately 2500 formal ly different correspondences . 
Again we began with those correspondences involving al l five languages and 
occurring at least three times . In addition , some full correspondences which 
occurred only once or twice were included on the bas is of their greater 
frequency in the four-way concordance . Non-conflicting correspondences with 
only one or two gaps were added in cases where Kosraean showed a different 
di stribution of reflexes from the other l anguages .  In cases where Kosraean 
had a single reflex in agreement with the other languages additional data were 
not sought out . A portion of the results from the five-way concordance i s  
sketched out i n  section 7 . 5 .  
7 . 4  NEWMI C4A concordances : prel i mi nary resu l ts from the four-way 
correspondences 
We present here those consonant correspondences among the four languages 
(Proto-)  Trukic , Ponapean , Marshal lese , and Kiribati that recurred at least 
three times and for which each of the four languages had cognates . The 
quantities given in parentheses following each correspondence are for such full 
correspondences .  Also available to us for detailed study o f  a given correspon­
dence are the instances that show one or two gaps , that is , correspondences in 
which only three of the four languages , or two of the four , showed cognates . 
The proto-phonemes used to label each correspondence are generally those used 
by Marck ( 19 7 7 ) , although the subnumbers have been added by us . The left-to­
right order of the languages is TK-PNP-MRS-KI R .  
Labial Obstruents 
*p  p/p/p/b ( 2 5 )  
*p ' p ' /pw/b/b ' ( 9 )  
p ' /pw/b/b  ( 10)  
* f  f/p/y/'/J (10)  
The second *p ' correspondence is primarily an artifact of the neutralisation 
of the bib ' contrast in Kiribati before u and 0 - the velarised variety occurs 
in such environments but is unmarked in the transcription . However ,  there are 
eight occurrences of thi s correspondence with non-round vowel s  for which the 
KI R facts need further checking . 
Apical Obstruents 
* t ' c/t/d/r  ( 2 1)  
*5  t/d/ t / r  ( 4 7 )  
*5 1 t/d/j / r  ( 3 )  
*5 2 t/d/y/ r ( 3 )  
* t  t " / 5/j / t  ( 34 )  
* t l t " J i5/j / t  ( 4 )  
* t2 t "/'/J/j / t  ( 1 5 )  
* t 3 t " / . / t/ .
2 1 ( 5 )  
* t 4 t " / . /y/ . ( 3 ) 
The * t ' correspondence is relatively stable in comparison with * 5 and * t , which 
proliferate into seemingly related but deviant correspondences for which con­
ditioning factors have yet to be found , or operate sporadically , and to which 
we assign subnumbers for the purposes of this discussion . 
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* t2 results from the tendency in Ponapean to delete 5 before high vowe l s . 
I t  has not run its course through the lexicon , as PNP s u k  to pound, s i ng fart ,  
etc . attest ,  while a t  the same time i t  has begun to affect s ' s  before mid 
vowels , as for example in mee ( - l a )  to die < PMC *ma te ( c f .  TIC *ma t " e  dead , die , 
MRS me ' j dead, KIR ma te dead, death) . In cases of this sort , which seem to 
need the concept of lexical di ffusion (Wang 1979)  to explain contrasting 
reflexes in a given environment ,  subnumbers can serve to record the progress 
of a tendency in each etymon . 
The same tendency has progressed further in the eastern Trukic languages , 
so that the expectation i s  that 5 will be lost (or replaced by a glide) before 
all non-low vowe ls , as in TRK maa ( - no)  to die ( cf .  WOL mase to die) , although 
here again it is still to be found in some words , e . g . , TRK so alight < PTK 
* t " loko ( c f . PNP s o k ,  MRS j o k  aUght , KIR toka be placed on) . As this example 
shows , we use the subnumber one to label those PTIC * t " ' s  that are exceptional 
in having 5 reflexes be fore non-low vowel s  in eastern TK languages such as 
Lagoon Trukese and Mortlockese . This in turn accounts for the existence of 
PMC * t 1 .  
The present treatment of Trukic and Ponapeic i s  obviously not parallel . 
Eventual ly we would hope to reconstruct a Proto-Ponapeic and to confine to 
those reconstructions - at least initially - the proli ferations resulting from 
internal Ponapeic developments . Such parallel treatment would reveal more 
clearly the progress of lexical di ffusion in each of the two subgroups , and 
whe ther or not given etyma were affected in parallel fashion . 
* 5 1 and *5 2 may result from the PAN palatals having had more than one 
reflex in PMC , or other factors may have been involved . The three full 
correspondences of *5 1 ( e . g . , TIC * p ' o t a u  sma l l  basket ,  PNP ohdow basket , MRS 
bej aw pocket ,  pouch , hand basket of small  weave , KIR b ' a ra smal l  cap- like 
basket made of coconut leaves ) might seem l ittle more than sporadic exceptions , 
were they not augmented by others having ga�� , as shown in the fol lowing 
excerpts from the four- language concordance : 
( 7 . 1 )  t/ . /j / .  ( 5 )  
FARM , CLEAR I NG 
NO COGNATE 
CLEARED SPACE , OPEN F I ELD 
NO COGNATE 
VT . HELP 
NO COGNATE 








NO COGNATE G I L  
SHI NE , L I GHT 
NO COGNATE 
START A F I RE 
NO COGNATE 




G I L  
TK 
NO COGNATE PNP 
PA I N  I N  ARM • • •  
NO COGNATE 
I NS I DE , CORE , I NTERI OR 
NO COGNATE 
I NTER I OR OF AN I SLAND 
MRS 




NO COGNATE G I L  
M A H A J -
T A P  A -NG ( - 1 - ) 
J P A -G ( -EY ) 
T N A 
J E '  N 
T O NG 0 
J E G "  _ 
U T U 
( YA- ) W A J 
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( 7 . 2 ) t/d/j / .  ( 2 )  
BECOME SHALLOW TK 
SHALLOW PNP 
SHALLOW , SUPERFI C I AL MRS 
NO COGNATE G I L  
BECOME SHALLOW TK 
SHALLOW PNP 
SHALLOW ,  SUPERFI C I AL tlRS P 
NO COGNATE G I L  
MORAY EEL TK 
SALTWATER EEL ( GENER I C )  PNP 
P E T E P E T E 
P & D & P & D -
P E '  J - P E '  J _ 
P E T  E P E T E 
P & D & P & D _ 
E '  J _ P E '  J 
L A P '  U T 0 
L A PW & D 
MORAY EEL MRS ( K I DE ' DDE ' L )  _ _ B J _ 
( 7 . 3 )  
RABONO = EEL G I L  
. /d/j / .  ( l l  
NO COGNATE TK 
TO SAVE FROM HARM PNP 
REAN I MATE , RESTORE , REVI VE MRS 
NO COGNATE G I L  
( 7 . 4 )  . / . /j /r ( l l 
NO COGNATE TK 
NO COGNATE PNP 
HUSK A COCONUT W/ TEETH MRS 
LOP BRANCHES , TR I M ,  PRUNE G I L  
D OA R E 
J A R I ( a )  
We see here one o f  the many advantages o f  computerisation for tasks such as 
these : the ability to organise and gain ready access to large sets of complex 
data . 2 3 
* t 3 and * t4 further exemplify this point.  Although attested by no ful l 
correspondences ,  they were brought to light as deviations from the * t  
correspondence by holding constant the TK and MRS reflexes while permitting 
gaps in either PNP or KIR or both . Five instances of the former and three of 
the latter were thereby unearthed :  e . g . , TK * t " a ro- near , MRS t i r " i - near ; 
TK *ku t " u '  louse , MRS ( ya - ) k i t  de louse ( c f .  MRS k i j  louse in the regular * t  
correspondence) : TK * ku ' u ' t " a ,  PNP k i i 5 ,  MRS qe ' ye ' t  octopus ; TK * t " a ru  oyster, 
oyster she l l ,  MRS ya r "  oyster ; TK * pe t "  i float , MRS pey drift , KIR be i bet  i 
float . The explanations for these MRS deviations , like those in * 5 j  and * 5 2 , 
remain to be uncovered . 
Although the PAN palatals generally are reflected as * 5 , several instances 
of their being reflected as *t (or one of its subcorrespondences )  have appeared 
in addition to PMC * t j i r i  to spurt , urine « PAN *c i r i t  spray out) noted by 
Dyeo ( 1949)  and discussed by Goodenough ( 1961)  and Blust ( 1978) . These include 
PMC * t j up ' e  catch ( TK * t " j up ' e ( - l  i )  catch , MRS j i be ( -y)  hold, grasp , seize , 
capture ) < PAN *zamb a t  carry , ho ld, and PMC * t u l  i shoot or sucker from a root 
crop (TK * t "  i I i  sprout , shoot from a root crop , PNP i I i  sucker of a banana , 
breadfruit , taro , etc . ,  MRS j i 1 "  shoot , bud, sprout) < PAN * 5 u l  i sucker. For 
the latter MRS presents a doub let in the regular * t  correspondence : y i l taro 
sprout .  PMC * t j i r i is attested in three of the four languages : TK * t " i r i 
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urinate , mas turbate , MRS ( j - ) j i r  s lippery , lubrication , KIR t i i to spurt , to 
spout , and has the doublet PMC *t"  i r i masturobate : TK * t "  i r i ( - i )  masturbate , 
MRS y i r i  ( -y )  �ipe ( c f .  KSR i r i masturbate ) .  
Velar Obstruents 
*k  k/k/ k/k 
k/k/k/0 
k/k/q/k  
( 6 6 )  
( 8 )  
( 1 2 )  
The second * k  correspondence results from the tendency i n  K I R  to delete k 
or t to prevent their cooccurrence in the same root (or more than one instance 
of either in a root) - seemingly a sporadic matter to which there are exceptions 
( Marck 1977 , Trussel n . d . ) . *k l shows considerable complementarity with * k ,  
the former generally appearing before round vowels , but there are sufficient 
counterexamples to warrant caution in merging them . For example,  only KSR koe t 
shows evidence of former vowel rounding in the word for ' octopus ' ( cited above ) 
in which MRS shows q ,  and both *k  and *k l are found before *u . 
Nasals 
*m m/m/m/m ( 4 3 )  
*m ' m ' /rrrw/ m ' /m ' ( 7 )  
m ' /rrrw/m ' /m ( 8) 
*n  n/n/n/n ( 2 2 )  
n/n/n ' /n ( 0 )  2 4  
n/n/n"/n  ( 1 )  
*1)  1)/ 1)/9/ 1) ( 19 )  
1)/ 1)/9 " / 1) ( 8) 
The situation for the *m ' correspondences parallels that for *p ' ,  except that 
there are fewer counterexamples . The second and third *n  correspondences 
result form the read-off of vowel colour onto consonants in the development of 
Marshal lese , and can probably be merged as part of a fairly elaborate scenario 
that has been proposed by Kenneth Rehg ( UH  seminar presentation , 1979) . As 
nearly as can be determined , the two * 1) correspondences seem more capable of 
being merged than do *k and *k 1 • 
Liquids 
* 1  1 / 1 / I /n ( 3 3 )  
1 / 1 / 1 r /n  ( 19 )  
1 / 1 / 1 " /n ( 0 )  2 4  
* r  r/ r/ r/0 ( 2 2 )  
r / r / r "/0 ( 4 )  
* r l r/ r/ r/ r ( 3 ) 
The * 1  correspondences parallel the *n correspondences in every respect . The 
two * r  correspondences seem capable of merger in a way paralleling * 1) , based 
on the complementarity of rounding in neighbouring vowels . * r l marks the 
seemingly sporadic retention of r in KIR .  The three full correspondences are 
augmented by five others with one gap each , e . g . , *p ' a ro box , container 
( TK *p ' a ro box , crate , strong container ,  PNP pwoah r  hole , cave , KIR ba ro 
provision box, overj1o� , hol e ,  depression �here �ater stays ( c f . ba ron te wa 
forepart of the canoe �hich dips up �ter in rough seas ) . 
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( 8 )  
( 7 )  
( 9 )  
( 7 )  
( 2 7)  
( 4 5 )  
( 2 6 )  
These correspondences shade from the *w of considerable antiquity in etyma 
such as PMC *wakara  root « POC *wakaRa)  and *ma 5awa ocean « POC *ma5awa ) , to 
what are clearly prothetic or epenthetic glides in Marshallese alone , which has 
gone farthest among the nuclear Microne sian languages in reading off vowel 
colour onto adj acent consonants . Much remains to be done in Aus trone s i an 
generally to settle questions having to do with the status of onsets and glides . 
Further progress for Micronesian than what we sketch here must await resolution 
of the many questions regarding the vowel correspondences that still confront us . 
7 . 5 NEWM I C4A concordances : fi ve-way correspondences 
The most significant effect of adding Kosraean to the concordance was to 
increase the number of different correspondence s . Some of this was j ust 
' noise ' ,  but there were also a number of correspondences that met our criteria 
( compl eteness and frequency) for further consideration . In several instances 
Kosraean split ( o r  further spl it) proto-phonemes establi shed on the basis of 
the four-way correspondences . Only one such instance will be presented here . 
In section 7 . 4  we tentatively reconstructed PMC *5 on the basis of the 
correspondence (TK/PNP/MRS/KIR) tid/ ti r o  Two sub correspondences ( t/d/j / r  and 
tid/vi r )  were labelled *5 1 and *5 2 , respectively . Marck ( 1977)  had recognised 
two correspondences ( TRK/PNP/MRS/KIR/KSR) t/d/t/ r/t  and t/d/t/ r/0 which he 
labelled *5 and * 5 ,  respectively . The five-way concordance yielded the follow-
ing correspondences : 
PMC TK PNP MRS KIR KSR N2 5  
*s t d t r t 19 
t d t r 0 17 
t d t r 5 1 2  
t d t r 5 r  8 
t d t r y 3 
*5 1 t d j r t 3 
t d j r 5 2 
t d j r 5 r  1 
*5 2 t d y r 0 2 
t d y r 5 r  1 
I f  we i gnore the different MRS reflexes and recast the distribution in 
terms of the KSR reflexes we still encounter certain difficulties : 
*5 ( 7 )  t d r t 2 2  
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Both MRS and KSR show evidence o f  crossover between reflexes of PMC *s  
and * t ,  but not necessarily i n  the same etyma . KSR s r  is the expected reflex 
of PMC * t ' .  The synchronic status of y in KSR is not clear . Some y ' s  may be 
phonemic ,  while others seem to be either prothetic or epenthetic . We have not 
yet arrived at an explanation for these splits . 
7 . 6  Grammati cal recon struction 
In the process of splitting up the large cognate sets containing several 
di fferent forms of the same verbal root ( see section 4 . 6 )  we accumulated evi­
dence that might prove useful toward the reconstruction of the PMC grammatical 
system . 
Transitives are formed by the addition of a transitivising suffix , usually 
- i  ( see example 4 . 6 ) . These suffixes remain productive in some of the daughter 
languages .  In other languages they are no longer productive , but their former 
presence has left its trace in the presence of final vowels on transitive verbs 
- only the suffixal vowel was lost in the historical process of final vowel 
de letion . So-called ' thematic consonants ' have been preserved in a number of 
forms by the former presence of the transitive suffix - these are marked in 
example 4 . 6  by a preceding hyphen . There is evidence that final consonants 
were deleted, too , in Micronesian languages ,  if there was no vowel (which may 
have been deleted subsequently) to protect them. 2 6 The Micronesian evidence 
for transitivising *- i is reinforced by Pawley ' s  ( 19 7 3 )  reconstruction of the 
same form in proto-Oceanic . 2 7  
Al l Micronesian languages have causatives . Forms such as KIR ka- ,  MRS 
ka- ,  PNP ka- , MOK ka- ,  TRK a- (reduplicated as kka - )  , WOL ga- , and PUA ka­
point toward a PMC form * ka - . KS R is peculiar in having a h k- as the productive 
causative prefix , although MRS does preserve fossil ised yak- « * faka- ? )  and 
ya- « * fa - ? ) . Whether KSR ahk- is * faka- with the regular zero reflex of * f  
and sporadic loss of * a  a t  the end of the prefix , o r  a metathes ised reflex o f  
*ka- , i s  not clear . What i s  unusual about the KSR causative i s  not only the 
form of the causative prefix , but also the presence of a transitivising suffix 
-ye on these forms ( Lee 19 75 : 187-189 ) . Lee (pp . 178-183)  states that - i  is used 
to change certain types of noun and adj ectives into transitive verbs . -ye 
occurs only when the causative prefix is present . Its hi storical antecedents 
are not clear . 
The other transitive suffix in KSR ,  - kh i n  ( Lee 1975 : 183-186) , presumably 
reflects a reconstructed ' remote transitive ' suffix *ak i  ( n i )  ( pawley 1973 , 
Pawley and Reid 1979) . This suffix is also found as KIR - a k i na ,  MRS ke ' n  and 
- V k ,  PNP k i  or k i n  ( the latter when the following word begins with a vowel )  , 
PNG k i n ,  PUL - (y ) ak i n  or - ( y ) e k i n ,  in Carolinian as -gh i l i ,  -gh i n i ,  or - g i n i  
( depending on the dialect) , WOL (y ) ag i l l  i ,  ULI y i x i l i ( -x i I i as a suffix on 
some verbs ) , and PUA a k i n i  . MOK - k i  reflects proto *-a k i . 2 8 
Our data also permit the reconstruction o f  an ancestral passive suffix 
PMC * - a k i  which is reflected as , e . g . , KIR -a k i , MRS - a k/-e ' k , KSR -yuh k ,  MOK 
-ek ,  CRL -agh , and WOL -ag/-eg . Harri son ( 1982 : 2 0 2 )  also derives this from 
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POC *ak i ( n i ) . He suggests that this agent l e s s  pa s s i ve suffix may be a 
Micronesian innovation . 
Redup lication also seems to have been present in PMC . Complete reduplica­
tion of former CVCV forms is found throughout the Micronesian fami ly . In some 
languages , e . g . , Trukic and Ponapeic , the redup l icated forms reflect medial ly 
the final vowel of the reconstructed PMC form , suggesting either that the forms 
are frozen or that a final vowel is still pr e s ent in synchronic underlying 
forms . In Kosraean , on the other hand , complete reduplications have the form 
C VCCVC , which suggests that such derivations must have occurred after the 
hi storical final vowe ls were lost from the simple . forms , or that reduplication 
was performed on an abstract root that did not contain them . 
Micronesian languages appear generally to have formed intransitive verbs 
by a process of initial CV- reduplication which is reflected synchronically by 
initial geminate consonants in the Trukic languages and Marshallese , following 
loss of the vowel between like consonants (Goodenough 1963) . The same is true 
for the more sonorous consonants ( e . g . , m and ng )  in Ponapean , but initial 
geminate n ,  1 ,  and r have been reduced to s ingle consonants , and the first 
members of geminate obstruents have undergone nasal substitution , yielding 
homorganic nasal-oral consonant clusters , which are preceded by a prothetic 
high vowel that agrees in rounding with the following segment ( s ) . What appear 
to be frozen traces of a simi lar process of initial Cv (C) - reduplication - but 
without syl lable reduction - can be found in KSR .  Forms still showing this 
initial CV- reduplication unaltered also can be found in KIR . 
The presence of at least the residue of thi s  process in most or all of 
the daughter languages points to its existence in the ancestral language . Both 
complete (CVCV) and initial CV (C) - reduplication appear to have existed in PMC . 
Kiribati uses the latter , and sometimes the former , to form distributive verbs 
often glossed " abounding in N" or " frequentative of V" in Bingham ( 1908) . The 
most regular means of forming such verbs in Marshallese is by a combination of 
the two types of reduplication . So , for example,  kka rj i nj i n reek of kerosene 
from ka rj i n  kerosene . Kosraean , Mokilese , and Woleaian ( and probably many of 
the other MC language s)  also al low final syllable reduplication . 2 9  
The existence o f  a number o f  reconstructions beginning i n  *ma- points 
toward a stative prefix *ma- which may or may not have been productive in PMC , 
but appears not to be productive in any of the present-day daughter l anguages .  
A word o f  caution does need to be said on the subj ect o f  reconstructing 
grammatical morphemes in isolation from the rest of the grammatical sys tem . 
Harrison ( 1982 : 181)  points out that " slavish devotion" to the principle of 
reconstructing a unique innovation in the case of shared development in a 
number of related languages " can easily lead to gross errors in grammatical 
reconstruction " .  This he attributes to the practice of applying methods 
designed for phonological and lexical reconstruction to the reconstruction of 
grammatical systems . In particular , he claims that POC *aki  ( n i ) , which he 
suggests was a lexical verb appearing in serial construction with a preceding 
verb , underwent the change to a suffix 1) at di fferent times in different 
branches of the Oceanic language family , and 2) at different times in different 
functions - these changes being interrelated with other changes in the grammati­
cal system of each daughter language . This he feels is the only way in which 
one can account for the mUlti�licity of functions associated with present-day 
reflexes of this proto- form . 3 
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8. THE GEN ET I C  STATUS OF  PROTO-MI CRONES IAN 
8 . 1 I ntroductory 
It is generally recognised that the Polynesian languages constitute a very 
clearly defined family . There may be some disagreement over the exact number 
of languages ( as opposed to dialects ) in the family,  but there is no language 
whose membership is at all open to di spute , and the internal subgrouping i s  
re latively well understood . The existence of a close external relationship 
between Polynesian and Fij ian is also quite evident . 
The situation in Micronesian is not nearly so cl ear . Bender (1971) had to 
include a "questionably nuclear" category for Yapese and Nauruan . We are still 
uncertain about the genetic affiliation of these two languages .  Internal sub­
grouping is very shallow . External relationships are also unclear . 
8 . 2  Status of  Mi crones i an as  an exc l us i ve ( ? )  subgroup 
Phonological and grammatical innovations exist which distinguish Proto­
Micronesian from Proto-Oceanic , but none have yet been found that are shared 
by all and only the nuclear Micronesian languages . Nor have any uniquely shared 
lexical innovations been establi shed to date . No exhaustive search has been 
made for morphological or semantic innovations . 
The limited amount of work that has been done on comparative and 
reconstructed Micronesian grammar by Harrison ( 1 9 7 3 , 1978) , Sohn ( 1 9 7 3 ) , and 
Sugita ( 19 7 3 )  suggests a system that bears considerable resemblance to that 
reconstructed by Pawley ( 1 9 7 3 )  for Proto-Oceanic . The so-called numeral 
classi fiers do a�pear to be a Micrones ian development ,  although possibly not 
uniquely shared 3 and not equally distributed among the Me languages . In 
particular , Marshallese has only vestiges , and Kosraean would appear to have 
mis sed out altogether in this respect . KSR does have two sets of numbers , but 
nothing like the elaborate classificatory systems of some of the other languages . 
Harrison ( 19 76 : 95-9 7 )  describes four classifiers in Mokilese , while Rehg ( 1981 : 
124-137)  cites some thirty classifiers in Ponapean . Kiribati appears to have 
the largest number of known clas s i fiers ; Trus sel ( 1979 : appendix) lists 66 
numeral clas sifiers . 
8 . 3 I nternal  rel ations h i ps 
Internal relationships within Micronesian , too , are less clear than one 
might l ik e .  The Trukic languages/dialects are obviously closely related . 
E .  Quackenbush ( 1968) describes them in terms of a dialect chain or continuum. 
Jackson ( 1984 ) gives a list of phonological innovations shared by the Trukic 
languages which he claims are not shared - as a · combined set , although indi­
vidual innovations may be shared - by any other language or language group : 
( 1 )  Loss of P OC  *p  before round vowels 
( 2 )  Loss o f  poe * 8k i n  all environments 
( 3 ) Loss of POC *q in all environments 
( 4 )  Merger of poe *n with * 8  i n  the environment fa 
( 5 )  Merger of poe *n  and *n  elsewhere 
( 6 )  Merger of poe *5 , *n5 , and *j 
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( 7 ) Separate reflex of (POC ? )  *nj 
( 8 )  Merger of POC *nt  and *nd  
( 9 )  A unique pattern o f  los s  o f  * R  and/or merger with * d  
( 10 )  Loss o f  POC *y . 
Rehg ( 1 9 81 : 7- 1 2 )  indicates that Ponapean and the languages of the nearby 
atolls - Moki l ,  Ngatik , and Pingelap - are all mutually intelligible , although 
the exact degree of intel ligibility may vary . Not enough is known about 
Ngatikese to enable anyone to say much more th�l that it appears very similar 
to Ponapean . The 100-word l i st yields the fol lowing percentages of shared 
cognates among the other Ponapeic languages : 
1 .  PNP - MOK 
2 .  PNP - PNG 




all of which are wel l  above the cognacy rates with the other Micronesian 
languages . Rehg (pp . 9-ll)  cites other evidence for a closer relationship 
between PNG and MOK , suggesting the possibil ity that these may be considered 
dialects of each other , with Ponapean regarded as a distinct language . 
At a sl ightly higher leve l ,  Dyen ( 1965)  proposed a Trukic-Ponapeic sub­
group on the basi s of lexicostatistical evidence . This evidence ought to be 
reexamined , however , in the light of our present knowledge of these and other 
Micronesian language s .  
Harri son ( 1982)  cites two apparent innovations that might be used as 
grammatical evidence to argue for a subgroup consisting of Kosraean and the 
Ponapeic languages :  1 .  the use of reflexes of POC *a k i  ( n i )  in an instrument­
flagging function , e . g . , 
( 8 . 1 ) KSR Nga owok i hn sop ah . 
I washed with soap. 
MOK I h  p i hn k i  parn i j j o .  
He 's painting with the varnish. 
(pp . 204-206) , and 2 .  the use of reflexes of pac *a k i  ( n i )  to derive denominal 
and deadj ectival/stative trans itives , e . g . , 
( 8 . 2 ) KSR E l tah l sengse i k i hn korn . 
They aonsider you a teaaher. 
MOK Ngoah j arnan k i  woa l l o .  
I regard that man as a father. 
(pp . 2 l2 - 2 l 3 ) . Both o f  these functions of reflexes of pac *ak i  ( n i )  appear to 
be restricted to Ponapeic and Kosraen . However , Harrison (personal communica­
tion) does not consider this adequate basis for hypothesising the existence of 
a Ponapeic-Kosraean subgroup . 
Until stronger evidence can be offered for higher-level subgroups , then , 
we continue to follow Bender ' s  ( 1971)  five-way subgrouping : Kiribati , 
Marshallese , Kosraean , Ponapeic , and Trukic . 
As Marck ( 19 7 7 )  pointed out , thi s apparent shal lowness of internal 
subgrouping makes it more difficult to decide when one is j ustified in recon­
structing a particular form as be longing to Proto-Micronesian rather than to 
some lower- level proto-language . It would be unreasonable to require that 
cognate forms occur in all five putative major branches before we attribute 
the reconstruction to PMC . Marck compromised by using a s ingle star for forms 
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which were reflected in either Ponapeic or Trukic and at least two of the other 
three branches , since the probabi lity is relatively high that these forms 
occurred in PMC , whi l e  other reconstructions were marked by double stars to 
indicate that the distribution of reflexes was defective . Marck reconstructed 
such forms when he deemed them important for examining the histories of par­
ticular languages . 
In some cases these double star forms have cognates outside Micrones i a .  
Marck did not distinguish these from other double star forms s ince h e  was 
primarily concerned with the evidence from within Micronesia . Judging from 
the practices of other comparativists , however ,  we may consider ourselves 
j usti fied in reconstructing a form as PMC if we find MC cognates for a POC 
etymon , even i f  the form is not found in al l major branches o f  Micrones ian , on 
the grounds that this may be a retention from an earlier stage . The only other 
plausible explanation for such a distribution is borrowing from outside the MC 
family . Such borrowings are known to have occurred in languages such as KIR 
« PN) and CRL/CRN « Chamorro) . In both instances the borrowings are easily 
identi fied . 3 2 In the other MC languages , however , there is no clear evidence 
of borrowing from non-MC Austronesian l anguages .  I t  has been suggested that 
such borrowing may have occurred in KSR ,  but the suggestion remains unproven . 
In general , we have followed Marck ' s  lead and reconstructed Proto­
Micronesian forms for cognate sets that included forms from at l east three 
- and preferably four - branches , of which one had to be Trukic or ponapeic . 
A number of PTK forms have been reconstructed by Jackson on the basis of 
exclusively Trukic cognate sets . In some cases , however , a primari ly Trukic 
cognate set may include one non-Trukic witness . We have tentatively recon­
structed PMC forms for these sets in the expectation that further search may 
turn up other non-Trukic reflexes . 3 3  
8 . 4  Externa l  rel at ion s h i ps 
I t  i s , of course ,  possible to reconstruct a plausible ancestral l anguage 
for a set of languages which have not been shown to constitute a valid subgroup . 
Blust ( 1984) asserts that Levy ( 19 79 )  has , in fac t ,  done so for the languages 
of the South-East Solomons , conglomerating together two groups of languages 
which Blust believes do not form an inunediate subgroup . Instead , Blust presents 
a case for an inunediate subgrouping connection between the Cristobal-Malaitan 
languages of the South-East Solomons and the languages of nuclear Micronesia . 
Both Pawley ( 19 7 2 )  and Levy ( 19 79 )  have presented evidence for the exist­
ence of a Cristobal-Malaitan language group . Blust is willing to assume the 
existence of a nuclear Micronesian subgroup : nonetheless , he i s  careful to 
state that his hypothesis would not be seriously damaged i f  nuclear Micronesian 
were shown not to be an exclusive subgroup . Blust ' s  difficulty is that he can 
find no phonological or granunatical innovations that are uniquely shared between 
Cristobal-Malaitan and nuclear Micronesian languages . Loss of POC *q and of 
original final consonants ,  cited by Blust as characteristic of both Malaitan 
and Micronesian languages , are shared with a number of other Oceanic languages . 
Blust ' s  evidence for a Malaitan-Micronesian subgroup falls into three 
categories : 1) lexical , 2 )  morphological , 3 )  semantic . All of these are subj ect 
to the danger that shared innovations may be difficult to distinguish from 
shared retentions . Blust has made what appears to be an exhaustive check of 
the available data from other Oceanic languages in order to minimise the 
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' avoidable error ' of failing to discover existing external cognates . There is , 
however , no way to avoid the error that may occur if a retention should happen 
to be restricted to j ust the set of languages that constitute one ' s  putative 
subgroup , or in the case of morphological and semantic innovations , if drift 
has occurred in the same direction only among those languages .  Blust suggests , 
however , that while coincidences may occur on occasion , a large number of such 
coincidences is not l ikely unless these languages do , in fact , form a subgroup . 
Thus , he takes the number of common features - even though these cannot be 
shown definitively to be uniquely shared innovations - to be a kind of sub­
grouping evidence , nonetheless . The numbers are relatively small ,  however ;  
one wishes that more data were available from a larger number o f  languages . 
Aside from Blust ' s  Malaitan-Micrones ian connection,  attempts have also 
been made to l ink the nuclear Micronesian languages with the languages of the 
Admiralty I s lands ( Smythe 1970) and with the North Hebridean - Central Pacific 
languages (Pawley 1972) . Both of these are rather thoroughly demolished by 
Blus t .
g 4 
8 . 5  Specul ati ons on Mi crones ian  preh i story 
The archaeological evidence for Micronesia is scanty , but Cordy ( 1982)  
cites a number of dates in the 4 00 B . C .  ( Truk lagoon) to A . D .  400 range for 
the Marshalls , Ponape , Truk lagoon , Ulithi , and Yap . No early dates are 
available for Kosrae . Cordy feels that s ites earlier than the ones reported 
on should exist in Ponape , Kosrae , and the Marshalls , but j ust have not been 
discovered yet . 
The available dates suggest relatively rapid dispersal and settlement , 
but do not give any particular indication as to direction of dispersal , whereas 
the linguistic evidence points to a dispersal from the eas t ,  the area of 
greatest linguistic diversity being in eastern Micronesia - the Marshalls , 
Kiribati , Nauru , Kosrae , Ponape , and Truk lagoon . 
The earliest archae logical dates available for geographic Micronesia are 
from the Marianas . These are considerably earlier than the dates for the 
eastern i slands . The material - as well as linguistic - evidence points toward 
settlement of the Marianas by a different group of people coming from the other 
direction , possibly from the Philippine s .  
These people may have explored the islands to the east as well , but i f  
they did settle them , i t  was considerably later than their settlement o f  the 
Marianas - and the settlements may not have persi sted , or else may have been 
absorbed by later-arriving nuclear Micronesian speakers . In all probabi lity , 
these early western Micronesians found the atolls inhospitable and never did 
get as far as the high islands at the eastern end of the Carolines .  
The earliest dates cited by Cordy for the western Caroline atolls of Ulithi 
and Ngulu are in the same range as the eastern island sites , as are early dates 
from Palau ( and Yap? ) . The Palauan language , at leas t ,  appears to be more 
closely affiliated with western Austronesian languages than with nuclear 
Micronesian . The linguistic affiliations of Yape se have not been established , 
although Bender ( 19 7 1 )  is willing to admit Yapese as Oceanic and possibly even 
nuclear Micronesian . 
I t  is possible that detailed examination of the sound correspondences in 
our present data may lead to the discovery of shared innovations that would 
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allow u s  to determine the relationships among the various branches of nuclear 
Micronesian .  If archaeologists could get funding for excavations rather than 
just site surveys and salvage work , they might find more evidence bearing on 
settlement and origins . At present , however ,  the only prehistoric sequence of 
any sort available for anywhere in Micronesia i s  for the Marianas . 
Of course , it may be that the Proto-Micronesians - even assuming that there 
was only one group of original settlers who all came from the same ' homeland ' -
spread so rapidly across nuclear Microne sia that there was virtually no period 
of common Micronesian development ,  and thus no uniquely shared lingui stic 
innovations , either within nuqlear Micronesian or between major branches of the 
putative subgroup . Unlike Polynesia , which consists largely of geographically 
distant island groups , the i slands of nuclear Micronesia lie relatively close 
together . Certainly people who , in Blust ' s  view , were capable of making the 
long voyage north from the South-East Solomons would have had no difficulty 
sailing from one Micronesian island to another . 
In that case , the ancestral language of the nuclear Micronesians may not 
have been Proto-Micronesian , but Proto- -Micronesian . Blust has 
suggested that the blank should be filled by ' Malai tan ' .  It behooves us , as 
proponents of the nuclear Micronesian hypothesis , to examine B lust ' s  proposal 
carefully - and also to reexamine the other subgrouping hypotheses that he 
alludes to (Smythe 1970 , Pawley 1 9 7 2 )  - to make compari sons with the l anguages 
that have been put forward as immediate relatives of the nuclear Micronesian 
languages , and perhaps in that way discover what , if anything , sets nuclear 
Micronesian apart from the res t .  
NOTES 
1 .  Neither this report nor the project as a whole would have been possible 
without the effort of a number of people . The core group consisted of 
Byron W.  Bender , Robert W.  Hsu , Frederick H .  Jackson , Jeffrey C.  Marck , 
Kenneth L .  Rehg , Ho-min Sohn , S tephen Trussel , and Judith W .  Wang . Some 
of these people are no longer at the University of Hawaii ;  all have made 
significant contributions to the pro j ect . We also gratefully acknowledge 
the contributions of visiting col leagues from other institutions : Paul 
Geraghty , Ward H .  Goodenough , and She ldon P .  Harrison . A number of 
graduate students have lent temporary assi stance to the proj ect , including 
Martin Combs , Layla Ebrahim , E laine Good , Gregg Kinkley , and Meryl Siegal . 
Sue Archibeque did much o f  the initial data entry . 
2 .  Or twelve , depending on the status assigned to Saipan Carolinian . 
3 .  See Goodenough and Sugita ( 1980 ) and Jackson et al . ( to appear) £or 
detail s .  
4 .  Sohn ( 19 7 5 )  does not say it in so many words , but it appears that the 
Woleaian alphabet is essentially phonemic ,  with the exception of certain 
geminate consonants and possibly also the long vowel s  represented by eo 
and oa , and the ambiguity of the di�aph i u  with respect to vowel length . 
L-������� ����� � � ��� � � � � � � ���� �� � �� � �� � _ __ _  � _ __ � 
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Hi storically , eo and oa come from sequences of vowels , but they are s imply 
long vowels in the modern language ( p . 18) . 
5 .  See E lbert ( 1974)  for a description of the phonemic inventory of Puluwatese . 
Nowhere in either work does Elbert discuss spelling conventions .  
6 .  See Oda ( 19 7 7 : 9 )  for the phonemic inventory of PUA i  Oda states in the 
prefatory material to the dictionary/appendix that SNS forms are generally 
identical to PUA except that SNS distinguishes two fricative phonemes / f /  
and /d/ ,  which have merged a s  /d/  i n  PUA . 
7 .  H .  Quackenbush ( 1970)  describes the phonemic inventories o f  four Trukic 
dialects : Moen ( Truk lagoon) , Pullap ,  Satawal , and Sonsorol . According 
to Quackenbush , Moen , Pullap ,  and Satawal all have the same nine-vowel 
inventory which is also found in Saipan Carolinian . Seven vowels are 
given for Sonsorol - Quackenbush uses a different set of symbols and 
arranges them slightly differently , but basically agrees with Oda . 
Quackenbush ' s  reconstructed Proto-Trukic has six vowels , the same six 
found in Marck ' s  reconstructed Proto-Micronesian . Woleaian has the same 
six vowels in its short vowel set , but has two additional vowel s  in the 
long vowel set ( see note 4 )  . 
All of the Trukic languages/dialects have similar consonantal inven­
tori es , differing from such eastern languages as Marshallese and Kosraean 
in not having three different sets of consonant types - plain , velarised , 
and labialised . In Trukic , the only distinctively velarised consonants 
are w and the labiovelars pw and mw . 
8 .  Or , from a surface point of view , four . See Bender ( 1968)  for detail s .  
9 .  The symbol s  used in this chart are the standard orthographic representa­
tions . 
10 . See Hsu and Peters ( 1984) for a description of the development of 
dictionary-processing by computer at the University of Hawaii . 
1 1 . Additional blank spaces have been inserted in this and other examples for 
legibility . These are not present in the data as entered into the computer , 
but would be inserted by the DISPLIGN program. See Section 5 . 1 .  
1 2 .  The question of *s  and *S  ( S ' in the computer orthography) i n  Proto­
Micronesian is actually more complicated than Marck reali sed . See 
section 7 . 5 .  
1 3 . Eventual ly to be replaced by KIR .  
14 . Actually , the dots do get picked up by the concordance program, but this 
does not create any additional complications in the correspondences because 
the program i s  des igned to generate dots as placeholders when there i s  no 
cognate form in a given language . 
15 . See also poe *Ra p i Ra p i  in example 3 . 2 .  
16 . Both this inconsistency and the inconsistent use of X for both cognate and 
non-cognate forms must be attributed to the inefficiency inherent in such 
an informally-organised proj ect . Many of the conventions and practices 
that we describe here are not the outcome of careful deliberation , but are 
the resul t of spur-of-the-moment decisions made by the person entering the 
data into the computer . These and a number of other aspects of the file 
will have to be revised before any publication of the results of this 
pro j ec t .  
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1 7 .  See section 7 . 5  for one example of this phenomenon . 
18 . Actually , DISPLIGN inserts more blanks than are shown . This is due to the 
re lative narrowness of the paper used here . DISPLIGN printouts normally 
appear on wide ( I S "  x I I " )  paper . 
19 . This ordering can be changed to some other order specified by the user . 
2 0 .  The vowel correspondences po se an entirely different - and quite difficul t ­
problem ,  which will not be discussed here . 
2 1 . The periods ( ' dots ' )  in the * t 3  and *t 4 correspondences represent gaps 
where cognates are lacking . The quantities given for these correspondences 
obviously do not represent full correspondences but occurrences of the 
given partial correspondence . 
2 2 . These are reproduced in slightly altered form in order to fit them onto 
the page . ALIGN printouts normally appear on wide ( I S "  x I I " )  paper which 
al lows space for line numbers , longer glosses , and more white space for 
greater legibility . See the sample concordance page given as Appendix C .  
2 3 .  Although the three ful l  *S 2 correspondences are not augmented by including 
other correspondences with gaps , one of the three is noteworthy in being 
a doublet of a regular *s correspondence , because of MRS alternants : PMC 
*s 2 ama outrigger - TK * tama outrigger float,  PNP d£m£ outrigger ( 3ps) , MRS 
yam sail with outrigger out of water , KIR rama outrigger ( c f . MRS ( rey-) tam 
the outrigger side of a canoe i n  the regular *s correspondence . 
24 . There were no full correspondences wi th cognates in all four languages .  
These correspondences are represented only by overlapping sets of 
correspondences with gaps . 
2 5 . Numbers of occurrences in thi s  table may disagree with those in 7 . 4 .  
- N here is a total including non-conflicting correspondences with gaps . 
2 6 .  See Lee and Wang ( 1984 ) for examples of such developments i n  Kosraean . 
2 7 .  See Harrison ( 1978)  for a fuller discussion of transitivity in Micronesian 
languages . 
2 8 .  
29 . 
See Harrison ( 1982 ) for a different interpretation of POC *ak i ( n i )  . 
See Harrison ( 19 7 3 )  for further discussion 
3 0 .  See examples in part 1 . 2 ,  pp . 179-180 . 
31 . This has not yet been established . 
of reduplication in Micronesian . 
3 2 . As are such intra-Micronesian borrowings as MOK j i mwoa chicken < KIR te  
moa , and various Marshallese terms associated with coconut toddy 
(Bender 1981)  . 
3 3 . Because of the dispersed nature of the Micronesianist group in the past 
few years , the most recent additions to the file have not been as 
thoroughly checked - either for the existence of cognates or for accuracy 
of data entry - as were earlier data . It is probable that many of the 
gaps in the data will be filled when all languages have been carefully 
checked . 
3 4 .  In fairness to pawley , i t  ought to b e  said that he has s ince revised his 
Eastern Oceanic subgroup a couple of times ( 19 7 7 , 1979 ) , so that it no 
longer includes either the South-East Solomonic or the nuclear Micronesian 
languages .  
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P O S S ES S I VE C O N S T R U CT I ON S  I N  O CEAN I C  LAN G UAGES 
AND I N  P ROTO -OCEAN I C  
Franti sek Lichtenberk 
1 .  I NTRODUCT I ON 
The possessive constructions o f  Oceanic have been the obj ect of interest 
of students of Oceani c  since the last century . l This interest has been both 
language-specific , descriptive , and comparative and historical . A large majority 
of the Oceanic languages exhibit mUl tiple types of possessive cons truction . 
Studies o f  the first kind have sought to characterise the possessive systems o f  
individual languages from the point of view of their structures a s  wel l  a s  use . 
Studies of the second kind have looked for �ross-linguistic commonal i ties in 
the possessive systems . These recurrent features have then been used in recon­
structions of the system of pos sess ive constructions of Proto-Oceanic . 
The present paper falls in the latter category . Its aim is two-fold .  The 
first is to provide a typology of the possessive constructions found in modern 
Oceanic languages .  The typology is a refinement of ear lier works by various 
investigators ,  such as Codrington ( 1885) , Ray ( 1919)  and Pawley ( 19 7 3 ) . The 
other aim is to offer a reconstruction of the Proto-Oceanic possessive system . 
The reconstruction presented here is basically an e laboration and extension of 
the most comprehensive reconstruction of the Proto-Oceanic possessive system 
to date , that of Pawley 19 7 3 . The two aims are not entirely disparate : the 
typology estab l i shed for the present-day languages will serve as a framework 
in the reconstruction . 
The data on which the present study is based come from over 200 Oceanic 
and several non-Oceanic languages . 2 Needless to say , the quantity and the 
quality of the information available on the possessive constructions of various 
languages vary tremendously : from quite detailed and perceptive to fragmentary 
and obscure . 
The paper is structured as follows : After a few general terminological 
remarks in Section 2, a basic typology of the Oceanic possessive types is given 
in Sections 3 and 4 .  In Section 5 ,  the semantics of the various possessive 
types is discussed . In Section 6 ,  a reconstruction of the Proto-Oceanic 
pos sess ive system is presented . The paper concludes with a brief di scussion of 
a few other topics that are of relevance to Oceanic possessive constructions . 
Andrew Pawley and Lois Carrington , eds Austronesian 
linguistics at the 1 5th Pacific Science Congress, 9 3-140 . 
Pacific Linguistics ,  C-8 8 ,  1985 . 
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2 .  TERMI NOLOG I CAL PREL I MINAR I ES 
In the d i s cus sion that follows , the terms ' po s sessive con s t ruction ' ,  
' po s s e s sor ' and ' p o s sessed ' are used as techni cal terms . A po s sessive 
construction may or may not express true possession , i . e .  ownership : my ca r ,  
meaning the ear I own , or John ' s  ca r ,  meaning the ear John owns . Possessive 
constructions , as the term is applied here , are commonly used to express many 
other types of relationship between two entities , such as part-whole (my hea d )  
and kinship ( John ' s  father ) . Similarl y ,  m y  house may refer to the house I live 
in even though I do not own i t ,  and John ' s  a r r i va l  refers to John ' s  involvement 
in an event,  not to ownership . What all the semantic relationships just 
exemplified as well as many others have in common is the structures used to 
express them :  a small ,  well-defined set of noun-phrase constructions . 
The term ' possessor ' and ' possessed ' are semantic-syntactic label s  for 
the forms that in an expression of true possession encode the entity that owns 
another enti ty , and the entity owned , respectively . In my car  (the car I own) , 
my is the possessor , and car  is the possessed . Again by extension , the two 
terms are applied to the two elements found in the corresponding positions in 
other possessive constructions , regardless of the nature of the semantic 
relationship expressed.  In John ' s  a r r i va l , John is the possessor , and a r r i va l  
is the possessed . 
In English and many other languages ,  the possessed is the head of the 
noun phrase and the possessor its attribute . In the subsequent discussion 
I will use the terms ' possessed ' and ' possessor ' in preference to ' head ' and 
' attribute ' for two reasons : 
1 .  there is a common type of possessive construction found in Oceanic languages 
in which the pos sessor is not a separate element but an inflectional affix , 
either on the possessed or on a classi fier ; 
2 .  the two terms will refer not only to linguistic elements but , when con­
venient , also to their referents . context should make it clear which of 
the two meanings i s  intended . 
Final ly ,  the term ' posses sive construction ' ,  as used here , does not 
subsume constructions with non-specific!non-referentia1 nouns in attribute 
position ( for a brief discussion of this type of noun phrase see Section 6 . 5 . 2 ) . 
3 .  TY POLOGY OF  OCEAN I C  POSSESS IVE  CONSTRUCTIONS BASED  O N  THE TY PES OF  
CONSTI TUENT AND TH E RELATI ONS BETWEEN THE  CONSTITUENTS 
For purposes of presentation , it is convenient to deal with the typology 
of Oceanic possessive constructions in two parts . The first ,  which is the 
sub j ec t  of thi s section , considers the types of constituent that make up the 
constructions and the structural relations that obtain between the constituents . 
The second , in Section 4 ,  is concerned with the linear order of the constituents . 
The main point of these two sections is to di scuss and exemplify the 
various basic , recurrent Oceanic possessive types . Nothing will be said about 
their di stribution in the Oceanic subgroup . Thi s aspect of possessive construc­
tions will be considered when we proceed to reconstructing the Proto-Oceanic 
system . 
3 . 1  Possess i ve a ffi xes 
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Oceanic language s typically exhibit sets of affixes whose function is to 
encode the possessor , as in ( 1 )  below , or to cross-reference the possessor , as 
in ( 2 ) : 
KWA I O  
( 1 ) as i -mu 
younger brother-your ( sg )  
your younger bro ther 
MANAM 
( 2 )  bo ro ta?e -d i 
pig faeces-their 
the pigs ' excrements 
The possessive affixes are of two types : suffixes,  as in ( 1 )  and ( 2 ) ,  and prefixes : 
WAYAN 
( 3 )  m - u l  u 
your ( sg) -head 
your head 
KAl l A l  
( 4 )  y ura a i  -ma ta 
G. his-eye 
Guru 's eye 
The possessive affixe s are attached either to the possessed , as in ( 1 ) - ( 4 ) , or 
to a special possessive classifier . ( see Section 3 . 2 ) : 
KAL l A l  
( 5 )  e - l e  
his-CLASS 
his shield 
ya r i  u 
shield 
STANDARD F I J I AN 
( 6 )  na  no -na  va l e  
art CLASs-his house 





The term ' possessive affixes ' is not entirely satisfactory because in some 
languages the affixes are used in constructions other than pos sessive . For 
example , in Manam the suffixes are also used on demonstratives , one class of 
adj ectives and a few numerals ( for similar uses of the suffixes in other New 
Guinea languages see Bradshaw 1982 ) . In a number of languages ( e . g .  Houailou) , 
the same set of suffixes is used in possessive constructions to index or cross­
re ference the possessor and on trans itive verbs to index or cross-re ference the 
obj ect . Since I will have nothing to say about the use of these affixes in 
constructions other than possessive , I will use the terms ' possessive affixes ' , 
' possessive suffixes ' and ' possessive prefixes ' as convenient labels . 
3 . 2  Di rec t ,  i ndi rect and prepos i t i onal  posse s s i ve construct ions  
Cases of ellipsis apart , every possessive construction contains two basic 
elemen ts : a possessed and a possessor . Besides these two , a po s se s s ive 
construction may contain a third element ,  which may be of one of two types : a 
classifier or a preposition . It i s  then possible to distinguish three basic 
type s of pos sessive construction : direct ( POSS ' D ,  POSS ' R) , indirect ( POSS ' D ,  
POSS ' R ,  CLASS ) , and prepositional ( POSS ' D ,  POSS ' R , PREP) . 3 
The basic structure of the prepositional possessive construction i s  
POSS ' D  PREP POSS ' R . 
BABATANA 
( 7 )  pade ta re 
house of you ( sg )  
your house 
HOUA I LOU 
(8)  neva i m::> r ua i wi  ? - a ?  
land of grandfather of man-this 
this man 's grandfather 'S land 
The direct-indirect di stinction is the hallmark of the Oceanic subgroup . 
A direct possessive construction consi sts of a possessed and a possessor . The 
possessor may be a possessive affix or a separate word ( see Section 3 . 3  for 
more detail) : 
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I AA I  
( 9 ) 
ARE 
( 1 1 )  
i i e  - n  
name-his 
his name 
man u  dagu r i  -na  
bird feather-its 
the bird 's feather(s) 
G I LB ERTE S E  
( 10 )  t i na - u  
mother-my 
my mother 
TO ' ABA ' I TA 
( 1 2 )  maka n a u  
father I 
my father 
An indirect possessive construction contains ,  in addition to the possessed 
and the possessor , a third element which I will term ' possessive classi fier ' :  
FAGAN I 




( 15 )  da i ka 
who 
whose 




( 14 )  ? us i ne - g u  
loincloth CLASS-my 
my loincloth 
STANDARD F I J I AN 
( 16)  na no - d r a tou waqa na  cauravou 
art CLASS their canoe art young man 
(paucal) 
the young men 's canoe 
The elements glossed ' CLASS ( IFIER) " in ( 1 3 )  - ( 1 6 )  are usually called 
' possessive markers ' or ' possessive particles ' in the literature dealing with 
Oceanic languages .  As I have argued elsewhere (Lichtenberk 1983a) , these forms 
are really a special kind of classifier .  In fact , the term ' possessive clas­
sifiers ' is used in the descriptions of some Oceanic languages which exhibit a 
large number of these forms . 
Like the more common numeral classifiers , possessive classifiers also 
classify entities on the bas is of some semantic criteria .  The difference be­
tween the two types of classifier system lies in the nature of the classifying 
criter i a .  In numeral classifier sys tems , entities are classi fied o n  the bas is 
of some of their properties (permanent or more or less temporary) ,  such as 
shape , size , consistency , etc . In the possessive class ifier systems of Oceanic 
languages ,  the classi fying criteria are the types of rel ationship that obtain 
between two entities , the possessed and the possessor . ( I t  was for this reason 
that the Oceanic possessive classi fiers· were termed ' relational ' in Lichtenberk 
1983a . )  The nature of the Oceanic possessive classi fier systems will be 
discussed in more detail in Section 5 .  
I t  i s  necessary to point out that whether a possessive construction is to 
be considered to be prepos itional or indirect is not always obvious from the 
grammatical descriptions available . A possessive preposition , as the term is 
applied here , is an element that appears after the possessed and before the 
possessor and is not a classi fier . A classifier is a form that appears in a 
possessive construction in addition to the possessed and the possessor , and 
carries a possessive affix or stands in some more or less well-defined semantic 
opposition to at least one other such form ( see Section 5 . 3  for examples o f  
semantic oppositions between classifiers ) .  
In Kwaio , a is a possessive classifier , because even though it does not 
stand in a semantic opposition to any other such form, it carries possessive 
suffixes : 
( 1 7 )  ? i f i a - g u  
house CLASs-my 
my house 
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In Standard F i j i an ,  ke i , me i and ne i are classifiers , because even though 
they do not carry possessive suffixes , they stand in we ll-defined semantic 
oppositions to each other : 
( 18)  na da l o  ke i Ko l omavu 
art taro CLASS K. 
Kolomavu 's taro (to eat) 
(food possessive construction) 
( 2 0) na i s u l u  ne i Ba l e  
art dress CLASS B .  
Bale 's dress 
( 19 )  na yaqona me i T i u ta 
art kava CLASS T. 
Tiuta 's kava (to drink) 
(drink possessive construction) 
( general possessive construction) 
It may we ll be that some c lassifier s  that do not carry possessive affixes 
are grammatically prepositions . What is important for our purposes is that 
they have a classi fying function . 
3 . 3 S i mp l ex and comp l e x  possess i ve constructi ons 
Oceanic possess ive constructions can b e  further classi fied according to 
the grammatical status of the posses sor element . In a simplex construction, the 
possessor is a possessive affix , either on the possessed or on a classifier : 
KOSRAEAN 
( 2 1 )  5 i yuh-k  
be l ly-my 
my belly 
BANON I 
( 2 3 )  g he -m i 





( 2 2 )  e - f a 
his-leg 
his leg 
In a complex possessive construction , there is a possessor noun phrase 
separate from the pos sessed . Three basic subtypes o f  the complex possess ive 
construction may be distingui shed according to the nature of the possessor 
noun phrase : 
( i )  the possessor N P  has a nominal head : 
TO ' ABA ' I TA 
( 2 4 )  9a i na -na  we l a  l akoo 
mother-his child that 
that chi ld 's mother 
ARE 
( 25 )  wa s i ke a -na  b a u  
woman cLASs-her garden 
the woman 's garden (s) 
( ii )  the possessor N P  is an independent personal pronoun : 
TO ' ABA ' I TA 




( 2 7 )  ?a  j ?o ? a t  i n e  - I)  
you ( sg) canoe CLASS-your ( sg) 
your canoe 
( i i i )  the possessor NP is a special possessive pronoun ( POSS ) . A number of 
Oceanic languages have , in addition to the usual set of independent personal 
pronouns , another set of pronominal forms used only in possessive constructions . 
The possessive pronouns o ften bear formal resemblance to the corresponding 
independent pronouns . In many cases , they appear morphologically complex , but 
the ir structure may be far from transparent ( see Bradshaw 1982 for a di scuss ion 
of possessive pronouns in New Guinea languages) . 
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KA I R I RU 




( 29 )  n i u  yaqa i 
coconut he " 
POSS 
his coconut g1'ove 
E ROMANGA 
( 30 )  n i mo 
house 
enugklk 
you ( sg) 
POSS 
yoU!' house 




the first person singular independent 
pronoun is kya u  
the third person singular independent 
pronoun is e i  
the second person singular independent 
pronoun is k'j'k 
the third person singular independent 
pronoun is i y i  
As will be seen in Section 3 . 4 ,  type ( i )  of the complex possess ive con­
struction may combine with type ( i i i ) . 
Prepositional possessive constructions are by definition complex : 
HOUA I LOU 
( 32 )  v i r hoE: i rha i 
ange1' of liza1'd 
the liza1'd 's ange1' 
3 . 4  Cross-referenc ing  of the possessor 
Complex possessive constructions may be further subclassified according to 
whether the posse ssor is cross-referenced el sewhere in the construction or not . 
In ( 3 3 )  and ( 34 ) , the possessor is not cross-referenced : 
TO ' ABA ' I TA HAWA I I AN 
( 3 3 )  n i n i nau ( 34 )  na kanaka 0 ke a l i '  i 
knife I art people CLASS art chief 
my knife the people of the chief 
By definition , the possessor is never cross-referenced in preposi tional con­
structions (Section 3 . 2 ) . 
To cross-reference the possessor , the appropriate possessive affix is 
attached either directly to the possessed ( in a direct construction) or to the 
classi fier ( in an indirect construction) • 
BANON I 
( 3 5 )  g a  r a s  i - n a  k a  r a  
glass -its ca1' 
KAl l A l  
the window glass of the ca1' 
( 36)  eao a i  -awa 
1'ive1' its-mouth 
the 1'ive1" s mouth 
A ' ARA 
( 3 7 )  no - nya mo l a  i he i  
CLASS-his aanoe who 
whose aanoe ?  
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MANAM 
( 38 )  a i n a  n i u  ? a n  - d i  
woman aoaonut CLASs- their 
the women 's aoaonuts 
In at least some languages that have pos sessive pronouns , the possessor 
may be cross-referenced twice : once by a possessive affix and once by a pos­
sessive pronoun : 
KA I  R I  RU 





Nur 's aousin 
qaj uo -ny  
aousin-his 
In a number of languages ,  the possessor is cross-referenced in certain 
types of possessive construction but not in others . Whether the possessor is 
cross-referenced or not may depend on the type of relation between the possessor 
and the possessed .  The possessor may be cross-referenced when the possession 
is inal ienable but not when the possession is alienable ( see Section 5 . 1  for 
inalienable and alienable possession) • 
TO ' ABA ' I TA 
( 4 0 )  Sa i na -na  Sa mae 1 i 
mother-his art M. 
Mae li 's mother 
but ( 4 1 )  l uma Sa mae l i 
house art M. 
Mae li 's house 
Whether the possessor is cross-referenced or not may also depend on the 
type of the possessor . In Iaai , common-noun pos sessors are cross-referenced , 
but proper-noun possessors are not : 
( 4 2 )  ba - n  wanakat  
head-his ahild 
the ahiZd 's head 
but ( 4 3 )  bwa Poou 
head P. 
Poou 's head 
3 . 5  Compl ete , pa rti a l  and cons truct cross-referenc i n g  of  the possessor 
The cross-referencing of the possessor in a complex possessive construction 
may be one of three kinds : complete , partial or construct . 
( i )  Complete cross-referencing : the possessor i s  cross-referenced both for 
person and for number . 
MOTU 
( 44 )  
A ' ARA 
( 46 )  
bo roma kwa ra -na  
pig head -its 
the pig 's head 
no - g u  
CLASS-my 
my aanoe 
mo l a  i a ra 
aanoe I 
( 4 5 )  bo roma kwa ra- d i a  
pig head - their 
pigs ' heads 
Cross-referencing is always complete when the possessor is other than third 
person , that is when it is a pronoun ( independent or possessive ) . 
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( i i )  Partial cross-referencing : the possessor is cross-referenced only for 
person , not for number ; the number contrast is neutralised . 
TO ' A BA ' I TA 
(47) 9a i na -na  we l a  l akoo 
mother-his child that 
that chi ld 's mother 
( 48) 9a i na -na we l a  k i  ( * *9a i na-da  . . .  ) 
mother-his child pl mother-their 
the children 's mother 
cf . ( 49 )  9a i na -da  
mother-their 
their mother 
( * *  signifies ungrammaticality) . 
( i i i )  construct cross-referencing : the possessor is cross-referenced by a 
special construct suffix which is different from the third person singular and 
plural possessive suffixes . 
MOK I L E S E  
(50)  oadoa-n  woa l l -o 
name -CONSTR man -that 
that man 's name 
cf . ( 51 )  oadoa-0 
name -his 
his name 
(with oadoa , the third 
person singular possessive 
suffix has a zero form) . 
In Kosraean , the construct suffix is required only if the possessor is a 
common noun . I f  the possessor is a proper noun , the appropriate third person 
possessive suffix is used : 
( 52 )  s i fe-n muhtwacn se  ( 5 3 )  s i fac- l Sepe 
head -his S. 
Sepe 's head 
head-CONSTR woman this 
the woman 's head 
4 .  TY POLOGY O F  OCEAN I C  POSSESS I V E  CONSTRUCT IONS BASED  ON THE ORDER OF 
THE CONSTI TUENTS 
Having discussed the basic types of Oceanic possessive constructions from 
the point of view of the nature of the constituents and the relations between 
the constituents , we can now turn our attention to the order of the constituents . 
In the subsequent discussion , only the independent , i . e .  separate , consti­
tuents and their ordering will be considered . In other words , the position of 
possessive affixes will be disregarded . This eliminates from consideration 
direct simplex constructions , whose structure is POSS ' D-POSS ' R  or POSS ' R-POSS ' D . 
Prepositional possessive constructions exhibit only one order : POSS ' D  PREP 
POSS ' R .  Nothing further will be said about them . 





( POSS ' D ,  CLASS ) ; 
( POSS ' D , POSS ' R) ; 
( POSS ' D , POSS ' R, CLASS ) . 
4 . 1  I ndi rect s i mpl ex possess i ve constructi ons  
There are two possible orderings of the constituents in indirect simplex 
constructions :  
( i )  POSS ' D  CLASS 
MANAM 
( 5 4 )  pera  ? a na -gu  
house CLASS-my 
my house 
( i i )  CLASS POSS ' D  
I AMAL E LE 
( 5 5 )  ya -mu vanuga 
CLASS-your ( sg) house 
your house 
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4 . 2  Di rect comp l ex posses s i ve constructions 
Two possible orderings of the constituents exist in direct complex con­
structions : 
( i) POSS�D POSS ' R  
TO ' ABA ' I TA 
( 56 )  maka 9a Mae 
father art M. 
Mae 's father 
( i i )  POSS ' R  POSS ' D  
AROMA 
( 5 7 )  Vag i ama -na  
V. father-his 
Vagi 's father 
4 . 3  I nd i rect compl ex possess i ve constructi ons  
S i x  different orderings of the constituents are theoretically possible i n  
indirect complex constructions , but I have found examples of only five . 
( i )  POSS ' D  CLASS POSS ' R  
KWA I O  
( 58 )  boo a - l a  Ba?efaka 
pig CLASs-his B.  
Ba ?efaka 's pig 
( i i )  POSS ' D  POSS ' R  CLASS 
no examples found 
( i i i )  POSS ' R  CLASS POSS ' D  
AROMA 
( 59 )  n a  vav i ne ge -na  vanua 
that woman cLASs-her vil lage 





POSS I R  poss l n  CLASS 
MANAM 
( 6 0 )  a i ne n i u  ?an  -d i 
woman coconut CLAss-their 
the women 's coconuts 
CLASS poss l n POSS I R  
STANDARD F I J I AN 
( 6 1 )  na  no -d r a tou waqa na  cauravou 
art CLASs-their canoe art young man 
(paucal ) 
the young men 's canoe 
(vi)  CLASS POSS I R  poss l n  
UL ITH IAN 
( 6 2 )  l ema - I i Da rxos tamaaxoo 
CLASS-CONSTR D. tobacco 
Darxos ' smoking tobacco 
4 . 4  Harmon i c  and d i sharmon i c  rel ati ons  between posses s i ve construct ion types 
The three types of possessive construction just discussed can be considered 
not only by themselves but also in relation to each other in terms of the elements 
they share . I f  in a language the order of the elements shared by two possessive 
construction types is the same in both , the two constructions may be said to be 
harmonic with each other . Thus the following pairs of constructions are harmonic 
with each other : 
poss l n  CLASS 
( i ndirect simplex) 
POSS I R  poss l n  
( direct complex) 
and 
and 
POSS I R  poss l n  CLASS 
( indirect complex) 
POSS I R  CLASS poss l n  
( indirect complex) . 
I f  the order of the elements shared by two possessive construction types 
is not the same , the two constructions may be said to be disharmonic with each 
other . The following are examples of constructions disharmonic with each 
othe r :  
CLASS poss l n  
( indirect simplex) 
poss l n  POSS I R  
( direct complex) 
and 
and 
poss l n  CLASS POSS I R  
( i ndirect complex) 
POSS I R  CLASS poss l n  
( indirect complex) • 
The concept of harmonic/disharmonic relations applies only in the comparison 
of indirect complex ( pOSS l n ,  POSS I R, CLASS) constructions with either indirect 
simplex ( POSS l n ,  CLAS S )  or direct complex ( pOSS l n ,  POSS I R) constructions . S ince 
indirect simplex and direct complex constructions share only one element (POSS I n), 
there is no relation between them in terms of harmony . 
In Manam , both relations are harmonic : 
( 6 3 )  pe ra ?ana  - g u  
house cLASS-my 
my house 
( 64 )  a i ne n i u  ?an  - d i 
woman coconut CLASs-their 
the women 's coconuts 
(65)  boro t a ?e -d i 
pig faeaes-their 
the pigs ' exarements 
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In Iaai , direct complex and indirect complex constructions are harmonic 
with each other , but indirect simplex and indirect complex constructions are 
disharmonic with each other : 
( 66) ba - n  wan a ka t 
head-his ahild 
the ahild 's head 
( 68) a - n  kep i Q  
CLASS-his taro 
his taro 
( 6 7 )  w�� a - n  Saan 
fish CLASs-his ahief 
the ahief 's fish 
In Mokilese , on the other hand , it is the indirect simplex and indirect 
complex constructions that are harmonic with each other , and direct complex 
and indirect compl ex constructions that are di sharmonic with each other : 
(69)  n i ma - h 4 penn -ok 
CLASS-his aoaonut-that 
his aoaonut 
( 71 )  oadoa- n  woa l l -o 
name -CONSTR man -that 
that man 's name 
( 70) n i me -n  1 i h  -0 penn -ok 
CLASS-CONSTR woman-that aoaonut-that 
that woman 's aoaonuts 
This concludes the survey of the basic types of Oceanic possessive con­
structions in terms of their structures . We are now ready to consider the 
semantics of the various possessive types . 
5 .  S EMANTI CS OF D I RECT , I N D I RECT AN D PREPOS I T IONAL POSSESS I VE CONSTRUCT I ONS 
5 . 1  Al i enab l e  and i na l i enabl e possess i on 
The distinction between alienable and inali enable possession is crucial 
for the understanding of the use of the possessive constructions in most Oceanic 
languages . Following Lyons , we may characterise alienable possession as that in 
which " [ the possessedJ is contingently associated with [ the possessorJ " ,  and 
inalienable possession as that in which " [ the possessedJ is necessarily asso­
ciated with [ the possessorJ " (Lyons 1968 : 301 ) . Prime examples of inal ienable 
possession are part-whole relations ( my head , the  roo f  of the house)  and kinship 
relations (my father ) . As examples of alienable possession we may give John ' s  
car  and my pen . 
Even though it i s  subj ect to language-idiosyncratic exceptions , the follow­
ing generali sation concerning direct and indirect possessive constructions can 
be made : If a l anguage has a distinction between direct and indirect possessi ve 
constructions , then direct constructions are used to express inal i enable pos­
session , and indirect constructions are used to express alienable possession . 
I will return to the problem of exceptions to this general i sation in Sections 
5 . 3  and 7 . 1 .  Prepositional possessive constructions exhibit some complications 
of their own . These will be discussed in Section 5 . 4 .  
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5 . 2  Semantics  of d i rect possess i ve constructi ons 
Direct possessive constructions are normally used to express inalienable 
possession . Inalienable possession includes the following major categories : 
( i )  part-whole relations 
ROV I ANA 
( 7 2 )  bu l 0  - d i 
heart-their 
their hearts 
( i i )  kinship relations 
A ' ARA 
( 74 )  kma - nya 
father-his 
his father 
( i i i )  spatial relations 
I AA I  
( 76)  hf1 i mE ka - n  
faae -his 
in front of him 
MOK IL E S E  
( 7 3)  d ame -n wa r r  -0 
MOTU 
( 7 5)  
ARE 
( 77 )  
outrigger-coNSTR aanoe-that 
that aanoe ' s outrigger 
me re s i na -na 
boy mother-his 
the boy 's mother 
yove mu r i  -na - i  
house behind-its-at 
behind the house 
The treatment of spatial relations as inalienable possession follows from 
the fact that the spatial nouns normally refer to parts of a whol e ,  especially 
body parts , or historically derive from such nouns . 
( iv) the concept of ' alone ' ,  emphatic ' - self ' 
MANAM 
( 7 8 )  rube -gu  u-ya l a l e  
alone-my I-go 
realis 
I went alone/by myself 
BABATANA 
( 7 9 )  z i ra ka j uj i n i  tana-d i ra 
they past do self- their 
they did it themselves 
I DUNA 
( 80 )  tau -na  a -na  keva keva g i -bayauma 
self-his CLASS-his fish he-aaught 
he himself aaught his fish 
Direct possessive constructions may also be used with : 
(v) nominalisations , where the possessor encodes the actor ( agent, experiencer) 
or the patient 
TO ' ABA ' I TA 




( 8 3 )  ud i tanom�a -d i 
banana plant-nom-their 
the planting of the bananas 
KOSRAEAN 
( 8 2 )  kah to - i ye-n  
pretty-nom-cONsTR 
prettiness of . . .  
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(vi ) physical and mental states or attributes 
NAKANA I 
( 84 )  l a  vagaga r i -mu 
art strong -your ( sg) 
your strength 
MANAM 
(85)  tamoata tabu r i -d i  
man fear -their 
the men 's fear 
The last category - physical and mental states or attributes - is , however,  
expressed in a number of languages by means of one subtype of indirect pos­
sessive construction ( see the next section) . 
5 . 3  Semanti cs of  i nd i rect possess i ve constructions  
Indirect possessive constructions are normally used to express alienable 
possession . 
One characteristic that Oceanic possessive classi fier systems share with 
numeral classi fier systems is that they always have a general , semantically 
unmarked classi fier which is used when none of the more speci fic possessive 
constructions is applicable . Some writers refer to this possessive type as 
' active manipulative ' (Lynch 1982) , or as ' dominant ' because " the possessor 
owns or is in physical control of the head noun" (Pawley 1973 : 158) . I prefer 
the term ' general possessive construction ' for two reasons : ( 1 )  it is not only 
in this type of possession that the possessor may own or manipulate the 
possessed; and ( 2 )  this category is clearly semantically neutral . I t  is used 
when none of the other , specific categories is appropriate . I f  a language has 
only one classifier , the only function of that classifier is to mark alienable 
possession in opposition to inalienable possession . 
The number of possess ive classi fiers in an Oceanic language ranges from 
one to well over 2 0 .  However ,  the languages fall into two fairly distinct 
groups . One has a small number of classi fiers - from one to four . The other 
has a large number of classifiers - upwards of 1 0 ,  and usually more than 2 0 .  
Probably the most widespread possessive classi fier system is one with two 
classifiers : an alimentary one and a general one (but see further below in this 
section for the use of the term ' al imentary classi fier ' ) . The alimentary 
classifier i s  u sed when the possessed is conceived of as an item of food or 
drink or an obj ect somehow associated with food or drink ( food/drink container , 
implement used in obtaining or preparing food/drink , place where food/drink is 
obtained) . . The general classifier i s  used elsewhere . Manam can be taken as an 
example of a language of thi s type . The alimentary classifier is ? a na � ? a n ;  
the general classifier i s  ne . 
( 86 )  ba l) ?ana -gu  ( 8 7 )  a i ne n i u  ? a n  -d i 
taro CLAss-my woman coconut cLASs-their 
my taro (to eat) the women 's coconuts (to drink) 
( 88)  ?a u l a  ? a n  -d i ( 89 )  ? u s i ne - g u  
fishhook CLASs-their loincloth CLASS-my 
their fishhooks my loincloth 
( 9 0 )  ? a i ?o 7 a t  i ne - I)  ( 9 1 )  n a t u  s i o t i ne -d i 
you ( s g) canoe CLASS-your (sg) child shirt CLASs-their 
your canoe the chi ldren 's shirts 
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A few language s have only one possessive classi fier . The only function of 
the classif ier is to mark the possession as alienable . 
KWA I O  
( 92 )  ? i f i a - g u  
house CLASS-my 
my house 
( 93 )  boo a - l a  Ba ?efaka 
pig CLASs-his B. 
Ba?efaka 's pig 
If a language has three possessive classifiers , they always are : 
( i )  food : the possessed i s  conceived o f  as an item of food , or an object some­
how associated with food ( food preparation , storage , etc . ) ( See be low for the 
use of the term ' food classi fier ' ) ; 
( i i )  drink : the possessed is conceived of as an item of drink , or an object 
somehow associated wi th drink; 
( i i i )  general . 
STANDARD F I J I AN 
food : 
( 94 )  na ke -mud rau 




( 95 )  na ke -d ra tou da l o  na qase n i  v u l i 




taro for the schoolmasters 
na ne -mun l 





( 9 7 )  na no -mu waqa 
art CLAss-your ( sg) canoe 
your canoe 
There are a few languages that exhibit four types of indirect possessive 
construction . Besides the three discussed above - food , drink and general , 
they have a category of valued possession . 
RAGA 
( 98 )  b i l a  - ra boe 
CLAss-their pig 
their pig (s) 
It was said in the preceding section that the uses of direct possessive 
constructions may include physical and mental states or attributes .  However ,  
in a number of language s this category o f  possession requires not the direct 
construction but one type of indirect construction where the classifier is of 
the same form as the alimentary or food classifier . Standard Fijian is one 
such language . 
( 99 )  n a  ke - na bibT ( 100)  na  ke -na  l evu 
art CLASS his heavy art CLASs-his big 
his weight his size 
The same construction is also used when the referent of the possessor is in 
some sense a ' sufferer ' or ' undergoer ' : 
( 101)  na  ke - n a  da  1 i 
art CLASs-his rope 
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his rope, i . e .  rope (to be) used on him, sueh as for binding 
him or strangling him 
( 102)  na ke -na  i tukut uku 
art CLASS-his s tory 
his story, i . e .  s tory about him 
Pawley ( 1973 ) refers to these types of relation between the possessor and 
the possessed as ' subordinate ' .  General ly , subordinate possession expresses 
"actions over which the possessor has no control (where he is the patien t ,  
targe t ,  or involuntary experiencer ) "  (Pawley 1973 : 162) . It may also be used 
with intimate property , such as skirts and loincloths . 
The classifier used in subordinate possession in S tandard Fij ian is 
ke � ke i ,  which are also the forms of the food classifier ; compare (99) - ( 102)  
and ( 9 5) . Pawley ( 19 7 3  and personal communication) suggests that i n  S tandard 
Fij ian and other l anguages in which the classifier used in subordinate pos­
session has the same form as the food or alimentary classi fier we are dealing 
with two homophonous classifi ers rather than with one with complex semantics . 
His argument is that since food (/drink) possession and subordinate possession 
have semantically nothing in common , the two forms are to be considered two 
separate morphemes . 
I prefer the opposite view, according to which in cases of this sort both 
food (/drink) and subordinate possession require the same classifier . For the 
time being and for convenience , I will continue to refer to tho se classi fiers 
as ' alimentary ' or ' food ' . I will provide arguments supporting my view in 
Section 6 . 4 . 2 .  Henceforth it should be borne in mind , that in some languages 
the alimentary or food classifier may also be used to express subordinate 
possession . 
Languages with a large number of possessive classifiers have a prolifera­
tion of semantic categories of possession , some of which may be very specific . 
Kosraean may be taken as a representative of thi s type of language . 
Kosraean has separate possessive classifiers for chewable food , drinkable 
food , raw/uncooked food , other food , means of transportation , plants , land/ 
shelters ,  mats , mother and wife , father and husband , and many others , including 
a general classifier . 
( 103)  s i k u tuh r okuh - k  
seooter cLASS-my 
my seooter 
(means of transportation) 
( 105) kuom 1 uh - k  
tray CLASS-my 
my tray ( general ) 
( 104 ) mos s uhnuh-k  
breadfruit CLASs-my 
my breadfruit tree (plant) 
There is one lower order subgroup of Oceanic that has no direct possessive 
construction type : the Polynesian subgroup . Polynesian languages typically 
have two possessive classifiers , usually of an 0 and a basic form .  The two 
possessive types are often referred to as ' 0  possess ion ' and ' A  possession ' .  
Their use is characterised not so much by the oppos ition between inalienable 
and ali enable possession but by the concept of control over the initiation of 
the relation on the part of the possessor . If the possessor does not have 
control over the initiation of the relationship , 0 possession is required . 
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I f  the possessor does have control , A possession must be used ( for more detail 
on Polynesian possessive constructions see Wilson 1982)  . 
HAWA I I AN 




( 107)  k -a -na  ke i k i  
art-CLASS-his chi ld 
his chUd 
(A possession) 
5 . 4  Semantics  of prepos i ti onal  possess i ve constructions 
Both alienable and inalienable possession may b e  expressed by prepositional 
possessive constructions . 
BABATANA 
( 108) pade ta mama l a ta  
house o f  unc le 
(my) uncle 's house 
STANDARD F I J I AN 
( 110)  na  yaca n i gone 
art name of child 
the name of the child 
DEHU 
( 109)  l a  ga l apa ne l a  oao i n  
art house of art girl 
the house of the girl 
There is a strong tendency , however , for prepositional constructions to 
express alienable possess ion . 
5 . 5 Overl ap  between possess i ve constructi on types 
A feature commented upon by numerous students of Oceanic languages is the 
possibility for one and the same noun to appear as the possessed in more than 
one type of possessive construction , almost always with some difference in 
meaning . Following Lynch ( 197 3 ) , I will refer to this phenomenon as ' overlap ' . 
The existence o f  overlap is another characteristic that Oceanic possessive 
classifier systems share with numeral classifier systems . In the latter , it 
is often the case that the referent of a noun is classi fiable according to 
more than one parameter ,  and consequently the noun can appear with different 
classifiers . 
A type of overlap widespread throughout the Oceanic subgroup is one where 
the choice of the construction depends on whether the possessor is conceived 
of as playing an active or a passive role in the relationship , that is whether 
he is an actor or a patient.  In languages with a direct-indirect possessive 
construction contrast , if the possessor plays an active rol e ,  it is the general 
construction that is normally used . I f  the possessor plays a passive role , 
that i s ,  if the possessor stands in a subordinate relation to the possessed , 
one of two other constructions is used : direct in some languages ,  and alimentary/ 
food in others (Section 5 . 3 ) . 
MANAM 
( 11 1 )  nana r i  ne - g u  ( 1 1 2 )  
story CLASS-my 
my story (that I invented, 
told, like, etc . ) 
nana r i ta?  . - a  - g u  
tel l  story ·about-nom-my 
my story (about me) 
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MOTU 
( l l 3 )  Morea e -na  s i va r a i ( 1 1 4 )  Mo rea s i va ra i - n a  
M. CLASS his story M. story -his 
Morea 's story (that he told) Morea 's story (about him) 
STANDARD F I J I AN 
( l l S )  na no -na  i t uku t u ku 
art CLASS-his story 
his story (that he told) 
( l l 7 )  na no - na d a l  i 
art CLASs-his rope 
his rope (owned by him) 
Further examples of overlap : 
MANAM 
( ll9)  ba l i go - g u  
grass-skirt-my 
my grass-skirt (when I 
am wearing it) 
MARSHAL LESE  
( 12 1 )  kot ka-m rna 
CLASS-your ( sg) breadfruit 
( ll6) na ke -na  i tuku t u ku 
art CLASs-his story 
his story (about him) 
( llB) na ke -na  da I i 
art CLASs-his rope 
( 120)  
his rope « (to be) used on him, 
e . g .  for binding him or 
strangling him ) 
ba l i go ne  -gu  
grass-skirt CLASS-my 
my grass-skirt (when I am not 
wearing it) 
your breadfruit tree (which you planted) 
The classifier kot ka signifies that the possessed was planted by the 
possessor . 
7 . 1 .  
( 1 2 2 )  nej i -riJ rna 
CLASS-your ( sg) breadfruit 
your breadfruit tree (owned by you but not necessarily planted 
by you) 
nej i signifies cherished possession . 
( 1 2 3 )  k i j o  -ril rna 
CLASs-your ( sg) breadfruit 
your breadfrui t  (for eating) 
k i j o  signifies that the possessed is conceived of as an item of 
food . 
TO ' ABA ' I TA 
( 12 4 )  9aa9a te-rnu 
jaw -your ( sg)  
your jaw (part of 
your body) 
( 1 2 S )  9aaBate ?oe 
jaw you ( sg) 
your jaw (that you have, e .  g .  
a pig 's jaw) 
Examples could easily be multiplied . I will return to overlap in Section 
Having considered in some detail both the forms and the uses of the basic 
Oceanic possessive types , we can now turn to the other main aim of this paper , 
which is a reconstruction of the Proto-Oceanic possessive system . 
OCEANIC 1 1 1 1 r------r------r------r------r------r------r------'r------r------r------r------r------r------r-----,� 
SARMI 
COAST 
SEPIK- KIMBE ARAWE WHITEMAN TOLAI- ADZERA 






RAI (SIAS I )  LAMOGAI MENGEN TUMUIP ADMIRALTIES-
(Rai Coast, 
Vitiaz Str . , 
(N Britain) ( N  Britain) (N Britain) WESTERN IS . 
COASTAL 
HUON GULF 
NW New Britain) 
HOTE NEHAN CHOISEUL KIA SE SOLOMONIC SANTA 
(Morobe) (NISSAN) (W Isabel) CRUZ 
SE PAPUAN* (NW of 
(Milne Bay, Buka) NEW GEORGIA CENTRAL NEW CALEOONIA-
Central & BOUGAINVILLE- ISABEL LOYALTY IS* 
Northern . BUKA* 
Provinces) 
* - possibly more than one subgroup 
? 
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6 .  RECONSTRUCTI ON O F  THE PROTO-OCEAN I C  SYSTEM O F  POSSESS I VE CONSTRUCTI ONS 
6 . 1  Methodol og i ca l  pre l imi nari es 
In the subsequent discussion , I will assume the subgrouping of Oceanic as 
shown in Figure 1 .  
I wi ll follow the standard procedure of comparative linguistics and recon­
struct a feature for Proto-Oceanic (POe) if it is found in at least two primary 
subgroups and its presence there is unlikely to be due to independent parallel 
developments or to borrowing . To guard against the possibility of bo r rowing , 
I will rely , wherever possible , on evidence from geographically distant primary 
subgroups . As will become apparent ,  nearly all of the features that I recon­
struct for POC are found in many more than j ust two primary subgroups . 
After briefly discussing the recent attempts at reconstructing the Poe 
possessive system , I will proceed to a step-by-step reconstruction using the 
concepts and categories introduced in the preceding sections . 
6 . 2  Recen t attempts at  reconstructi on 
In recent times there have been two major attempts at reconstructing the 
basic features of the POC system of possessive constructions :  Pawley 1973 and 
Lynch 1982 . Interestingly , Pawley and Lynch arrive at entirely different 
reconstructions . 
Using the terminology of the present paper , Pawley ' s  reconstruction can 
be summarised as follows (only the structures are given at this point , not the 
forms used in the structures ; the forms wi ll be considered in later sections) : 
POC had a set of possessive suffixes used to index and/or cross-re ference the 
possessor . It had direct simplex constructions , whose structure was 
POSS ' D-POSS . SUFF . It also had indirect simplex constructions ,  whose structure 
was CLASS-POSS . SUFF POSS ' D . Pawley assumes that direct simplex constructions 
had a classifier of a zero form , although it is not clear how a zero morpheme 
might have carried possessive suffixe s .  Direct simplex constructions were used 
to express inalienable possession ; indirect simplex constructions were used to 
express alienable pos session . 
Pawley provides no other reconstructions but implies that POC may have had 
three other constructions of the types that exi st in Standard Fi j ian .  One was 
a prepositional construction with n i  as the preposi tion : POSS ' D  PREP POSS ' R . 
Another was an indirect complex construction : CLASS-POSS . SUFF POSS ' D  POSS ' R . 
And finally , POC had a direct complex construction , but Pawley does not indicate 
the order of the constituents . 
As wi ll be seen in what follows , the system reconstructed for Poe in the 
present study accords to a large degree , though not entirely , with that postu­
lated by Pawley . 
Lynch , in his 1982 study , arrives at conclusions which are radically 
different from Pawley ' s .  In fact , Lynch does not reconstruct any nominal 
possessive constructions for Poe at all . According to him , the nominal pos­
sessive constructions of modern Oceanic languages derive from POC transi tive 
verbal structures . I will return to Lynch ' s  sugge stion in Section 7 . 2 .  
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6 . 3 Posses s i ve affi xes 
Did POC have possessive suffixes , po sses sive prefixes or both? Both 
suffixes and prefixes are found in more than one primary subgroup . However ,  
there i s  overwhelming evidence that POC had possess ive suffixes and not 
prefixes . First of all , none of the modern languages has only prefixe s .  That 
is , every language that has possess ive affixes has suffixes and a few also 
have prefixe s .  Furthermore , the type and/or the use of the prefixes is always 
highly restricted . 
In Wayan , the prefixes are used only in direct possessive constructions 
but (with a few exceptions) only when the possessed is not a kinship term . 
Elsewhere in direct and everywhere in indirect constructions , the suffixes 
are required . Basically the same is true of all the other Western Fij ian 
communalects ( Geraghty 1983)  . 
In Kaliai , prefixes exist only in the third person singular : a i - and e - . 
The former is used in direct possessive constructions and one type of indirect 
construction.  The latter is used in the other type of indirect construction . 
Beside s the two prefixes , there i s  also a third person singular suffix -a i  
also used in direct constructions . ( The factors governing the distribution of 
the two a i  affixes are not stated in the description of the language . )  
In Nguna , a few kinship terms take prefixes instead of suffixes , and a few 
others require both . The prefixes are identical in form with the corresponding 
suffixes . 
Secondly , when one considers the forms of the prefixes , one finds no 
evidence for reconstructing a set of prefixes for POC o The only instance of 
formal similarity between forms found in different primary subgroups that I 
have come across i s  the third person singular prefix , which is e- in Western 
Fij ian communalects and in Kaliai . Given that this is the only case and that 
the pre fix consists o f  a single segment , the identity is best attributed to 
chance . 
There are formal correspondences between some of the prefixes of the 
Western Fij ian languages and those of Nguna : 
Western F i j i an Nguna 
lsg qu- gu-
2pl m- mu-
3pl d ra - ta-
However ,  Western Fij ian and Nguna belong i n  the same subgroup , and furthermore , 
the prefixes are identical with the corresponding suffixes in these two languages . 
When one turns to possess ive suffixes , one finds a veritable embarrassment 
of riches . Not only are pos sess ive suffixes , or at least traces thereof ,  
exhibiting sys tematic formal correspondences found throughout Oceanic ;  in some 
cases one is even forced to reconstruct more than one proto-form. The follow­
ing is the set of possess ive suffixes reconstructible for POC o In most cases , 
the supporting evidence cited is only a fraction of that available . 
1st singular : 
2nd singular : 
3rd singular : 
* - �k u ;  Standard Fij ian , Roviana , Tolai -qu , Manam , Suau - g u o 
*-mu;  To ' aba ' ita , Debu , Babatana , Ulithian , Kaliai -mu . 
* - na ; A ' ara - nya , Bonkovia -na , Wayan -ya � - a ,  
Kairiru -ny , Kaniet - n o 
* - n a ;  Luqa , Kubokot a ,  Bonkovia -na , Wogeo , Loniu - n o 
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All the languages in the latter group have separate reflexes of poe *n  and * n .  
Note that Bonkovia apparently has both - n a  and - n a  (Blust 1978a : 15 0 ,  note 46 , 
citing material collected by D .  Tryon ) . For discussions of the conflicting 
reflexes of the third person singular possessive suffix see B lust 19 78a and 
Lichtenberk 1979 . 
1st plural exclusive : *-mam i ; Arosi ,  Roviana , Maewo , Babatana -mam i ,  
Banoni -mam. 
*-ma i ;  
* -ma ; 
*-m i ; 
Balawaia , Kaliai , Paama , Tami , Kia -ma i o  
Debu , Gedaged , Lakon , Manam , Bareke -rna . 
A ' ara , Maewo , Nemi , Nissan - m i , Sonsorol­
Tobi -m i  (�-mem i  � -memi) 5 . 
Maewo has both -ma m i  and - m i . Sonsorol-Tobi also has forms which point to poe 
*-mam i and *-m i . 
1st plural inclus ive : *- n t a ;  Manam, Bugotu , Standard Fij ian - da ,  
Tigak , Banoni - ra .  
2nd plural : *-m i u ;  Mota , Nissan , Suau , Vaturanga , Luqa - m i u .  
*-m i ; Are , Banoni , Gedaged , Marovo , Volow -m i . 
*-mu ; Laghu , Nguna , E fate , Lakon -mu . 
3rd plural : *-nd i a ;  Bugotu , Roviana - d i a ,  Balawaia ,  Mono-Alu - r i a ,  
Gilbertese - i a ( ? ? ) . 
*-nd i ;  A ' ara , Debu , Roviana - d i , Banoni , Tigak - r i . 
* -nda ;  S tandard Fij ian - d ra , To ' aba ' ita -da , 
Eromanga -nda , Nenemas - l a ,  Iaai -ga � - ra .  
Roviana has both - d i a  and -d i .  













- na , -na  
-mam i , -rna i ,  -rna , 
- n t a  
- m i u ,  -m i , -mu 
- nd i a ,  -n d i , -nda  
-m i  
Systems of possess ive markers similar to the one reconstructed here for 
poe have been reconstructed for Proto-Austronesian (PAN) by Dyen ( 19 74 )  and 
Blust ( 19 7 7 )  and for Proto-Eastern Oceanic ( PEO) by Pawley ( 19 7 2 ) . 








- ku?  � !)ku?  
-Xu? , -mur � -m 
-na?  
-mam i ? ,  - ma i ? ,  -rna ? , ( 7 ) -m i ? ,  -m i a ? , - ka i , -rna !) , -mamu? ( 7 )  
- t a r  � - n t a ?  
- m i ? ,  -mu? , -m i u? 
- Oa ?  ( ( 7 )  -nOa ? ) , ( 7 ) - Oya7/-0ya? , - O i  
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lsg 
2sg 
PAN gen i ti ve pronouns ( B lust 197 7 )  






i - S u/n i - S u  ( later on , in Proto-Malayo-Polynesian the 
plural forms i -mu/n i -mu were used as polite 
forms for the singular) 
i -a /n i -a 
i -m i /n i -m i  
i - ta/n i - ta 
i -mu/n i -mu ( in Proto-Malayo-Polynesian also i Su/n i Su )  
i - Da/n i - Da 
Note that in Blust ' s  reconstruction , the pronominal forms are not suffixes but 
genitive pronouns preceded by prepositions * i  or *n i .  
PEO possess i ve s uffi xes (Pawley 1972)  
lsg - ( f)) ku 
2sg -mu 
3sg -na  
lpl excl -ma m i  
lpl incl - ( n ) ta  
2pl - m (  i )  u 
3pl -nda  
contrary to Pawley ( 19 7 2 ) ,  I have found no evidence for indeterminacy 
between * k  and * f)k in the first person singular and between *t and * n t  in the 
first person plural inclusive in PEa . The problem of plain versus so-called 
prenasalised stops in those forms is , however ,  part of the phenomenon of oral­
nasal cros sover in Austronesian languages ,  and it would not be surprising to 
find conflicting evidence in the reflexes of the two suffixes . 
Interestingly , with the exception of the third person singular , in all the 
other cases where mUltiple reconstructions are necessary , there is one form 
which in a sense contains the others . That is , those forms may be viewed as 




-mam i  and -ma i , -ma , - m i  
-m i u and - m i , -mu 
-nd i a  and - nd i , - n da . 
One could make a strong case for positing only the longest forms for poe 
and for assuming the existence of the shorter forms in different languages to 
be due to independent identical reductions . Another factor which may be respon­
sible for the multiplicity of forms is analogical realignment of the possessive 
suffixes with the corresponding forms in the other pronominal sets : independent , 
subj ect-marking and obj ect-marking ( see S imons 1980 for a discussion of 
analogical influences between pronominal sets in Malaitan language s ) . 7 The 
multiple reconstructions given here are not to be interpreted as alternants in 
poe but as an indication of the existence of multiple sets of cognates in the 
Oceanic subgroup . 
Evidence from present-day languages indicates that the dual and the paucal 
possessive suffixes were derived in poe from the plural forms by means of dual 
and paucal suffixes respectively . 
The existence of a special construct possessive suffix appears restricted 
to Micronesian languages and as such is clearly an innovation . 
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6 . 4  poe possess i ve construction types 
In this section , only the possessive construction types as such are recon­
structed . The nature and form of some of their constituents and the order of 
the constituents will be considered subsequently . 
Comparative evidence makes it abundantly clear that the following 
possess ive construction types are to be reconstructed for POC : 
( i )  
( i i )  
( ii i )  
( iv)  
direct simplex 
direct complex 
indirect s implex 
indirect complex 
All four types are widely distributed within Oceanic ( see Section 6 . 7 ) . 
6 . 4 . 1  S i mpl ex and compl ex constructions 
The existence of possessive suffixes in POC having been established i n  
Section 6 . 3 ,  it follows that POC direct simplex constructions were o f  the form 
POSS ' D-POSS . SUFF . 
POC also had indirect simplex constructions , where the possessive suffixes 
were attached to a classifier . 
As far as complex possessive constructions are concerned , recall that there 
are three types of noun phrase that may function as the possessor in present­
day languages : a noun phrase with a nominal head , an independent personal pro­
noun , and a possessive pronoun . That POC had complex constructions where the 
possessor was a noun phrase with a nominal head may be safely concluded from 
the presence o f  this type of construction in every modern Oceanic language for 
which relevant data are available . What about the other two categories? Let 
us consider possess ive pronouns firs t .  
Pos sessive pronouns are found i n  languages that belong to di fferent first­
order subgroups of Oceanic , for example Kairiru , Yabem , Sesake . Possessive pro­
nouns usually appear to be morphemically complex even though their composition 
is o ften far from obvious . Usually they seem to consist of a form reminiscent 
of the corresponding possessive suffix or the independent pronoun preceded by 
another element , which in some cases at leas t ,  may have originally been a 
possessive classi fier . Consider the Kairiru and the Hote possess ive pronouns 
given below . In Kairiru , they bear resemblance to the independent pronouns . 
In Hote , on the other hand , they exhibi t  a formal connection with the possessive 
suffixes . 
KA I R I RU possess i ve pronouns i n dependent pronouns 
lsg wokyau  kyau 
2sg y i eqay i eq y i eq 
3sg yaqa i e i  
lpl excl t aqa i t  qa i t  
lpl incl tamo i t taqam 
2pl maqam qam 
3pl r raqa r r i  r r i  
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HOTE pos sess i ve 
1sg yana l) 
2sg an i m  
3sg ane l) 
1p1 exc1 i n i l) 
Ipl inc1 i n  i I) 
2pl un i m  
3p1 i n i  I) 
pronouns possess i ve suffi xes 
"- yena l)  -I)  
- m  
-I) 
"- an i l)  -I) 
"- an i l)  -I)  
-m 
-I)  
( There is a great deal o f  syncretism i n  the Hote possess ive suffixes . In 
fact , the only dis tinction is between the second person and the rest . There is 
no number distinction in the possessive suffixes . In the possess ive pronouns , 
there is no exclusive-inclusive distinction . All of these distinctions are , 
however ,  found in the independent pronoun set . )  
The only similarity that possessive pronouns exhib it across subgroups is 
that between those parts of them that derive historically from possessive 
suffixes or from independent pronouns . One must conclude that the exis tence of 
possess ive pronouns in different subgroups is due to independent developments . 
Consequently , no possessive pronouns are to be reconstructed for POC o 
The question of whether POC allowed independent personal pronouns as the 
possessor in complex constructions is a different problem altogether . Obviously 
a set of independent pronouns is to be reconstructed for POC o As I will suggest 
further below , in POC complex constructions the possessor was cross-re ferenced 
elsewhere in the construction by means of a possessive suffix . The question 
then i s :  Did POC have complex possessive constructions in which the possessor 
was an independent pronoun even though there was a corresponding possessive 
suffix elsewhere in the construction? 
Among present-day languages , there are many that do allow this type o f  
construction ,  but there are many others that do not . 
MANAM 
( 12 6 )  I)a rual)a - g u  
I friend-my 
my friends 
TO ' ABA ' I TA 
( 1 2 7 )  9a i na -na 
mother-his 
his mother 
**n i a  
he 
The possibility of co-occurrence of an independent pronoun with a pos­
ses sive suffix has been believed by some to be characteristic of New Guinea 
Oceanic languages ( e . g .  Milke 1965 , Pawley 1978 among the more recent one s )  • 
However ,  this type of construction is not restricted to New Guinea : 
BABATANA N I S SAN 
( 12 8 )  tama -mu re ( 12 9 )  i ngo tar  1 i ma-g  
father-your you ( sg) I art arm -my 
your father my arm 
ULAWA MAROVO 
( 1 30)  i na u  maraa-ku (131)  i s u -da  h i ta 
I self -my nose-our we ( incl) 
I myself our noses 
Such constructions appear to be used in various discourse processes , such 
as focusing and contrast .  The use o f  independent pronouns in addition to 
possessive affixes in possess ive constructions is thus reminiscent of their 
use in s ub j ect and ob j ect positions together with the appropriate - usually 
clitic or affixa1 - sub j ect and ob j ect markers . Compare the following two 
examples from Manam : 
( 1 3 2 )  
( 1 3 3 )  
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?a j ?o  ?a t i  
you ( sg) aanoe 
your aanoe 
ne - 8 
CLASS-your ( sg)  
? a i ?o ?a l ea na 8a ta i -o ? u  
you ( sg)  month whiah -in you (sg)  
in whiah month did you arrive ? 
-pura?  
realis-arrive 
It is evident that the use of independent pronouns in possessive construc­
tions is part of a larger pattern and that it must be considered in conjunction 
with their use in other types of construction . In order to determine whether 
POC allowed independent pronouns to co-occur with possess ive suffixes , it will 
be necessary to have some idea about the processes of focus ing , topical isation , 
contrast ,  etc . in POC o I f  POC did have a way of fore grounding pronominal 
elements , it is highly likely that independent pronouns could co-occur with 
possessive suffixes in complex possess ive constructions . 
6 . 4 . 2  I ndi rect constructions  
Pawley ( 19 7 3 )  has reconstructed three possessive class i fiers for POC , 
including a pair of homophone s :  * ka alimentary/food , *ka subordinate , and *na 
general ( called ' dominant ' b y  Pawley) . H e  also suggests that POC may have had 
a drink classifier *ma but says that the evidence is rather weak . 
It is clear that a class ifier for food possession must be reconstructed 
for POC o For the time being , I will call it a ' food ' classifier . 
Food classifier : *ka ; Tami ka , vaturanga , Marovo ha , Dobu ' a ,  Mota ga o 
A general classifier also must be reconstructed for POC o Here , however ,  
the reconstruction i s  much more difficult owing to irregular vowel correspon­
dences . Assuming that the following forms are cognate , all five o f  the usual 
Oceanic vowels are found : Bugotu n i ,  Manam ne , Kubokota na , S tandard Fij ian no , 
Duke of York Island n u .  
The form n u  i s  found only in the language o f  Duke o f  York I sland and can 
therefore be le ft out of consideration . n i  occurs in several South-East 
Solomonic languages and in Gitua . no is common in Remote Oceanic .  I t  is also 
found in Kia ,  Central Isabel languages , the Reefs language of Santa Cruz and in 
Nissan ( in alternation with na ) . ne is found in Manam , Tami , a number of 
Remote Oceanic languages ,  usually in alternation with other forms , and also in 
some of the Santa Cruz languages . na occurs in Remote Oceanic , Kubokota , 
Nissan ( in alternation with no) , Malo ( in alternation with ne) , Babatana ( as 
part of the singular possessive pronouns) , Roviana ( as part of the third person 
singular and the first person plural inclusive possess ive pronouns) , and 
possibly in Gedaged ( i na ) . 
Pawley opts for reconstructing *na as allowing the mo st economical 
explanation of the forms showing other vowels , although he considers only the 
ne and no variants . He suggests that the ne and no ( and by extension also the 
n i  and n u l  forms arise from various kinds of assimilation of *na to the high 
vowels of many of the possessive suffixes . The assimilated form was later on 
general ised to appear before all possessive suffixes . My investigation has 
uncovered no evidence that would contradict Pawley ' s  reconstruction , and conse­
quently I have retained i t .  
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One more point needs to be made in this respect . I t  has been noted by 
various investigators that in many languages the al imentary/food classifier 
bears formal resemblance to the word for eat and/or food; compare also POC *ka 
food c Zassifier and *kan i eat.  One characteristic of classi fiers is that they 
typically derive historically from lexical morphemes ,  usually nouns . This is 
true both of numeral classifiers and of possessive classi fiers of Oceanic 
languages . In Oceanic languages , the class ifier for means of transportation 
normally derives from the word for canoe ; the classifier for shelters usually 
comes from the word for house ; etc . It is thus quite likely that the POC food 
classifier derives ultimately from the word for food, or eat via a nominalisation . 
One would expect the general classifier to derive from a semantically­
neutral lexical item, perhaps thing . Finding a plausible source for the general 
classi fier might help us to determine the form o f  the classi fier in POC o My 
less-than-thorough search for a possible source of the general classifier has 
turned up the following forms for thing : Lenakel na r ,  Atchin na , also na-n a ,  
Amari nam ( also food) . Whether the forms are cognate i s  impossible to tell at 
this point . Interestingly,  however , they all have a as their vowel .  I f a word 
for thing should be reconstructible for POC on the basis of these forms , it 
would provide strong support for reconstructing the general classi fier as *na . 
(Note , however ,  that Reid ( 19 8 3 )  argues that the form of the POC general 
classifier was *ano , reflecting Proto-Malayo-Polynesian *anu thing . )  
Let us now consider the possibility of POC having a drink clas sifi er . 
Pawley tentatively reconstructs *ma as a drink class ifier on the basis of data 
from a number of Remote Oceanic languages , Lenakel of the Southern New Hebrides, 
and Vanikolo and Utupua of Santa Cruz . However ,  he points out that Lenakel and 
the S anta Cruz languages are geographically not very distant from the Northern 
New Hebrides and the Banks Islands , where many of the Remote Oceanic languages 
with drink classifiers are located. Consequently , the possibil ity of borrowing 
cannot be excluded.  According to Pawley , there are no reflexes of *ma anywhere 
in New Guinea or north-west Melanesia .  
There do , however , exist languages i n  north-west Melanesia with possessive 
classifiers that point to POC *ma . According to Codrington ( 1 885) , the language 
of Duke of York Is land (between New Britain and New Ireland) has a drink clas­
sifier ma . In his discussion of the possessive classi fiers of Duke of York 
Is land , Codrington says about ma : "With things to drink ma is used as in Mota" 
( Codrington 1885 : 568) . Unfortunately , he does not give an example . Ray ( 1919 ) ,  
when discussing the ( Standard) Fij ian drink classifier me , says : "me i s  the 
Fij ian equivalent of ma used as a pos sessive in the New Hebrides , Banks Islands , 
and Bi smarck Archipelago" (p . 354) . Again unfortunately , Ray provides no detail 
about ma in the Bismarck Archipelago ( in fact , he may have based his statement 
on Codrington 1885) . 
Recently , new evidence has come to hand concerning the existence of 
reflexes of POC *ma in north-west Melanesia:  According to Johnston ( 1983) , 
Tomoip o f  north- east New Britain has a drink classifier a l ma ,  which may be 
bimorphemic ;  c f .  a l  kin p08se8sion and ma inaZienab Ze possession . 
Secondly , M .  Ross has informed me that the language of Tabar (off New 
I reland) has a posse�sive class ifier of the form ma o  Note , however , that the 
classi fier marks not j ust drink possession but al imentary possession in general . 
As in many other Oceanic languages ,  in Tabar the original food-drink distinction 
has been replaced by a more general alimentary category . What is unusual about 
the Tabar case is that it is the original drink not the food classifier that 
today marks alimentary possession . 
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Drink classifiers are also found in other languages of Santa Cruz besides 
Vanikolo and Utupua , cited by Pawley . Wurm ( 19 7 2 )  gives the following forms : 
Reefs n umwa , Nemboi mu , Nooli mu . It must be pointed out , however ,  that Wurm 
does not consider these languages to be Austronesian , but rather Papuan with 
heavy Austronesian influence . For a debate concerning the genetic status of 
these languages see Wurm 19 7 8  and Lincoln 1978 . 
A drink classifier then appears reconstructible for POC o 
Drink classifier : *ma ; Mota , vanikolo , Tabar ma , S tandard Fij ian me , 
Lenakel n +mw • 
The classifier may be ultimately related to the POC word for drink * i n um 
( see especially the Lenakel and the Reefs forms ) . 
The question to be considered next is whether POC had a separate classi fier 
for subordinate possession . Recall that Pawley ( 19 7 3 )  has reconstructed a sub­
ordinate classifier * ka ,  homophonous with the food classifier . His reason for 
positing two classifiers is semantic . Since food possess ion and subordinate 
possession have nothing in common ( apart from both being possessive relations ) ,  
the two *ka forms are distinct morphemes . The same argument applies in the 
case of those present-day languages in which subordinate possession requires 
a classifier that is formally identical with the alimentary/food one . 
I want to argue , however ,  that in POC there was only one. * ka classifier,  
which was used to express both food possession and ( certain kinds of)  subordi­
nate possession . My argument is as follows : To my knowledge , in every language 
that has a direct-indirect possessive type contras t ,  subordinate possession is 
expressed in one of two ways : ( i )  by means of the direct construction , or ( i i )  
by means of a n  indirect construction where the class ifier i s  formally identical 
to that used in the alimentary/food construction . There is no language that has 
a formally-unique subordinate c lassifier . Furthermore , there are no languages 
with an indirect subordinate construction but no alimentary/food construction . 
On the other hand , there are many languages that have an alimentary/food 
classi fier but no subordinate classi fi er .  I f  one assumes that POC had two *ka 
classifiers , then one has no explanation for the non-random los s of one of the 
two forms . Under this assumption , if a language has lost one of the two clas­
sifiers , it is always the subordinate one , never the food one that is lost . 
What I want to suggest i s  that POC had only one *ka classi fie r ,  which was 
used to express food possessive relations . As far as subordinate possession 
is concerned, present-day evidence indicates that both the direct and the *ka 
indirect constructions were used . Perhaps one was used to express certain 
kinds of subordinate possession , and the other was used for other kinds of 
subordinate possession . Through time , languages may have come to prefer one 
type of construction over the other . Pawley himself says that in Standard 
Fij ian the use of the subordinate classifier has been extended beyond its 
presumed POC range : it is used with most natural attributes , whereas other 
languages use the direct construction.  On the other hand , at least one kind 
of subordinate possession requires the direct construction in Standard Fij ian . 
Compare the following two examples : 
( 1 34)  na yaca-na 
art name-his 
his name (which he is 
cal led by ; i . e .  the name 
bestowed on him) 
( 1 3 5 )  na no -na  yaca 
art CLASS-his name 
his name ( i . e .  the name which 
he has beBtowed on somebody 
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The relation between ( 1 34) and ( 1 35) is parallel to that between ( 1 36) and ( 1 3 7 ) : 
( 136)  na ke -na  da 1 i 
art CLASS-his rope 
his rope « (to be) used on 
him , e . g . for binding him 
or strangling him) 
( 13 7 )  na no -na da 1 i 
art CLASS-his rope 
his rope (owned by him) 
From now on , I will refer to the *ka classifier as food/subordinate . 
S imi larly , i f  in a modern language alimentary/food possession and subordinate 
possession are formally identical , I will consider the language to have one 
alimentary/subordinate or food/subordinate classifier , not two homophonous 
ones . 8 
Pawley also hints that POC may have had a valued possess ion classi fier . 
Valued possession classifiers are found in languages o f  Northern Vanuatu and 
also in Micronesian languages . As Capell ( 19 4 3 )  points out , Nada of Milne Bay 
Province of Papua New Guinea has a form b u l a "referring to chattels and animal 
property" ( p . 229) : 
( 13 8 )  to - g u  b u l a  
CLASS-my 
my banana 
mw i  l a  
banana 
The valuable possession classifiers o f  the Vanuatu languages appear cognate 
with the Nada form, for example :  Gog, Tangoa b u l a ,  Mota , Kiai , Leon pu l a .  The 
forms of the classifiers in the Micronesian languages (not considered by Pawley 
and Capell)  are not cognate and are clearly independent developments . 
Concerning the Nada form bu l a ,  Capell says that it does not take possessive 
suffixes . In fact , as ( 138)  demonstrates , b u l a co-occurs with a classifier . 
In this respect ,  it is of course quite different from the valued possession 
classifiers of the vanuatu languages . Even though the Nada and the Vanuatu 
forms may be cognate , the proto-form is unlikely to have functioned as a clas­
sifier in POC o Rather it probably was a lexical morpheme ( ' valuable property ' ? ) 
which has developed into a class ifier in some of the languages of Vanuatu . 
The conclusion then is that POC had three possess ive classi fiers : *ka 
food/subordinate , *ma drink and *na general . Interestingly , all three have a 
as their vowel . Whether this similarity is accidental or systematic is a 
question that cannot be answered here . 
6 . 5 Prepo s i ti onal constructions 
There are two prepos itions t�at are found i n  possess ive constructions i n  
a number of languages . Both have t o  b e  reconstructed for POC although not , a s  
I will suggest below , with a possession-marking function . The two prepositions 
are *n i and *q i .  Recall also that *n i and * i  have been reconstructed as 
genitive prepositions for PAN (Blust 19 7 7 ;  see Section 6 . 3 ) . Reflexes of *n i 
are used in possess ive constructions in , for example , Standard Fij ian and Nguna . 
Reflexes of *q i are used with the same function i n ,  for instance , Houailou and 
Tolai . 
Re flexes of both prepositions are , however ,  more commonly used in NP 
constructions other than possessive . They are often used in generic NP con­
structions . In a generic construction , the attribute NP is non-speci fic , and 
the construction as a whole indicates a type of entity : 
ULAWA 
( 148)  n i ma n i  mwane 
hou8e of man 
holy hou8e (hou8e fol' 
ma le8 ) ( i . e .  a type of 
house)  
KWARA ' AE 
( 14 1 )  ' ae ' i wae 
leg of man 
the leg (of man) , 
( L e .  human leg) 
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( 140)  n i ma i na u  
hou8e I 
my hou8e 
cf . ( 1 4 2 )  ' ae - na wae 
leg-hi8 man 
the leg of a pal'ticulal' man 
Reflexes o f  *n i can also serve to express purpo se : 
STANDARD F I J I AN 
( 1 4 3 )  na b i l o  n i  tT 
art cup fol' tea 
tea-cup 
TO ' A BA ' I TA 
( 14 5 )  ka fo 
watel' 
watel' 
n i  ku?u  - l aa 
fol' drink-nom 
fol' drinking 
( 14 4) na 
art 
cup 
b i  1 0  tT 
cup tea 
of tea 
Reflexes of *q i may express purpose or quantity : 
KWARA ' AE 
( 146)  make l ea ' i  gwa ta 
encl08ure fol' 8wine 
an encl08ure fol' 8wine 
( 14 7 )  b i nu ' i  ka fo 
cup 0 f watel' 
a cup of watel' 
The functions of *q i and *n i have been the sub j ect of a detailed analysis 
by Hooper ( in this volume ) . Hooper concludes that in POC both prepositions 
were used in NP constructions other than possessive . She suggests that *q i was 
used with nouns that could appear in direct possessive constructions ( in her 
words , ' inalienable ' ) , while *n i was used with nouns that normally appeared in 
indirect possessive constructions ( ' alienable ' ) . Whatever the distinction be­
tween *q i and *n i may have been , neither was used in possessive constructions 
as these are defined here . 
Pawley ( 1 9 7 3 )  also reconstructs a preposition * t a  for POC o However ,  even 
though ta is used in possessive constructions in a few languages (Babatana , 
Roviana), the usual function of the reflexes of *ta  is to mark spatial relations , 
most commonly location or place of origin : 
MAEWO 
( 148)  l aqana ta Maewo 
language of M. 
language of Maewo 
As Pawley say s ,  * t a  most likely marked these spatial relations in POC and 
the possessive uses of its reflexes in some languages are a later innovation . 
We can conclude then that no prepos itional possessive constructions are 
to be reconstructed for POC o 
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6 . 6  Cross-referenc i ng o f  the possessor 
Three type s o f  cross-referencing of the possessor in complex possessive 
constructions are found in present-day Oceanic languages :  complete , partial 
and construct . Construct cross-referencing appears restricted to Micronesian 
languages and is clearly a later innovation . 
Of the other two type s ,  complete cross-referencing is clearly the more 
widespread and consequently is to be reconstructed for POC . 
6 . 7  The order of  the consti tuents 
Thus far we have concluded that POC had both direct and indirect simplex 
and complex possessive constructions . The direct simplex construction had the 
structure POSS ' D-POSS . SUFF . The problem to be considered next is the order of 
the constituents in the other three types .  
6 . 7 . 1  I ndi rect s i mpl ex constructions  
Indirect simplex constructions consist of a possessed and a classi fier . 
Both orders - CLASS POSS ' D  and POSS ' D  CLASS - occur , and both are common . 
There i s ,  however ,  strong evidence that sugge st that CLASS POSS ' D  is the 
original order . In terms of subgroups , it is more widespread than the other 
order . Available evidence indicates that it is the only order in the New 
Georgia , Choiseul , and Bougainville-Buka subgroups . With just a few exceptions , 
it is the only order in all of the subgroups located in New Guinea . It is 
clearly the predominant order in the Tolai-New Ire land subgroup . 
The other order - POSS ' D  CLASS - is exclusive only in the Santa Cruz sub­
group . Elsewhere , the two orders co-exist , but CLASS POSS ' D  is clearly the 
more common one . 
The evidence then points to reconstructing the order CLASS POSS ' D  for 
indirect simplex possessive constructions in POC o This is also the order 
reconstructed by Pawley ( 197 3 ) . 
6 . 7 . 2  Di rect compl ex con structi ons 
Direct comp lex constructions consist of a possessed and a separate 
possessor . Comparative evidence is overwhe lmingly in favour of reconstructing 
POSS ' D  POSS ' R as the order in Poc . The reverse order - POSS ' R  POSS ' D - is , with 
a few exceptions , restricted to the New Guinea area and Microne sia. Although 
in New Guinea it is found in several primary subgroups of Oceanic , it is best 
considered an areal phenomenon which shows a strong affinity with SOV basic 
word order so common in the New Guinea area . 
Pawley ( 19 7 3 )  does not provide any reconstructions of complex posse ssive 
constructions but implies that those with animate possessors were extensions 
of the corresponding simplex constructions . For inanimate possessors ,  he 
postulates a prepositional construction POSS ' D  n i  POSS ' R . 
6 . 7 . 3  Indi rect compl ex constructi ons 
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Indirect complex constructions cons ist of three elements : a possessed , a 
possessor and a classi fier . S ix orderings of the elements are theoretically 
possible : 
( i )  
( ii i )  
(v) 
POSS ' D  CLASS POSS ' R  
POSS ' R  CLASS POSS ' D  
CLASS POSS ' D  POSS ' R  
( i i )  
( iv)  
(vi)  
POSS ' D  POSS ' R  CLASS 
POSS ' D  POSS ' D  CLASS 
CLASS POSS ' R  POSS ' D  
Order ( ii )  seems not to occur and can thus be excluded from consideration . 
Orders ( i ii) , ( iv) and (vi ) ,  in whi ch the possessor precedes the possessed , 
are found almost exclusively in the New Guinea area and in Micronesia.  As pointed 
out in Section 6 . 7 . 2 ,  the POSS ' R  POSS ' D  order in the New Guinea languages is an 
areal phenomenon . The three orders can thus be eliminated as candidates for 
reconstruction . 
Thi s  leaves us with two orders : ( i )  POSS ' D  CLASS POSS ' R ,  and (v)  CLASS 
POSS ' D  POSS ' R . Both orders are more or less equally distributed within Oceanic 
and so this kind of evidence cannot serve as a guide for reconstruction . There 
are , however , two kinds of indirect evidence that can be used , and both point 
in the same direction . 
Firstly , in the languages in which the possessor precedes the possessed , 
i . e .  types ( i i i ) ,  ( iv)  and (vi),  with one exception the classifier always precedes 
the posses sed . Manam is the only language for which I have data that is of 
type ( iv)  POSS ' R  POSS ' D  CLASS . All the others are either of type ( ii i )  POSS ' R  
CLASS POSS ' D , or of type ( vi )  CLASS POSS ' R  POSS ' D .  Assuming that placing the 
possessor before the possessed in the New Guinea and the Micronesian languages 
is a later deve lopment , languages of types ( ii i )  and (vi) can be taken as 
evidence for reconstructing a POC order in complex constructions in which the 
classifier precedes the possessed . 
The other type of indirect evidence is the concept of harmonic/di sharmoni c  
relations between possessive construction type s .  Two types of possessive con­
struction are said to be harmonic with each other if the order of the elements 
shared by the two types is the same in both . If the order of the shared e lements 
is not the same , the constructions are said to be di sharmoni c with each other 
( Section 4 . 4 ) . 
Available evidence reveals a strong tendency for languages to have harmonic 
rather than di sharmoni c re lations between the ir possessive types .  NOw , we have 
already reconstructed CLASS POSS ' D  as the order in POC indirect simplex con­
structions . Assuming that , like in the modern languages , the re lation between 
the POC indirect simplex and indirect complex constructions was more likely to 
be harmonic than disharmonic , order (v)  CLASS POSS ' D  POSS ' R  is indicated for 
POC . Notice that this order is also harmonic with the direct complex type , 
which has been reconstructed as POSS ' D  POSS ' R .  
The order CLASS POSS ' D  POSS ' R  reconstructed here for indirect complex 
construction was also implied for POC by Pawley ( 19 7 3 ) . 
6 . 8  Semanti cs of  the di rect and the i ndi rect constructi ons 
I t  is abundantly clear from comparative evidence that the POC direct 
constructions expressed inalienable possession ( even though as in many present­
day languages there may have been individual exceptions ) .  The category of 
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inalienable possession included part-whole relations , kinship re lations , spatial 
re lations and the concepts corresponding to the meanings of English emphati c 
-self and alone . It probably inc luded at least some nominali sations . Finally 
some kinds of subordinate possess ion most likely required the direct 
constructions . 
As far as the indirect constructions are concerned, POC had three possessive 
classifiers : 
A food/subordinate classi fier *ka , used : ( i )  when the possessed was 
conceived of as an item of food or an object somehow associated with food 
( food preparation , storage , etc . ) ; ( i i )  to express some kinds of subordinate 
possession . More research is required to determine which kinds of subordinate 
possession required the direct construction and which required the c lassifier 
*ka . 
A drink classifier *ma , used when the possessed was conceived of as an 
item of drink or an obj ect somehow associated with drink . 
A general classifier *na , used whenever none of the other three , more 
specific types was appropriate . 
6 . 9  Summary of  the recon struct ions  
The following i s  the POC system of possessive constructions as recon­
structed here : 
Direct simplex : 
Direct complex : 
Indirect simplex : 
Indirect complex : 
Possess ive suffixes : 
Isg - I)ku  
2 sg -mu 
3sg -na , - n a  
POSS ' D-POSS . SUFF 
POSS ' D-POSS . SUFF POSS ' R  
CLASS-POSS . SUFF POSS ' D  
CLASS-POSS . SUFF POSS ' D  POSS ' R  
Ipl excl -mam i , 
Ipl incl -nta  
-ma i , -rna , 
2pl -m i u ,  -m i , -mu 
3pl - n d i a ,  - nd i , -nda  
- m i  
Type of possessor i n  complex constructions : ( i )  N P  with a nominal head ; and 
possibly ( ii )  independent personal pronoun . 
Type of cross-referencing of the possessor in complex constructions : complete . 
Direct constructions : used to express inalienable possession and some kinds of 
subordinate possess ion . 
Indirect constructions : used to express alienable possession . 
Classifi ers used in indirect constructions : ( i )  food/subordinate *ka ; 
( ii )  drink *ma ; ( i i i )  general *na . 
7 .  SOME RES I DUAL I SSUES 
In this concluding section , I want briefly to consider three further 
questions re levant to the Oceanic possessive systems . 
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7 . 1  Gender sys tem s o r  not? 
In the earlier Oceanic descriptive literature ( e . g .  Codrington 1885 , Ray 
1926) , it was often said that a language with more than one type of possess ive 
construction had a gender or noun-class system . Class membership was said to 
be determined by the type of possessive construction in which a noun appeared 
as the possessed. Thus a language might have an inalienable clas s ,  a food class , 
a drink class and a general class . Even some more recent grammars speak of 
noun classes or gender s :  Counts 1969 for Kaliai and Milner 1972 for Standard 
Fij ian . Often , however ,  it is noted that a noun may belong in more than one 
class because it can occur in more than one type of possess ive construction . 
In recent times , a different view of Oceanic possessive constructions has 
been adopted by many students of Oceanic language s .  According to this view , 
the type of possessive construction required is determined not by the class of 
the possessed but by the nature of the semantic relation between the possessor 
and the possessed ( e . g .  Schutz and Nawadra 1972 for Standard Fijian ,  Pawley 
1973 for Standard Fij ian ,  Wil son 19 76a for Hawaiian , Wil son 1976b for Hawaiian 
and Standard Fijian ,  Li chtenberk 1983b for Manam , Wilson 1982 for Polyne sian 
languages ,  Lynch 1973 , 1982 for Oceanic in genera l ) .  On this view , the ability 
of a noun to appear in more than one type of possessive construction is due to 
the fact that its referent can stand in more than one kind of relationship with 
the referent of the possessor . A coconut may be viewed as an item of drink , an 
item of food , or ne ither ( e . g .  as the obj ect of a commercial transaction ) . 
Lynch ( 19 82 : 14 3 )  even goes so far as to proclaim : 
The notion that , in Oceanic ( OC )  languages ,  the nature of the 
possessive construction was determined by the ' gender ' of the 
possessed nominal was finally dispelled in 1973 in Lynch ( 19 7 3 )  
and Pawley ( 19 7 3 ) . 
The trouble with this sweeping generalisation is that there are numerous 
exceptions to it . There are a number of languages in which the type of 
possessive construction is not predictable from the nature of the relationship 
between the possessor and the possessed . Be low are given a few examples where 
the type of construction required by the possessed is not predictable and must 
be specified as an idiosyncratic property of the noun . 
As noted in previous sections , kinship terms are normally treated as 
inalienable s .  In Houailou , however ,  only some kinship terms are treated as 
inal ienable s ,  while others are treated like alienables . There appears to be 
no way to predict on semantic grounds which type of construction a given noun 
requires . 











In Kairiru , most body parts are treated as inalienables , but many are 
treated like alienable s :  
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There are even pairs of synonyms in Kairiru one member of which is treated 
as inalienable and the other like alienable : 
chin 
head 
i na l i enab l e  
ngapoye 
i pwo 
a l i enabl e 
ng i es 
q a ra i  
A complication o f  a different sort exists in To ' aba ' ita . I n  To ' aba ' ita , 
all body-part nouns are treated as inalienables unless they are modified by an 
adj ective or a numeral , in which case they are treated like alienables : 
( 149)  ?aba-mu 
hand-yoW' ( sg) 
yOW' hand 
( 15 1 )  roo ?aba ?oe 
two hand you ( sg) 
yOW' two hands 
but ( 150)  ?aba ma u l  i ?oe 
hand left you (sg)  
yOW' left hand 
I t  clearly is not the case that in all languages the type of possessive 
construction is fully predictable from the semantic re lation between the 
possessor and the possessed . On the other hand , it is equally obvious that 
the possessive systems of most Oceanic languages are by and large semantically 
based . 
The view of Oceanic possessive systems adopted here is the following : In 
the case of the languages with indirect possessive constructions (which consti­
tute a large majority of the Oceanic languages) , we are dealing with possessive 
classifier systems , where one type of =nstruction ( direct) requires no classifier . 
Firstly , like numeral classifier systems the possessive class i fier systems are 
semantically based . That is , they classi fy entities according to some semantic 
criteria .  Secondly , like numeral classifier systems they exhibi t  overlap ( the 
possibility of a noun to appear in more than one type of =nstruction) .  Thirdly , 
like numeral classifier systems they always have a general classi fier used when 
none of the other , more specific constructions is appropriate . Final ly ,  like 
numeral classifier systems they exhibit exceptions in the types of construction 
in which a noun can or must appear . The only difference between numeral and 
possess ive classi fier systems lies in the nature of the classi fying criteria :  
some properties o f  the entities themselves in the case o f  the former , and the 
nature of the relation between two entities in the case of the latter . 
In the languages with more than one type of possess ive construction but 
without possessive classifiers the type of construction is determined by whether 
the possession is alienable or inalienable . Again , there may be language­
idiosyncratic exceptions and some nouns must be specified as requiring a certain 
possessive type under certain circumstances . 
7 . 2  Verbal  ori g i n  of the Ocean i c  possess i ve constructions?  
Lynch ( 1982)  has presented a picture of the POC possessive system radically 
different from that of Pawley ( 19 7 3 )  and the one arrived at here . Lynch suggests 
that the present-day nominal possessive constructions derive historically from 
verbal structures . 9 
According to Lynch , the possessor in a present-day possessive construction 
derives from the obj ect of a transitive verbal construction in POC o The possessed 
derives from several different kinds of element depending on the possessive type . 
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With kinship terms , which are reciprocal ( i f  I am somebody ' s  son , h e  i s  
my father) ,  the possessed derives from a verb : 
fathe�-my < * (he) fathe�-trans-me (me) . 
( ' trans ' is one of the transitive suffixes reconstructible for POC . )  
With non-reciprocal inalienab les , the possessed is the subject , and there 
is a ' prepositional verb ' * (q )  i :  
hand-my < *hand ( q )  i -me me . 
For general possession , Lynch postulates the following origin : The 
possessor was an indirect obj ect , and ��e possessed was a direct obj ect . There 
was a zero ( ! )  ditransitive verb that carried the transitive suffix and an obj ect 
suffi x .  The obj ect suffix indexed the indirect obj ect ( the possessor) . The 
subj ect was unspecified .  
GEN -my house < * ( �-trans-me me house. 
CLASS Su IO 00 
The food and drink possess ive constructions are derived from basically the 
same structures as the general construction except that the original structures 
contain the verbs 'eat ' and ' drink ' respectively , both of which are ditransitive : 












dPink- trans-me me wate�. 
IO 00 
To derive the modern systems from their presumed POC sources , Lynch 
postulates a number of syntactic changes , most of which are highly unusual , to 
say the least . No independent evidence is offered for the assumed changes . 
As far as I can tell , Lynch has three main arguments for his hypothesis : 
( i )  I n  many languages , certain classifiers show some formal and some semantic 
similarities to certain verbs and therefore are cognate with these verbs . This 
is especially true of the alimentary/food and the drink classifiers . 
( ii )  The existence of overlap between different possess ive types . According to 
Lynch , overlap can be accounted for by assuming that di fferent verbs could 
occur with the same pair of nominals . 
( ii i )  In some languages , all or at least some o f  the obj ect and the possessive 
suffixes are formally identical or highly simi lar . I will briefly comment on 
the three argmnents . 
( i )  True , but I have argued here and elsewhere ( Lichtenberk 1983a) that the 
so-called possessive markers are in fact classifiers . I t  is a well-known fact 
that classifi ers typically derive historically from lexical morphemes . From the 
fact that a classifier is ultimately traceable to a verb in the proto-language , 
it does not fol low that the nominal construction in which the classi fier appears 
derives historically from a verbal construction in the proto-language . It is 
quite likely that the classifiers derive hi storically from (verbal ) nouns . 
( i i )  One need not postulate original verbal constructions to account for overlap . 
Overlap is not at all unusual in classifier systems . Entities may possess more 
than one classi fying characteristi c ,  and they can be classified on the basis of 
di fferent criteria depending on the circumstances . 
( i i i )  True , but again an alternative and more plausible explanation is available . 
One common type of syntactic change is the development of independent grammatical 
morphemes into affixes ( Given 1971) . Let us consider the pronominal forms 
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reconstructed for Proto-Austronesian by Blust ( 1 9 7 7 ) . Blust reconstructed two 
sets : nominative ( independent) and genitive : 
nomi nati ve gen i t i ve 
lsg i -aku  
2 s g  i - S u  
( i )  kaSu 
3sg s i - i a  
lpl excl i - kam i  
lpl incl i - k i ta 
2pl i - kamu 
3pl s i - i Da 
(polite ) 
( l ater also i Su)  
i - ku/n i - ku  
i - Su/n i - Su  
i - a/n i -a 
i -m i /n i -m i  
i - ta/n i - ta 
i -mu/n i -mu 
i - Da/n i - Da 
( l ater on also i -mu/n i -mu 
as polite forms) 
( l ater also i S u/n i S u )  
The i and s i  forms i n  the nominative set are personal articles . The i and n i  
forms in the genitive set are genitive prepositions (Section 6 . 3 ) . It is 
obvious that the genitive forms are reductions of the nominative forms (a point 
made by Blust) . It can also be assumed that the original nominative/independent 
forms have developed into obj ect affixes in a number of Oceanic languages .  The 
similarity between the possessive and the obj ect suffixes in Oceanic languages 
is then due not to the former being derived from the latter but to both being 
derived from the same original set of independent pronouns . 
A different sort of problem with Lynch ' s  hypothesis is the fact that 
possessive classi fi ers are found in some languages that are not members of the 
Oceanic subgroup ( see the next section) . This means that unless one assumes 
independent parallel developments in the Oceanic subgroup and the other languages ,  
the development from verbal to nominal constructions postulated by Lynch would 
have taken place at a pre-Oceanic stage . 
I conclude that there is no evidence which forces us to assume a verbal 
origin of the present-day Oceanic possess ive sys tems and a great deal which 
supports an alternative reconstruction along the lines developed here . 
7 . 3 Are the mul t i pl e possess i ve constructi on types an i nnovation of 
Proto-Ocean ic ?  
The que stion asked here i s  whether the multiple possessive type system as 
reconstructed here is an innovation of poe or whether similar systems are found 
elsewhere in the Austronesian family and are thus reconstructible at a higher 
level . The same question has been considered by Pawley ( 19 7 3 ) , who suggests 
that the possessive classi fiers *na and *ka and the semantic categories they 
mark ( general , alimentary/food and subordinate possession) are an innovation 
of POC o 
There is evidence that systems of multiple possessive construction types , 
some o f  them with possessive classifiers , exist outside of the Oceanic subgroup . 
Numfoor of West I rian has a distinction between inalienable and alienable 
possession . In inalienable possession , the possessed carries a possessive 
suffix . In alienable possession , special possessive forms (possessive pronouns? )  
are used.  
( 152 )  kma - m i  
father-your ( sg) 
your father 
( 153 )  awa kobe-na 
mango we ( incl) 
our mangoes ( the suffix -na is 
used when the possessed is in­
animate and plural) 
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Buli of South Halmahera makes a distinction between direct and indirect 
possessive constructions of the same sort as is found in many Oceanic languages .  
I n  indirect constructions , two possessive classi fiers are used : an alimentary 
one na � ra and a general one n i  � r i  ( the ra and r i  alternants are used before 
posses sive suffixes that begin with r ) . 
( 154)  
( 156) 
( 158)  
j a  �u l o - k  
I -heart-my 
my heart 
j a  ? . - k  eba i . -n l 
I -CLASS-my house 
my house 
Tj angkura - ku ra na -0  
T. CLASS-his 
Tjangkura-kura 's bananas 
? 
( 155)  j a  ':'na - k  p i nge 
( 1 5 7 )  
te  l a  
banana 
I -CLASS-my rice 
my rice 
Masofo hnje - 0  
M. mother-his 




( 159)  N u r  i re Paten d i bo r  r i  - r i  fo l a  
N. and P. CLAss-their house 
Nur and Patendibor 's house 
Other languages of South Halmahera exhibit the same direct- indirect 
possessive construction distinction as well as the alimentary-general distinc­
tion within the indirect possessive type (Adriani and Krui j t  1914) . 
A distinction between inalienable and alienable possession also exists in 
Kaitetu of Central Maluk u .  In inali enable possession , possessive suffixes are 
added onto the possessed . In ali enable possession , the corresponding elements 
follow independent pronouns - as suffixes in the singular, and apparently as free 
forms in the plural . I have no data on possessive constructions where the 
possessor is a noun phrase with a nominal head . 
( 160) a l e  ma ta-m ( 161) a l e  - m  1 uma 
you ( sg) eye-your you ( sg) -your house 
your eye your house 
( 162)  i te ma ta- ka ( 163)  i te  ka l uma 
we eye -our we our house 
( incl) ( incl) 
our eyes our house 
Similar possess ive systems are found in other languages of Central Ma1uku 
(Collins 1983) . 
Blust ( 1982)  suggests the subgrouping of Austrone sian given in Figure 2 .  
Austronesian 
Atay� Paiwanic 
Western MP Central MP Eastern MP � 
South Halmahera­
West New Guinea 
Oceanic 
Fi gure 2 :  Subgroupi ng of Austrones i an (Blust 1982) 
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Buli and the other languages that exhibit a direct-indirect possessive 
construction distinction belong in the South Halmahera-West New Guinea branch 
of Eastern MP .  The languages that exhibit an alienable-inalienable possession 
contrast are members of Central MP ( the Central Maluku languages )  or the 
South Halmahera-West New Guinea branch of Eastern MP (Numfoor) .  Blust suggests 
that Central MP and Eastern MP may form a subgroup co-ordinate with Western MP 
( in fact , in another paper ( 1978b)  Blust postulates a Central-Eastern MP 
subgroup) . 
What can we conclude from the data available? Firstly , it appears that a 
basic alienable-inal ienable diqtinction mus t be postulated for the proto-language 
common to Central MP and Eastern MP .  This alienable-inalienable distinction may 
be taken as evidence supporting Blust ' s  Central-Eastern MP subgroup . Secondly , 
a direct-indirect possessive construction distinction and an alimentary-general 
distinction within the indirect subtype must be postulated for Eastern MP .  These 
two types of distinction support Blust ' s  ( 1978b) phonological , lexical and 
semantic evidence for his Eastern MP subgroup . The only innovations of POC then 
are the deve lopment of the drink indirect po sses sive type , the form of the 
alimentary/subordinate class ifier ( see below) , and perhaps the category of 
subordinate possession . 
Given these broad outlines of the pre-Oceanic stages , a new kind of problem 
emerges : How does one reconcile the forms of the corresponding classi fiers in 
the South Halmahera languages and in POC? Consider the following forms : 
alimentary 
general 
South Ha l ma hera 
na 
n i  
Proto-Ocean i c  
*ka 
*na 
The *ka form i s  clearly a n  innovation of POC o The POC general classi fier 
is formally identical with the alimentary classifier of South Halmahera . Assuming 
that the two forms are cognate , the question arises whether it is the function 
of the South Halmahera reflex that is innovative or that of the POC re flex. An 
answer to this question must await more data and further research . 
NOTES 
1 .  This is a slightly revised version of the paper delivered at the 15th 
Pacific Science Congres s under the title "The syntax of possess ive 
constructions in Proto-Oceanic" . I am grateful to the following people 
for comments on the version delivered at the Congress : Joel Bradshaw , 
Ann Chowning , Raymond Johnston , Nalcolm Ross and Lawrence Reid . Above all , 
I am indebted to Andrew Pawley for many invaluable comments on an earlier 
draft . I also wish to thank Geoffrey White for making available to me his 
data on the languages of Santa Isabel , Ross Clark for his data on Sesake , 
and Malcolm Ross for information on Tabar . The To ' aba ' ita data come from 
Lawrence Fo ' ana ' ota . 
2 .  A list of the languages referred to , together with the subgroups they 
belong in and the sources of the data is given in the Appendix . The 
transcription conventions used here are those of the sources . 
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3 .  Geraghty ( 1983)  makes a distinction between ' direct ' and ' indirect ' 
possessive affixes . The former are attached to the possessed , the latter 
are attached to ' posessive markers ' ,  i . e .  classifiers in the terminology 
of this paper . Here the terms ' direct ' and ' indirect ' refer to types o f  
possessive construction . 
4 .  The h represents lengthening o f  the preceding vowe l .  The underlying 
representation of n i ma-h is n i ma -a  
CLASs-his. 
5 .  The Sonsorol-Tobi forms are dialectal variants . 
6 .  S imilar relationships can also be discerned in Dyen ' s  PAN set although 
there they are in some cases masked by other , incompatible reconstructions . 
7 .  I am grateful to Andrew Pawley for this suggestion . 
8 .  Reid ( 19 8 3 )  accepts the existence o f  the two *ka possessive classi fiers in 
POC postulated by Pawley . However ,  he argues that the subordinate clas­
sifier had developed from a Proto-Malayo-Polynesian preposition *ka , to 
which oblique pronouns were attached . 
9 .  In an earlier paper ( 19 7 3 ) , Lynch postulated a synchroni c  relationship 
between nominal and verbal possessive structures . He suggested that 
nominal possessive constructions were derived from underlying verbal 
structures . 
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APPEN D I X  
Languages referred to in the text , the subgroups they belong in , and the sources 
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Prima ry s ubgroup of Ocean i c  












Central I sabel 




S New Hebrides 
SE Solomoni c  
Sepik-Madang 





New Caledonia-Loyalty Is . 





Admiralties-Western Is . 
Kia 
Remote Oceanic 







S New Hebrides 
Source ( s )  of data 
Holzknecht 1980 
Paisawa et al . 1976 
Lynch 1973 
capell 1971 
Capell and Layard 1980 
White , n . d .  
Money , 1950s 







Cape ll 1943 , Lithgow 1975 
Codrington 1885 
Codrington 1 885 
Ray 1926 
Codrington 1885 
Dempwolff , n . d .  
Cowell 1950 










White , n . d .  
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Primary s ubgroup of  Ocean i c  
Remote Oceanic 






Remote Oceanic? ,  
Nuclear Micronesian? 
Remote Oceanic? , 







New Caledonia-Loyalty Is . 
New Caledonia-Loyalty I s .  
Remote Oceanic 
















Tumuip ( Tomoip) 
SE Solomonic 
SE Solomonic 









Coastal Huon Gulf 
Source ( s )  of data 
Codrington 1 885 








Fagan , forthcoming 
Codrington 1 885 











Wurm 19 7 2  
Waterhouse 1949 
Codrington 1885 , 
R .  Clark , p . c .  
Capell 1969 
Churchward 1941 ,  
Milner 197 2 , Pawley 1973 
Capell 194 3 , Lynch 1973 




Waterhouse 1939 , Mosel 1980 
Johnston 1983 
Lichtenberk , n . d .  
Ivens 1913- 1914 
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PART I I :  NON-OCEAN I C  LANGUAGES 
Language Subgroup of  Austrones i an 
(Figure 2 ,  Section 7 . 3 ) 
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P ROTO-OCEAN I C  * Q I  
Rob in Hooper 
1 .  I NTRODUCT I ON 
In a recent paper , "Proto-Austronesian genitive determiners" , Lawrence 
Reid ( 1981 : 9 8-104) reconstructs a Proto-Austrone sian ( PAN) genitive phrase of 
the form Noun - { n i }- Noun . Adding to evidence presented by B lust ( 1974 , 1977) 
he suggests that * i  and *n i were phonologically conditioned alternants , *n i 
occurring after vowel- final nouns , and * i  after consonant-final nouns . 
The reconstruction of PAN *n i has been accepted by linguists s ince Dempwol ff 
on the basis of widespread reflexes , but less attention has been paid to * i . 
The evidence assembled by Reid and Blust in their papers is taken largely from 
Western Austrones ian languages . There is in fact far more widespread evidence 
for a genitive linking particle * i  ( or *q i )  in Oceanic languages than is indi­
cated by the examples from Oceanic quoted by B lust ( 197 7 : 4) . However Oceanic 
witnesses provide no indication whatsoever that this linker was merely a 
phonological variant of *n i .  
Pawley ( 1972 , 1973)  reconstructed a particle * ( q )  i for Proto-Eastern 
Oceanic and more tentatively for Proto-Oceanic ( POC) , and suggested that it was 
used to mark inalienable possession . The evidence he c ited was of three kinds : 
1 .  The use of i before suffixed pronominal possessors in Standard Fij ian and 
in Kuanua ( 1973 : 158) , and before personal names ( 1972 : 34 ;  no languages 
cited ) . 
2 .  The suffix - i  or -g i on ' independent ' forms of nouns that are usually 
inalienably possessed in Northern New Hebrides-Banks Islands languages ,  
e . g .  Mota ma ta- i eye ( 19 7 2 : 115 ; 19 73 : 158) . 
3 .  A linking particle in phrases enbodying certain numeral classi fiers such 
as *ma ta or *pua , indicating an item in a group or series . This particle 
has the form ( ' ) i or ( ' ) e  in the South-East Solomon Islands , and ' i  in 
Tongan , pointing to POC classifiers *ma taq i and .puaq i ( 1972 : 34 , 109) . 
Now these are three rather different structures .  The first and second 
share the notion of inalienable possession ; the first and third share the use 
of i or ' i  to link two nouns , though in very different kinds of phrase . More 
evidence is required be fore one can reach any firm conclusion on the distribu­
tion and function of *q i in the genitive system of POC , and the nature of the 
contrast ,  if any , between *q i and *n i .  The obj ect of this paper is to supply 
that evidence by examining poss ible reflexes of *q i in a number of Oceanic 
languages . 1 
Andrew Pawley and Lois Carrington , eds A ustronesian 
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After some notes on phonology in section 2 ,  I discuss in section 3 the use 
of i as a genitive preposition with personal noun and pronoun pos sessors in a 
number of languages .  Section 4 deals with the classifiers found in Tongan and 
South-East Solomons languages ,  and the widely dispersed idiomatic expressions 
derived from these c lassifiers . Next , in section 5 ,  I examine the function of 
reflexes of *q i in the genitive systems of certain Solomon Islands and vanuatu 
languages ,  and finally in section 6 ,  examples in which *q i is reflected in 
certain idiomatic or frozen collocations , suggestive of earlier more widespread 
use ,  notabl y  the ' independent suffix ' of Banks Is lands languages . After stating 
my conclusions in section 7 ,  I briefly discuss the relationship between *q i and 
*n i ,  and the possibility that the *q i - *n i contras t existed in PAN . 
Throughout this paper I use the terms alienable and inalienable possession 
in the fami liar way , but with the understanding that the domains referred to by 
these terms will differ slightly from language to language . 
All examples are given in the orthography of the sources ,  except in the 
case of Lonwo1wo1 , where I have written Paton ' s  £ as e and � as o .  
The following list gives abbreviations of language names cited in the text , 




















2 .  PHONOLOGY 
Arosi 
Bugotu 
Standard Fij ian 
Kwamera 
Kwaio 
























Carroll 19 73 
Ivens 1940a , Codrington 1885 
Crowley 1982 
Elbert 1975 
Pratt 1911 , Milner 1966 
Beaumont 1979 
Frankl in 196 2 ,  Mosel 1977 
Churchward 19 53 , 1959 
Ray 1926 
I shall assume the correctness of the reconstruction *q i as the POC form 
of a linking particle cognate with at least some of the forms cited by pawley 
( 1972 and 1973) . There are however some irregularities not accountable for 
in terms of the established sound correspondences . 
2 . 1  Variat ion i n  the consonant 
The chart below shows reflexes of POC *q and *k in a number of Oceanic 
languages :  
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POC MTA MRL �R PPN roN S� 
*q 0 0 0 7 7 0 
* k 9 9 k k k ? 
( g  ve lar fricative) 
POC *q disappears from all daughter languages except Proto-Polynesian , 
where it is reflected as glottal stop . This phoneme is retained in TOngan and 
a small number of other Polynesian languages . The form ' i  which occurs in 
Tongan is thus a regular reflex of *q i .  However this form ' i  also appears in 
some languages in which *q i s  regularly lost , for example in Kwaio and Kwara'ae, 
and in Kwara ' ae genitive ' i  is phonemically distinct from the locative preposi­
tion i and the feminine personal article i .  Some Samoan collocations involving 
the classifiers also unexpectedly exhibit glottal stop , for example fua ' i f a i  
a single banana. 
North Vanuatu languages show variation in the form of the independent noun 
suffix between Mota - i ,  Merlav - i  - -g i ,  and Lakon - g i - - n o ( The - n  suffix 
probably derives from a different particle , and will not be discussed here . )  
The conditions governing these alternations are not clear from Codrington ' s  
data , but 9 is a regular reflex of * k  and a plausible i f  irregular reflex of 
*q . 
An alternative hypothesis , that POC had a genitive particle with variants 
*q i ,  * k i , would account for the occurrence of - g i  in North Vanuatu languages , 
and ' i  in Samoan . However the rarity of a reflex k i  in Oceanic languages makes 
this an unsatisfactory solution . S chutz ( 1969 : 41 )  describes Nguna genitive 
prepositions k i  and n i , with functions similar to 0 and a ;  and in the Arosi 
counting system the following forms occur : rau  k i  ha ru  ten thousand ( lit . 
leaf- k i -tree ) , rawa i n i u  one hundred thousand ( li t .  leaf- i -coconut) , and 
ra u ra u  n i  ha ' a ro one mil lion ( lit . leaf- n i -tree )  (Capell 1971 : 52 ) . 
In view of the erratic nature of thi s  variation in the consonant phoneme , 
it seems wisest to assume a sporadic change of the form *q > k .  
2 . 2  Vari ati on i n  the vowel 
The forms ' e  and e occur in several South-East Solomon Islands languages ,  
not as the only reflex of *q i ,  but alternating with ' i or i .  In Kwaio the 
phonological conditions are c lear : ' i  occurs after nouns with final high vowels , 
' e  after mid and low vowels . There are exceptions , such as fo ' i .  (See Keesing 
1975 : xxx-xxxi . )  In other languages the variation on present evidence seems 
unpredictable , as in the Kwara ' ae classifiers ma ' e ,  fa ' i  and gwa ' i ( Deck 19 3 3 : 
8-9) . 
In Standard Fij ian ,  by a fortunate accident of phonological history , POC 
* ( q )  i locative preposition (Pawley 1972 : 85 )  is reflected irregularly , but 
consistently , as e ,  and i s  thus c learly differentiated from surviving examples 
of POC genitive *q i ,  which is reflected as i :  
( 1 )  e mua 
loc o front 
at the bow 
1 i u 
of forward 
(of a ship) 
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In Tongan , Samoan , and some Polynesian Outlier languages ,  some collocations 
involving reflexes of the classifier *mataq i have the form ma taa- instead of the 
expected ma ta ' i - or ma ta i - .  Reasons for this variation are discussed be low , 
section 4 . 1 .  
3 .  PERSONAL NOUN POSSESSORS WITH i 
In a few languages i occurs in noun-genitive-noun phrases before what I 
shall call personal noun possessors (PNP) . The set of nouns designated by this 
term varies from language to language , but always includes proper nouns which 
are names of persons . The languages considered here are Lifu from Loyalty 
Islands , S tandard Fij ian , and two Tolai-New Ireland languages , 'rigak and Tolai . 
Table I shows the structure of genitive phrases with personal noun possessors 
and common noun possessors (CNP) in these languages .  
3 . 1  L i fu 
In this language , PNP refers to proper nouns and to words like ' chief ' and 
' father ' when used to refer to individuals ( Ray 1926 : 119 ) . In Lifu , i occurs 
in all genitive phrases in which the possessor is a PNP , and also before second 
and third person pronoun possessors . ( First person pronoun possessors are 
indicated by a suffix on the head noun . )  No distinction appears to be made 
between alienable and inalienable pos sess ion : 
( 2 )  l a  h e  i l oane 
art . head of I. 
John 's head 
( 4 )  1 a uma i kaka 
art . house of father 
father 's house 
( 6 )  1 a i te i nyc i angate  
art . pl . teeth of 
their teeth 
( 3) l a  neko i j oxu 
art . son of chief 
the chief's son 
( 5 )  l a  uma i ' 0  
art . house of 
your house 
In the case of CNPs ,  part nouns and other inalienable nouns are fol lowed 
directly by the genitive noun , as in ( 7 )  and ( 8) , whereas alienable nouns are 
followed by the genitive preposition ne , as in ( 9 )  and ( 1 0 ) : 
( 7) 
( 9 )  
1 a hn  i a t e  
art . heart man 
the heart of man 
l a  uma ne l a  ate  
art . house of art .  man 
the man 's house 
3 . 2  S tanda rd F i j i an 
( 8 )  
( 10)  
l a  wene l a  noj e i  
art . fruit art . pl . 
the fruit of the trees 
s i noe 
tree 
l a  noj e i  s i noe 
art . pl . tree 
the trees of the 
ne l a  h l apa 
of art . garden 
garden 
In S tandard Fij ian , PNP refers to proper names of persons . The pos sessive 
marking before PNPs refl ects the complexity of the pronominal possessive system . 
Four distinct possessive markers occur : i ( inalienable possession) ,  ne i ( general 
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possess ion) , ke i ( alimentary and subordinate posses sion) , and me i ( drinkable 
possession) . The last three can be analysed into a possessive c las sifier ( see 
Lichtenberk , in this volume) plus i :  
( 1 1 )  na  u l u i Cakoba u  
art . head o f  c. 
Cakobau 's head 
( 13 )  na uv i ke i 
art . yam clas s-of 
Peter 's yam 
P i ta 
P. 
( 1 2 )  na va l e  ne i P i ta 
( 14 )  
art . house class-of P.  
Peter 's house 
na s ucu me i P i t a 
art . mi lk class-of P. 
Peter 's milk 
In addition , in the paradigm of suffixed possessive pronouns used to indicate 
inalienable possession , i appears be fore non-singular first person exclusive 
forms only (Pawley 19 73 : 1 5 8 ;  Churchward 1941 : 2 7 )  : 
( 15 )  na t i na i - ke i mam i 
art .  mother 1 p l . excl 
our mother 
CNPs , if animate , normally follow the appropriate pronominal possess ive 
construction : 
( 1 6 )  na no- d ra to u  waqa 
art . class-their aanoe 
the young men 's aanoe 
na  ca u ravo u  
art . young man 
However a prepositional construction with n i  is also availab le to CNPs , and 
this neutralises the distinction between the different types of possession as 
well as express ing genitive relationships other than possession : 
( 17 )  na yaca n i  gon e oqo 
art . name of ahi ld this 
the ahi ld 's name 
( 18)  na va l e n i vu  I i 
art . house of learn 
the sahool house 
Note also that a non-productive pattern of genitive phrases with a linking 
particle i before CNPs does occur in Fij ian . I will discus s these in a later 
section . 
3 . 3  T i ga k  
I n  Tigak , the PNP category includes proper nouns and kinship nouns . I f  
the genitive phrase expresses inalienab le possess ion , the PNP i s  introduced by 
and the head noun carries a possessive suffix : 
( 1 9 )  tang I i n g i -na  i Gamsa 
art . voiae-his of G. 
Gamsa 's voiae 
( 2 1 )  a pat u-na i t i ga -na  
art . head-his of brother-his 
his brother 's head 
( 20 )  na t i ga - n a  Gamsa 
art . brother-his of G. 
Gamsa 's brother 
If the genitive phrase expresses alienable possess ion , the PNP is introduced 
by or te : 
( 2 2 )  ta sasapu l a i  i t i ga - k  
art . payment of brother-my 
payment for my brother 
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( 2 3 )  tang  l u i te Makeo 
art . house of M. 
Makeo 's house 
For CNPs , the genitive noun directly follows the suffixed noun in cases of 
inalienable possession , as in ( 24 ) , or is introduced by the prepositions i n a 
or tana  in cases of alienable pos session , as in ( 25 )  and ( 2 6) : 
( 24) tang 1 i ng i -na  tang ul i na g u ra 
art . voice-her art . woman this 
this woman 's voice 
( 2 5 )  a a i sok tana 
art . work 0 f 
peop le 's work 
yap 
people 
( 26)  mamana 
pl . 
things 
o t  i na mas u t  
thing o f  bush 
of the bush 
( The distinction between i and i na on the one hand and te and tana  on the 
othe r ,  is not clear from the few examples in Beaumont 19 79 . )  
3 . 4  Tol a ;  
I n  Tolai ( Kuanua) PNP refers to human nouns . In this language the PNP 
category selects i when inalienable pos session is expressed , and ka i in cases 
of alienable posses sion . Ka i s  the possess ive morpheme or classi fier to which 
pronominal possess ive suffixes are attached , and I would analyse ka i as 
composed of ka plus i .  This construction is thus similar to the corresponding 
one in Standard Fijian :  
( 27 )  a nuknuk i To Kad i k ( 28 )  a kak i ra tutana  
art . thought of T .  K. art . leg of art . man 
the p lan of To Kadik the man 's leg 
( 29 )  1 i ma i dat  ( 30)  a pa l ka i ra t u tana  
hand of 1 pl . incl art . house class-of art . man 
our hands the man 's house 
( c f .  ka-ugu pa l my house ) 
CNPs , on the basis of the data available to me , must be divided into 
animate and non-animate . Part-nouns with animate but non-human possessors are 
followed directly by the CNP , as in ( 31) and ( 3 2 ) , whereas inanimate possessors 
in phrases express ing product , substance or part-whole relationships are 
introduced by the connective particle na , which I have here glossed of although 
it has a number of other functions : 
( 31)  a u l u  ra eu 
art . head art . fish 
the head of the fish 
( 3 3 )  a map i  na dava i 
art . leaf of tree 
the leaf of a tree 
( 3 2)  a ka u ra 
art . leg art .  
the dog 's leg 
pap 
dog 
( 34 )  a kap na tava 
art . cup of water 
the cup of water 
A gap in this set of data for Tolai is the category of alienable possession 
with common noun possessors . This may be a function of the fact that PNP in 
Tolai includes all human nouns . Relationships which can be unequivocally 
classed as alienable do not occur freely with entities other than human 
possessors . 
�---- ---------------
3 . 5  Concl us i ons  
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In these four languages , PNPs are preceded by i ,  whereas CNPs are not .  
More significantly , i t  i s  apparent that i t  i s  the genitive noun which selects 
i ,  not the head noun nor the type of possess ion . Pawley ( 1972 : 58)  reconstructs 
a POC personal and pronominal article * i , and a possible connection between 
this article and the use of i before personal nouns and pronouns seems an 
obvious possibility . However , in none of these languages does i occur as a 
form of the personal article . I will leave thi s question for the moment and 
return to it in section 6 .  
Tab l e  1 
Structure of  noun-gen i ti ve-noun phrases i n  L i fu ,  
Standard F i j i an , T i gak  and Tol ai . 
LIFU 
PNP CNP 
Inalienable NP i NP NP NP 
Alienable NP i NP NP ne NP 
STANDARD FIJIAN 
PNP CNP 
Inalienable NP i NP NP n i NP 
ne i 




Inalienable NP-suff . i NP NP NP 
Alienable NP i / te  NP NP i na / tana  NP 
TOLAI 
PNP CNP 
Inalienable NP i NP NP NP ( animate ) 
NP na NP ( inanimate) 
Alienable NP ka i NP 
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4 .  THE CLASS I FI E RS 
Pawley ( 1972 : 3 5 , 59 and 109 )  reconstructs three numeral classifiers for 
Proto-Eastern Oceanic :  *po-q i and *pua-q i ,  evidently non-contrasting variants 
" se le cted by nouns denoting spherical obj ects " , and *ma ta-q i ,  glossed individual 
unit of series or class . Reflexes of these classifiers are found in Polynesian 
(PN) languages , particularly Tongan , and in Cristobal-Malaitan languages of 
South-East Solomonic . 
4 . 1  Polynesi an 
The classifier functions referred to by Pawley are directly reflected in 
the following Tongan examples , showing special counting forms used for different 
commoditi es : 
( 35 )  ha fo ' i  n i u  / ' uf i  / au  ' e  taha  
art . class. coconut y am  piece o f  thatch num . part . one 
one coconut / yam / piece of thatch 
( 3 6 )  ha ma ta ' i i ka ' e  taha  
art . class . fish num . part . one 
one fish 
( 37 )  fua ' i i ka 
class . fish 
fish roe 
( 38)  f ua ' i ' u f i  
class . yam 
fruit-like excrescences of yam plant 
In addition , Tongan has other classifiers which incorporate the particle ' i :  
t a ua ' i  pair of, and l a u ' i sheet of, the latter applied to flat obj ects ( cf .  
1 a u  leaf) : 
( 39)  ha t a ua ' i n i u  ' e  h i va 
art . class . coconut num. part . nine 
nine pairs of coconuts 
( 40 )  ha l a u ' i papa 
art .  class . timber 
a plank 
( 4 1 )  ha  l a u ' i s i o a t a  
art . class . g lass 
a sheet of glass 
Example ( 4 1 ) , and ( 4 2 ) - ( 4 4 )  below , show that this structure has been productive 
in post-contact times : 
( 4 2 )  ma ta ' i f i ka 
class-figure 
muneral 
( 4 4 )  ma ta ' i pen  i 
class-pen 
pen nib 
( 43 )  mata ' i toh i 
class-write 
letter of alphabet 
Compounds of similar structure occur in Samoan , although reflexes of these 
c lassifiers are not a productive part of the counting system as in Tongan : 
( 4 5 )  rna t a ' i n Lime 1 a 
class-nwnber 
nwnerol 
(46)  fua ' i fa ' i 
class-banana 
a single banana 
( 4 7 )  fua i t a u  
class- ? 
a Line of a song 
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In both Tongan and Samoan , ma ta ' i - and a variant mata- occur in a wide 
range of idiomatic expressions . The erratic nature of this variation is clear 
from the following examples : 
( 48)  TONGAN 
ma ta ' i ta l o  
ma ta ' i h uhu  
ma tatangata  
ma  t a '  i ko  I oa 
ma tafan ga 
SAMOAN 
matata l o  
ma tas u s u  
ma ta i tagata  
ma ta ' i ' o l oa 
ma tafaga 
taro tops for pLanting 
nippLe 
fine- Looking man 
mos t  highLy esteemed item 
beaah 
There are a number of possible explanations of the ma ta- forms (which are 
prevalent in PN Outlier languages) , none of them entirely satis factory : 
1 .  i has been assimilated to the preceding vowel ,  with concomitant lengthening 
of the a .  This does not seem a particularly natural sound change . 
2 .  The long a may represent assimilation of the PN genitive prepositions a or 
o. It is quite plausible that the PN genitive particle should be substi­
tuted for ' i  or i ,  of which the function is opaque in PN , but not at all 
apparent why this should have happened in some cases but not in others . 
3 .  The ma ta- forms are nominal compounds o f  the kind that are common throughout 
Oceani c ,  composed of head noun + modifier noun . Although lengthening of 
the final vowel of the first element in a compound is not a general rule 
in PN there are cases where this occurs . For example , in Tokelau suffixed 
nominalisations of transitive verbs , if compounded with an incorporated 
obj ect , regularly show such vowel-lengthening : 
( 49 )  va l i to paint,  va l i ga painting , va l i gafa l e  housepainting 
This explanation seems the most satis factory . See also my comment on Kwara ' ae 
nominal compounds below , end of section 5 . 1 .  
The semantic range of Tongan and Samoan mata- compounds embraces point or 
prominent part of something , where the connection with mata eye is most apparent, 
as in the words for nippLe and taro-tops ; or foremost and bes t ,  as in Samoan 
ma ta i toga the most vaLuab Le fine mat of a aoL Leation . Other terms are seman­
tically opaque , suggesting considerable antiquity : 
( 50)  SAM ma ta ' i fa l e  
house 
inae8t 
Cognates of many of these forms , and other very similar compounds , occur 
in PN Outlier languages : 
( 5 1 )  NUl< LUA TON REN 
madaa ua makaa ko ' i  ma ta ' i uha raindrop 
madaa mon i makaa va ' a  ma taabaka aanoe prow 
NUl< h ua i gadea side of aanoe cruJay from outrigger 
REN h uaa ga ' akau  frui ts 
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4 . 2  Cri s toba l -Ma l a i tan 
These classi fiers are retained i n  the Cristobal-Malaitan languages , along 
with a number of other classi fying particles which incorporate the linker ( ' ) i 
or its variant ( ' ) e  ( see section 2 . 2 ) . The following examples are representa­
tive : 
( 5 2 )  *ma ta-q i 
KWR ma ' e  ' a i  
ma ' e  fera 
ma ' e  fata ' a  
KWO ma a ' e  mae 
maa ' e  ob i 
SM maa i  n ume 
maa i den i 
( 53 )  *po-q i 
KWR fa ' i  n u i  
fa ' i  dang i 
f i ta fa ' i  l e ka '  a 
KWO fo ' i  bata  
fo ' i  ka ' o  
( 54 )  *pua- q i 
ARS hua  
hua  
i ' a  
h a u  
( 55 )  KWR gwa ' i fa u 
gwa ' i s a l o  
KWO tofu ' i boo 
fuu ' i wane 
l a fe ' e  a l o  
SM po l o  i ha ' a  
pw i re i eu  
mo l a  i uh i 
ra u i h e l u 
ARS ko ra i uh i 
ko ra i hau  
stick 
a particular space in 
a word 
descent group 




a particular day 
how many journeys ?  
a smal l  bead 





big boulder ( c f .  gwa head) 
cumulus aloud 
piece of pork ( cf .  tofu cut )  
group o f  men ( cf .  fu ' u  bunch) 
portion of taro ( c f .  l a fa portion) 
strand of she l l  money 
length of bamboo 
1 0, 000 yams 
10, 000 coconuts 
Haliotis she l l  ( c f .  ko ra round object) 
skull 
Whereas the particle ' i  which occurs in the Tongan classi fiers is not a 
productive element in the grammar of that language , Cristobal-Malaitan 
classifier phrases with ( ' )  i are examples of a structure that is part of the 
genitive system of a number of South-East Solomonic languages . This s tructure 
is examined in the next section . 
5 .  GEN I T I VE PHRASES I N  SO�'E SOUTH-EAST SOLOMON I C  AND NORTH AND CENTRAL 
VANUATU LANGUAGES 
In certain South-East Solomonic and North and Central vanuatu languages , 
reflexes of the particle *q i occur in phrases of a very different type from 
those of the languages considered in section 3 ,  and frequently contrasting 
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with another genitive particle , n i . Ivens ' attempts to distinguish i from n i  
in languages where both occur are all confus ion . Capel l , writing of Arosi , 
refers to " the relators i and n i , of, between which there does not seem to be 
any meaning di fference , g a re i non i chi ld of man . . . ma do ra i dang i time of day . 
These nouns seem to belong to the part-whole sub-group , and perhaps n i  forms 
are j us t  a little more separate • . .  dang i n i  mama ro day of rest ( as against the 
above time of day which is inherent in the day , while rest is not) " ( 1971 : 61 ) . 
The mos t  complete and coherent published des cription of the genitive 
system of a South-East Solomonic language is that of Deck for Kwara ' ae .  
Moreover i t  describes a contrast between i and n i .  I start with a summary of 
his account ( Deck 1933 : 11 ,  1 5 -16) . 
5 . 1  Kwara ' ae 
In inalienable relationships such as part-whole or body part , the possessed 
noun carries the third person singular pos sessive suffix -na , and the genitive 
noun follows directly , as in ( 56 )  and ( 57 ) : 
( 56)  ' ae-na sa  P i ta 
leg-suff . art . P. 
Peter 's leg 
( 57 )  ra ra -na  ' a i  
branch-suff . tree 
the branch of the tree 
I f  an alienable noun has an animate possessor , the genitive noun follows 
the possessed noun directly , without any intervening suffix or particle . This 
construction expresses true possession or ownership : 
( 58 )  l uma sa P i ta 
house art . P. 
Peter 's house 
When the genitive noun is inanimate , an alienable noun is followed by the 
particle ana , composed of the pos sess ive classi fier a- and the third person 
singular suffix : 
( 59 )  b uka ana i s u futa ' a  
book class-suff . genealogy 
the book of the genealogy 
Fourthly , the genitive preposition n i ,  says Deck , is used when the head 
noun does not take the possessive suffix -na , that is , is classed as alienable . 
" This preposition n i  . . .  expresses not possession , but association or designa­
tion" : 
( 6 0 )  wae n i  rao 
man of work 
servant 
( 61 )  ' aba  fo l a  n i  l uka ta ' i l ana 
class paper of divorce 
bill of divorcement 
Final ly ,  according to Deck , " the genitive preposition ' i  • . .  becomes the 
substitute for the possessive suffix - na when abstract expressions are desired" : 
( 6 2 )  ' ae ' i wae 
leg of man 
human leg 
( 64 )  fa ka 1 a 
egg 
pearl 
' i  kwa ro 
of k. she U  
( 63 )  ma fo l o ' i ' a i  
block a f tree 
block of wood 
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Two points of interest emerge . Firstly , n i  i s  associated with alienable 
relationships , and i with inalienable relationships . Secondly , nouns introduced 
by i or n i  are non-specific , and function purely as modifiers of the head noun . 
I think this is what Deck means by the phrase "abstract expressions " .  Compare 
example ( 56 )  with ( 6 2 ) , and ( 57 )  with ( 63 ) . A variety of relationships may be 
expressed by these genitive phrases : body parts , substance , product or attribute , 
but the genitive noun is always non-specific or generic , and the whole phrase 
is a lexicalised compound referring to a recognised entity . Nominal compounds 
with the same connotations also occur in Kwara ' ae ,  and Deck provides the follow­
ing comparisons : 
( 6 5 )  maga ' a  i c f .  maga-na  ' a  i 
seed tr>ee seed- suff . tr>ee 
seed the seed of a troee under> discussion 
( 6 6 )  ng i s i ng i s i  ' a  i c f .  n g i s i ng i s i -na  ' a i  
chip tr>ee chip -suff. tr>ee 
chips chips of a par>ticular> tr>ee 
Deck explains these nominal compounds as cases where the ' i  is dropped " though 
originally there" . It seems more likely that both structures are available to 
speakers , and that in different cases one or the other form has become 
lexicalised . 
5 . 2  Bugotu 
Bugotu genitive phrases collected from an informant also show clearly a 
contrast between possess ion by a specific possessor , indicated by the suffix 
- na on the head noun , and non-spe cific possession , indicated by the use of the 
l inker i .  The i form does not however appear to be used with human possessors : 
( 67 )  u l u -na fe i c f .  u l u  i fe i 
head- suff . head of fish 
the head of the fish a fish head 
( 6 8 )  l eg u  - na ho re c f .  l egu  i hore 
stern- suff . canoe stern of canoe 
the stern of the canoe canoe-stern 
( 69 )  kaukau-na n a  mane c f .  kauka u  mane (+ka uka u mane )  
finger>-suff . man finger> man 
the man 's finger> hwnan finger> 
Ivens ( 19 3 3 : 150) gives what he calls " abstract" genitive phrases from 
Bugotu , such as na  aheahe i have the br>eath of life .  He comments that the 
particle n i  occurs only rarely in Bugotu , whereas in some other South-East 
Solomonic languages ,  such as Nggela and Longgu , it appears to have supplanted i . 
It seems probable that a clear semantic distinction which formerly obtained 
between ( ' ) i and n i  has become neutralised in many languages .  
5 . 3  Lonwol wo l  
Relevant data for the Vanuatu languages have not been easy to find . There 
is evidence of a tendency for the reflex of *q i to disappear from the environ­
ments where we might expect i t .  The contrast between specific and non-specific 
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genitives is fully documented in the case of Lonwolwol (Paton 19 71 : 32-34 ) . 
This language , like others of the region , has lost the final vowel of the third 
person s ingular possessive suffix , which is reflected as -n o Inalienable 
possess ion by specific posses sors is expres sed , as in the languages considered 
above , by the use of this suffix on the head noun : 
( 70 )  he l a  - n  van ten 
brother- suff . man 
the man 's brother 
However there are also phrases in which the head noun is followed directly by 
the possessor noun : "These shorter forms are found to be compact compound nouns 
almost technical terms , denoting things which are entities by their own right , 
and not to be analysed as denoting things or persons as related to other things 
or persons " ( Paton 19 7 1 : 30) . Note the following compari sons : 
( 71 )  n e  t i - n van ten c f .  net  i van ten 
baby-suff . man baby man 
the man 's son baby 
( 72 )  a l u  - n  b a rb a r  c f .  a l u ba rba r 
skin- suff . pig skin pig 
the pig 's hide pigskin 
( 7 3 )  me ta-n  mak s u s u  c f .  me te s u s u  
eye -suff . my breast eye breast 
my nipple nipple 
I think we can assume that the compound forms show phonetic loss o f  a linking 
i .  Two kinds of evidence support this view . Firstly , loss of genitive i 
appears to be a synchronic process in Aoba and Paama , as we shall see shortly . 
Secondly , the modification of the second vowel in me te s u s u  ( c f .  me ta- eye) i s  
consistent with assimilation to a following i .  Note the following Lonwolwol 
dictionary entries : 
( 74 )  vera- hand of ( suffix-taking) 
ve re- handle ( compound forming) 
ve re woh paddle handle 
I do not have sufficient data to know if thi s  is a regular process in Lonwolwol , 
but it is s imilar to the ass imilation which takes place in Kwaio genitive 
phrases ( see section 2 . 2  above ) , of which the following is a typical example : 
( 75 )  KWO l a fa portion l a fe ' e  a l o  portion of taro 
The Lonwolwol cognate of n i  is n e ,  and as in Kwara ' ae it occurs after a 
head noun which is not " suffix-taking" , that is , after alienable nouns , with 
meanings of, to do with , or for the purpose of: 
( 76 )  gehan ne te 1 
work 0 f garden 
gardening work 
( 77 )  we ne munan 
water of drink 
drinking water 
To summarise , the genitive noun in both these types of phrase is non­
specifi c ,  and the semantic contrast between the two types is the same as that 
between Kwara ' ae i -phrases and n i -phrases . 
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5 . 4  Aoba 
In their descriptions of Aoban , both Ivens and Codrington refer to the 
optional use of the particle i between the two nouns of a genitive phrase : 
( 78 )  qatu  boe , q a t u  i boe 
head pig 
pig 's head 
Ivens also gives a disorganised account of phonological modification of the 
final vowe l of the head noun of the genitive phrase , which in every case is 
compatible with ass imilation to a fol lowing i ( 1940 : 349) . 
Codrington makes the following very rel evant comment : " I f  the hand of a 
definite man , or the wing of a definite bird ,  is in view the Pronoun of the 
Third Person is suffixed to the former Noun" ( 1885 : 4 2 2 ) . Here again we see 
the suffixed form for specific possessors contrasted with non-specific or 
generic genitive phrases , some of which exhibit the l inker i .  
5 . 5  Paama 
More detailed evidence of the instability of i in vanuatu languages i s  
provided b y  Crowley ' s  ( 1982)  study of Paama . Inalienable possession by animate 
posses sors is marked by the suffix -n on the head noun . Inalienable relation­
ships in which the genitive noun is inanimate , that is the part-whole , product 
and substance relationships with which we are now fami liar , are expressed by 
j uxtapos ition of head noun and genitive noun , except in a certain restricted 
set of phonological environments in which there is a linking particle i :  
( 79 )  me te i tan 
eye ground 
mound made over planted yam 
( 80 )  va l enge h a t  
rock hol low 
cave 
( 81 )  soko av 
remains firewood 
firewood chips 
Crowley devotes some space to the mystery of this i ( 1982 :91 , l03f) . He 
refers to the independent noun suffix of North Vanuatu languages , and to the 
use of i with proper noun possessors in Fi j ian , but appears unaware that i i s  
an element in the genitive system of several North Vanuatu and South-East 
Solomonic languages , with a function similar to that of Paama i .  We can assume 
that in Paama it was once used in a wider range of non-specific inalienable 
genitive phrases , although now retained in only a few phonological environments . 
5 . 6  Mi scel l aneous 
Finally , fragments of relevant information are to be found in Ray ( 1926) . 
Ray ' s  analysis of genitive phrases in Tasiriki is curious : in the expression of 
inalienable possession , n i  is the particle used if the genitive noun is also 
inalienable , i if the genitive noun is alienable.  This dubious rule is not in 
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fact supported by hi s examples ,  which do however suggest a contrast between 
specific and non-specific possessors , the former marked with n i , the latter 
with i ( 1926 : 374)  : 
( 82 )  ' e re n i tama -m i m  
face of father-2 sg . 
your father 's face 
( 83 )  i ma n i  no -m i m  
house of class-2 s g .  
your servant 's house 
( 84 )  vena t u  n i Leban 
daughter of L.  
Leban 's daughter 
( 86)  ra ' u  i ' a u  
leaf of tree 
leaf of a tree 
tavasao 
servant 
( 85 )  vena t u  i takun i 
daughter of man 
daughter of a man 
In ( 8 3 ) , tavasao is certainly not an inalienable noun , as the use of the 
possessive c lass ifier no- indicates . It does however have definite reference . 
Ray ' s  account of Kwamera , South vanuatu , includes the following examples 
of i -phrases : 
( 87 )  n uma ne i 
leaf of tree 
leaf of a tree 
( 89)  me i fage 
handle of shooter 
bow 
( 88 )  re r i ye rama 
heart of man 
heart of man 
Note that Ray ' s  glosses are not inconsistent with a non-specific interpretation 
of the genitive noun . 
6 .  REL I CS 
Many Oceanic languages which have no reflex of * q i in the possessive 
system , retain as lexical items a number of compound words which contain a 
l inker i .  Many of these i tems are idiomati c , metaphorical , or obscure . 
In Tongan , in addition to the many compounds with ma ta ' i - ,  we find the 
fol lowing : 
(90)  ma ta l a  ' i a ka u  ( 9 1 )  kapaka u ' i kava 
flower of tree ?wing of ? 
flower variety of yam 
( 9 2 )  tef i to ' i ngaue ( 9 3 )  t upu ' a  ' i l ao 
base of work ancient of law 
principal work ancient law 
( 9 4 )  ko e ma ta ' i  he l e  c f .  k o  e ma ta  ' 0  e he l e  
foc . art . class . knife of 
the knife-b lade the blade of the knife 
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(95 )  ko e ngako ' i  




c f .  k o  e ngako '0  e puaka 
of 
the fat of the pig 
Examples ( 94 )  and ( 9 5 ) , from Churchward ( 195 3 : 249 ) , show a contrast between a 
lexicali sed genitive phrase with non-specific possessor introduced by ' i ,  and 
the regular posses sive structure in which a specific possessor noun is intro­
duced by ' 0 .  
Fij ian is also a rich source of these survival s .  The productive pattern 
for genitive phrases in Standard Fij ian is NP -n i -NP , and Churchward comments 
(1941 : 3 5 )  that i be fore common nouns in the genitive phrase is found only after 
vu l a  month , as in na vu l a  i ka takata  the hot months . There are however numerous 
other forms with i :  
( 9 6 )  na mua i I i u 
art . front of forward 
the bows of a ship 
(98)  nat u i cake 
line of upwards 
the East, windLJard is lands 
( 100)  vas u  i ta uke i 
moBroSo of indigenous 
( 9 7 )  vua i cake 
wind of upwards 
East wind 
( 9 9 )  gauna i I i I i wa 
time 0 f co ld 
cold season 
mother 's brother 's son, born in mother 's vi l lage 
( 101)  va tava ta  i ra I ago 
? of pers . art . fly 
riddle 
S tandard Fij ian also has a number of compounds with ma ta , most having n i  
but some i as the linking particle . There is no suggestion of the classi fier 
use of mata , except perhaps in the phrases I i u  ma ta i rua , ma ta .i to l u go ahead 
in two ranks , or in three ranks . However the semantic connection with eye or 
point is usually apparent : 
( 10 2 )  ma ta  i l a l a i  
ma ta  i l e l evu 
ma ta i ta l i ga 
ma ta i tutu 
ma tad ravu , ma ta  n i  d ravu  
fine-textured 
coarse-textured 
large axe ; hammerhead shark 
people of the same yavusa (clan) 
fireplace 
The rel ic which has caused most comment is the so-called independent noun 
suffix of North Vanuatu languages .  This suffix is attached to inalienable 
nouns when they occur as free froms rather than bound to a suffixed pronoun : 
( 10 3 )  MTS q a t u- i head na qa tu-na  his head 
sasa- i name na sasa-na  his name 
It seems l ikely , on the basi s  of evidence from the other languages we have 
examined that this suffix formerly linked two nouns in a ' genitive relation ' .  
It is reasonable to assume that in North Vanuatu languages an inalienable 
possessive particle *q i "became attached to the noun as a suffix and was then 
reinterpreted , either as part of the noun base , or as a gender marker rather 
than a possessive " (pawley 1972 : 115) . There is less evidence for the suggestion 
made in the same paragraph , that this independent noun suffix originally occurred 
be fore personal noun pos ses sors . 
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While it is the case that in a few North and Central vanuatu languages ,  
including Aoba ( Codrington 1 885 : 42 2 )  and Lonwolwol (Paton 1971 : 34 ) , the head 
noun does not carry the possessive suffix if the possessor is a personal name , 
nevertheless the weight of evidence indicates that the usual possessive' 
structure with personal name possessors was the noun s tem plus possessive 
pronominal suffix , with or without a personal article before the proper noun . 
The following examples from diverse languages j ustify a POC reconstruction of 
this possessive structure : 
( 104 ) Tigak : tang  1 i n g i -na  i Gamsa Gamsa 's voice 
Roviana : ta s i -na  e l one John 's brother 
Bugotu : toga-na  Me re Mary 's sister 
Kwara ' ae :  ' ae-na sa Lys i as Lysias ' foo t  
Merlav : na l i ma - n  Wenag Wenag 's hand 
Paama : he i - n Me r i  Mary 's hood 
Eromanga : i teme-n  S i mon Simon 's father 
The independent suffix derives from a very different kind of phrase . 
Codrington ' s  des cription is significant : 
The Independent Substantives are so called because these 
are names of parts , members , things in relation to some­
thing which pos sesses or includes them ,  but are by this 
special termination shown to be in thought and in grammar 
free for the time from this dependence . Thus an eye i s  
in the true form mata . . .  and when any one ' s  eye is spoken 
of • . .  this is the stem to which the suffix is applied ; 
namatana his eye . But if an eye is spoken of independently 
of any person , or any organi zation , the word assumes the 
termination i and becomes matai not ma ta . 
( 1885 : 2 60) 
We have here a rather we ll-concealed case o f  the specific - non-specific 
contrast . Deck , writin9 of Kwara ' ae ,  uses wording that is s trikingly similar : 
When the part of the body is used in the abstract , without 
reference to any particular person , the possessive suffix 
is dropped and the genitive preposition ' i  is used : ' aena 
wae the leg of a particular man in view ,  but ' ae ' i  wae ,  
the leg (of man) . 
( 1 9 3 3 : 11 )  
In Mota the expression o f  non-specific �ossession has gone a step further ,  with 
the dropping of the second noun phrase . 
7 .  CONCLUS IONS 
7 . 1  The functi on o f  POC *qi 
I now look at genitive phrases in Aros i ,  where the two structures which 
have concerned us exist conveniently s ide by s ide . Phrases with specific NP 
possessors follow the common pattern for South-East Solomoni c  languages : an 
inalienable head noun carries the possessive suffix , as in ( 105)  and ( 106) ; an 
alienable head noun is followed by the pos sess ive class i fier a- plus the 
appropriate possess ive suffix , as in ( 107 ) and ( 108) . In both cases the noun­
marker or article i ,  termed ' non focus ' by Capel l  ( 1 97 1 : 61 ) , precedes the 
genitive noun : 
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( 10 5 )  ; a  ga re-na ; non ; 
art . child- suff . art . man 
the man 's chi ld 
( 106)  na uwa -na  ; non ; 
art . foot-suff . art . man 
the man 's foot 
( 10 7 )  na r uma ana i non ; 
art . house class-suff . art . man 
the man 's house 
( 108) J1Mae raha adaau  
chief class-suff . 3pl . art 
the chief of the Wango people 
Wango 
W. 
The genitive prepositions ; and n ;  also occur in Arosi , with the same 
connotations noted above for other languages : 
( 10 9 )  ruma n i maho i ngau  
house of thing of eat 
storehouse 
( 11 0 )  nunu  i ' abe 
shape of body 
carved image 
( Ill)  ga re i non ; 
child of man 
human chi ld 
( 11 2 )  g a re i maa 
chi ld of eye 
pupil 
( 1 1 3 )  na he rehQ ngau  
art . thing of eat 
the child's  food 
l ana ; ga re 
food-class . -suf f .  art . child 
Although in Arosi the reanalysis has not taken place , these examples , in 
particular ( 11 3 )  and the contrasting pair ( 1 0 5 )  and ( Ill) , suggest conditions 
under which a noun marker or article i could be reinterpreted as a possessive 
marke r .  This is what I suggest has happened in the four languages considered 
in section 3 ,  in which i o ccurs as a genitive preposition in phrases with 
personal noun possessors , which are , of course , highly speci fi c .  
In spite of the tantal ising agreement i n  the use o f  ; meaning o f  before 
PNPs in Lifu , S tandard Fij ian ,  Tigak and Tolai , and the fact that they are not 
geographically adj acent , it seems wisest to attribute the similarity to parallel 
development . In each case the personal article 1 has been reinterpreted as a 
genitive i .  The Arosi examples given above show that in terms of surface 
ambiguity this is a well-motivated change . S ignificantly , none of these 
languages appears to make use of personal articles . Secondly , it appears that 
the older i -phrases ceased to be a productive part of the grammar , although in 
Fij ian at least numerous examples of these remain ,  in phrases of undoubted 
antiquity . Some curious features of the Tolai genitive system can perhaps be 
attributed to traces of the formerly productive ; genitives , for example the 
including of ' canoe ' in the class of nouns which select i :  
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( 114 ) TOL a l ua i ra oaga 
art . front of art . canoe 
the bow of the canoe 
The evidence indicates that an early stage of Oceanic had a genitive 
particle *q i ,  which indicated non-specific or generic pos session of inali enable 
nouns : entities which are a part o f ,  or composed o f ,  or the product o f ,  or a 
particular kind of some other thing . We can plausibly add , " unit of a series 
or class " .  This type of phrase is a frequent vehicle for metaphor or ritual 
terms : 
( 1 1 5 )  ARS g a re maa pupil 
r uma bao house in which dead body of child is 
house child preserved 
PAA vo l a  tas skull 
container sea 
FIJ u l u me r i  condo lence gift 
head ? 
Nominal compounds existed alongside i -phrases in most languages , and the 
availability of this alternative form with the same semantic structure and order 
of elements probably explains why i has disappeared from so many languages .  
7 . 2  The *q i - *ni  contrast 
W e  can now comment o n  the contrast between *q i and * n i . This is well 
documented in Kwara ' ae and Arosi . In Lonwolwol , it will be recalled , * n i is 
reflected as ne , and traces of * q i survive only in certain morpho-phonemic 
patterns , so that in this language the contrast is between ne and 0 .  These 
witne sses agree in tha� reflexes of * n i occur in genitive phrases of which the 
head noun is not ' suffix-taking ' ,  i . e .  is alienable , and refl exes of *q i in 
phrases of which the head noun is inalienable . Current subgrouping theory 
considers South-East Solomonic and North and Central vanuatu to be different 
primary sub-groups of Oceani c ,  so on this bas i s  we may reconstruct the *q i -
* n i contrast for POC o 
It is obvious that the kinds of re lationship expressed by n i -phrases ( e . g .  
purpose , location , occupation , attribute ) ,  are sufficiently like those expressed 
by i -phrases to make coalescence of the two structures a likely development . As 
we saw earlier , n i  i s  the productive genitive particle of S tandard Fij ian , i 
surv�v�ng only in some archaic forms . Evidence that n i  has generalised the 
functions of * n i and *q i is provided by the non-contrasting variation in the 
following pairs : 
( 116)  gauna i 1 i 1 i wa cf . gauna n i l eqa 
time of co ld time of distress 
cold season time of shortage 
( 11 7 )  u l u i me r i  cf . u l u n i  van ua  
head of ? head of land 
condo lence gift headland 
( 118)  ma t"ad ravu , ma ta  n i  d ravu 
eye ash 
hearth 
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Interestingly , both non-specific and specific possession may be expressed by 
the structure NP-n i -NP , suggesting a tendency for n i  to invade the full range 
of possess ive expressions : 
( 1 1 9 )  na  u l u  n i  tama ta 





7 . 3  PAN *q i ?  
u l u - na na 
head-suff . art . 
person 's head 
tama ta oqo / na u l u n i  tama ta oqo 
person this 
At present , we can only speculate as to whether the contrast between *q i 
and *n i exi sted at an earlier stage of Austronesian ,  or was an innovation of 
POC o ( See Reid 1981 for poss ible re flexes in Philippine languages of a PAN 
genitive determiner * i . )  It has been shown by Blust ( 1974)  that idiomatic 
genitive phrases existed in PAN and have survived in daughter languages with 
the same meanings . To the Toba Batak and Fij ian comparisons containing n i  
presented by him we can now add some Oceanic reflexes with *q i as the genitive 
particle : 
( 1 20) TOB ma ta  n i s u s u  mata n i i han  ma ta n i  an i n  
FIJ ma ta n i  s ucu  ma ta n i i ka mata n i  cag i  
TON ma ta ' i  h uh u  mata ' i  i ka mata ma tang i 
LON me te s u s u  SAA maa i den i 
nipp le sore direction of wind 
Note also : 
( 12 1 )  TOB mata n i  u v i  yam tops 
FIJ mata n·i da l o  taro tops 
TON ma ta  ' i  t a l o  taro tops 
PAA me te i tan mound over planted yam 
SAA maa i a ro taro tops 
Blust assumes on the basis of the Fij ian and Toba Batak forms that NP- n i -NP is 
reconstructable as the PAN form . This is not a logical necess ity , as the other 
reflexes show . NP- i -NP forms in Fi j ian are quite evidently archaic .  As Andrew 
Pawley has pointed out (personal communication) , NP-n i -NP is a productive pattern 
in Fij ian and speakers would be ful ly capable of using n i  where once there had 
been an i or q i . Tongan , on the other hand , not only has no genitive n i , but 
also lacks a fully productive pattern with ' i .  Hence the Tongan forms offer 
reliable evidence of archaism . 
I f  *q i were an innovation of Oceanic ,  we would have to assume that the 
generalised NP-n i -NP pattern of Fij ian was the result of two successive changes . 
Firstly , at an early stage of Oceanic , an innovation *q i replaces PAN *n i in 
certain environments . Secondly , in Fij ian ( and a few other languages such as 
Nggela) *n i supplants *q i in all but a few phrases .  On the other hand , i f  both 
* n i and *q i were used in PAN , then one and the same change has taken place in 
Fij ian and Toba Batak : *n i has generalised the functions of *q i and * n i . 
NOTES 
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1 .  I wish to thank Andrew Pawley for innumerable helpful comments and criti­
cisms , for bringing much relevant data to my attention , and for helping to 
collect the data for Bugotu and Standard Fi j ian . I also wish to thank 
Ros s  Clark and Frank Lichtenberk for making most helpful comments on the 
final draft . The following informants supplied data from their languages : 
Alan Marat ( Tolai ) , Trixie Legua (Bugotu) , and Timoci Sayaba ( Standard 
Fij ian) . 
2 .  In Motlav , Volow and Lakon , the independent noun suffix has a variant -n o 
The examples given by Codrington suggest no consistent semantic or phono­
logical motivation for this variation . For exampl e ,  in Motlav ban hand 
takes the -ge variant of the suffix , whereas in Lakon pane hand takes - n o 
The genitive particle n i  or the third person singular possessive suffix , 
which has the shape -n  in all three languages , are possible sources of 
this form .  
APPENDI X 
This section lists a selection of genitive phrases incorporating classi­
fiers from a number of Oceanic languages . No attempt is made to separate 
l iteral from metaphorical or idiomatic express ions . 
Aro s i  
rawa i 




ko ra i 
h ua i 
h ua i 
n i u  
abe i 
da ro 
h a u  
uh i 
tete 
i ' a  
h a u  
man u  
1 00, 000 aoaonuts 
how many (bodies of) birds ? 
ankle bone 
skull ( lit . round thing of stone) 
Haliotis she l l  
round end of a dub 
a fish 
a stone 
Kwa i o  ( see also section 4 . 2 ) 
fe ' e  ba ' u 
fe ' e  go l u  
o l u fe ' e  w i k i  
kWa l i ' i  n i u  
fU l)u ' i  ba ' u  
f uu ' i wane 
tofu ' i boo 
gWe ' e  i ' a  




a single coaonut 
a bunah of bananas 
a group of men 
a piece of pork 
a whole fish 
taro aorm 
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Lau 
maae fe ra 
maae dang i 
maae rode 
fa i maae oo ru  
maae fote 
maae f u ra i 
country, vil lage 
a day 
night, darkness 
the four winds 
a paddle 
a net 
Fij i an ( see also section 6)  
ma ta  to l u  
ma ta  rua 
ma ta  l a l  a i 
mata  l e l evu 
ma ta ta 1 i ga 
Tongan 
ma tafanga 
ma fatah i 
rna fa'  one ' one 
ma tafe f i ne 
ma tatanga ta 
mata ' i ta l o  
ma ta'  i f i  ka 
ma ta ' i toh i 
ma ta ' i h uhu  
ma ta ' i moho 
ma ta ' i pen i 
ma ta ' i ta fa 
ma ta ' i uha 
ma ta ' i po to 
ma ta ' i tofe 
ma ta ' i tevo l o  
fo ' i ' akau  
fo ' i  ' ao 
1 a u '  i toh i 
1 a u '  i pate 
1 a u '  i ma ta l a  
rna ta ' i ko 1 oa 
Samoan 
ma ta ' i o l oa 
mata ' i fa l e  
ma ta ' i n ume ra 
ma ta ' i t us i 
ma ta ' i s i va 
ma ta i tagata  
ma ta i toga 
ma tau t u  
ma tafaga 
ma tama tag i 
rna tame 1 i 
ma tafa l e  
ma tagal uega 
} 
in three ranks 
in two ranks 
fine- textured 
coarse-textured 




taro tops for planting 
numeral 
letter of alphabet 
nipple 
seeds of moho vine 
pen nib 
incision, wound left by incision 
raindrop 
clever- looking 
pearl of oyster 
devi l-faced 
fruit; pi ll  
genitals 
a page of a book 
the blade of a bat 
a petal 
foremost in one 's estimation 
the best item of goods 
incest 
numeral 
letter of alphabet 
the best dancer 
fine- looking man 
the best toga (fine mat) of the lot 
point of land 
beach 
direction of wind 
drop of honey 
gable of house 
section, department (as in Treasury Department) 
Samoan 
ma ta ' upu 
fua i ' upu 
fua ' i fa ' i 
fua i ta u  
fua i va i  
Nu kuoro 
ma daaduge 
ma daa ga i 
madaa hadu  
madaa mon i 
madaa se l e  
ma daa ua 
h ua 
h ua i gadea 
Kapingama rangi 
madaa dog i 
ma daa fa l e  
madaa 1 i 
ma daa h ua 
L uangi ua 
makaa ko ' i  
ma kaa 1 i me 
makaa vae 
ma kaa va ' a  
makaa ' uu 
Rennel l and Bel l ona 
ma taa kape 
mataa b a ka 
ma taa  uu 
ma taa ' ua 
ma taa  
h uaa  b i t i  
h uaa  ' umanga 
huaa  ga ' akau 
Futuna -An iwa 
mata t u  i 
mata puke 
fo i va i 
fo i ma t a  
fo i fa t a  
subject, theme 
sentence, remark 
a single banana 
a line of a song 
a single water bottle 
top of a d uge 
first fruits 
metal grater 
prow of canoe 
loop of noose 
drop of rain 
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c lassifier (by tens) for fruit 
side of canoe away from outrigger 
plane b lade 
end of house 
nipple 




fore or aft of canoe 
nipp le 




ten small  fish ( classifier) 
beads 
planted root crops 
fruits 
1 00 or more fish 
top of yam momd 
calabash 
eye, face 
crop of frui t 
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Some semant i c  sets 
Canoe parts 
BUG u l u  ho re ) MTA qat  a ka bow TOL I ua ra oaga FIJ mua I i  u 
ucu i mua stays from the masthead 
NUl< madaa mon i bow 
h ua i gadea side of canoe away from outrigger 
KAP madaa h ua narrowing of hul l at ends of canoe 
LUA makaa va ' a bOlJ 
REN ma taa baka 
HAW kama i kah u l  i wa ' a  tie for righting an overturned canoe 
Eye 
ARS g a re maa } TON tama ' i ma ta pupil of the eye SAM tama ' i ma ta 
TOK i o  i ma ta  eyeball  
W i nd 
LAU fa i maae o r u  the four winds 
SAA maa i den i a wind 
FIJ mata n i  cag i direction of wind 
vua i ra west-north-west wind 
vua i cake east wind 
TON rna fama tang i } direction of wind SAM ma fama tag i 
Yam ,  taro 
SAA maa i a ro taro top for planting 
PAA ma te i tan mound over yam plant 
FIJ ma ta n i  da l o  } TON ma ta i ta l o  taro top for planting SAM ma ta ta l o  REN ma taa kape 
FUT ma ta puke top of yam mound 
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RAP I D  LEX I CA L  CHAN G E  AND AB E R RANT M E LAN E S I A N LAN G UAG E S : 
S E N G S E N G  A N D  I T S N E I GHB O U R S  
Ann Chown ing 
1 .  I NTRODUCT I ON 
Almost twenty years ago , arguing against blind reliance on lexicostatis tics , 
Grace suggested that some of those Melanesian languages which "show very few 
identifiable cognates with other AN languages ' "  are characterized by very low 
rates of retention ( in the lexicostatistical sense ) ,  by complicated sound changes , 
or by both" ( 1964 : 366 ) . More recently,  he has pointed out that the situation 
is probably much more complex , with "many different kinds of aberrancy" ( 1981 : 
256) . I agree with that suggestion , but in this paper wish to deal primarily 
with one of the possibilities he raised in his earlier paper . We now have 
examples of languages in whi ch the sound changes do indeed make it diffi cult 
for a casual observer to recognise AN forms ; see , for example , Lynch ' s  work 
(1975)  on Lenakel of vanuatu . An example of rapid lexical change within this 
century has been documented by Lithgow ( 19 7 3 ) , who touches very briefly on 
some of the causes , including the modern phenomenon of influence from a mission 
language , but does not discuss any of them in detai l .  Meanwhi le , however ,  
several writers have dis cussed one particular cause that is known (or sometimes 
assumed) to have affected retention rates in some Oce ani c languages and that 
may have done so in many more . This results from temporary or permanent tabus 
on the use of certain personal names , which Clark called a "widespread Polynesian 
linguistic practice " ,  and to which he attributed depression of cognate percen­
tages in several Polynesian languages , particularly Tuamotuan and Tahitian 
( 1979 : 265-266) . In an article published earlier , describing how name avoidance 
operates in Kwaio of Malaita , Keesing and Fifi ' i  ( 19 69 : 155)  suggested that 
perhaps it "was characteri stic of some or all early Aus tronesian speakers in 
the Pacific " ,  and went on to mention " the possibility that the process has 
significantly accelerated vocabulary differentiation between genetically related 
languages" , causing various problems for those attempting to classify them . For 
example , " such tabooing could create a spurious impression of long divergence 
or skew datings , or in some cases even hide genetic connections . "  More recently, 
S imons has discussed the effects of name tabu in two regions , Santa Cruz as well 
as Malaita . He mentions a problem not discussed in detail by Keesing and Fifi ' i ,  
the like lihood that languages so affected will develop many true synonyms , 
influencing not only cognacy rates ( i f  all synonyms are not recorded by an 
investigator) but the establishment of dialect-language boundaries ( since sub­
stitute forms are so often borrowed ) (Simons 1982 : 162-167)  . 
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In the same paper , noting that in the discussion of name tabus in The 
Golden Bough mos t  of the examples ( so it seems ) were from AN languages , and 
surveying the reported incidence of di fferent types of word tabus reported for 
AN and NAN- speakers over a wide area , Simons concludes that : " For the Proto­
Austronesian speech community , there was ' "  a name taboo between parents-in­
law and children-in-law" ; that five other kinds of ' name taboos ' can be 
reconstructed for "Proto-Oceanic or at least major subgroups of it" ; and that 
"All of these name taboos extended to a taboo on the common use of words 
occurring in the name " ( 1982 : 187 ) . My reading of Frazer does not support 
Simons ' suggestion that mos t  of Frazer ' s  examples came from AN languages , and 
Simons ' own survey makes it clear that most types of tabus on personal names 
and other words are well recorded for NAN languages and languages outside 
Oceania . In particular , as anthropologists have noted since the 19th century 
( Tylor 1870 : 146-150 ) , name tabus are found throughout the world,  and have been 
shown to affect everyday vocabulary in societies as far from Oceania as the 
Caribbean and Imperial China ( Jameson 1956 : 782 ; Metraux 1956 : 783) . If name 
tabus are typically Oceanic , they are hardly peculiar to that region . Never­
theless , it may be that in many parts of the Pacific local conditions -
geographic , demographic , and cultural - made it particularly l ikely that they 
could so affect the general lexicon ( rather than individual usage ) as to make 
the language as a whole seem to have split off early from other related 
languages ; seem possibly to have been affected by contact with speakers of very 
di fferent languages ( s ee Clark 1979 : 265 ; Grace 1981 : 256) ; or seem possibly not 
to be AN at all . However much their vocabulary may have been affected by word 
tabus , no one appears to have denied that Tuamotuan , Tahitian , and Kwaio are 
AN languages , but a number of linguists ( Loukotka 195 7 ,  Capell 19 71 , and most 
recently Blust 1981) have been reluctant to grant that s tatus to the languages 
that I am about to discus s . l I am arguing first that they are AN but have 
undergone an exceptional amount of lexical replacement ; second that name tabus 
may have been the reason for rapid lexical change in the pas t ,  as they are 
today ; and third , along with Simons , that other abberrant Melanesian , as we ll 
as Polynesian , languages may well have lost AN content for the same reason . 
2 .  PAS I SMANUA LANGUAGES 
The languages concerned are those in what I have labelled the Pasismanua 
division of the Whiteman group , located around but mostly south of the Whiteman 
Range in south-west New Britain.  From west of the Alimbit to east of the 
entire Whiteman range , they cons ist of Miu , Kaulong , Sengseng (Asengseng) 2 , 
Karore 3 , and what Johns ton calls Psohoh , a dialect chain extending from Getmatta 
in the south to Bao in the north ( see maps in Chowning 1976 and Johnston 1980b ) . 
Johnston has recently ( 1983)  added Uvol to this subgroup , which corresponds to 
his western Whiteman , but I find the evidence for its inclusion unacceptable . I 
shall therefore confine myself to the languages just named , but concentrate on 
those for which 
'
I have the most information , Sengseng ( s tudied by myself) and 
Kaulong ( studied by Goodale and more recently by C .  and L. Throop ) . 4 Most of 
my data are taken from three Sengseng villages in which I lived , and from the 
two Kaulong vil lages in which Goodale lived , supplemented by information from 
other parts of the area . 
Sengseng, distributed along either s ide of the Andru River east of Kandrian , 
is flanked by Kaulong to the east and Karore ( another Pasismanua language ) to 
the west ,  with uninhab ited bush behind i t ,  but Arawe languages are spoken on 
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small islands located j us t  off the coast at the eastern end of the Sengseng 
area . By contras t ,  Kaulong is flanked on the south and west by Arawe languages 
which are also spoken on the mainland of New Britain ( see maps in Chowning 1969 
and 1976) . Arawe languages were , then , the only other ones in direct contact 
with Pasi smanua languages other than Miu , the westernmost language , in the 
period immediately preceding European contact , although it is probably safe to 
say that trade brought many of the western Pasi smanua-speakers into contact 
with speakers of Lamogai languages ( see Chowning 1978a) . 
Throughout south-west New Britain , groups in the interior traditionally 
lived in very small settlements scattered widely over the countryside , a fact 
that explains their comparatively l ate contact with the outside world . An 
effect of government patrols and pressures from missionaries and others such as 
cult leaders has been to encourage (or force) people to build larger consoli­
dated villages and also to move nearer the coast . These shifts have also made 
it difficult to ascertain the numbers of speakers of each language because so 
many villages now have mixed populations . Nevertheless , it can be said that 
numbers ranged from about 3 , 000 Kaulong speakers down to fewer than 400 for Miu 
( and undoubtedly still fewer for Karore ) , in 19 80 . At the time of this census 
predominantly Sengseng vi llages , some of which contained a considerable number 
of Karore-speakers , had a total population of 865 .  
Pacification came late to the interior of the Pasismanua .  When Goodale 
and I began fieldwork there in 1962 , the interior Kaulong and Sengseng vi llages 
had only been brought under government control less than a decade previous ly , 
at various times ( for different vi l lages ) during the 1950s , and Miu was still 
uncontrol led . With pacification , unmarried men began to go out to work , mos t  
commonly only to coastal plantations in neighbouring , usually Arawe-speaking 
regions , in order to earn enough money to buy foreign goods , particularly 
steel tools . A few , howeve r ,  went as far as Rabaul or Manus , lured by access 
to cheap supplies of goldlip pearl shells , the major form of wealth in the 
Pasi smanua . Only these latter , amounting to just one or two men in each tiny 
village , learned fluent Pidgin . The other workers picked up a l ittle .Pidgin 
and other words which they thought were P idgin but which are unknown outside 
that region , and which presumably corne from other New Britain languages ( c f .  
Chowning 1983) . 
Nearer the coast , paci fication and wage labour had begun much earlier , 
and villages very near the coast and th e government station of Kandrian 
(Moewehafen) also had access to village schools (which as of 1981 had still 
not been establi shed deep in the interior) . In the 1960s , many Pidgin and 
pseudo-Pidgin words and phrases had entered everyday vocabulary , though some 
people were unaware of their source , s but in the interior only a few young men 
claimed to speak the language . Children of both sexes were gradually picking 
up a smattering of Pidgin from the young men ,  but adult women and men who had 
not been out to work could not engage in or unders tand extended discourse in 
Pidgin . The few who were not monoglot understood or , more rarely , spoke one 
of the neighbouring south-west New Britain languages , either because of living 
in a border region or as a consequence of a marriage between speakers of 
different languages .  Descendants of such marriages often maintained connec­
tions with foreign kin through extended visits , in the course of which they 
learned the other languages (whereas the inmarrying spouses I knew did not 
consciously maintain their own languages , however much they may have served 
as a source of the innovations to be described be low) . 
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Sengseng, Kaulong , and the other Pasi smanua languages are very closely 
related : to such an extent that it can be argued that they are only dialects 
of the same language , and indeed the Throops have suggested this ( 1980 : 228) , 
but I have used the criterion of mutual intelligibility ( see Pawley 1981 : 2 7 1 ) , 
as based on my own experience and s tatements from local people , and on these 
grounds have called them different languages . People who l ive in border areas 
usually learn to understand the neighbouring language , and some border villages 
contain many speakers of one of the other languages , either because of inter­
marriage or recent migration . ( In particular , the Karore-speaking region to 
the east has been heavily infiltrated by migrants from interior Sengseng 
villages . )  The local people nevertheless firmly identify themselves and each 
other as speakers of a particular language and quite often of a dialect within 
i t .  Many Sengseng and Kaulong specify the differences between their languages 
in terms of a few common words and phrases , notably K. e mo , S .  a mo i you come ; 
K .  ma � ,  s .  mas a �  men 's house ; K .  e- g i n ,  s .  e-k i bird; K .  yok , s .  t uwo father 
( address term) . 7 That the people who mention these differences have only a 
superficial knowledge of the other language is shown by their usual failure to 
note or be aware of semantic differences such as the fact that t uwo is only 
used for the true father,  with a special term for the father 's brother, whereas 
yok encompas ses both , or of other peculiarities such as the fact that the S .  
word for bird has fallen together with the word for water while the K .  one has 
not .  
Because Kaulong i s  spoken by a much larger number o f  people than Sengseng , 
and the government station , trade stores , and mission station can only be 
reached through Kaulong territory , it is typically the Sengseng who have a 
working knowledge of the other language . In border areas and mixed villages , 
it seems that most people have at least a pass ive understanding of the other 
language , as well as some confusion about which words or other forms such as 
prepos itional endings are properly assignable to which language . The same 
confusion exists regarding dialectical differences . The Sengseng recognise 
two dialects , those of the ' beach ' and the ' bush ' .  Informants from the village 
near the coast in which I lived in 1980-1981 described the difference wholly in 
terms o f  vocabulary (while quite often tel ling me that words I had learned in 
the bush were really Kaulong forms ) , and never mentioned minor differences in 
pronunciation , such as a tendency near the beach to voice or tri ll word-final 
and pre consonantal It I and to produce a bilabial fricative before lui rather 
than the semi-vowel Iwl that appears in the interior . Goodale ' s  Kaulong­
speakers from Angelek mentioned four or possibly five dialects of Kaulong , 
characterised by vocabulary and in at least one case pronunciation . Both 
Sengseng and Kaulong distinguish this kind of dialectical variation from the 
differences between the ir two languages . (On the other hand , although they 
consider it a separate language , Sengseng-speakers typically characterise 
Karore only as substituting I rl for Sengseng Ih/ . )  
3 .  I N I T IAL I MPRESS IONS O F  THE LANGUAGES 
In order to justi fy the inclusion of this paper in this symposium, it is 
first necessary to indicate why I think that these languages are AN . I first 
entered the area in 1962 in search of two adj acent groups of AN-speakers who 
had not yet been converted to Christianity , since the plan was that Goodale 
and I would carry out a comparative study . I already spoke two AN languages , 
Lakalai (West Nakanai )  of West New Britain and Molima (Morima) of Fergusson 
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I s land , and apart from my general interest in related languages , thought that 
another AN one would be easier to learn than mos t  of the reputedly difficult 
NAN languages of the New Guinea area . In addition , of course , I hoped that my 
knowledge of Lakalai and Molima would help me with a third language . ( I  should 
add that between my third and fourth trips to Sengseng I undertook study of 
another AN language , Kove of West New Britain , and some of my later comparisons 
were drawn with it . )  
I travelled through Kaulong-speaking territory , where Goodale remained , 
and on to Sengseng , spending eight weeks in the area and concentrating on 
collecting lingui stic material to be studied before undertaking a second longer 
trip . Despite the small amount of overt AN forms in the basic vocabulary , I 
decided almost at once that these were AN languages ,  but since I have obviously 
failed to convince a number of other lingui sts , I need to set out my reasoning 
in some detai l .  I was not particularly concerned by the low number of cognates ; 
although Lakalai ( like Kove) is an ' exemplary ' language ( Grace 1971 ; 34 5 ;  see 
Chowning 197 3 ) , Molima is not . Sengseng, l ike Kaulong , did contain a number of 
obvious AN forms in bas ic vocabulary , and various others looked possible . The 
obvious ones included some body parts (mata- eye ; 8  mama i - tongue) ; verbs ( n um 
drink ; sus  suck mi lk ; ke l dig) ; pronouns ( i ta we inc. ; i ma ta-n  its eye ) ; the 
principal connective ( ma and) and the productive causative prefix pa- . Of the 
possibilities , some had an unexpected vowel or consonant - e . g .  mo i ,  me come , 
hither; k l i Qa- ear ;9 s i na Q  sun ; s i h i t  sew ; p i ma we exc. - but sti l l  looked very 
likely , while others were more uncertain either because so much of the proto­
form was missing , as with l i t  skin , or because the sound shifts seemed particu­
l arly unlike ly , as with uma t stone and e-mut louse (where e- is an article . )  
(Many of these will be dis cussed below . ) I was particularly struck by the fact 
that although many of the forms looked AN , they often did not closely resemble 
Lakalai forms , even though I had some reason to suspect borrowing between the 
subgroups to which Lakalai and Sengseng belonged, nor did they closely resemble 
the forms in other nearby languages , with one or two exceptions to be mentioned 
below . For exampl e ,  the Lakalai word for drink is 1 i u , and although it is 
derived , like the Sengseng one , from PAN * i num ,  obviously a different history 
is involved .  (Here Sengseng resembles Molima , which has n uma ; in both languages , 
but not in Lakalai , the third person s ingular nominative pronoun is i ,  and 
presumably the initial vowe l of the verb was assimilated to it . )  1 0  
The question of whether Sengseng could have acquired its AN component 
purely by borrowing from other New Britain AN languages will be dealt with in 
much more detail be low , but my impression then as now was that it could not .  
Furthermore , Sengseng grammar also struck me a s  fundamentally AN . Firs t ,  there 
was no sign of the elaborate system of noun classes reported for some NAN 
languages of East New Britain , or for Mengen , which is often stated to have 
been influenced by NAN (see Chowning 1978b : 11 36) . The whole pronominal sys tem , 
and in the case of the singular and plural , many of the actual forms , fitted· 
we ll with what I knew of other OC l anguages , with one major exception , the 
presence of sex differentiation in third person singular pronouns referring to 
human beings . Otherwi se , fami liar features including an iRclusive-exclusive 
distinction; division into s ingular , dual , paucal , and plural forms ; the verb 
phrase with a subj ect marker preceding and a direct ob j ect pronoun following ; 
and the use of suffixed possessives with body parts and kinship terms along 
with a set of separable posses sives in other cases ( see Tab le 1 ) . In addition 
to the s-v-o structure of the verb phrase , I found not only the above-mentioned 
causative pa - but the use of reduplication to indicate ongoing action , futurity/ 
intention marked by a particle ka ( for first person sub j ects) or ko ( for the rest) 
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preceding the verb 1 1 ; completion of action indicated by kut  ( from pac *qot i ? ) 
fol lowing the verb ; and reciprocity indicated with a suffixed - va l ( see pac 
*pa R i ) .  The fact that this last is not a pre fix was the only unexpected feature ; 
in function , as in shape , it seems like reciprocals in other OC languages ( see 
Chowning 1978b : 1174) . Verbs are formed in to nouns by suffixing - � i n .  I was 
s low to realise that personal names have prefixes indicating the sex of the 
person , though the same feature is well known for Tolai . Relativisation is 
accomplished by devices found in other West New Britain OC languages ( Chowning 
1978b : 1142 ) , but Sengseng lacks some of their other grammatical features , such 
as infixes , special plural forms , and a suffix indicating transitivity . Nor 
are there any of the postposed locatives of the kind I was already familiar 
with from Molima , and was to find in Kove . The only grammatical feature which 
could be considered NAN is sex gender in pronouns , which is also found in 
Baining of East New Britain (Wurm 197 5 : 790) . Of course , Sengseng , presumably 
like any other language , has distinctive grammatical features as well , most of 
which are mentioned in my 1978b pape r ,  but they neither seemed NAN nor made it 
a difficult language to learn . My problems with the language , apart from those 
caused by the dearth of people who could translate into Pidgin , derived to a 
slight degree from phonology and to a greater one from the proli feration of 
synonyms which will be examined and explained below . 
As regards phonology , little difficulty was caused by the consonants apart 
from occas ional failure to detect a final stop . 1 2 The initial consonant clusters 
which obviously strike many as NAN , at leas t superficially , are not difficult 
to pronounce , in my experience . I did , however , find it hard to di fferentiate 
vowels , and to decide how to record them , both in the e- i range and in the o-u 
range . Judging from their varying recordings of the same morpheme , other 
linguists better at phonetics than I have also encountered difficulties . This 
difficulty extends to languages outside the Pasismanua subgroup . Referring to 
all the languages of south-west New Britain , and particularly mentioning Combs ' 
inconsistent orthography for Mangs ing , Johnston notes that the available word­
l is ts are "highly suspect" in exactly the same range ( 1983 : 24) . Combs 
reconstructed seven vowel phonemes for Mangsing ( classified by me as related , 
though distantly , to the Pasi smanua languages) , and Johnston tentatively did 
the same for Bebe li , (which he assigns with Mangsing to Eastern Whiteman) and 
for Psohoh (Johnston 1980b : 124 , 12 7 ) . That the vowe ls differ from other 
Melanesian languages I know is suggested by Sengseng pronunciation of some 
Pidgin words , such as bos i for pus i eat . I mention this because sometimes I 
may postulate that a Sengseng word which I have recorded with /u/ for example , 
is derived from a proto-form reconstructed with /0/ ( as in the kut- *qot i 
example given above ) without trying to account for an actual vowe l shift ; in 
some of these cases , I do not trust my own recording . I have never achieved 
a satis factory phonemicisation of Sengseng vowe ls . ( Here , for convenience , I 
have arbitrarily reproduced forms as if there were only five vowels . )  
Fol lowing my initial visit to Sengseng , I spent a further 18 months there 
carrying out anthropological fieldwork . The data I collected during that time 
only strengthened my belief that the language is Austronesian . 
4 .  REFLEXES O F  POC AN D PAN FORMS 
Despite problems , I have taken most of the examples that follow from 
Sengseng rather than neighbouring languages for three reasons . Firs t ,  I know 
where I am likely to make mistakes ,  and am uncertain about some of the other data . 
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Second , I have much more material on Sengseng . Third , in general Sengseng 
manifests medial consonants which are not found in Kaulong , and I assume that 
the Sengseng form is the more conservative one . Also , Sengseng often has a 
final I-al  or I - i l  where Kaulong has 10/ . Examples include S .  - l u t - , K .  - l u ­
sibling opposite sex ; s .  i ta ,  K .  i t  �e inc. (This general shortening of pronouns 
is perhaps not found in all Kaulong dialects , though it is also reflected in 
the list in Throop 1980 : 2 30 . )  On the other hand , it mus t be mentioned that 
Sengseng differs from related languages to the east and west in having fre­
quently dropped a final - D or -n that appears in many common words , and so is 
apparently unique in the area in having the words for ' bird '  and ' wate r '  fall 
together ( cf .  Kaulong e- g i n ,  Karore and Psohoh e - g i D bird; S engseng e- k i ) .  
Other cases in which Sengseng has a shorter form are a few in which Psohoh 
shows three consonants together , and Sengseng lacks the voiced stop : Psohoh 
mb r i t ,  Karore m i r i t ,  Sengseng m i h i t  shoulder , �ing . 1 3 Finally , in at least 
one common word - Kaulong p l o D- , Sengseng l O D fa l l - Kaulong has an initial 
consonant which Sengseng lacks . Although almost none of the words in which 
Sengseng lacks phonemes found in other languages have seemed to be OC (or AN) 
in origin, the se variations will be mentioned when they seem to shed some 
light on the possible history of forms . 
4 . 1  Refl exes of POC ( and PAN ) consonants i n  Sengseng 
As I have already mentioned , Sengseng and its neighbours are characterised 
not only by a paucity of AN forms but by a plethora of synonyms . I hope to 
show that these two phenomena are related , but before doing so it is necessary 
to tackle two other questions . The first is whether Sengseng in fact contains 
a higher AN content than appears at first glance , and the second - and much 
more difficult - is how much of such content can be attributed to borrowing 
rather than direct inheritance . Simply because few forms are obviously AN in 
origin , it is di fficult to collect enough cases to establish regular sound 
shifts , and a paucity of data apart from basic vocabulary in other south-west 
New Britain languages also makes borrowings hard to identify . What follows is 
perforce tentative . 
An examination of the total lexicon makes a few tendencies clear . As far 
as I can ascertain, Sengseng has not undergone drastic sound shifts , though it 
i s  of course possible that I have failed to detect many AN forms . In saying 
this , I disagree with Johnston 1983 , in that I think that many of the forms that 
he derives from a single Proto-West New Britain proto- form are not even cognate 
with each other , much less derivable from one that can be called OC . For 
exampl e ,  S .  pe- l uwok night cannot possibly come from *mpo D i , since pe- is a 
prefix ( translated as Pidgin p l es )  found in all terms referring to time and 
weather . Johnston ' s  hypotheses and postulated proto- forms will be discussed 
further below . 
The most common correspondences with the phonemes reconstructed for POC 
and PAN are shown below . 
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4 . 1 . 1  Examp les  
Most poe forms have been taken from Lincoln 1979 . Where one o f  the meanings 
assigned to the poe form agrees with the Sengseng item , I have not given glosses 
for both . uncertain cases are di scussed in more detai l .  If a proto-form has 
been reconstructed only for PAN , it is listed after the poe forms . A question 
mark indicates that I am uncertain about cognacy ; "etc . "  that various other 
examples could be supplied . 
poe *k  usually remains /k/ , except in pronouns ( see Table 1) . 
Examples : *kap i grasp, etc. ; s .  e-kap  tongs ; *kaRat i ,  S .  ka l a t ,  k l a t  
bite , bite through ; *kas i ,  s .  kas scratch , itch ; *ka t i ,  S .  ka t bite ; 
* ka temo , * t i mo ,  s .  ka t i m  native cucumber ; *ke l i ,  s .  ke l dig ;  *k i mo ,  
s .  k i k i m  blink ; and various other examples of non-initial * k ;  *sa k i l 
stamp , S .  sak  step on ; * s uk i , s .  s u k  thrust into ; e - s uk digging stick . 
I suspect S .  neko i t  octopus (POe *kuR i ta )  along with several other 
nouns ( e . g .  nepu i paddle )  of being a borrowing because of the 
unexpected prefix ( fossi lised article? ) ;  in Sengseng , ne/n i is usually 
an adj ectival prefix or relativiser . 
S .  e-mut ( ?POC *ku t u )  is aberrant .  In neighbouring languages the 
word for louse is Bu t ,  a more plausible derivative , and sometimes ,  
S .  / 8/ i s  reflected by Kaulong /m/ . At best , thi s i s  probably a 
borrowing . 
poe *m remains S .  /m/ . 
Examples : *ma ta , S .  ma ta- eye . *maya , S .  mama i - tongue ; *ma , S .  ma and; 
*ma l aq ue open space in vi l lage , *ma l a l a  cleared ground, s .  m l a  exposed , 
in the open (etc. ) ;  * i num ,  s .  n um drink ; *tama , S .  tama- father , etc . 
poe *n remains /n/ .  
Examples : * n un u ,  S .  e-nu  shadow , reflection ; *pan i ,  s .  pan paint;  
* t un u ,  s .  tun  set fire to ; * t i na ,  S .  t i na ( address)  mother , etc . 
poe *n is reflected as /n/ . 
*-na , s .  - n  third p . s .  possessive suffix; *nam i , s .  manma n (wi th 
metathes i s )  taste - see Blust 1 9 77 ) , but as /h/ in one case : *namuk , 
s .  h umuk sandfly , mosquito . 
poe * 8  usually remains / 8/ .  
Examples : * s a 8a ,  S .  s a 8a- groin , s a 8an  fork ; * l a 80 ,  s .  e- l a 8  fly ; 
*ya 80 ,  S .  ya 8  ye llow ; *po 8  foo lish , s .  p0 8opon ignorant of it?  
In two words , however, it is reflected a s  /n/ : * t a 8 i s ,  S .  t i n i s  
weep ; *8as chew , s .  nas  chew sugarcane (Blust 1977 ) . The former 
is a comparatively rare synonym for S .  hau  weep , cry out , but the 
latter is the usual form .  See note 14 . 
poe *p  usually remains /p/ . 
Examples : *pa- , S .  pa- causative prefix ; *paR i , S .  e-pa stingray ; 
*put i ,  s .  put  pluck ; *kap i ,  s .  e - kap tongs , etc . Sometimes , however , 
it is reflected as /w/ , either an al lophone of S .  /v/ (a bi labial 
spirant) or of l u i : *paR i ,  S .  -v a l  reciproca l ;  *pa l e  house , s .  a - va l  
hut ( s loping rather than gabled roof) . S .  /v/ and /w/ are not recorded 
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in word- final pos ition . A single example of *p producing S .  0 seems 
to be S .  ka u fine ashes , earth burnt to lime- like consistency, dust 
(poe *kapu ) . This appears as kau in other SWNB languages ( see 
Johnston 1983) . I f  S .  uma t stone , with metathes i s ,  is from *pa t u , 
it is presumably a borrowing from one of the languages to the east . 
For discussion of the cases in which *p may be reflected as /y/ , 
see 4 . 3 .  
poe *5 is usually re flected as /5/ . 
Examples : * s us u ,  S .  s us suck mi lk , sus ( u ) - breast ;  *mas i n  sal t ,  
s .  mas � i n  salty , tasty ; *s u l u ,  s .  e -s u l torch ; *somod dirty , 
s .  s umuh dirt , etc. The one exception noted is - h i ,  plural marker 
and possessive ( *s i da they ) . For another irregular derivative of 
thi s  poe proto-form see Lakalai -g i - .  
poe * t  usually remains / t / .  
Examples ( in addition to those above ) : * tok thud , thump , s .  tok 
beat a slit gong ; * toko ,  S .  e- tok walking stick ; * t u tua , s .  t u t  
beat; *saq i t ,  s .  s i h i t  sew. The only exceptions noted are S .  h i s i k  
sea ( see note 1 5 )  and possibly h i � i s  cloud, sky which may represent 
a borrowing from a language of the Kimbe group ( c f .  Bali l a � i t i )  in 
which / t /  before / i /  shifts towards / 5 /  ( as in Lakalai ) .  
poe *q is reflected as either /h/  or / k/ . 
Examples : *q uma , S .  kum work ; *saq i t ,  S .  s i h i t  sew ; *muqa , S .  muh 
( for discussion,  see 5 . 3 ) 
As in many language s ,  reflexes of * 1 , *d , *R  vary , and often not enough 
examples have been found for a pattern to be establi shed . The most 
common reflexes are / 1 /  and /h/ .  
poe * 1  is usually S .  / 1 / . 
Example s :  * l a �o ,  S .  e- l a �  fly ; * l umu t moss , S .  l um l um moss on tree ; 
*ke l  i ,  S .  ke l dig ;  *s u l u ,  s .  e-s u l  torch , etc . But poss ibly * 1  is 
reflected as /h/ in the second syllable o f  S .  k i ho �  hear. See also 
PAN *mu l ut mouth , snout , s .  muh u t  nose , snout . 
poe * R  produces S .  / 1 /  in *kaRat i ,  S .  k ( a )  l a t bite , and poss ibly in 
*ma i Ra ( q )  red, s .  m ( e )  l e k flame , glow , but / 5 /  in S .  m i s i  urinate 
and ( 0 )  in S .  neko i t  octopus , di scussed above . 
The cognacy of items reflecting poe *d  is uncertain except probably 
for *dadas i pee l ,  scrape , s .  l a s undo , flay ( and see also S .  l a l  
scratch) ,  and poe *somod dirty , s .  s umuh dirt. 
Vowels are usually c lose to or identical with poe vowels ( al lowing for 
my problems in hearing and recording , mentioned above ) , apart from the 
effects of umlauting . Sometimes an expected shift has not occurred , 
as with * t a n um bury , S .  tanu  cemetery , suggesting that final consonants 
had been lost in these cases before the second vowel could affect the 
firs t .  
Like several other Oceanic languages ( including Molima and Kove ) /a/  
i s  fronted when immediately following b y  / i / ,  and I have assumed that 
me , me i come re flects this process , as poss ibly does S .  m (e )  l e k flame , 
glow ( if it is indeed from *ma i Ra ( q) - but the final vowel is then 
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assumed to have been affected by the preceding one) . See , however , 
S .  mama i - tongue . 
It must be added ,  however , that several possible oe forms have not 
been put forward because they contain unexpected vowe ls . These 
include S .  te faeces ( Poe * taqe) , and S .  ma l e l light in weight 
(Poe *ma Ra Ra ) . Sometimes , of course ,  there is exterior support 
for an unexpected vowel ;  S .  tapu grandmother has an unexpected 
first vowel that is also found in the Tolai and Kiriwinan words 
for grandparent.  
Finally , it should be noted that the special forms mo i come ( 2nd p .  
only) and 1 0  go ( 2nd p .  only) may reflect influence from the subj ect 
pronoun . 
4 . 2 Di scu s s i on 
In Sengseng the most obvious tendency is a reduction of many roots to 
monosyllables , typically with the shape eve or eevc . In the majority of cases , 
this is accompli shed by dropping the final vowel from a root of the shape evev . 
Here I am as suming that the root was in the form reconstructed for POC , often 
ending in a vowel ,  rather than the PAN form reconstructed for many verbs , in 
particular ( see Blust 19 7 7 ) . To take examples of verbs beginning with /k/ , 
which reflects a similar s top in poe , we find : S .  kak broken , as a book - poe 
*ka ka ; s .  ka p pick up , as with tongs ; e - kap  tongs - poe *kap i ;  s .  kas scratch , 
rub ,  i tch - poe *kas i ;  s .  ke l dig - poe *ke l i ;  s .  kok (or kuk)  carry - poe 
*koko ; s .  kom clasp - poe *komo ; s .  kot cut - poe *kot i .  
If the root began with two identical syllables ,  the first might be dropped. 
Examples include S .  mak chew bete l (PAN *mamaq ) ,  S .  l as undo , skin ( ?poe *dadas i ) , 
and m i s i  urinate (pOe *m i m i R) . In the last case , though cognacy is certain , 
the final vowel casts some doubt on whether the form is directly inherited . 
See also S .  t u t  beat , as barkcloth ( poe * t ut ua )  and pup break wind ( poe *puput )  , 
which go against the rule j ust mentioned but do produce a verb of the most 
cornmon shape . 
Some other examples suggest that in other cases , the firs t syllable might 
be dropped even when it was not identical with the second . The case of 1 i t  
skin ( ?PAN *ku l i t ) has been mentioned above , and other possible examples are 
S .  s u k  point to , indicate ; e-suk  index finger ( ?poe * t us uk )  and S .  kut  tai l 
( ?PAN * i kuR )  . 
Sengseng nevertheless contains many disyllabic roots which end in vowels . 
Parts of the body of course take suffixed possessives , and the final vowe l of a 
root may be dropped or retained depending on the form of the possess ive pronoun , 
so that final ( and unpronounceable) consonant clusters are avoided . The 
verb meaning suck milk i s  sus , but the similar word for breast retains its final 
vowel in certain contexts : s u s - i t  our ( inc . )  breasts ; s us u-n  its breast (note 
the shortening of these pos sessive forms ) . Verbs , and nouns derived from verbs 
as in some of the examples given above , preceded by one of the noun-markers (e­
o r  a - ) , are most likely t o  be monosyl lables . I n  many cases , however ,  the final 
consonant of a PAN form has been retained , but if the shape is evev and if the 
two vowels are identical , the first one may be dropped in ordinary rapid speech 
producing an initial consonant cluste r .  Examples include S .  ka l a t , k l a t  cut 
through , bite ( Poe *kaRat i )  and perhaps S .  mel ek, m l ek to light , flame (?poe *ma i Raq ) .  
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When the vowels are not similar , a shi ft may take place in which *a in the first 
syllable shifts to conform to I i i  or l ui in the second , but only if the word 
ends in a consonant .  Examples are : S .  s i h i t  sew ( * saq i t ) (but with a possible 
doublet sak  tie) ; t i n i s  (PAN * ta l) i s ) ; 1 4 h i s i k  sea (poc * tas i k ) ; 1 5 possibly S .  
h i l) i s  sky , cloud, (POC * l a l) i t )  despite the unexpected final consonant ;  humuk 
gnat, mosqui to , etc . (POC *namuk) ; mutuh  mature , old ( POC *ma t uqa ) .  This type of 
umlauting does not necessarily reduce a word to a monosyllable ; such reduction 
can occur with words like s i h i t ,  because both Ihl and Ivl between like vowels 
may be dropped in normal speech , but most of the forms j ust cited would have 
unpronounceable initial consonant clusters if the first vowel was dropped . 
4 . 3  Probl emati cal  refl exes 
It should be evident from what has been ci ted so far that PAN forms are 
relatively easy to identify with a fair degree of certainty . The reflexes 
mentioned , although they may show inconsistencies probably reflecting borrowing 
between adj acent languages ( see below) , are not hard to accept . Another postu­
lated set is perhaps less convincing . One of them rests on the supposition 
that *p in some cases became S .  Iy/ . Examples include S .  yak to fly (POC *kape , 
from PAN *pakpak with metathesi s ? ) ; S .  e-yah ( rare ) , axe , with doublet pak cut 
wood (POC *paqa ) ; s .  yal)y a l)  disperse ( PAN *pa l)pa l)) ; and possibly S .  yOI) together 
with (another person) (PAN *punpun ) . There can be no doubt that the usual 
reflex of POC *p is a bilabial stop ( e . g .  pa- causative prefix; s .  pan to paint 
(poc *pan i ) ; s .  put  pluck (poc *pu t i k ) ) ,  or occasionally a bi labial spirant or 
semi-vowe l .  The reciprocal -va l (POC *pa R i ) and a - va l  hut (POC *pa l e ) have 
already been mentioned ; another possibility is h vok rotten ( POC *popok ;  cf . Miu 
pohok ; Karore v rok) . These reflexes of *p  are common in Oceanic languages but 
to my knowledge a Iyl reflex is not ,  and I am somewhat more dubious about the 
proposed cognates in this case . Johnston ( 1983)  has proposed other S .  reflexes 
for his south-west New Britain proto-phonemes *p and *mp , such as S .  Ikl for the 
former (one example) . The words given as examples , even if genuine reflexes of 
proto- forms , cannot now be attributed to Oceanic , and do not affect my 
generalisation . 
Many proto-phonemes ( though , as usual , not *m) produce more than one reflex 
in Sengseng . As far as I know , thi s  is universally true in Oceanic languages , 
and however much the alternatives may be attributed to borrowing , they do not 
usually impede classi fication of the language as AN ( see Chowning 1973 : 197-200 
for examples from Lakalai and Kove) unless the variants can plausibly be derived 
from nearby AN languages , as is the case with NAN Wasi (Peleata) of central New 
Britain ( see Chowning 1969 : 20 ) . Before dealing in detail with borrowing , how­
ever , I want to mention one peculiarity of Sengseng . PAN *k is almost always 
reflected by S .  Ik/ ;  the exceptions are , as in many languages , the pronouns 
( see Tab le 1 )  and one or two cases which are dubious because of the odd reflex , 
such as e-mut louse.  By contras t ,  in a number of cases PAN *g is reflected by 
S .  1 1)/ :  S .  I) i tooth (PAN *g i g i ( q ) ) ; 1 6  s .  I) i l l) i l  shiny ( PAN *g i l a l) ,  *g i l a p ) ; 
s .  ku l u l) , k l u l) thunder (PAN *kuDug ) ; s .  I)ep  pant (PAN *gapay weak ) ; s .  I)a l) cal l ,  
cry out (PAN *ga l) bark ) . I am not seriously sugge sting that Sengseng is not an 
Oceanic language , but the data seem worth putting on record . 
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Tab l e  1 :  Sengseng pronouns 
Independent and preverbal ( except questions ) 
Singular Dual Paucal 
1 inc . I)a *  ta l)a , tOI) souka , so uk 
1 exc . toha p i ok  
2 0 ,  a mom m i ok (also 
numeral " 3 " )  
3m . v i  h i  1 0 1) h i  1 0 k  
3 f .  e t  
3n . i ,  1 i 
Suffixed possessives 
1 inc . - 1)0 
1 exc . 
2 - I)on , - p ( rare ) , -m ( rare) 
3m . ( v i ) . . .  - n  
3f . ( e t )  . . .  - n  
3n . ( i ,  1 i )  . . .  -n  
Separable possessives 
1 inc . ta - 1)0 ( Dual and paucal are rarely 
1 exc . used . Forms are the same as 
2 ta-p  independent ones , with any 
3m. ta- v i , v i  ta-n  final I-al omitted . )  
3 f .  ta-et , e t ( i ) ta - n  
3n . ta-n  
Goal 
Same as suffixed forms , excep t :  
2nd p . s .  - !)On ( contrast ta-p  your , and ta- I)on to you ) . 
Plural 
i ta 
p i ma *  




- i t  
- p i m  
- m ,  -om 
-h i ,  - po 
ta- i t  
ta-p i m  
ta-m ,  ta -om 
ta-po 
3rd p . s . n .  - i ,  - 1  i ,  -n i ( last only suffixed to a verb ending in I i i ) . 
Eat it (vb . i ) : i - i ,  i - I i ,  i - n i . 
I f  a verb has a 3rd p .  personal subj ect and object and they are 
different ,  - s un is substituted for the obj ect pronoun : v i  h i on - s un , 
he saw the other man . 
Vocative 
2nd p . s  
2nd p .  dual 
2nd p .  paucal 
2nd p . pl . m .  ( and mixed sexes)  
2nd p . pl . f .  
ta tol) 
h i  1 01) 
h i  1 0k 
apo 
epo 
Other special forms 
1st p . s .  intensive and interrogative 
2nd p . s .  interrogative 
1st p .  dual interrogative 
1)0 
I)on 
t a l) 
* For discussion of the distribution of cognate forms in AN languages 
see Lincoln 1978 : 940 , 9 45 . 
4 . 4  Borrowi ng 
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As wi l l  be explained , the pattern of Sengseng word tabus ensures that a 
considerable amount of borrowing will take place , and it seems probable that 
the same situation obtained in the past . The degree to which Pidgin words had 
entered the language , even at an early stage of contact , also suggests that the 
Sengseng are exceptional ly ready to adopt foreign words and phrases even when 
they are not replacing those that are tabu ( in contrast with , for example , the 
Lakalai , who were very much slower to accept a subs tantial amount of Pidgin) . 
The question is then bound to arise of whether the AN component in Sengseng 
can be whol ly attributed to borrowing from neighbouring AN languages . As I 
pointed out earlie r ,  Sengseng itself is in direct contact with only one other 
non-Pasismanua language , a local dialect of Arawe (referred to by the Sengseng 
as the ' i sland ' language ) .  Trade and intermarriage , however , ensure a good 
deal of boundary cros sing , and other Pasi smanua languages lie adj acent to those 
of Lamogai , to the wes t ,  and approach the Kimbe languages to the north . 
The first point to make is that none of the languages of south-west New 
Britain , except when directly adj acent to one of the exemplary l anguages of 
the north coast,  has (on the surface) a higher AN content in the basic vocabu­
lary than does Sengseng . So the AN content of Banaule ( Kapore , Bebel i )  is 
relatively high because of the many loan-words from Lakalai ( hence Dyen ' s  
suggestion that they might belong to the same subgroup - 1965 : 47-48)  and Ari a ,  
o f  the Lamogai l anguages , shows the same e ffect because o f  loans from Kaliai . 
Both Arawe and Kaulong-Sengseng contain a number of AN forms in the bas ic 
vocabulary , but i f  we consider dialects of Arawe that are not adj acent to 
Kaulong or Sengseng , the only probable AN forms that have the same shape in 
both languages are s i na o  sun , day , a-ma t snake and me come . The first two of 
these are found throughout south-west New Britain , and form part of the evidence 
that led both me and Johnston to suggest gene tic relations between the Lamogai ,  
Arawe , and Whiteman languages ( see below) . ( I  am omitting forms found only in 
' married ' speech in the Pasi smanua ; see below . )  Other AN forms in Sengseng 
vocabulary either are not recorded for Arawe or have such a di fferent shape 
that borrowing is unlikely . Examples include S .  n um ,  Arawe i n  drink ; s .  t i n i s ,  
Arawe t e o  weep ; and even S .  i ta ,  Arawe t a  we inc . In at least one case the 
Sengseng word is clearly AN whi l e  the various Arawe ones are not : S .  h i s i k  sea 
beside Arawe ma l a o l o ,  pepek , u rvu  ( from different word-lists) . In the case of 
the word for sew , the shape o f  the Arawe form suggests that it was borrowed 
from another Pasi smanua l anguage , possibly Karore ( Arawe s i r i r i oe ,  Karore s i r i t ) ,  
whereas the Sengseng form is , as was shown above , regularly derived from *saq i t .  
4 . 5  Di rect i n heri tance or borrowi ng : Johnston ' s  PSW 
In 19 83 Johnston expanded on his own 1982 paper and the 1981 paper by 
Lynch to suggest that a l l  the languages of south-west New Britain which I had 
originally ( 1969)  assigned to the Lamogai , Arawe , and Whiteman Fami l ies , as 
we ll as a few others such as Uvol ( see above ) derived from a common ancestor 
which he called Proto-Southwest New Britain ( PSW) . As I noted above , he 
includes Uvol in a subgroup (Western Whi teman ) with Sengseng and the other 
Pasismanua language s ,  an assignment which I reject . Johnston proposed a number 
of 3 2  "tentative proto-etyma" for PSW which he derives from poe . Some of these 
derivations are certainly valid ( e . g .  PSW *p u r i  banana , *ma ta  eye . *mon uk bird) 
but others seem more dubious ( e . g .  psw *kowozak rat beside poe *kuns upe ; psw 
* ( z ) umpa big bes ide poe * l a (m ) pas ,  psw *e l i k  fish beside poe * i kan ) . 
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In addition , numerals and pronouns are assumed to have undergone very peculiar 
trans formations ( see below) . Of the bas ic 32 proto-etyma , Sengseng has certain 
reflexes of seven , one additional in the ' married ' vocabulary ( see below) , and 
three other possibles , all of which have unexpected shapes : mut  louse (Poe 
*kutu) , k l  i Qa ear (Poe * ta l i Qa ) ,  and uma t stone (Poe *patu ) .  Johnston attributes 
to PSW and ultimately to poe all of these , as wel l  as several other Sengseng 
words . One of the se ( kunam turtle , derived from poe *ponu via PSW * ( p , k) onom) 
is not on my list , which has only m i ya t  turtle . The others are terms which 
seem unlikely to be of poe origin : s .  k i ve leg , which Johnston derives from 
PSW *kawe and poe *waqe ; s .  vo mouth , poe *awana ; s .  homan new derived from 
PSW * t a Qa n  and poe *tanan  ( source unexplained) ; s .  ho t neck [not throat ,  as in 
Johnston ' s  translation] derived from poe *qo l o ;  and s .  m i ya Qa forehead, derived 
from POC *ndamwa via PSW *zamwa . In one case , he drops the first syllable from 
the Pasi smanua word for hand (5 . v i I i ;  see Throop and Throop 1980 : 2 3 7 ) , reducing 
it to 1 i ,  without exp laining what he has done , and then derives it from poe 
* 1  i ma .  One or two of these s .  words may indeed be poe in origin , but the 
enormous irregularities involved seem to rule out mo st of the others , except as 
possib le borrowings . As will be seen , although I think many Sengseng forms 
have indeed been borrowed from other languages , the burden of the evidence , as 
presented above , does not suggest very complicated sound shi fts for forms which 
I assume are directly inherited . For further discussion of Johnston ' s  whole 
theory , see below . 
I f  Johnston is correct , it remains unlikely that Sengseng acquired most of 
its AN component by borrowing . The di stribution of the languages makes it 
probable that the ' exemplary ' ones of the north coast rather than the aberrant 
ones of the interior and south coast are the late-comers to New Britain ( see 
Chowning 1976 : 379-380) . Lapita pottery in the Talasea region of the north 
coast suggests an early AN occupation there , and it may be the present largely 
interior languages ( Lamogai and Whiteman) that represent that occupation rather 
than the present north coast languages .  Blust has suggested (personal communi­
cation) that the AN content of Sengseng perhaps derived from a " source language 
(which was there (but) has since died out or changed location" .  While admitting 
this as a possibility , the fact that Sengseng and its neighbours seem so like 
other Oceanic languages in grammar makes me feel that it is easier to assume 
that at least some of the content that is not obviously AN came from NAN 
languages which still exist in pockets throughout New Britain and which are 
generally be lieved to have reached the island before the AN ones ; Johnston has 
in fact attributed many lexical peculiarities of hi s SWNB to borrowings from 
NAN . The low AN content of these languages would then be explained in terms of 
the internal changes to be discussed be low . 
I t  should be noted that there are cases in which other AN languages of New 
Britain have presumably borrowed from a Whiteman language . For the present ,  I 
wi l l  stick to Lakalai , flanked by Whi teman languages , which both Goodenough and 
I have suggested were spoken on the north coast be fore the ancestors of the 
Lakalai arrived there . Among other lexical items shared by Lakalai and Sengseng 
( and presumably by the intervening l anguages)  are name s of several wild trees : 
Lakalai l a - ue l e ,  s .  e-ve l Canarium almond; Lakalai l a - ko i , s .  e-ko i wi ld areca 
pa lm ; Lakalai l a - sa l um u ,  s .  sa-nuhum Ficus ; Lakalai l a - ropa , s .  e- l op Pome tia 
pinnata ; and of at least one wild marsupial ( Lakalai e-m i s i k i , s .  e-sm i k ) . 1 7 
In most cases it is impossible to ascertain the direction of the borrowing , but 
the word for Ficus in Sengseng literally means tree-big ( each Sengseng village 
was traditionally bui lt around a large strangler fig) . In normal pronunciation 
these are Sengseng sanum ,  Lakalai sa l um ( Lakalai being a dialect in which Inl 
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in other Nakanai dialects has become / 1 / ) , and i t  seems clear that a language 
in which the term is meaningful was the source . 
The additional lexical items speci fically shared between these languages 
are of three sorts . Some are common words , not known to be AN , which simply 
occur in both (e . g . , s .  ko , Lakalai koko defecate ) in which it is impossible 
to suggest either the source (which of course may be still another language ) 
or the age of the i tem . ( M .  Ross has recently suggested , though not in print , 
that this word derives from POC . )  Other words , because o f  their shape and 
their exi stence beside more obvious ly Sengseng forms , are almost certainly 
recent borrowings , presumably by Sengseng who have worked on the plantations 
near Talasea . The se include ma he l a  shame ( identical in Lakalai) beside S .  
ma n � i n ,  possibly formed from the verb man to hurt ( from POC *ma n uka ? )  with a 
noun-formative suffix , and sese l e truly ( i dentical in Lakala i )  beside various 
complex Sengseng phrases involving oaths . The third category consists of 
adverbs , without synonyms in e ither language , which seem unlikely to be 
borrowed easily . The se include S .  l a i , L .  l a l a i  tentative ly ; s .  so , L .  sou 
yet ,  sti l l ; s .  a ka i  (pronounced aga i )  now , at once ; L. ga i in the very near 
future . 1 8 At the very least , such shared forms do point to a period of contact 
between the close re latives of these languages , but note that the AN content of 
Sengseng is not much altered by such evidence . Perhaps because Tolai (Kuanua) , 
though not an ' exemplary ' language , has been much used for the reconstruction 
of poe , it is worth making the same point about forms which Sengsenq shares 
with i t .  Tolai is physically very far from the Whi teman languages , 1 9 with 
various NAN languages intervening , but shares with Sengseng several forms that 
are not normally attributed to POC o These include k u l  buy ( the same in both 
languages ) ; S .  k i l a ,  Tol .  g i l a  ignorant ( the opposite meaning from POC *k i l a ) ; 
S .  i y a - , Tol .  i a - name ; S .  mo l o ,  Tol . mo ro ye l low ; and see also Te l .  ku ru 
penis , tai l  beside S.  kut  tai l .  Assuming that both languages did not borrow 
the same forms from intervening NAN languages ,  they may share some vocabulary 
that belongs to an early period of the settlement of AN-speakers in New Britain 
and New Ireland . 2 0  
s .  WORD TABUS 
I mentioned earlier that Sengseng contains a l arge number of synonyms , 
and indicated that some of these may be the result of name tabus , which require 
substitutes . In many cases the Sengseng and Kaulong speakers are quite aware 
of the source of borrowings , and in other cases it i s  possible , with some 
certainty , to trace the source . Deliberate borrowings and a variety of other 
ways of replacing vocabulary are al l part of the same proces s ,  and at thi s  
point i ts operation will b e  described before the source of some of the 
substitute terms is deal t with in more detai l . 
S . l  Name tabus 
The effects of tabus o n  personal names for a language in general , rather 
than simply on individual usage , vary with a number of factors . The mos t  
obvious is the degree of resemblance between personal names and other lexical 
items . Even an extensive set of name tabus will not affect the language i f ,  
a s  in Lakalai , few personal names resemble other words ( and i f  nicknames , 
which of course do , are not subj ect to tabu) . 2 1  ( For this reason we cannot 
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directly correlate the existence of name tabus with e ffects on the lexi con ; cf . 
Simons 1982 : 1 8 3 ) . 
In Sengseng , mo st people have a special individual name ; it is rare , 
though not unknown , to find two people with the same name , or to name one 
person for another . What I wi l l  call the personal name i s  usually bestowed at 
birth , though often changed during adolescence , in which case the earlier name 
is abandoned . The mos t  common personal names cons ist of one or two syl lables 
usually followed by - 1  i ,  for males , and -me , for females . The tabus do not 
apply to these common last syllables ,  which as independent verbs mean respect­
ively go and come . Names need not have these endings . In addi tion , many 
people have nicknames denoting personal characteristics such as a runny nose 
or prematurely white hair ; these inevitably contain everyday words . Men 
traditionally had a special nickname , whi ch was suppo sed to be kept secret for 
women , which �eferred to the appearance of the man ' s  peni s ,  l ikening i t  to a 
plant or animal . Occasionally such a name comes into general use , as with one 
prominent man called Ka�ka� ( Hornbill)  - and perhaps another called Wul (Eel) ­
in which case women were not supposed to know the origin of the name . 2 2  In 
addition , when boys have their teeth blackened each i s  given a new name which 
ends with - k i t ,  the word for tooth-blackening material . If syllables of this 
name are tabued , the word k i t is not .  The only names not sub j ect to tabus are 
bapti smal names assumed by converts to Catholicism, which now embraces most of 
the people living near the coast . 
For both sexes , it is tabu to say the name of any affine of senior 
generation , or any word resembling that name or one of its syllab les ( other 
than 1 i ,  me , k i t ) . The consequences of breach of the tabu are , in theory at 
leas t ,  disastrous : sicknes s ,  possibly the death of the spouse , and failure to 
have children and to gain wealth in shells , the two great desires of individuals 
of both sexes . The tabu extends across languages ;  a person who cannot say e - k i  
water , bird, also cannot say Pidgin k i  key . Goodale was told i n  Kaulong that 
the tabu lasted until the death of the affine , but she may have mi sunderstood ; 
in Sengseng it lasts until the death of the person observing the tabu , regard­
less of whether the affine i s  alive or not . 2 3  I t  applies not only to l iving 
affines , but to we ll-remembered dead ones , such as those buried within the 
hamlet ' s  men ' s  house or identified as the planters of fruit trees around the 
hamlet . I knew three women , married to a set of brothers ( though one brother 
was long dead) , who had to avoid homa n new , now because it was the name of 
their husbands ' grandfather ,  who would certainly not have been alive when they 
married . Normally the residents of a hamlet centring on a men ' s  house are 
cognatic kin and so likely to share at least one remembered ancestor , so that 
a l l  in-marrying women may have some name tabus in common . In addition , if a 
tabu name includes the name of a food , it i s  also tabu to eat the food . In 
time it is possible to lift the eating tabu , l ike some other affinal tabus 
such as approaching the grave of a dead tabu affine , by giving a pearl she ll 
to the spouse ' s  kin , but the name tabus cannot be li fted . 
In consequence of the name tabus , the Sengseng ( and Kaulong2 4 ) languages 
contain lexical items called ' married talk ' , substitutes for many common words . 
The people actually describe the situation as if there are two distinct 
languages separating the single from the married , 2 5  and as i f  all the married 
use ' married talk ' . In fact , a married person need not use the substitute 
form unless it appears in the name of a tabu affine , though many do so as a 
matter of course . ( The test is whether such a person will say the ' single ' or 
' true ' word i f  necessary , as in speaking to someone l ike me who may not 
recognise the alternative . )  When first married , people may simply shift 
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vocabulary to avoid giving offence until they learn who all the ir tabu affines 
are . An extreme form of shifting vocabulary was practised by a newly married 
Kaulong man , more widely travelled than mos t ,  who told Goodale that he tried 
to avoid speaking Kaulong at all , substituting Pidgin and the l anguage of 
Talasea where he had been a labourer ( and thereby rendering himself largely 
uninte lligible to his bride) . 
At present ,  in this area , name avoidance cannot be accompli shed by minor 
alterations in pronunciation , as is the case in Kove (where , for example , they 
substitute voiced stops for spirants ) .  Certain sound shifts between neighbour­
ing languages are wel l  known , such as Karore / r/ for Sengseng / h /  in many words , 
but a Sengseng avoiding the tabu word sew could not just substitute the Karore 
version s i r i t  for s i h i t .  As far as I know , metathesised forms , which are 
frequently heard ( e . g . a h u  alongside hau  cry out) do not serve to evade tabus , 
but I failed to ask about thi s .  For many words , a number of standard married 
forms exist and are generally known , so that in Dulago village the married forms 
for pig ( yu ) include a - n i , ka nem ,  a - t i em ,  and pas i .  This set is interesting 
because the origin of the words can be traced , though the Dulago people did 
not do so . In Angelek village in Kaulong , a - n i is a modifier used to distin­
guish wild from domestic pigs , and kanem is known to be a borrowing from 
Larnogai languages to the east . A-t i em , whi ch is said in Sengseng also to be a 
word for ghost , is used to talk about pigs when they are being carried through 
spirit places so that the spirits wi l l  not be attracted to the pig . Throughout 
West New Britain , cognates of pa s i  are general terms designating a number of 
game animals ,  including pig in Kove ba s i  but in Lakalai referring only to 
smaller animals such as possum. 
Each small region in the Pasi smanua has its stock of married terms , which 
vary locally . For example,  I found that although people in the ' coastal ' 
Sengseng village of Suvulo recognised most of the married terms that I had 
learned in the interior , some were quite unfami liar to them . Goodale ' s  
impression was that much of the perception of dialect differences in Kaulong 
derives from differing sets of married forms . These standard substitutes do 
not cover all the possibilities , however , and often a newly married person must 
improvise . Fail ing knowledge of a sufficiently different term from a foreign 
language , he may use other methods . One i s  a s light shi ft in meaning or narrow­
ing of range , as in the pig terms just mentioned.  Another is a greater shi ft 
that is still readily intelligib le ,  such as tongs for hand, and vine for snake , 
or the complex construction ( time marker + completion marker + here ) that the 
three Dulago wives used for now. The next two groups seem to be probab i li ties . 
The l ist of Sengseng synonyms contains many nouns formed from verbs , as kes 8 i n  
cutter for knife , nas 8 i n the chewed for sugarcane , and pah i h i 8 i n  shaver for 
obsidian , all of which may have developed as someone ' s  married substitute for 
the usual term . In addition , many lengthier descriptive terms exis t  for animals 
and plants , again as alternatives to shorter terms . For example , one of the 
numerous words for wallaby means soft fur , one for python means crooked middle , 
and one for candlenut means spear polisher. Again , it seems l ikely that these 
alternatives to shorter unanalysable terms were originally developed in response 
to name tabus ; certainly I have no evidence of other origins ( as in poetry or 
magical spells ) .  Finally , in some cases a person seems s imply to invent a word , 
as personal names and most tooth-blackening names are invented , and lets others 
learn its meaning from contex t .  
I t  should b e  noted here that along with thi s  proli feration of synonyms , 
the Sengseng fail to make many distinctions which I am fami liar with in other 
languages . The word translated ' spear ' above also embraces ' wood ' ,  ' tree ' ,  
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and a variety of wooden tools such as the trigger of
" a trap , and the synonyms 
usually have the same range . A single word for tree bark is used for a bark 
cooking roll , a bark umbrell a ,  and a bark baler for a dammed-up stream. 
Presumably this absence of many specialised terms prevents the number of words 
each individual mus t learn from reaching an unmanageable size . As i t  i s ,  the 
unmarried especially enjoy displaying knowledge by li sting all the synonyms 
they know . 
Contrary to what one might expect , in view of the fact that children first 
learn married forms from their parents , the Sengseng consider the ' single ' form 
to be the basic original word for something . 2 6  Often when I was being told a 
place name by a person who had to use a married form for one of its syl lables ,  
I was urged to supply the single form myself so that I would record the true 
name . It should be added here that many Sengseng men never marry , and others 
delay marriage until they are at least middle-aged ( see Chowning 1980) , so that 
some men never use married terms after early chi ldhood , and others use single 
terms for most of the ir lives . Traditionally , however , all women are marri ed , 
and usually at a fairly young age , so they are perhaps to be considered the 
main sources of linguistic innovation and change . Given a common though not 
invariable post-marital pattern of virilocal residence , women are also more 
likely to have to avoid the names of dead affines buried near where they live . 
On the other hand , most marriages take place between individuals who not only 
live near each other but who share at least one common ancestor , so men also 
often interact with affines . 2 7  The evidence indicates that in some cases , the 
married term completely replaces the original , and I suspect that many such 
cases occurred locally prior to paci fication when incessant warfare limited 
contact between small local groups . 
5 . 2  Other word tabus 
In addition to the affinal name tabus , there are others that affect 
vocabulary . At least in theory , all Sengseng within the vicinity tabu the 
name of anyone who dies for a period various ly said to range from a few days 
until decay of the flesh . I frequently heard breaches of thi s  tabu ; i f  i t  
once was influential , it no longer seemed to be . ( In many parts of Melanesia , 
tabus on names of the dead are more influential than affinal tabus because 
they often are observed by all members of the community ; see below and Simons 
1982 . )  Some tabus are even more temporary , but do add to the local store of 
synonyms . In certain places inhabited by spirits , particular terms are 
avoided that might anger or attract them, and sometimes a substi tute is used, 
as wi th the a - t i em pig term mentioned above . When collecting shrimp , i t  is 
ne cessary to avoid their usual name ( e- l us )  lest they hear and flee , and the 
name of a red leaf is substituted . In general , spirits tend to be addressed 
and sometimes referred to by kinship terms , notably t i sa grandfather , and this 
has become a married term for fire , which is both personi fied and sacred . 
Finally , avoidance of sexual terms and other obscenities in mixed company has 
led to the use of various euphemi sms . Men say that women have a secret 
vocabulary for discussing sexual matters , but I did not confirm its existence . 
Converse ly , though a man could be ki lled for using a Sengseng obscenity in the 
presence of women , many delighted in using what they thought or said were 
obscene exclamations borrowed from other languages ( on the assumption that the 
women , who travel less often , would not recognise them . )  
5 . 3  The acceptance of  substi tutes 
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For tabus , including euphemi sms , to become fixed in the language and 
actually replace earlier terms , they must of course be known and used by most 
people . The small largely inbred populations in south-west New Britain present 
an excellent opportunity for replacement , as what was originally a substitute 
term comes to be so widely used that it is thought of as the original . That 
this has happened is shown by the fact that in some Kaulong vi llages , including 
Angelek , e-mon , elsewhere the prime example of a married form for bird , has 
become the term used by everyone . Goodale reports other cases in Angelek of 
common use of what were substitute terms in the interior village of Umbi ,  
though the affinal tabus were still observed in Ange lek . In Suvulo I found 
that in several cases a Pidgin word such as kambang lime had not only become 
the usual term but was firmly stated to be Sengseng in origin . Of course such 
cases of replacement by borrowing occur where no name tabus exist , as in Kove , 
but the opportunities do seem considerably greater in a s ituation l ike Sengseng , 
in which substitute forms are constantly sought , created , and wide ly used.  
In eastern Oceania , particularly , word substitution as the result of name 
tabus can eas i ly become establ i shed when the names are those of chiefs , so that 
everyone has to observe the tabu . Widespread tabus , as I noted above , are more 
l ikely where the name s of the dead rather than affines are avoided , even when 
the dead are not chiefs . In parts of the Massim, where the kin of the dead all 
take offen ce i f  the name i s  spoken , such tabus can indeed alter the language , 
as Lithgow ( 1 97 3 : 106) records for Woodlark . Where supernatural sanctions back 
up the tabu on names of the dead , the effect can be even s tronger with people 
only peripherally related , who do not know the exact connections and avoid the 
name out of fear of offending , as Keesing found in Malaita . The Kwaio tabus 
in any case affected all members of a cognatic descent group and locality , and 
could spread by out-marriage and fissioning,  producing a situation in which 
" there are significant variations in vocabulary (between locali ties ) many of 
which resulted from word tabooing" ( Keesing and Fifi ' i  1969 : 17 1 ) . Here is 
certainly one pos s ible explanation for the amount of l inguistic diversity in 
Melanes i a ,  which has long seemed di fficult to unders tand . Although I agree 
with Pawley ( 1981 : 2 73 - 2 7 5 )  that a major reason is simply normal divergence over 
a long period of time , he does not really tackle the problem of extreme diversity 
in a geographically compact area l ike New Britain except by postulating " local 
movements and the intrusion of alien ,  enclave communities " (p . 2 7 5 ;  compare the 
statement on p . 2 89 that "major subgroups tend to correspond fairly wel l  to a 
discrete island group" ) .  Here I would l ike to suggest that the great diversity 
found in regions in which the continuous distribution of closely related 
languages argues against migration as an explanation , may owe something to the 
widespread Melanesian phenomenon of incessant warfare between communities with 
a s ingle language and culture ( see Chowning 1977 : 41-42) . This both weakened 
the likelihood of political confederation and increased the possi b i lity that 
small local differences would become fixed.  Name-tabuing could then have a 
chance to lead to lingui stic diversification even in the absence of chieftain­
ship . I am not suggesting that the situation j ust described was found only 
among AN-speakers ; on the contrary , NAN-speakers may not only have undergone 
linguistic change for the same reason ( see Frankl in 1977 : 13-14 ) , but western 
Melanesian pol itical behaviour may owe something to influence from people 
resident in the region before the AN languages arrived . I f  Pawley is correct 
( 19 81 : 2 85) in be lieving that hereditary leadership can be attributed to a 
Proto-Melanesian stage , its rarity in the west needs explaining ; contact with 
speakers of NAN languages may have contributed both to the development of the 
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Big Man system so typical of the west , and to their patterns of warfare , both 
of which may have helped accelerate linguistic change throughout this area.  
On the other hand , the same smal l size that facili tates lingui stic 
differentiation can work against differentiation , because members of small 
populations must often seek mates outside ( even where marriages do not result 
from sexual attraction between relative strangers met at large gatherings , as 
they sometimes do in Sengseng) . Intermarriage , which can also lead to adoption 
across linguistic boundaries , 2 8 must be a major reason for the exi stence of 
differing pronunciations of the same word , and possibly of the great variety 
not only of Sengseng kinship terms , but of po ssessive ending for them . Often 
the source of the variation can be identi fied . For example , in many words 
Sengseng I - h i corresponds to Kaulong I-k/ , as in S .  muh , K .  muk precede (POC 
*muq a ) . Consequently when faced with such alternate forms as e-s i h ,  e-s i k  
snare and e-yah , a-yak axe it i s  probably safe to assume that the latter was 
originally a Kaulong pronunciation , even if it is no longer so identified by 
the Sengseng (only the forms with - k  appear in the Kaulong word lists that I 
have seen) . Possibly when one pronunciation , not necessarily the original one , 
became preferred , we have the explanation for varying reflexes of a single 
proto-phoneme ( see 4 . 1 ) , as S .  mak chew betel where we might expect ma h .  
Again , with kinship terms it i s  possible to identify woh u k  my brother as 
Kaulong because both the first syllable and the ending are characteri stic of 
that language . Often , however , one can only postulate an outside origin 
without identifying it . To indicate the diversity : Sengseng has four different 
first person singular possessive endings ( addre ss and reference) with kinship 
terms ( - a , - h , - k ,  - �o ,  as wel l  as veh e �  mother 's brother which either has � 
or a fifth ending) , and there are three for second person singular reference 
( - m ,  - �n ,  and -p ) , the last being the usual Kaulong ( and - �on the usual 
Sengseng) form for suffixed possess ives ( see Table 1 ) . The Sengseng words for 
father and father-in- law take - p ,  for mother and brother -m (of uncertain 
origin , although of course AN) , and for sister - � .  The reasons for this 
proli feration elude me , but out-marriage seems the most likely explanation . 
What emerges in the Pasi smanua languages , inc luding Sengseng , is the 
situation that Grace has recently ( 1981 : 266) described for New Caledonia , with 
" complicated sound correspondences . . .  due to large scale borrowing of core 
vocabulary from related languages" . In thi s paper I am arguing that irregular 
correspondences should not prevent us from accepting certain forms as AN ,  since 
we have evidence of extensive borrowing between related languages in this 
region . More importantly , however ,  I suggest that the present pattern of word 
substitution because of name tabus , coupled with the large number of synonyms 
in each language , indicates that much vocabulary has been replaced - and in 
some cases undoubtedly by AN forms from other languages . Nevertheless , most 
of the present AN content of Sengseng and its neighbours cannot plausibly be 
derived from other AN languages now present in New Britain . In view of the 
grammatical evidence , these seem to me most likely to be AN languages that 
have simply undergone rapid lexical change of a type which has probably been 
common in the small societies of western Melanesia , but which , as Keesing and 
Fifi ' i ,  and Simons , pointed out , can cause major problems of interpretation 
when lexicostatistical data are relied upon . 
The conclusion that follows is that the number of AN lexemes retained in 
the ' basic ' vocabulary 2 9  cannot be used to determine with certainty whether a 
specific language is to be classed as AN .  In his 1981 paper , Blust points out 
that he does not know why retention rates vary so greatly between unquestionably 
AN languages . I f ,  for his sample , the rate ranges from 59% for Malay to 16% for 
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Gapapaiwa of Milne Bay , there i s  no theoretical reason why it should not fall 
well be low 16% for languages that are still AN , according to other criteria . 
A considerable AN content in the remaining vocabulary and in grammar , particu­
larly when this cannot plausibly be derived from other AN languages in the 
vicinity , should outweigh the single criterion of the content of a word- l is t .  
I t  fol lows , o f  course , that in some cases AN languages may have fewer words of 
AN derivation in such a word- list than some NAN languages , as with the famous 
case of Mailu : for West New Britain , a pos s ib le example is Wasi , originally 
considered AN by several observers (see Chowning 19 76a : 189 , 190) . 
6 .  THE PROBLEM O F  JOHNSTON ' S  PROTO-SOUTHWEST NEW BR ITAIN  
I have argued that the combination of grammatical evidence and a subs tantial 
amount of AN lexicon , not attributable to borrowing from the unquestionably AN 
languages of the north coast of New Britai n ,  make it plausible to call the 
Pasi smanua languages AN . On the evidence availab le to me , the same argument 
applies to all the other languages of south-west New Britain : those that I 
have called Arawe , Lamogai ,  and Whiteman , and that Johnston has called Arove , 
Lamogai , Eastern Whiteman , and Western Whiteman . 3 0 They look neither more nor 
less AN than each other , except where they have been influenced by adj acent 
north coast languages . The que stions then remain of whether they all derive 
from a single relatively recent ancestor , Johnston ' s  PSW , and whether speci fic 
phonological changes from this putative ancestor ( rather than from POC or PAN) 
j usti fy Johnston ' s  subgroups . 
To begin with ,  two points must be repeated . First , I re ject the inclus ion 
of Uvol in the same subgroup with Sengseng , and so shal l be discussing only the 
remaining Western Whiteman language , my Pasismanua . Second , I accept that 
certain isoglosses extend through the languages of south-west New Britain : e . g .  
forms like S .  ama t snake , 5 i n a  f) sun , m i o k  three and n a  1 (not f)a 1 ,  as i n  Johnston) 
four. The first two of these seem to me unquestionably AN , but a-ma t can be 
derived wi thout difficulty from POC * f)ma t a ,  either with metathesis or with a 
prefixed article , and i f  Johnston i s  correct in postulating a POC form * n s i na f) 
sun , the same argument applies to it . 3 ,1. The second two do not seem to me OC , 
despite Johnston ' s  ingenious derivation of PSW *mo i ok from "metathesi sed forms 
apparently reflecting POC *kam i u 2 p l .  in all SWNB" (Johnston 19 83) . The 
Sengseng trial/paucal pronouns ( see Table 2 )  all have an -ok ending except for 
souka first person inclusive trial ,  and m i ok i s , as we ll as the word for three , 
also the second trial form .  ( The - o k  ending also appears i n  the pronoun yok 
de signating three people together , as opposed to yO f) for two ; for - o f) as a dual 
marker see Table 1 . )  I t  i s , of course , commonplace for dual and trial pronomi­
nal forms to incorporate the words for two and three , but i f  we derive S .  m i ok 
from *kam i u ,  we are le ft with the second p lural pronouns om/a m i  which can be 
more eas i ly be derived from *kam i u  without invoking metathesi s .  
As regards the Pasi smanua languages , the forms postulated by Johnston 
seem to me to fall into four categories . First are those in which PSW i s  
identical with POC , such a s  *ma ta eye, * tama father , * ta l i f)a ear . Second are 
those with no recorded reflexes in the Pas i smanua languages ( excluding Uvo l )  , 
such as PSW * p u r i  banana , * towu sugar , * i z u f)  nose . Third are those for which 
Johnston has identified Pasi smanua reflexes which are unacceptable because of 
incorrect data , including mi stranslations and false divisions of words , and 
because of unlikely sound shi fts . As wel l  as the word for night mentioned 
above , examples inc lude confusion of words for forehead ( S . m i ya f)a )  and head 
�- - - -. -- -� - - - � - - ---� 
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and the derivation of both from *zamwa forehead ( POC *ndamwa ) , and the deriva­
tion of S .  i ya - n  its name , written by Johnston yan , from *aza � .  So far I have 
been discussing PSW forms he derives from POC , but the same ob j e ctions apply 
to some proto-etyma postulated for PSW alone . I am unpersuaded that some of 
the forms he derives from a single proto-form are all cognate with each other : 
for example , that S .  tahen ( his tahe- n )  one and Arawe ke both derive from PSW 
*ka i , or that S .  y u t  hair and k i n  leaf both derive from *kan i n .  Finally , 
Johnston has proposed a few proto-forms that do seem to be distinctive , whether 
or not they derive from POC , and to have re flexes in di fferent subgroups of 
south-west New Britain languages . These include *numuk mosquito ( for POC 
*namuk ) , *pa - �a l  four , and *zek i water. In most cases , not enough comparative 
data are avai lable to make it certain that the supposed reflexes are j ust that 
- for example , that S .  e - k i  water and Arawe re i rain both derive from the same 
root . 3 2  I n  others , the distribution o f  the distinctive form outside this 
region is not adequately described;  for exampl e ,  umlauting of the type that 
would produce *numuk is found not only in Kilenge-Maleu but in at least one 
language of the S iassi Islands ( see Chowning 1976 : 3 7 1 )  . 3 3  Furthermore , we are 
not yet in a posi tion to as sess the importance of borrowing in affecting the 
distribution of the se forms . Several that do not appear in Johnston ' s  list 
for Pasi smanua languages are in fact found in Sengseng either in the ' married ' 
lexicon ( e . g .  kwon fire beside ' single ' ya u )  or as one of the synonym sets 
( e . g .  h vo two along with wuo� and ponwa l ) .  
On the basis of the evidence presented, I cannot see that Johnston has 
yet proved that all these South-West New Britain languages show evidence of 
phonological changes that j ustify grouping them together , possibly with a 
putative Coral Sea Cluster ( Lynch 1982) , and separating them from other New 
Britain languages . Of the five possible phonological and morphological 
innovations said to " identify PSW as a distinct proto- language and the SWNB 
group as a group with common inheritance" (Johnston 1983) , the Pasismanua 
languages completely lack three : reflexes of PSW * t i l u  three (with vowel change 
from POe) ; a " 3  ps alienable possessive form *ka-i/l or *ka - a " ; and " first person 
plural inc lus ive possess ive forms *ka- r i , * l i - r i , and * - r i "  ( see Table 1 ) . 
Johnston acknowledges that the fourth " innovation" ,  " the accretion - �a l  
in PSW *pa- �a l 4 "  is found in Bariai and vitiaz Straits languages , and can 
only suggest that these latter borrowed from SWNB , but in any case the 
Pasismanua languages lack the pa- prefix. Johnston does , however , consider 
"metathesis of the vowel sequences POC *kam i u 2pl > kamu i > komu i > PSW *omu 
definitive of PSW" . See , however ,  the Sengseng forms in Table 2 ,  and also , for 
at least part of the proposed unique metathesis , Molima (Milne Bay) omi  ' a  2 p l .  
A l l  this is not to deny the possibility that the Pasismanua languages do 
indeed subgroup with others in south-west New Britain ( apart from those I 
originally ass igned to the Whiteman Fami ly) . In order to prove such connec­
tions , however ,  we need much more evidence in order to establish ties above 
the level of dialect chains . Even for these , extensive borrowing obscures the 
pi cture ( and doubtless accounts for much of the disagreement between Johnston 
and me ) . 
7 .  CONCLUS I ON 
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Without further investigation , some major difficulties encountered by 
those who have tried to class i fy the languages of south-west New Britain cannot 
be ascribed to the operation of name tabus over a long period of time . We can­
not know precisely how long these people have been observing their present 
system of word tabus or handling them in precisely the same way : indeed, I am 
suggesting that they may once have practised avoidance by the use of minor 
phonological changes ,  a method that is not acceptable nowadays .  Furthermore , 
we do not yet know how name and other word tabus operate in other languages of 
south-west New Britain , though in view of various cultural simi larities among 
these socie ties ( see Chowning 19 78a) , it is l ikely that they are s imilar in 
these respects as wel l .  Certainly name tabus are not the only factor to have 
affected lexicon in this region . Some of the diversity must have been caused 
by intermarri age between smal l  populations , and quite possibly there existed 
in the past the influence of speakers of NAN languages ,  now gone from the 
immediate region . 3 4 Allowing that all the local peculiarities did not have a 
single cause , if we accept that much of the AN content of these languages is 
directly inherited , the situation found in the Pasismanua languages at least 
is strikingly close to that described by Keesing and Fifi ' i  and Simons . The 
irregular sound correspondences , the proli feration of synonyms and doub lets , 
and the small number of AN forms in the l exicon coupled with grammar that is 
by no means aberrant for OC , all fit S imons ' predictions about the effects of 
lexical change resulting from word tabu (S imons 1982 : 189-190) . Simons warns 
against the danger of offering word tabu " as a panacea to cure all comparative 
problems" ( 1982 : l91) , and undoubtedly he is right to do so . Nevertheless , in 
view of the demonstrable effects of such tabus in the recent history of the 
Pasismanua , it seems highly l ikely that these languages look aberrant primarily 
because they have undergone rapid lexical change , and that a maj or reason for 
this change was the operation of word tabus in small scattered populations . 
Like Kees ing , Fifi ' i ,  and Simons , I should expect that simi lar accelerated 
change , with the same causes , has affected many languages of Oceania . 
NOTES 
1 .  Loukotka considered these l anguages , along with the Arawe ones , papuan , 
whereas Capell called both groups " semi-AN " . I discussed their classifi­
cations , and re j ected them , in Chowning 1969 : 2 3 . More recently , Blust 
has informed me that because of the small number of reflexes of PMP forms 
in bas ic vocabulary , he considers Kaulong and Sengseng at best 
" indeterminate " - that is , not proved to be AN . 
2 .  A is a noun-marking prefix which precedes all masculine proper names and 
many place names , as well as many ordinary nouns . Because it i s  c learly 
viewed as a separate pre fix , I decided to discard it in writing the name 
of the language , but I have not heard it omitted when Sengseng and Kaulong 
speakers are referring to the language . 
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3 .  Presumably because they rel ied on informants unfamil iar with the region 
east of the Andru , the Throops erroneously identi fied Karore with Palik , 
and indicate the Karore region as occupied only by Sengseng ( 19 80 : 2 3 6 ) . 
Word- lists make it clear that their Palik is an Arawe language spoken on 
the small is lands (other than Kaveng) between the mouths of the Andru and 
Johanna Rivers . In the recent pas t ,  Karore was spoken in the region near 
the coast around the Ursula River , and ( as it still i s )  on Kaveng I s land , 
j ust offshore . With the recent moves of some interior Sengseng vil lages 
nearer the coas t ,  some formerly Karore-speaking regions are now occupied 
by Sengseng speakers , as in Suvulo vi llage , and other Karore vi llages , 
such as those officially called Pariwa and Mai-ieo , now contain many 
Sengseng speakers ( and are li sted by the Throops simply as "Asengseng " ) . 
4 .  I have briefly touched on th e subj ect to be discussed here in earlier 
papers , initially in one entitled "The languages of south-we st New Britain", 
de livered to the 11th Paci fic S cience Congress in Tokyo in 19 66 , and l ater 
in Chowning 1976 : 37 2 .  My own fi eldwork in Sengseng was financed b y  the 
Columbia University Council for Research in the Social Sciences ( 19 6 2 ) , 
the National S cience Foundation ( 1963-64) , the Australian National 
University ( 1966) , and the Internal Research Fund of Victoria University 
of Wel lington ( 1980-81) . 
5 .  An outsider might also have difficulty recognis ing Pidgin words , both 
because of local pronunciations and local perceptions of word boundaries , 
which led the Sengseng to regard the initial syllable of many Pidgin nouns 
as a disposable article , producing such forms as l es from Pidgin wa i l e s  
wire less , and mo ro l from Pidgin boto l bottle . 
6 .  The shared cognacy rate between a Sengseng village which contained no 
foreigners ( Dulago) and a Kaulong border village which contained several 
Sengseng speakers ( Umbi) was 80% . Away from the border area , speakers of 
both l anguages said that they could not eas i ly understand the other . 
Johnston has recently ( 19 8 3 )  proposed Uvol as another member of his 
"Western Whi teman " ,  otherwise composed of Miu , Kaulong , Sengseng , and 
Psohoh ( represented by the Bao dialect) . Although it was resemblances 
between Uvol and Banaule (Bebeli ) , which Johnston now assigns to E astern 
Whiteman , that made me original ly ( Chowning 1969 : 3 2 - 3 3 )  suggest a pos sible 
l ink between the Mengen and Whiteman families , I see no reason to accept 
the assignment of Uvol to the same subgroup as Sengseng . The interested 
reader can consult comparative word-l ists in Johnston 1980b : 2 20-221 and 
Johnston 1983 . 
7 .  I have here rendered Sengseng consonants in my phonemicisation , which 
uses Ip/ , I t l , and Ikl for stops which are voiced and in the case of I t  I 
often trilled when preceding a vowel ( in the ' beach ' dialect , trilled in 
other positions as wel l ) , while my Ivl represents a bilabial fricative 
before lei , I i i ,  and consonants , but in the interior dialect Iwl before 
101 and l ui , varying before la/ . In the beach dialect the fricative may 
appear before l ui .  Kaulong forms are taken from those recorded by Goodale 
and the Throops , and not phonemicised . The comparative lists published by 
the Throops ( 1980 : 257-259 )  reli es for "Asengseng " on one that I supplied ; 
pronunciations of Kaulong and Sengseng do not di ffer as much as the 
spellings suggest . 
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8 .  The term also means face , as i n  many other oe languages , and a homonym 
means point (as of a spear) . See also snake . The hyphen following a 
noun shows that it takes a suffixed pos sessive . Some S .  nouns , but not 
all , are preceded by articles a- or e- . 
9 .  I was dubious about this one because of the initial consonant ,  but Blust 
tells me that such a shift for *t before I I I  is not uncommon in AN 
languages . 
1 0 .  Interestingly , Molima and Sengseng also share the device of a n  inter­
calated Inl between a verb root ending in I- i l  and a third person singular 
obj ective pronoun i :  S .  i -n i  eat i t ;  v i - n i  hit i t ;  Mol . a i -n i -ya  ate i t ,  
va i - n i -ya married him/her . Because thi s  Inl appears only i n  this context , 
I have not interpreted it either as the reappearance of an original final 
consonant or as a trans itive marker ( see Pawley 1973 : 128ff . ) . 
1 1 .  cf . Bola o f  the north-coast Kimbe languages , with first person g a , second 
person go , third person ge future markers - Johnston 1980b : 119 . 
12 . I also occasionally found it difficult to hear Ih/ , and sometimes have 
been influenced in my decision by the presence of a corresponding but 
more audible sound ( Karore I r l  in some words , Kaulong Ikl in other s )  in 
cognates from other languages . 
1 3 .  These correspondences with Psohoh may explain a few odd forms in Sengseng 
Pidgin , such as mo ro l for P .  boto l and mamk i n  for P .  pamk i n .  They suggest 
that between Psohoh and Karore , a combination of nasal plus voiced stop 
lost the stop . Other Pidgin terms in Sengseng are pronounced with the 
initial nasal ( e . g .  a-mb i n  bean) . 
14 . In general , * D  is reflected in Sengseng as I D/ ,  but there are a few 
exceptions in which i t  appears as Inl ( see 4 . 1 ) . In a number of Kaulong 
words Inl appears for I DI in the languages east of Sengseng ( e . g . Psohoh 
e -g i D  bird) and the Inl may re flect borrowing from Kaulong .  The final 
consonant remains a worry , however . 
1 5 .  This word is r i s i k  i n  Karore . Here , as on the north coast o f  New Britain 
there seems to have existed a variant form of poe * tas i k  with prenasalisa­
tion . See Johnston 1980b : 11 3 ;  Goodenough 1961b . Normally * t  i s  reflected 
as an alveolar stop or tril l  in Sengseng . 
16 . Blust (personal communication) suggests that , instead , the Sengseng form 
derived from PMP * D i pen . While thi s  source cannot be ruled out , it would 
represent a deviation from the normal pattern of Sengseng reduction of 
proto-forms , which rarely results in Sengseng words ending in vowels 
unless these repre sent proto-final vowe ls . I would have expected S .  D i p  
or pos sibly D i po ( i f  the final consonant was e i ther dropped in poe or 
reanalysed in S .  as the third person singular pos sess ive suffix) . 
1 7 .  The hyphens separate the article from the noun except i n  sa-n uhum ,  where 
sa = tree. 
18.  Johnston trans lates the latter as later today ( 1980a : 59 ) . In this 
particular case , the fact that Lakalai consistently indicates future time 
in adverbs by using a prefix ga- may point to it (or a related language ) 
as the source . 
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19 . There is , however ,  some evidence that in relatively recent times the Tolai 
traded down to the Kandrian area in order to obtain she lls for their type 
of money ( see Chowning 19 78a : 200) , so that the possibility of a little 
l ingui stic influence cannot be ruled out . 
2 0 .  For my suggestions , based on several considerations , about the order in 
which the ancestors of various AN languages reached New Britain , see 
Chowning 1976b : 379- 3 80 . 
2 1 .  I n  the Massim ,  famous for tabus on the names o f  dead kin on the father ' s  
side (but in Woodlark , surprisingly , reported by Lithgow to be those of 
one ' s  own clan - 19 7 3 : 106) , the effect varies from nil in Mol ima , where 
personal names form a special category , to noticeably influential in 
Me ' udana on Normanby I sland (Schlesier 19 73 : 53 ) , and in Wagawaga 
(Seligman 19 10 : 629 ) . See also S imons 1982 : 201-203 . 
2 2 . I t  was reported in 1981 that the practice of giving penis names has 
dropped out in the longer-contacted vi llages . 
2 3 .  Marriage i n  Sengseng and Kaulong lasts for eternity , a reason given for 
traditionally kil ling a widow when her husband died so that she could not 
remarry ( see Chowning 1980 : 15-16) . 
24 . Unless di fferences are specifically mentioned , it should be understood 
that everything I say about Sengseng custom applies to Kaulong as we l l . 
2 5 . The gulf between the single and the married is very marked in these 
societies ( see Goodale 1980 : 1 36-137 ) . It may be that some of the use of 
the ' married ' forms is undertaken j ust to emphasise the gul f .  
2 6 .  For this reason , I have not counted married forms on my l ists , such as 
e-mon bird, though some of them would have raised the apparent AN content 
of the basic vocabulary . 
2 7 .  Unless special payments are made , both sexes have to avoid the graves of 
certain affines , so men also need to know where the wife ' s  parents and 
others are buried . A man who marries a kinswoman already has most of this 
knowledge . The tabus still hold for marriages between kin . 
2 8 .  Adoption was common because o f  the large number o f  orphans resulting from 
the killing of widowS 1 they might be adopted by the mother ' s  kin after 
spending early l i fe in the father ' s  village . 
29 . This ob j ection is particularly pertinent because of the peculiarities of 
Blust ' s  PSM test l i s t .  First , i t  i s  culture-bound , as ' basic vocabulary ' 
by defini tion should not be , because it inc ludes referents to practices 
which are not universal in the region under consideration ; see no . 9 3 ,  
to pound , beat - rice , prepared food; no . 68 ,  to sew (clothing) ; and no . 69 ,  
needle ; no . 7 0 ,  to shoot (an arrow) . ( I t also includes no . 12 6 ,  lake , though 
lakes do not occur in all environments . )  The list also discriminates 
against many OC l anguages in which a single term is used for related 
concepts ( e . g .  hi t - kil l ,  long - far ,  good - correct) which are said to 
have been lexically dis tinguished " i n  an ancestral stage of their develop­
ment" (Blus t ,  personal communication ) .  I f  the s ingle form is not AN ,  i t  
is scored a s  two minuses . 
3 0 .  Although , a s  regards subgroupings of specific languages , we agree only on 
Lamogai ,  we are still both discuss ing the same language s .  
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31 . I had been doubtful about attributing this form to direct inheri tance in 
S . , because the POC form I had seen was *s i �a ( R ) , probably re flected by 
the first two syllab les of S .  s i �anan day beside s i na �  sun. 
32 . Surprisingly , Johnston has overlooked a derivative of this root in the 
language he knows bes t :  Lakalai rek i waters tabu to women . 
3 3 .  When I wrote that , I was mi staken i n  not attributing the vowe l shi fts in 
Arawe to umlauting , being unaware that the shapes of words for body parts 
that I collected were affected by the vowel in the suffixed first person 
singular pos sess ive . 
34 . Johnston attributes a number of lexical i tems found in SWNB to the j oining 
of AN and NAN roots . 
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LAN G UAG E S  O F  N O RTH A N D  C E N T R A L  VAN UAT U : 
G RO U P S J  CHA I N S J  C L U S T E R S  A N D  WAVES 
Ro s s  C lark 
1 .  I NTRODUCTI ON 
Nowhere in Melanes ia are more languages spoken by fewer people than in 
vanuatu . Tryon ( 1 9 7 6 )  lists 105 languages among a population of little more 
than 100 , 000 1 • The absolute degree of diversity is not so high as these figures 
might sugge s t ,  however ,  since all these languages belong to the Oceanic sub­
group of Austronesian , and in fact probably to not more than two firs t-order 
subgroups of Oceanic . Three clear divisions have generally been recognised by 
earlier researchers . The Emae , Fila-Mele and Futuna-Aniwa languages are 
Polynesian . (See Clark 1978 for their position within the Polynes ian family . )  
The eight languages of the southern is lands (Eromanga , Tanna and Aneityum) 
constitute a Southern vanuatu Subgroup (Lynch 1978) , and are not closely 
re lated to any of the others . (But cf . section 9 . )  This leaves 94 languages 
spoken from the Banks and Torres islands south to Efate , a region which I will 
refer to as North and Central vanuatu ( NCV) . The uni ty of the se languages as 
a subgroup , and their internal relations , will be the subj ect of thi s  paper . 
Several linguists have propo sed classi fications of the NCV languages as a 
part of larger surveys of Oceanic or Austronesian (Cape l l  1962 , Dyen 1965 , 
Grace 19 5 5 ) . The two most important s tudies , however ,  have been by Pawley 
( 19 7 2 )  and Tryon ( 19 7 6 ) . Pawley s tudied a large sample of ' Eastern Oceanic ' 
languages , 1 5  of which were from NCV - mainly those described by Codrington 
( 1885 ) and Ray ( 19 2 6 )  - and applied classical subgrouping arguments based on 
innovations in phonology , morphology and lexicon . Tryon col lected basic word 
l ists from more than 300 localities in every part of Vanuatu , 179 of which are 
published in his book . His c lassi fication is primari ly based on cognate 
percentages calculated on these lists . In section 3 below I compare Pawley ' s  
and Tryon ' s  classi fications in detai l . 
The aim of the present paper is to integrate the results of these two 
very di fferent studies and see whether any further conclusions can be reached . 
Pawley ' s  subgrouping arguments need to be checked against the much fuller data 
now avai lable , and Tryon ' s  vocabularies should yield further results from 
qualitative as we ll as quantitative methods . While Pawley and Tryon are my 
main sources , I have made use of many other descriptions of particular 
languages ,  a list of which w i l l  be found in Appendix 1 .  
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2 .  THE 22 LOCAL GROUPS 
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I found it convenient for my own work , and I expect i t  wi l l  also he lp the 
reader of this paper , to group 9 4  languages into a smaller number of working 
units . Tryon ' s  lexicostatistical figures provided a convenient rough measure 
of simi lari ty . Tryon cons iders dialects to belong to the same language i f  
they share more than 80 percent cognates ; I therefore chose a figure of 7 0  
percent cognates to define languages which were ' closely related ' .  A prel imi­
nary check showed that several addi tional connections could be made if thi s  
criterial percentage were lowered t o  69 , s o  the latter figure is the one used 
here . Given this criterion , a chain of close ly-related languages can be 
defined as a maximal set of languages ,  each one of which is connected to every 
other by a sequence of pairwise closely-related languages (even though pairs 
of languages at distant points on the chain may not themse lves be closely 
related) . This procedure gathered about three quarters of the NCV languages 
into chains of from two to s ixteen languages . The remaining relatively 
isolated languages (which had no percentage higher than 68 with any other 
language ) were simply grouped with their closest cognate neighbour . The 
resulting 22 groups are l isted in Table 1 ,  and their locations are shown in 
Fig. 1 ( except for groups 1 and 2 which cover , respe ctively , the Torres and 
the Banks i slands , immediately to the north of the map) . 2 
Although the definition of the groups was made on purely lexicostati stical 
grounds ,  all groups are geographically coherent .  Thi s  is reflected in the 
names given to them in Table 1 .  (Some groups with only two members are not 
named . )  The name is followed , in the Table , by a l ist of those languages , i f  
any , which form a c lose ly-related chain , then b y  a parenthetical figure which 
is the minimal connecting percentage within the chain . The relatively isolated 
languages are then listed ( their names being underlined ) , with their highest 
cognate percentage . Some groups , such as the Banks ( 2 )  thus cons ist entirely 
of a chain of closely-re lated languages ; others have in addition an ' outlier ' 
which , though not closely related , has its highest percentage with some language 
in the chain ( e . g .  Raga with Baetora in the Aoba-Maewo chain ( 3 » . Still others 
consist entirely ( 9-12)  or largely ( 4 , 7 , 1 5 )  of relatively isolated languages , 
and might be thought of as ' clusters ' rather than chains . 
I t  is interesting to compare these groups with those arrived at by Guy 
( 1982 ) , who appl i ed quite di fferent procedures to the same data . With the 
fol lowing minor exceptions , each one of my local groups corresponds to a node 
in Guy ' s  dendrogram : ( 1 )  Groups 1 and 2 together form a uni t in Guy ' s  c lass i­
fi cation , but the subdivision i s  di fferent ;  similarly for groups 11 and 12 . 
( 2 )  Group 8 is divided into a northern and a southern part ( see note 2 ) . 
( 3 )  To lomako i s  placed in group 6 rather than group 5 ,  and Labo is an isolate 
within the Malekula group , whereas I assign it to group 17 . See Guy ' s  note on 
p . 3 14 on the tendency of his procedure to distort the position of isolated 
languages . ( 4 )  Guy ' s  sub-classification of group 6 is somewhat different from 
mine . 
Likewise , in both Pawley ' s  and Tryon ' s  subgroupings , with one exception 
each of my 22 local groups falls entirely within a lowest-order subgroup . The 
exception is , again , the very i solated Malekula language Labo . I have as signed 
it to group 1 7 ,  along with Southwest Bay and Malfaxal , s ince i ts highest cognate 
percentage ( 54 )  is with Southwest Bay . Tryon , however , places Labo in the 
Malekula Interior Group , while Southwest Bay and Malfaxal are in the Malekula 
Coastal Subgroup - a very high-level separation . 
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3 .  PAWLEY ' S  AND TRYON ' S  SUBGROUPINGS COMPARED 
North 
Hebridean 









Marino ( MaeWQ > } 
NE Aoba (Oba) 
Raga 
TORRES ( 1 )  
BANKS ( 2 )  
AOBA-MAEWO ( 3 )  
SOUTH PENTECOST ( 4 )  
AMBRYM ( 18) 
PAAMA ( 19 )  
To1omako (8PJ) } 
Nokuku (Nogugu) NW SANTO ( 5 )  
Tangoa } 










NE MALE KULA ( 8 )  
MALUA BAY ( 9 )  
REREP ( 1 3)  






YLewo (Tas1ko) ) Bah North Efate } (Nguna, Sesake) 
SE MALE KULA ( 16)  
SW MALE KULA (17)  
(except Labo) 
EPI ( 20 )  l Epi 
MAIl ( 2 1 )  S Subgroup 
EFATE ( 22 ) ------
Central New 
Hebrides Subgroup 
EAST SANTO ( 7 )  East Santo­
Group 
SHALL NAMBAS ( 1 5 )l 
Ma1eku1a 





Fi gure 2 .  Compari son o f  Pawl ey and Tryon c l as s i fi cati ons 
The units j ust defined make i t  possible to concise ly compare the two 
earlier classifications of NCV languages . The comparison is shown in Figure 2 .  
Pawley ' s  sample includes languages from only seven o f  the twenty-two local 
groups , so that much of what Tryon proposes has no counterpart in pawley ' s  
study . Stil l ,  where the two can be compared , they agree more often than not , 
which is significant when one considers the very different data bases and 
methods on which their conclusions were based . The fol lowing four points are 
common to Pawley and Tryon : 
- There i s  a s ingle large subgroup (Pawley ' s  North Hebridean , Tryon ' s  North and 
Central New Hebr ide s)  which includes the great majority of NCV languages and 
no languages from outside NCV . 
- The Torres , Banks and Aoba-Maewo-Raga languages are closely related . 
- Most of the languages of Santo are similarly closely related . 
- These two groups are separated at a fairly high level from those of Malekula ,  
Epi and E fate . 
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The only point on which the two subgroupings could actually be said to 
disagree is that Tryon ' s  NCNH spl i ts into five co-ordinate subgroups , whereas 
Pawley hypothesises a binary split into Northern New Hebrides-Banks (which is 
not further divided) and Central New Hebrides ,  which consists of Epi-Efate and 
a speculative Malekula group ( represented by only one language) . 
4 .  NOTES ON THE PRESENT STUDY 
My approach in this paper will be similar to Pawley ' s ,  in that I look for 
phonological , lexical and grammatical innovations as evidence of a shared 
history among languages . I re-examine all of Pawley ' s  subgrouping criteria , 
confirming some and rej ecting or modifying others on the bas is of the more 
abundant data now available , and introduce some new evidence . 
The base line for determining what i s  an ' innovation ' at the higher levels , 
is Proto-Oceanic ( PO) , for which published sources provide a large number of 
lexical reconstructions ( see Wurm and Wil son 19 7 5 )  and a fairly clear outline 
of the grammar ( Pawley 1972 , 1973) . At lower levels , I have used some of my 
own reconstructions of Proto-North and Central vanuatu (PNCV) . See section 
4 . 2  for more detai ls . 
4 . 1  Di ffus i on 
Tryon claims that in his s tudy " the number of borrowings , by the very 
nature of the basic wordlists employed , is potentially sma l l  and should not 
have much effect on the subgrouping" ( 19 7 6 : 7 6) . I must dissent strongly from 
this opinion . Although the hi storical phonology of most NCV languages is not 
yet we l l  enough known to enable us to detect borrowings , the Polynesian lists 
show the following (minimum) percentages o f  words borrowed from their neigh­
bours : Mele-Fila 10% , Emae 7% , Futuna-Aniwa 4-5% . These are basic vocabulary 
items , so it is not possible to explain them as resulting from cultural or 
environmental novelties as perceived by Polynesian immigrants . Grammatical 
influence has also been considerable ( Clark 1984) . Guy ( 1982)  points out that 
wi thout the extraneous knowledge of their polynesian origin , Tryon ' s  data would 
have led to their clas s i fication as a somewhat aberrant group most closely 
affiliated to the E fate-Shepherds languages ( group 2 2 ) . 
Thus lexicostatistical data alone cannot dis tinguish between a historically 
intrusive group which has become naturalised through prolonged diffusion ( such 
as the Polynesian outliers ) and an autochthonous group which has simply been 
highly innovative ( as is apparently the case with the East Santo cluster) . 
Borrowing of both core vocabulary and grammati cal features must be accepted as 
probably endemic , and capab le of distorting the picture of purely genetic 
affiliations . 
4 . 2  Comparati ve phonol ogy 
In the next section I will present evidence for the exis tence of a NCV 
subgroup , and with the reservations explained above I will assume the existence 
of a corresponding proto-language ( PNCV) . Forms cited as PNCV are mainly based 
on my own work ( Clark n.d . ) ,  and my understanding of the phonological hi story of 
these languages is in most cases very sketchy . 
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The tables given by Tryon ( 1976 : 11-50) , showing correspondences between 
PO and his 179 dialects , are useful for an overview , but contain a considerable 
number of errors in addition to the inevitable uncertainties . A thorough 
revision would be far beyond the scope of this paper ,  and probably a waste of 
time until more and better data become available . However ,  Tab le 3 gives what 
I believe is a more satis factory list of consonant correspondences between PO , 
PNCV , and a se lected group of languages which will be mo st frequently referred 
to below . 3 
Some general features of the sound correspondences should be noted . PNCV 
* ?  is los t in all languages except Namakura ( 2 2 ) , hence its presence is often 
indeterminate if neither a Namakura reflex nor external witnesses are availab le . 
I have not indicated this indeterminacy in my reconstructions . The ccontrast 
between PNCV *d and *nr  is clearly preserved in South Efate ( Clark 19 85) ; 
whether any other languages reflect it i s  not yet certain . I have used * 0  for 
a consonant indeterminate between *d and *n r .  Blust ( 1978)  has argued that 
some Epi languages have distinct reflexes of PO *n and *n , but this too will 
often be indeterminate , and I write *n  unless there is positive evidence for 
*n . PNCV *y has few if any overt segmental reflexes , but seems to be recon­
structible in a few items on the bas is of its effect on surrounding vowels 
( Clark 1985)  . 
The inclus ion of PNCV * R  in the table merely points to a complex and still 
unsolved problem . Pawley ( 19 7 2 : 30)  noted that PO *R  was commonly retained in 
Mota and other Banks-Torres languages , but lost in NCV language s further south . 
As * R  is also lost in Central Pacific and Nuclear Micronesian languages , he saw 
this a potential subgrouping di agnostic . However ,  as Geraghty ( 1978)  has 
observed , Tryon ' s  data show a much more complex situation in NCV than had 
previously been apparent . *R appears to be lost in all NCV l anguages in a 
final syl lable be fore *a (e . g .  PNCV *memea red < PO *me Ra , *v i a  taro sp . < PO 
*p i Ra ) . In other envi ronments , the Banks and Torres languages generally 
preserve * R ;  the remaining languages either lose it or preserve it , with no 
obvious phonological conditioning : compare North Efate nea ru  Casuarina « PO 
*ya Ru ) , na-sakau  reef « PO *sakaRu ) . 4 Although the boundary between zero and 
non-zero reflexes of *R most typically l ies between the Banks-Torres languages 
and the rest , there are many instances of displacement north or south of this 
l ine . For instance , only the Torres group retains *R in * Qa R i  almond ( Toga ge r ,  
but Mota ga i ) ,  whereas in *pa R i  s tingray , non-zero reflexes appear not only 
throughout Banks-Torres but also in groups 3 , 4 , 5  and 18 (Nduindui vare , Seke 
kofe r ,  Tolomako va r i , North Ambrym kenen - ve r ) . 
Grace ( 1976)  has observed that some NCV languages show reflexes of PO 
final consonants , sometimes with a following vowel .  Items I have noted with 
retained final consonants are *uRa t  vein (T31)  , *ku l i t  skin (T39) , *q uda Q cray­
fish ( T62 ) , *ma n uk bird (T68) , *namuk mosquito ( T69) , *kawa R root ( T105) , 
*p i l ak  lightning ( T12 2 ) , *saqa t bad ( T164 ) , * taqun year ( T209) , and * t uq ud 
stand ( T2 3 4 ) . Distribution of retained finals varies greatly from item to i tem , 
and does not define a s ingle area , though the concentration is highest in groups 
6-10 ( S anto and north Malekula) . The final in crayfish , for example , is 
retained in only a handful of s cattered languages , whereas many reflexes of 
PNCV * s a ?a t i  bad occur from the Banks to south Malekula . 
Comparative phonology proves to be a disappointment in the search for 
diagnostic innovations for subgroups of NCV languages . Most of the sound 
changes apparent on the basis of presently available data are either too 
commonplace or too restricted in extent to be of interest .  For example , 
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as mentioned above , all NCV languages except Namakura lose PNCV *? « PO * q )  , 
but there is no other reason to place Namakura in a primary subgroup against 
all the other languages . Glottal stop , as e lsewhere , is s imply chroni cally 
l iable to loss . On the other hand , the shifts of PNCV *k > 5 and *1 > c are 
quite unusual , but are restricted to the Bierebo and Baki languages of Epi ( 20 ) ,  
and hence of no interest except for the detailed comparative study of the Epi 
languages . There are a few changes however ,  that encompass several l anguages 
and are phonetical ly interesting enough to warrant some discussion . 
4 . 2 . 1  The api co- 1 ab i a 1  s h i ft 
Many languages of Santo and north Malekula show evidence of what I will 
refer to as the api co-labial shi ft - that i s , they reflect the PNCV labial 
consonants * v ,  *b and *m either as the corresponding dentals , or as apico­
labials ( consonants articulated with the tongue between the l ips ) . 5 The 
following languages show evidence of this change ( those in capitals have the 
apico- labial articulation) : 
Group 
5 
6 ( a) 
6 (b) 








TANGOA , ARAKI 
MAFEA , AORE , Tambotalo 
Butmas-Tur , Lorediakarkar/Shark Bay , Sakao 
VAO , MPOTOVORO , Vovo 
Mae 
BIG NAMBAS 
Thi s  shift is phonetically so unusual , and the languages manifesting i t  
s o  clearly concentrated i n  a single area , that w e  can hardly imagine it not to 
have had a s ingle origin . Yet it cuts across six different local groups , 
without including any of them entirely , and thus seems to contradict even our 
most plausible working as sumptions about subgrouping . This i s  less disturbing , 
however ,  if we consider the nature of the change more c losely . 
The apico-labial shift presumab ly begins with a shift from labial to 
apico-labial . Thi s  change has two important properties . Firs t ,  it is revers­
ible ( no mergers are involved) . Second , it creates a highly-marked type of 
articulatio n ,  very rare in human languages . This means that there wi ll be a 
high likelihood of subse�uent elimination of this series of consonants by 
further sound change . One pos sibility i s  to merge the apico-labials with the 
other apicals ( i . e .  dentals ) .  A second is to return them to ordinary lab ials , 
thus erasing all evidence of the shi f t .  I t  is quite possible , then , that all 
the languages of groups 5-10 originally underwent the apico-labial shift . A 
majority of languages subsequently reversed the shi ft and now show no evidence 
of it (at least from our limited data) . The minority l i sted above either 
merged the apico-labials with the dentals or preserved the apico- labial 
articulation . 
Does thi s  sound change therefore provide evidence for a large subgroup 
including all of Santo and northern Malekula? Not necessari ly . Camden ( 1979 : 
1 1 3 )  make s the interesting observation that in Tangoa apico- labials are a 
feature of men ' s  speech , whereas women and chi ldren use the labials . Apico­
labials are a highly salient but very superficial feature of language , and , at 
least in thi s  case , serve a clear sociolinguistic function . One would expect , 
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then , that the change could be quite readily borrowed across language 
boundaries . In the light of this probability ,  it seems to me that this change , 
despite its intrinsic interest ,  is of little value in supporting any subgrouping 
in thi s area . 
4 . 2 . 2  L i q u i d  merger 
A distinctive sequence of changes takes place in a considerable number of 
languages in the central area - south-eas t Malekula ,  Ambrym , Paama and Epi . 
The changes involved are (1)  merger of PNCV * r  and * 1 , ( 2 )  loss of the resulting 
liquid in some environments , most commonly before a ,  and ( 3 )  conditional shi ft 
of * t  to r, which may or may not merge with the liquid.  The following chart 
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Notes : ( ) means that the change takes place in a few items only . 
Axamb-l = Maxbaxo and Avok dialects , Axamb-2 = Axamb dialect . The 
merged liquid in groups 1 3  and 14 i s  r ,  in groups 18-21 1 ,  and in 
group 16 r or 1 according to local phonological conditions . 
I t  will be noted that , like the apico-labial shift , this change cuts 
through groups of otherwise closely-related languages ( groups 14 and 18) . The 
details di ffer from l anguage to language and even within dialects of the same 
language , as in the case of Axamb . I t  does not coincide with any other evidence 
for a subgroup in the area . 
4 . 2 . 3 Wes t  Santo changes  
Two uncommon sound changes are found i n  a number of West Santo languages 
of groups 5 and 6 .  The velar nasal merges with the dental ( *9 > n ) , and the 
prenasali sed dental stop * 0  merges with *q , giving velar or glottal stop 
reflexes : 
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As noted above , Pawley and Tryon agree in assigning the great majority of 
NCV languages to a s ingle subgroup . In Tryon ' s  study , two small sets of 
languages - East Santo ( ES )  and Malekula Interior (MI )  - are excluded from the 
larger group on the basis of low cognate percentages with the other NCV 
languages . I f  this classification is interpreted as a family tree , it implies 
that the remaining languages constituted a subgroup after their separation from 
East Santo and Malekula Interior . Evidence of such a division would be innova­
tions shared by these majority languages but not by ES or MI languages - to put 
it in more traditional terms , ' archaic features ' in the latter . No such 
evidence has been found in this study . On the contrary , the ES and MI languages 
share not only a number of innovations of NCV as a whole ,  but some restricted to 
subgroups within NCV, such as Santo or Central vanuatu . What this suggests is 
that the deviance of the ES and MI groups results not from an early separation , 
but from a relatively rapid rate of innovation . 
This section , then , presents evidence for a NCV subgroup in the form of 
innovations putatively shared by all of the 94 languages . I tems 1-6 are a 
review of Pawley ' s  evidence for the North Hebridean subgroup . The remainder 
of the section presents additional evidence , mainly lexical , from �y own work . 
5 . 1  Gramma ti cal evi dence 
1 .  PO *-mu , second person singular possess ive suffix , becomes PNCV *-mwa . 
Mota ( 2 ) , Lewo ( 2 0) , North Efate ( 2 2 )  -mwa , Baetora ( 3 )  - gwa . 
There are two di fficulties with thi s  item . Firs t ,  the two languages of 
Aoba ( 3 )  have -mu , evidently preserving the original form . Second , a maj ority 
of the remaining languages have dropped the final vowel of the suffix , leaving 
simply a nasal consonant . The evidence for the change (or lack of it)  is thus 
reduced to the difference between a labial and a labiovelar nasal , a distinc­
tion which has been lost in some languages , and which cannot be re liab ly 
extracted from most avai lable descriptions , particularly in final position . 
Despite these reservations , the wide geographical spread of the clearly 
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innovative languages li sted above sugge sts that this was indeed a change in 
progress during the late PNCV period , which failed to establish itself in some 
of the more conservative dialects . 
2 .  PO * koe , second person singular independent pronoun , becomes PNCV 
*n i ( kq ) o  
Mota ( 2 )  i - n i ko ,  Atchin ( 8 )  i - n i k ,  North Efate ( 2 2 )  n i i go .  
Pronouns of thi s  form are by no means universal in NCV , but they are the 
most wide spread type , occurring in all major areas . The innovation consists 
in the prefixation of *n i - and (possibly) the shift from oral to nasal grade 
of the stop . Dele tion of -e cannot legitimately be included , since * ko forms 
are as widespread as *koe forms in Oceanic and there is no evidence of a * koe 
antecedent of the PNCV form . 
3 .  PO * ( � ) k u , first person singular subj ect pronoun , is replaced by 
PNCV *na . 
Mota ( 2 ) , Raga ( 3 ) , Baki ( 3 0) na , Aulua ( 14 )  ne . 
Pawley notes that *na is evidently a reduced from of the independent 
pronoun *nau , and that a similar development has taken place in the South-East 
Solomons . Of the NCV languages for which grammatical data are available , an 
overwhe lming ma j o r i ty have Ipsg subj ect pronouns of the form n { V ) , na being 
. the most common form . None of the pronoun forms suggest a retention of * ( � ) ku .  
This innovation therefore seems quite wel l  supported . 
4 .  PO * i , locative preposition , becomes PNCV *a . 
Mota ( 2 ) , NE Aoba ( 3 ) , Big Nambas ( 10)  a .  
PNCV *a survives as a preposition by itself in only a few languages , such 
as those mentioned above . In many others ,  however ,  it can be found in fossil 
form , as in the word for where ? (T203 ) , replacing PO * i - pa i : Lo ( I ) a/ve ,  
Malo ( 6 )  a/be , Lingarak ( 1 2 )  a/b i , Port Sandwich ( 16 )  a/b i , Baki ( 2 0)  a/be . 
A few languages have e or i instead of a ,  but they are not generally among the 
more phonologically conservative , so that these forms may wel l  be secondary 
developments . 
5 .  PO * l a l 0  inside become s PNCV * 1 0 1 0 .  
Merlav ( 2 ) , NE Aoba ( 3 ) , Tolomako ( 5 ) , Tangoa ( 6 ) , Atchin ( 8 ) , 
Lonwolwol (18)  1 0 1 0 .  
A possible counterexample i s  Rerep ( 1 3 )  ra ro- . More importantly , the force 
of thi s piece of evidence is weakened by the intrinsic high probabil ity of an 
assimilation of this sort . 
6 .  PO * i  could occur in simple constructions of the form * i  NP , with a 
general locative sense , or in more complex structures involving specific loca­
tive nouns such as * l a l 0  inside , *papo under , etc . ( Pawley 197 2 : 3 3 , 3 7 , 4 3 ) .  In 
PNCV it appears that the originally complex structure *a 1 0 1 0  . . . NP with the 
specific meaning of inside may have been tending to be used in a more general 
sense , with the sequence *a 1 0 1 0  reinterpreted as a simple locative preposition 
and concomi tantly reduced in form to * ( a ) 1 0 .  Thus Mota ( 2 )  a l 0  van ua i l one in 
_ that p lace , Raga ( 3 )  l a  ga tava at the doorway , Sakao ( 7 )  1 - uevyoe l in the men 's 
house , Big Nambas ( 10 )  a l  p i t ve t  in the garden , Lewo ( 2 0) 1 0-yumwa in the house . 
Note however that in some languages *a l 0  coexists with the original *a , and 
also that a parallel generalisation appears to have taken place in the languages 
of New Ireland (Malcolm Ross , personal communication) . 
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Pawley mentions two other apparent innovations in NCV : the appearance of 
a post-verbal parti cle *qa l o/ *ba l o  up , and the shift of *m to *mw in certain 
lexical i tems . Both of the se are supported by only fragmentary and inconsi stent 
evidence , so I say no more about them here . 
7 .  Biposed negative constructions ( those involving both a prefix or 
preposed particle and a suffix or postposed particle) are widespread in NCV 
languages , though rare el sewhere in Oceanic .  I find such structures in groups 
2 ,  3 ,  8 ,  13 , 17 , 1 9 ,  2 0 ,  2 1  and 2 2 . This is about half of the groups for which 
grammatical information is avai lable , and cover s a wide area of the NCV region . 
The forms of the negative markers are quite variable , but some recurrent traits 
sugge st possible reconstructions . The pre-verbal marker most often reflects 
PNCV * ( s t ) a ( vb ) v :  Raga ( 3 )  ha y ,  Sa ( 4 ) tapo , Nokuku ( 5 )  s a p , Tangoa ( 6 )  sopo , 
Sakao ( 7 )  yay , Port Sandwich ( 16)  s b a , South E fate ( 2 2 )  tab . The post-verbal 
element can probably be recon structed as PNCV * tea : Motlav ( 2 )  te , NE Aoba ( 3 )  
tea , Atchin ( 8 )  te , Paama ( 19 )  te i , Lewo ( 2 0 )  re , Bieria ( 2 1 )  se . 
We might speculate about the earlier history of thi s system . PNCV 
* ( s t ) a ( vb ) V  seems to connect with other Oceanic pre-verbal negative markers of 
the form * ta - , e . g .  PPN * t a ? e .  * tea , on the other hand , recal l s  PNCV * tea one , 
and may therefore have been originally an optional emphatic after a negative 
verb (not one ! ) , gradually losing its emphatic force and becoming a routine 
partner of the original negative marker . Compare the parallel hi stories of 
ne . . .  pas in French and ne . . .  not in Middle English . 
5 . 2  Lexica l  evi dence 
Apparent lexical innovations of PNCV are li sted here in summary form . 
Items with a T-number in parenthe ses fol lowing the gloss are in Tryon ' s  basic 
vocabulary , and supporting evidence may be found in Tryon 19 7 6 .  Data for the 
other proposed innovations are given in Appendix 2 .  
1 .  NECK (T14) , THROA T ,  VOICE : PNCV * Da l e ?o ,  from PO * l eqo voice , throat ,  
with prefix of unknown origin . 
2 .  RIGHT HAND (T28) : PNCV *ma t u ? a ,  by metathesis from PO *ma taq u .  
3 .  KNEE (T3 3 ) : PNCV *bwa u-X replaces PO * t u d u .  The PNCV form evidently 
represents a compound meaning head of leg - compare PNCV *bwa t u  head, which 
has irregularly lost its med ial consonant in thi s compound . In some languages 
it is followed by the word for leg , which is here represented by X ,  since there 
is some uncertainty about the PNCV form . 
4 .  FLYING FOX ( T2 8 ) : PNCV *qa ra i replaces PO *mpe Qka . The two languages 
of group 2 1 , however ,  appear to retain the PO form . 
5 .  TURTLE ( T8 S ) : PNCV * 7 a vua replaces PO * pon u . North Efate ( 2 2 )  von u 
is not a direct retention of the PO form , but a borrowing from Polynesian 
(Clark 1984 ) . 
6 .  BREADFRUIT (T100) : PNCV *bata vu . PO * k u l u is not atte sted in NCV . 
However , a number of northern NCV languages reflect a PNCV *b aeko , which on 
the bas is of numerous Solomons cognates appears to repre sent a second PO form 
for breadfrui t ,  *mp a Reko . The relation between *mpa Reko and * k u l u is not clear . 
7 .  ROOT (T10S ) : PNCV *kawa ( R i ) , by metathesis from PO *wa ka R .  
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8 . KNIFE (T147 ) , CUT ( T249 ) : PNCV *z i b a .  cf . PO *pans i split , cut , 
* tampak cut .  
9. GIVE ( T222 ) : PNCV * l av i . cf . PO * l ap i  take from , *a l a p take , touch . 
The PNCV form also occurs widely with the meanings take , bring , carry , but the 
extension to give appears to be a unique innovation . 
The following innovative forms are widespread enough in NCV that they are 
unlikely to be assignable to any lower subgroup , but they coexist with reflexes 
of established PO forms . 
10 . COCONUT (T97 , 98) : PNCV *ma t u ( k i ) alongside *n i u  (PO *n i u ) . 
11 . MOON (TI08) : PNCV *kaba t i  ( ao )  alongside *vu l a  (PO *pu l an ) . 
12 . STAR ( TI09) : PNCV *mwasoyo alongside *v i t u ? u  (PO *p i t uq u ) . 
A possible earlier sense of this word is suggested by Mota mwasoe disc , p lane t ,  
morning o r  evening s tar , and by apparent reflexes of PNCV *mwaso meaning sun 
in various Santo languages . 
13 . EARTHQUAKE (T125 ) : PNCV *muk i alongside * r u ru . The latter appears to 
derive from PO *dudu shake - cf . also Arosi , Kwaio n un u , Yapese d u r rug earth­
quake . 
The next few items are not on Tryon ' s  lists but can be compared with 
established PO reconstructions . 
14 . EEL : PNCV *ma raya replaces PO * n t una . 
15 . NETTLE TREE : PNCV *qa l a to , from PO * ( sa ) l a to � ,  with initial syllable 
unattested elsewhere . 
16 . CORDYLINE SP. : PNCV * (q k ) a r i a  repalces PO *s i R i . 
17 . KA VA :  PNCV *ma l oku replaces PO *kawa ( Pawley 1977) . 
1 8 . CHEW , REFUSE OF CHEWING (KA VA ,  SUGAR CANE , ETC . ) :  PNCV *samwa , 
irregular from PO *samuk . Compare the change *-mu » *-mwa in the possessive 
suffix ( section 5 . 1 ) . 
The final group of PNCV lexical items cannot be compared with established 
PO reconstructions , but are included because they are well attested in NCV 
languages and have no known cognates elsewhere . 
19 . TOMORROW ( T207 ) : PNCV *ma ran i .  cf . PO *dan i , PNCV * ran i day . 
2 0 . AGAINST : PNCV * (q k ) o ro .  This functions as the second element in 
compound verbs indicating action which obstruct covers , surrounds , �revents , 
etc . Pawley ( 1972 , 1977 ) connects this with other Oceanic forms meaning fence , 
enclosure , cut around etc . , but the particular use here appears to be restricted 
to NCV . 
2 1 . LAPLAP (PUDDING) : PNCV * l oqo . The national food of Vanuatu , a baked 
pudding made of grated starch (yam , manioc , banana , etc . )  with coconut cream 
and other ingredients . cf . PO * l o �ku  bend , fo ld, ro l l  up . 
2 2 . CYCAS PALM : PNCV *mwe l e .  
23 . GHOST : PNCV * ( a ) tama te . cf . *?ata  person , *mate dead. 
24 . PEACE : PNCV * tamwa t ( ae ) . 
2 5 . CHIEF , BIG MAN ,  GRADED SOCIETY : PNCV *s ubwe . Capell has suggested a 
connection with PAN *sembaq worship , honour. 
6 .  TH E NORTH ERN AREA 
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6 . 1  Evi dence for a North Vanuatu group 
Pawley ' s  proposed "Northern New Hebrides-Banks " subgroup covers all of the 
Torres and Banks groups , Aoba , Maewo , north Pentecost and Santo , i . e .  local 
groups 1-3 and 5-7 in the present study - though his sample included only 
eleven languages ,  representing groups 2 ,  3 ,  5 and 6 .  Pawley ' s  arguments for 
this subgroup , on re-examination , are promising but not convincing . This area 
includes some of the most conservative languages in NeV , and much of their 
similarity appears to be due to common retention rather than innovation . 
6 . 1 . 1  Grammati ca l  evi dence 
1 .  Languages o f this area have a possessive classifier o f the form 
*b u l a- ,  glossed by Pawley as animal prope�ty or household p�ope�ty , elsewhere 
as p�zed possession , the prototypical example being a pig . There is a 
possibly cognate form in Vao ( 8 )  ta l a- "used for general obj ects . . .  but less 
frequently and in a more personal sense" ( Layard 1942 : 760) . ( See section 4 . 2  
on apico-labial shift . )  As will appear below , languages o f northern Malekula 
(groups 8-10) share many features with those of south Santo . Aside from this 
Vao form , such a classifier is not known elsewhere . 
2 .  *tamwa how? is reflected in Mota ( 2 ) , Nokuku ( 5 ) , Tangoa and Akei ( 6 ) . 
3 .  *ta r i  many , la�ge numbe�. Pawley gives reflexes from Mota , Merlav , 
Lakona and Motlav ( 2 ) , Marino ( 3 ) , Nokuku and Tolomako ( 5 ) , Malo and Tangoa (6)  . 
There are additional cognates in Sakao ( 7 )  te r ,  and in neighbouring groups out­
side NV : Sa ( 4 )  and Uripiv ( 8 )  t a r . 
4 .  Words for today are etymologically very diverse in NCV languages ,  but 
forms reflecting *bwa r i k i  occur throughout groups 2 and 3 ,  and in Vao (8) bar i gh .  
There are three possible but problematic cognates from group 6 :  Malo b a r i d i , 
Tangoa na-ke rke r i gh i , and Akei e reR i ? i  (now) . 
The remaining grammatical features discussed by Pawley are in fact 
restricted to the north-eastern area of NV . I return to them in section 6 . 2 . 
6 . 1 . 2 Lexi ca l evi dence 
Pawley lists a dozen candidates for NV lexical innovations . His data , 
however , are drawn almost entirely from the comparative wordlists in Codrington 
( 1 885 : 36-100) , which are strongly concentrated in areas where Codrington worked . 
More than half of the vanuatu lists are from the Banks and Torres islands 
(groups 1 and 2 ) ; only one Santo language is included , and none from Malekula . 
with the much more complete data now available , it appears that these innova­
tions by no means define a coherent NV area . In fact hardly any two of them 
agree in their extent . They range from * l ama sea , apparently restricted to 
the Banks , Torres and north Maewo , to *ma t u ( k i ) aoaonut ,  which occurs over most 
of the NCV area ( see section 5 . 2 . )  Only *va t a l i banana comes close to exactly 
covering the proposed NV area . See Appendix 3 for representative data . 
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6 . 2  The north -east 
Two grammatical innovations may be restricted to the north-eastern area , 
groups 1-3 (Torres , Banks , Aoba-Maewo-Raga) . 
1 .  The ' independent noun ' suffix *- ( k )  i appears on nouns which normally 
take a possessive suffix , when no possessor is specified . It is well attested 
in groups 1-3 , but , as Pawley note s , no such suffix is mentioned by Ray ( 1926) 
for any of the four Santo languages he describes . Pawley cites some possible 
examples from Tolomako ( 5 ) : ma t u/ i coconut , teta/ i father and namu/g i mosquito . 
The last is not likely to be a suffixed noun , and - g i  here clearly represents 
a retained final consonant with supporting vowel ( see section 4 . 2 ) . Although 
teta i is semantically in the right area , it appears to be a vocative form which 
coexists with suffixed tama- in referential use . Apparent cognates occur out­
side the NV area , e . g . Labo (17 ) ta ta i . Finally , ma tu- may well be a suffixed 
noun , but if so the - i  could as well be a relic of the possessive connective 
PO *q i ( Pawley 1972 : 3 5 ) . 
2 . The conjunction s i  or i s found in almost all langauges of groups 1-3 , 
and possibly in 4 (Apma s i ge ) , but not in Santo . Pawley notes a possible 
cognate 5e in Fij ian . 
One further grammatical innovation mentioned by Pawley , the feminine 
personal article - ro- , is restricted to the Banks and Torres languages ( groups 
1 and 2 ) and Marino of north Maewo ( 3 ) . 
The only possible lexical innovation I have found in this area is *bwa r a t u  
!tying fox ,  replacing PNCV *qa ra i .  However , probable cognates occur not only 
in adjoining group 4 ,  but also in groups 12 and 15 of central Malekula . 
(Compare the set of innovative faunal terms discussed in section 7 . 4 . )  
Evidence of shared innovations in the north-eastern area is thus rather 
weak . In view of the stronger case for a Santo subgroup , to be discussed in 
the next section , it may be possible to explain these few features as NV 
innovations which have subsequently been lost in Santo . The main basis for 
the perceived close relation of groups 1-3 is clearly a shared conservatism . 
6 . 3  Santo 
Several lexical innovations suggest that all the languages of Espiritu 
Santo (groups 5 ,  6 and 7) constitute a single subgroup . 
1 .  TONGUE (T5 ) : *meme replaces PNCV *mea . Also found in several languages 
of groups 8-11 , and surprisingly in Port Sandwich ( 16) . 
2 .  TOOTH (T6) : PNCV * 1 i vo is replaced in all Santo languages . The most 
likely Proto-Santo form is *kuDu , which occurs in almost all of groups 6 and 7 
as well as Tolomako ( 5 ) and Vao ( 8) . The rest of group 5 reflects *ba t i ,  
apparently a PO form for a specific type of tooth , which is also generalised 
to tooth in Nduindui ( 3 ) and in the Efate-Shepherds languages ( 2 2 ) . cf . Mota 
p a t i u  tusk , eye-tooth. 
3 .  LEFT HAND ( T29 ) : *ma ra u replaces PNCV *maw i r i . 
4 .  SPIDER WEB ( T86) : *bwa ra replaces PNCV * ( t k ) a l awa . Also in Atchin (8 ) 
and NE Aoba ( 3 ) . 
5 .  ROPE ( T144 ) : *a s i  replaces PNCV * ta l i or *ka ( r ) o .  
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6 . RED ( T156) : * ( kq ) a ra replaces PNCV *memea . Also in Nduindui ( 3 ) . 
Tutuba (6d) memea appears to be a relic , but could be re-borrowed from Aoba . 
Here and elsewhere , languages of north Malekula share various features 
with those of Santo . Although it cannot be demonstrated as yet by means of 
phonological history , as would be ideal , the sporadic distribution of these 
agreements suggests diffusion rather than common ancestry . 
The apico-labial sound shift , discussed in section 4 . 2  above , is another 
innovation common to a large area of Santo and northern Malekula . For the 
reasons explained there , however , it is at best weak evidence for any proposed 
subgrouping . 
6 . 4  The pos i t i on of the East  Santo cl uster  
As already noted , there seems to be no evidence which would place the 
East Santo languages (group 7 ) outside the NCV group . They positively reflect 
not only a number of PNCV innovations , but also several assignable to later 
stages or subgroups within NCV ( see for example EAR ,  TOOTH , LEFT HAND above ) .  
The apparently aberrant position of these languages thus appears to result 
from a high rate of lexical innovation , parallel to the high phonological 
innovativeness of these languages ,  especially Sakao (Guy 1978 , 1982 ) . 
Do the languages of group 7 constitute a subgroup? Polonambauk and Butmas­
Tur share about 70% cognates ,  while Lorediakarkar and Shark Bay (LSB) are , as 
already noted , essentially the same language . PBT and LSB are connected by 
percentages from 50 to 65 . Sakao is related to both these groups at the 40-50% 
level ; this is high for Sakao , whose percentages with even neighbouring languages 
are rarely higher than the 30s . 
No grammatical information is available for languages of this group other 
than Sakao , so I can cite only a few possible shared lexical innovations . 
Group 7 appears to uniquely share the forms *b i l  i wing ( PNCV *kaba ) , *vu r i t i  
bite ( PNCV * ka t i )  and *baqa r i  liver ( PNCV *?a te ) . Sakao and LSB also agree in 
showing reflexes of *bwoe-mate (dead pig) for meat ( PNCV * v i s i ko ) , where no PBT 
forms are given by Tryon . There are also some possible innovations shared by 
PBT and LSB apart from Sakao (c f . Tryon ' s  division into Sakao and South-East 
Santo , 1976 : 87 ) . The following seem to be unique to PBT-LSB : * 1  i s u nose , * v i l i  
penis , *voDo vulva , *sok fish/bird ,  *maka ra t i  thunder ,  lightning , *ma Davek 
heavy , *vok vomit .  However only in the last case (Sakao l u  vomi t )  is Sakao 
clearly conservative . 
7 .  THE CENTRAL AREA 
The islands from Malekula and Pentecost south to Efate will be referred 
to here as Central Vanuatu (CV) . It will be seen from Fig . l that this is an 
area of greater diversity , lexically at least , than the northern region . 15 
of the 22 local groups are in the central area , 10 of them in Malekula alone . 
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7 . 1  Ev i dence fo r a Centra l Vanuatu s ubgroup 
Pawley ' s  sample of languages from the CV area was extremely defective , 
consisting of a single language from Malekula (Aulua of group 14 ) , two from 
Epi (Lewo and Baki , group 20) and two dialects of North Efate (Nguna and Sesake , 
group 22 ) . Although much of his argument needs to be modified or discarded in 
the light of further data , there remains a certain amount of evidence to 
support the inclusion of at least a large majority of the CV languages in a 
single subgroup . 
7 . 1 . 1  Grammati cal  evi dence 
1 .  Many CV languages show a distinctive alternation in the initial con­
sonants of verbs , whereby reflexes of PNCV nasal-grade consonants ( *b ,  * d ,  *9 , 
*n r )  occur in certain syntactic categories and the corresponding oral-grade 
consonants ( *v ,  * t , *k , * r )  in others , e . g . North Efate e pane he goes , he went , 
pwa vano go ! Broadly speaking , the nasal grade is associated with ' realis ' 
categorie s , and the oral with ' irrealis ' ( conditional , future , imperative , etc . )  
( See Lynch 197 5 , Walsh 1981 for fuller discussion . )  Systems of this kind are 
present in all languages of groups 4 ,  19 , 20 , 21 and 22 for which grammatical 
data is available , as well as in Raga ( group 3 ) . 
These languages form a band along the eastern side of the CV area , with 
the apparent exception of group 18 (Ambrym) . No alternation pattern of this 
kind has been described for any Malekula language , but there are scattered 
forms which could be relics of such an alternation . Pawley notes the Aulua 
numerals : 
e-n rua 
e - n t i l  





rok- t i l 




The following forms from Tryon ' s  lists are also suggestive : 
Mae ( 9 ) 
Maragus ( 10) 
unmet ( 10 ) 
heavy ( T170) 
i - n d rov 
i -n d i v  
i -n dav 
light ( = no t heavy ) (T171) 
i - a- J ov 
i - t i - tev 
i - te - tev 
Rerep ( 13 ) also shows the following unexp�ained alternations (Morton 1891 ) : 
me b u re t i n  
i - bora i 
me b u r i  j u  
I speak the truth 
he says 
it is paid for 
f u re t i n  he speaks truth 
h i n i  fora i he says 
rna se f u i r i  rumb it is not yet paid 
An optimistic reading of this fragmentary evidence could lead to the 
conclusion that a North Efate type consonant alternation was an innovation of 
Proto-Central Vanuatu which had ceased to be productive in a number of local 
groups . Indeed one may still hope that such a system will appear alive and 
well in one of the many undescribed languages of Malekula . On the other hand , 
as Lynch ( 1975 ) has shown , the alternation arises from the fusion of a ' realis ' 
particle of the form *mV with the initial consonant of a following verb . Since 
such particles are common throughout NCV , it would not be surpr�s�ng to find 
alternations of this type arising independently more than once . 
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2 .  Pawley observes that the lpsg independent pronoun (PO * i nau ) has *k­
initial forms in many CV languages , e . g . vovo (8 ) g h i na ,  Big Nambas ( 10 ) kana , 
Litzlitz (11 ) x i ne ,  Unua ( 1 3 ) x i na ,  Nasarian (15 ) koenoe , Maskelynes ( 16 ) k i na u ,  
Lewo ( 20) k i n u ,  South Efate ( 2 2 ) k i neu , all suggesting PCV * ( kq ) i na u .  
Nearly as widespread in the CV area are velar-initial second independent 
pronouns , with forms suggesting PCV * ( kq ) a i qo ,  e . g . Apma ( 4 ) k i k ,  Unua ( 13 ) xa i , 
Maskelynes ( 16 ) ka i ug ku , Malfaxal (17 ) ghayuq u , Paama ( 19 ) ke i ko ,  Maii (21 ) 
ka i ka ,  South Efate (Eton dialect) ( 2 2 ) kag . ( See Tryon ' s  lists 211 and 212 for 
further examples . ) Both of these innovative forms , however , are interdigitated 
with forms reflecting PNCV * i n a u  and *n i qo ;  compare Burmbar ( 14 ) lpsg i na u , 
2psg xa i ug k ;  North Efate ( 2 2 ) lpsg k i na u ,  2psg n i  i qo . 
Pawley notes the irregular reflection of the postverbal completive particle 
* t ua ( i )  as s ua in Aulua and North Efate . I have not found any other CV languages 
that share this innovation . Since Paama (19 ) t u a i  and Baki ( 20) r ue both 
reflect the original * t - , it would appear most likely that the Aulua and North 
Efate forms result from independent developments . 
Pawley ' s  other proposed grammatical innovations of CV are actually res­
tricted to the Epi and Efate languages , and will be discussed in section 7 . 2 .  
Here I add two further innovations which are reflected by most CV languages for 
which grammatical data are available . 
3 . There is a copula verb of the form *ve i . It is reduced to *ve or *v i 
in many languages , and *b- and *v-initial forms alternate in languages which 
have the consonant alternation described above , e . g .  Sa ( 4 ) e/be , Atchin ( 8) 
we , Big Nambas (10 ) v " i , Rerep (13 ) fe , Labo ( 17 )  v i , Paama ( 19 ) h i /v i , Baki 
(20 ) ve/mbe , North Efate ( 22 ) ve i /pe i . This verb takes NP complements , and 
sometimes also possessives and adj ective s . The fact that it appears to be in 
complementary distribution with reflexes of PO *pa i make , do may suggest its 
orlgln . An example cited by Ray ( 1926 : 414 ) shows a use of Tolomako ( 5 ) ve i in 
a context which is suggestive of the transition involved : move i tahona i he 
becomes we l l  (is made good) . 
4 .  Plurality in nouns i s marked by postposing the third plural independent 
pronoun , or a form which can plausibly be derived from such a pronoun , e . g . , 
Sa ( 4 ) a t u n t un - e r  the men , Southwest Bay (17 ) n i mo ro t  a r  the men , Baki ( 20) 
ve r u  na l o  s tones . This construction does not seem to occur in groups 10 , 21 or 
22 , though North Efate ( 22 ) has a postposed plural marker maaga , apparently of 
non-pronominal origin . Sakao ( 7 ) is the only NV language which has a similar 
structure , though here the plural marker occurs only as a suffix to certain 
postposed determiners , e . g .  a r a  mam-+r these pigs . 
7 . 1 . 2  Lexical  evi dence 
See Appendix 4 for supporting data . 
1 . PIG ( T59 ) : *b (ou ) kas i replaces PNCV *boyo ( PO *mpoRo ) . 
2 .  GRASS ( T104 ) : *mwan a ( i u ) replaces PNCV *va l i s i  (PO *pa l i s i ) 
3 .  RED ( T156) : *mi a l a replaces PNCV *mea ( PO *meRa ) . 
4 .  DRINK (T251 ) : *m i n u ,  from PNCV * i n u ( PO * i n um) , perhaps by accretion 
of a verbal particle .  Also in Raga and some southern Maewo dialects . 
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5 .  SPONDIAS DULCIS : *ma l i replaces PNCV *?us i ( PO *q u R i ) .  
6 .  PIGEON : *ku i ba replaces PNCV *bune ( PO *mpune ) . 
7 . 2  Ep;  and E fate 
The epi and E fate languages ( groups 2 0-2 2 )  share a few innovations : 
1 .  Pawley noted simi larities among the third person independent pronouns 
of his four CV languages which suggested common deve lopments . With the much 
more complete sample provided by Tryon ' s  lists , we can now see a great diversity 
of forms . Within thi s profusion , the Epi and Efate pronouns are similar enough 
to each other and dis tinct enough from the rest that they probably have a 
common origin : 
Group 3SG 3PL 
2 0  Lewo naga n ag a l a  
Bierebo naga ( n a )  na l .  l a l a  
Baki na i na l o  
2 1  Maii gana ga l a  
Bieria gana  n i ga 
2 2  Namakura -n i n i  - n  i a r  
North Efate naae naa ra 
South Efate nega neg e r  
These forms could b e  plausibly derived from hypothetical Proto-Epi-Efate forms 
*nagaya third person singular and *naga ra third person p lura l .  
The other grammatical innovations sugge sted b y  Pawley are o f  less value : 
2 .  Both Epi and Efate languages have lost dual and trial independent 
pronouns . But this seems to have happened also in various other NCV language s ,  
e . g .  Marino ( 3 ) , Sowa ( 4 ) , Wusi and Malo ( 6 ) , Big Nambas ( 1 0) . In fact , as 
Grace ( 1976 : 111-112 ) impl ies , repeated abolition and reconstruction of dual and 
trial pronouns may be endemic in Oceanic languages .  
3 .  The second person plural sub j ect pronoun ( PO * ( ka ) muyu )  is reduced to 
the form *kv .  But there i s  a tendency everywhere to reduce such particles to 
CV shape . Again , several other NCV languages have fol lowed a parallel path , 
e . g .  Raga ( 3 )  g h i , Apma ( 4 )  ka , Tangoa ( 6 )  ka , Sakao ( 7 )  gh i , Atchin ( 8 )  ka . 
4 .  The reciprocal pre fix , PO *paR i - ,  reduces to *b i - /v i - .  
*R  i s  expected here ( see section 4 . 2 ) , and the further reduction 
is hardly unusual ; in fact the same reduction has taken place in 
Gi lbertese as shown in Pawley ' s  data . 
But loss of 
of cvv to CV 
Wayan and 
Although none of these innovations in itself i s  particularly good evidence 
the conj unction of the three does tend to add some support to the hypothes i s  of 
an Epi-Efate subgroup . 
Pawley mentions three lexical items which in Codrington ' s  lists seem to be 
uniquely shared by the Epi and Efate language s :  ra rua canoe , goro i woman , and 
t amo l i man . These now appear to have been a philological wi ll-o ' - the-wi sp . 
They are North E fate words , but do not appear in any of Tryon ' s  15 Epi dialects . 
Probably they are contaminations in Codrington ' s  sources ,  originating from the 
now extinct Livara dialect of North E fate which was spoken at the south-east 
end of Epi ( Ray 19 2 6 : 198) . 
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There are , however , at least two clear lexical innovations of Epi-Efate : 
1 .  TONGUE (T5 ) : PNCV *mea changes irregularly to *mena , perhaps by 
accretion of the third person singular possessive suffix . 
. 2 .  TEN (T196 ) : PNCV *sagavu 1 u is replaced by * r ua- 1 i ma ( two-five ) .  This 
innovation is also found in neighbouring Paama ( 19 ) . 
7 . 3  Central Central 
The remaining area of Central vanuatu - Malekula , South pentecost , Ambrym 
and Paama (groups 4 and 8-19) has three conspicuous uniquely shared lexical 
items , though only the first can be shown to replace a known reconstructed 
form . See Appendix 5 for data . 
1 .  HAND/ARM (T12 ) : PNCV * 1 i ma is replaced by *vara ( c f . PO *qapa Ra 
shouldep) . But * 1 i ma is retained in group 10 . 
2 . PUT , PLACE , LEA VE :  * 1 i Q i .  c f . PO * 1 i Q i pour , spi l l , shed, exude . 
3 .  PLACE (n ) : *uta , probably from PO *q u ta land, bush , interiop. 
7 . 4 Amb rym and Pentecost 
The close cultural and linguistic connections between South Pentecost and 
North Ambrym are reflected in a number of local innovations shared by groups 4 
and 18 . The largest number of these are animal names : *s i mo ( 1 r ) i cpayfish , 
*ta 1 i te 1  i snake , *bwase 1 i bipd, *tabwaqan mosquito , *masa 1 0  fish , * r i r i  squid, 
*tomo pat ,  *b u 1  i buttep[ly , *ma r i t  ee l .  Note also *ku 1 coconut and *v i sa v i ne 
woman with a unique infix . These innovations sometimes fail to encompass all 
of groups 4 and 19 , and often extend to neighbouring languages as well : the 
Paama group , Raga and NE Aoba , and various languages of the east coast of 
Malekula . The confused pattern of isoglosses suggests cross-language and 
cross-group diffusion . 
7 . 5 West Ma l e kul an 
As with the East Santo languages ( see section 6 . 4 ) , there is no evidence 
that the ' Malekula Interior Group ' of Tryon ' s  classification should be separated 
from the rest of NCV . The languages of this group share many of the innovations 
of Central Vanuatu just discussed . Their unity within themselves is less clear 
than in the case of the East Santo cluster . However , there is a group of 
lexical innovations which are restricted to Malekula and which occur most 
frequently in groups 10 , 11 , 12 , 15 and 1 7 . Among the innovative forms are 
*b u 1 aq u bone , *bwaka tuptle , * 1  i vakat  night , * 1 abut  pat , * 1 i ba k  dog and 
*n i t ukas mosquito . In addition this group of languages has a unique base 
* i zau- from which the numerals six-nine are formed . Both the semantic range 
of the items and their variable distributions are similar to those of the 
Ambrym-Pentecost area discussed in the preceding section . 
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This group , which we might term 'West Malekulan ' ,  differs from Tryon ' s  
' Malekula Interior ' in that it also includes Southwest Bay and Malfaxal of 
group 17 . More importantly , it is seen not as a high-level separate group , 
but as a focus of a series of innovations . 
8 .  SOME D I STRIBUT I ONAL PROBLEMS 
Several lexical innovations in the NCV area have clear distribution 
patterns which are nevertheless difficult to reconcile with the subgrouping 
picture developed in the preceding sections . 
The first group cover a majority of NCV languages in both northern and 
central vanuatu , but leave a relic area in the south : 
YAM (T91 , cf . also T2ll year) : PO *qup i is retained in groups 20-22 and 
in Paama (19 ) . Most other languages reflect PNCV *Damu . 
TARO (T92 ) : PO *ta l o  is retained only in North and South Efate ( 2 2 ) 
n a - t a l e  (with unexplained final vowel ) . The NV area , as well as South 
Pentecost and Ambrym , has *bwe t a , while the remainder of the CV languages 
have *buaqa . 
BANANA (T99) : PO *pun t i  is retained only in Marino and Central Maewo ( 3 ) 
and in North and South Efate ( 2 2 ) (North Efate naad i , cf . naasu  bow < PO *pus u ) . 
Most other CV languages reflect *v i z i , while NV has *vata l i .  
SAIL (T142 ) : PO * l aya R is retained in groups 19-22 , while most other 
languages reflect PNCV *kaban i .  
An opposite geographical configuration appears with the items for FIRE 
(Tl17 ) and FIREWOOD (T134 ) . Groups 1 and 2 (Banks and Torres) preserve the 
PO forms *ap i fire , * l i to firewood . Almost all other NCV languages have a 
single form with both meanings . This common form is *a p i  in a few NV languages 
(Maewo and NE Aoba ( 3 ) , Valpei ( 5 ) , Wusi (6 » , but elsewhere it is replaced by 
*ka b u  ( c f . PO *kampu burn ) . The Banks and Torres appear as a relic area here 
as they did in the treatment of *R ( section 4 . 2 ) . 
8 . 1 Numera l s 
A majority of NCV languages have replaced the Proto-Oceanic forms for the 
numerals from six to nine with morphologically complex additive structures ,  
consisting of a base followed by the numerals from one to four . e . g . , Mota 
l evea- tea six , l evea - rua seven , l evea - to l  eight , l evea-vat  nine . The forms of 
the base are so similar as to suggest strongly that a single innovation was 
involved , though it is hard to reconstruct a precise PNCV shape for the base . 
A majority of both NV and CV languages have been affected , but the following 
languages preserve the PO numerals : 
Group 3 :  




Nduindui , NE Aoba and Raga 
All languages except Tolomako 
Tutuba , Aore , Malo 
All languages 
All languages 
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Geographically , there is an isolated relic area in north-west Santo , and 
a larger one comprising facing areas of Malekula , Santo (offshore islands only), 
Aoba and Pentecost .  Recall that the two Aoba languages were likewise a relic 
area in retaining the possessive suffix *-mu ( sect-ion 5 . 1 ) . 
8 . 1  P ronouns 
Walsh ( 1982 ) has called attention to a widespread pattern in the first 
and second person non-singular pronouns (T214-216 ) . All three plural pronouns 
are reconstructed with PO initial *k ( PO *kami  first person plural exclusive , 
*k i n ta  first person plural inclusive , *kamuy u second person plura l ) . In many 
NCV languages ,  however the inclusive pronoun has the regular reflex of PO/PNCV 
*k , while the other two have a different consonant , which in general is the 
reflex of PO *89/PNCV *q . 6 This is illustrated by Raga kama i (exclusive ) 
g i da (inclusive ) , k i m i u (second person plural ) . 
The Raga pattern (Nasal-Oral-Nasal ) ,  is reflected in most languages of 
groups 1-7 and group 18, as well as in Vao ( 8) and Paama ( 19) . Elsewhere , 
almost every other possible combination of oral and nasal grades can be found . 
Walsh interprets these facts as evidence of an innovation shared by Tryon ' s  
East New Hebrides and West Santo groups . It seems to me , however , that it 
could as well as be a retention from PNCV . Suppose that at a pre-PNCV stage , 
all three pronouns have their initial consonants prenasalised (PNCV *qam i 
*q i da ,  *qamuy u ) , after which *q i da reverts to oral grade , perhaps by dissimi­
lation of two successive prenasalised stops . This gives the Raga pattern , 
which is retained by quite a few languages .  However ,  pressure of analogy is 
always strong within pronominal systems . Some languages generalise the nasal 
grade ( e . g . groups 8-11) , others the oral (Lakona ( 2 ) , Aoba ( 3 ) , SE Ambrym ( 19 ) , 
Maii (21 » , others produce yet other inconsistencies . 
9 .  NCV AN D SOUTH VANUATU 
Lynch ( 1978) argues that the eight languages of Eromanga , Tanna and 
Aneityum comprise a South Vanuatu (SV) subgroup , and speculates that it may be 
a first-order subgroup of Oceanic . The lat_ter possibility , of course , can 
only be established by failure to find evidence for subgrouping SV with any 
other languages below the Oceanic level . The following resemblances between 
innovative lexical forms in NCV and SV are given as material for further 
research into the relationship between these two groups . SV forms are either 
Proto-SV reconstructions from Lynch 1978 , or forms from Sie (Eromanga) , 
Lenakel and Kwamera (Tanna) and Aneityum . 
RIGHT HAND (T28) : PNCV *ma t u ? a , PSV *mwa tu- . 
FLYING FOX ( T79) : PNCV *qa ra i , PSV * ( g ) k i da i . 
TURTLE ( T85 ) : PNCV *?avua . SIE na-vu , LEN i a- u ,  ANT n a - hou . Lynch 
derives these forms from PO *pon u ,  but I believe a form cognate with 
*?avua will do at least as well . 
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ROOT ( TIOS ) : PNCV *kawa ( R i ) .  ANT ne-cvan , showing the same metathesis 
from PO *waka R .  
STAR (TI09 ) : *mwasoyo . SIE mos i , LEN mah a u ,  ANT i n -moj e v . 
EARTHQUAKE : PNCV *muk i , SIE no-m i ux , LEN mw i g ,  ANT no-mo i . 
CYCAS PALM : PNCV *mwe l e .  LEN n+-m+ l .  
GHOST : PNCV * ( ? a ) tamate . LEN i a rm+s , ANT na tmas . 
TOMORROW: PNCV *ma ran i .  SIE m ran , ANT i mrany . 
Grammatically , the NCV innovations in locative prepositions may be 
compared w i th SIE ra , LEN I e .  Note also the biposed negative in LEN i s -v-aan . 
The final group o f  lexical items are recons tructed only for subgroups of 
NCV , but have resemblances in one or more SV languages : 
LIVER ( T2 0 ) : *mwabwe , occurring widely in Santo and Malekula . Sie mou ,  
LEN nakan-mop , ANT i n-mopo- k .  c f .  PO *ma �pe chestnut. 
PIG ( TS9 ) : PCV *b (ou ) kas i .  SIE no-mpxah i , LEN pukas , ANT p i kad . 
FIRE ( Tl17 ) : PNCV ( ? )  *kab u .  KWM n - a p ,  ANT i n- xab . 
TEN ( T196 ) : Epi-E fate * r ua l i ma .  SIE na r uo l em .  Like most NCV languages , 
the SV languages have re-formed the numerals six to nine as additives on a base 
of five , but there is no apparent formal agreement .  
DRINK (T2S1 ) : PCV *m i n u .  LEN amn uumw , ANT amony , amny i i .  
TONGUE ( TS ) : * l ua-mea , found in Merlav , Maewo and several central Malekula 
languages . Sie ne- l uam- , KMW ne- ra m .  
FINGER : PNV *b i s u .  LEN p+s p+s , ANT nu-ps . Lynch reconstructs PSV *pot ( i e ) ,  
but a s  i n  the case of TURTLE, the NV form might do j ust a s  well . 
1 0 .  CONCLUSIONS 
Pawley ' s  hypothesis of a North Hebridean subgroup appears supported by 
additional evidence now available . This group , now called North and Central 
Vanuatu , comprises all non-Polynesian languages from the Banks and Torres to 
E fate including the Eas t Santo and Malekula Interior groups . The latter 
languages ,  which appeared highly deviant in Tryon ' s  survey , now seem to be 
innovative local groups , but not separated at a high level from their 
nei ghbours . 
A relatively gradual differentiation of NCV into regional dialects is 
suggested by the ex i s tence of sub-NCV innovati ons ( section 8)  which leave 
relic areas in the north (Banks and Torres ) ,  the south (Efate-Shepherds-Epi ) 
and the centre (Aoba and neighbouring islands ) . Compare the comments by Pawley 
( 1981)  on the NCV area as a sort of hyper-Fi j i ,  where regional languages have 
further split into chains of closely-related languages .  
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The major divis ion within NCV appears to be between a northern and a 
central par t ,  with the boundary running between Santo and Malekula and between 
Raga and the remainder of Pentecost . This corre sponds approximate ly with the 
north being of a matrilineal , ' dual organi sation ' social structure , in which 
the graded society is generally referred to as *s ubwe , while in the patrilineal 
area to the south (Malekula , Ambrym , Epi )  it is cal led *maq i .  Peter Crowe 
(per sonal communication) has also drawn my attention to a mus icological 
boundary at approximately the same place , with horizontal s lit-gongs in the 
north , upright gongs in the south , and a transitional zone where gongs are set 
in the ground at a 4S-degree angle . 
The position of some languages lying near thi s boundary i s  still somewhat 
doubtful .  North Malekula language s ,  particularly groups 8-10 , show some 
anomalous features for members of the Central group , as do those of South 
Pentecost (group 4 ) . Even Raga ( 3) is in some ways not at home in the northern 
region . All that is clear at thi s stage is that no theory which assumes 
di ffusion to be of negligible importance ( section 4 . 1 ) is likely to succeed in 
clarifying the ir position . 
The languages of Santo probably comprise a gene tic unit . The remaining 
NV languages seem to be unified mainly by retentions rather than innovations , 
though obviously the Banks-Torres group has innovated a good deal , with some 
inf luence beyond its boundarie s .  ( See *pe i water, Tll l ,  for a particularly 
clear example . )  
Within Central Vanuatu , the major spl i t  appears to be between Epi-Efate 
and the res t .  Group 19 (Paama and South-East Ambrym) appears somewhat uncertain 
in its affinities between these two . Epi and E fate may consti tute a subgroup , 
but the evidence is not very strong . The remaining CV area ( Malekul a ,  Ambrym 
and South Pentecost) shows a number o f  areas of clear shared innovation , 
probably at a relatively late ( cross-language or cross-group )  s tage . 
There are signi ficant shared lexical innovations between NCV and South 
Vanuatu . In fact , it is hard to find a clear ins tance o f  SV preserving an 
original feature lost by NCV . We must seriously consider the possibility o f  
a larger Vanuatu subgroup , which splits into NCV and S V ;  o r  perhaps even a 
more intimate relation , considering that SV seems to uniquely share a few 
innovations with sub-sets of NCV languages . 
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Tabl e 1 :  the 22 l ocal  groups 
1 .  Torres : Hiw , Toga (69 ) 
2 .  Banks : Lehali ,  Lehalurup , Motlav , Mota , Vatrata , Mosina ,  Koro , 
Wetamut , Lakona , Merlav ( 7 2 ) 
3 . Aoba-Maewo : Marino , Central Maewo , Baetora , Northeast Aoba , 
Nduindui (69) , Raqa ( 62 ) 
4. South Pentecost : Sowa , Seke ( 7 7 ) , Apma ( 65 ) , Sa (61 ) 
5. Northwest Santo : Valpei , Nokuku , Tasmate , Vunapu , Piamatsina ( 74 ) , 
Tolomak6 (68) 
6. South Santo : ( a )  western : Wusi , Malmari v ,  Lametin , Navut ( 74 ) , 
Roria (60) 
(b)  Southwestern : Ake i , Fortsenal , Wailapa , Arak i , 
Tangoa ( 74 ) 
( c )  South Central : Morouas ,  Amblong , Narango ( 76 ) 
(d) Southeastern : Mafe a ,  Tutuba , Aore , Malo ( 73 ) , 
Tambotalo (64 ) 
7 .  East Santo : Polonambauk , Butmas-Tur ( 7 5 ) , Lorediakarkar/Shark 
Bay ( 65 ) , Sakao ( 50 ) 
8 . Northeast Malekula :  Vovo , Vao , Atchin,  Uripiv-Wala-Rano ( 7 1 ) , 
Mpotovoro ( 6 5 ) 
9 . Malua Bay, Mae (68) 
10 . Big Nambas , Maragus ( 58 ) 
11 . Larevat ,  Vinmavi s ,  Litzl itz ( 57 ) 
12 . Lingarak , Katbol ( 59 ) 
13 . Rerep , Unua ( 76 ) 
14 . Aulua , Burmbar ( 72 ) 
15 . Small Nambas : Letemboi ,  Repanbi tip (69) , Dixon Reef ( 64 ) , Nasarian ( ? )  
16 . Southeast Malekula :  Port Sandwich , Axamb , Maskelynes (69) 
17 . Southwest Malekula : Southwest Bay , Mal faxal ( 71 ) , Labo ( 54 ) 
18 . Ambrym : North Ambrym , Lonwolwol , Dakaka ,  Po rt vato ( 7 3 ) 
19 . Paama : Southeast Ambrym , Paama ( 7 1 ) 
20 . Epi : Lewo , Bierebo , Baki ( 74 ) 
21 . Mai i , Bieria ( 71 ) 
2 2 . E fate-Shepherds : North E fate , South E fate ( 70 ) , Namakura (60) 
Note : Group 6 is a single chain o f  16 closely-re lated l anguages with two 
outliers . For convenience i t  has been broken into four subsets with 
still closer relations among themselves . 
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Tab l e  2 :  Consonant correspondences for representa ti ve NCV l anguages 
For mUltiple reflexes , the following notations are used : X/Y means the 
reflexes are phonologically conditione d ,  X-Y means the reflexes occur in 
different dialects ; X=Y means that both reflexes are given in sources 
but I suspect they are not phonemically distinct ; and X , Y  means that the 
basis for the mUltiple reflexes is not known . 
PO *p *mp * I)P * t  * n t  * k  * I)k *q 
PNCV *v *b *bw * t  *d *k *q * ?  
I .  Hiw v/w p kw t t g h  k 0 
2 .  Mota v/w p pw tis  n gh  k 0 
3 .  Nduindui v b qw t d k q 0 
4 .  Sa 0 b/p bw tic d/t O , k  g/k  0 
5 .  Nokuku v/w p pw/p t ? k ? 0 
6 .  Malo v b bw t d x , gh  k 0 
Fortsenal v p=b p=b t k 0 k 0 
7 .  Sakao y/O v/dh v dh  r 0 gh  0 
8 .  Atchin v=w b=p bW/ p (w )  t / t s=c r/ts=c 0 k 0 
Vao v/v" p/p "  b t/h r gh  k 0 
9 .  Malua Bay v b/p b tis  r gh/x q /k  0 
10 . Big Nambas v/v" p/p" p t , O  d ( r ) x/o k 0 
II . Vinmavis v b/m b t/h/s  n t  ? , x  q/g 0 
12 . Lingarak v b/mp b (w )  tis  dins  gh gk  0 
13 . Rerep v b/mp bw tic r x/gh g/gk 0 
14 . Aulua v b/mp b tis  dis  x-gh q/gk 0 
15 . Dixon Reef vip b/mp b tis  d k , O  q/gk 0 
16 . Pt Sandwich v b b r/ ts-c  d r  gh  g/q 0 
17 . SW Bay v mp , b  b tis  d ? g k , q  0 
Labo v/w/p b b tis  d O , ? , k q 0 
18 . Lonwolwol v/w b , p p t / r  , c  n/d  h k 0 
19 . SE Ambrym h v ,W v t r 0 k 0 
20 . Lewo v/w/O p pW , p  t , s/ r  t , s / r  k , O  k 0 
Baki v b bw t / r  t / r  k , s  k , s  0 
2 l . Bieria v b , p  b t , s  t , s , d  k q 0 
2 2 . North E fate v/w p pw t d k 9 0 
Namakura v/w b bw t d k q/g  ? 
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PO 
PNCV 
l .  Hiw 
2 .  Mta 
3 .  Ndd 
4 .  Sa 
5 .  Nok 
6 .  M10 
Fts 
7 .  Sak 
8 .  Ate 
Vao 
9 .  M1b 
10 . Bgn 
1 l . Vmv 
1 2 .  Lgk 
13 . Rep 
14 . Au1 
15 . Dxr 
16 . Psw 
1 7 . Swb 
Lab 
18 . Lww 
19 . Sea 
20 . Lew 
2 l . Bie 
2 2 .  Nef 
Nmk 
*5  *ns 
*5  *z  




5 t s  
5 nc 
5 t s  
h h 
5 c - t s  
h 5 
5 c- t s  
0 5 
s / h  n ts 






5 , 0 5 , 0 





h , s h , s  
*m *I)m *n *n * 1) 
*m *mw *n *ny *g 
m mw n n 9 
m mw n n 9 
m gw n n 9 
m mw n n 9 
m m n n n 
m m n n 9 
m m n n n 
min min n n 9 
m mw n n 9 
m/m" mw n n 9 
m mw n n 9 
m/m" m/m" n n n 
m m n n 9 
m mw n n 9 
m mw n n 9 
m m {w} n n 9 
m mw n n 9 
m m {w }  n n 9 
m m n n 9 
m m {w} n n 9 
m mw n n gin 
m m n n 9 
m mw n n 9 
m mw n n { y }  9 
m mw n n 9 
m mw n n 9 
PO *d , *R 
PNCV * r  
l .  Hiw g h  
2 .  Mta r 
3 .  Ndd r 
4 .  Sa r 
5 .  Nok r 
6 .  Ml0 r 
Fts r 
7 .  Sak r 
8 .  Ate r 
Vao r 
9 .  Mlb r 
10 . Bgn r 
1l . Vmv r 
1 2 . Lgk r 
1 3 .  Rep r 
14 . Aul r 
15 . Dxr r 
16 . Psw O/ r / l  
17 . Swb r 
Lab x 
1 8 .  Lww r 
19 . Sea 
20 . Lew 1 
Bak c/ l 
2 l .  Bie 
2 2 . Nef r 
Nmk r 
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* n d  * R  * 1  *w , *p  *y 
* n r  * R  * 1  *w *y 
t gh  y w 0 
n r 1 w 0 
d 0 kw 0 
d 0 w 0 
? 0 O/w 0 
d 0 w 0 
k 0 0 0 
r 0 w 0 
r 0 w/O 0 
r 0 w 0 
r 0 w 0 
d 0 w 0 
n r  0 w 0 
d r  0 w 0 
r 0 w 0 
d r  0 w 0 
d r  0 w 0 
d r  0 O/ r/ l w 0 
d 0 1 w 0 
r 0 1 , dh w 0 
d 0 1 w 0 
r 0 1 , 0 0 0 
n d , s  0 1 w 0 
t / r  0 c/ l w 0 
t , s , n d  0 1 w 0 
d 0 (w)  0 
d 0 0 0 
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Appendi x  1 :  Sources of data 
The lists in Tryon 1976 cover all NCV languages mentioned in this paper . 
Other sources of data are l i sted in this appendix . Pawley 1972 draws his data 
from published sources listed below , chiefly Codrington 1885 (C)  and Ray 1926 
(R) . Two other works which cover a number of languages are Charpentier 1982 , 
which gives lexical data on Rerep ( 1 3 )  and all languages of groups 14-1 7 ,  and 
Gowers 1976 , wh ich has tree names from throughout Vanuatu . Languages names in 
parentheses below are those used by the source which differ from Tryon ' s .  
Sources preceded by + are s cripture translations ; full references for these 










C ( La )  
C ( Norbarbar) 
C ( also Volow) 
C Codrington and Palmer 1 896 , +Bible 1912 . 
C ( Leon and Sasar , Pak) 
C ( al so Vuras) 
C ( Gog) 



















C (Maewo ) , Ivens 1940-2b ( Latora) 
Peter Crowe ( field notes ) 
C (Oba , Walurigi ) ,  Ivens 1940-2a (Lobaha) , Suas 
+Matthew and Mark 1 9 7 3  
C (Arag) , Ivens 1 9 3 7 - 1 9 3 9  ( Lamalanga) , Walsh 1966 
+Mark and John 1977 
Tattevin 192 9 ,  Elliot 1976 
R ( Nogugu) , +John 1946 
C ( Marina) , R (Bay of S ts Philip and James ) 
R ( Tasiriki ) ,  +John 1909 , Genesis and Jonah 1912 
Thomas Ludvigson ( field notes ) 
R ,  Annand in Macdonald 1889-189 1 , Camden 1979 
Landels in Macdonald 1889-1891 ,  +Selections 1954 
Guy 1974 , +Psalms 1949 , NT Sel ections 1959 
Layard 1942 
Capell and Layard 1980 
R ( Uripiv) , +Mark , Luke and Acts 1893-1905 
10 Big Nambas Fox 1979a , b ,  Corlette 1947 
1 1  Larevat Deacon 1924 
Vinmavis 
Litzlitz 
1 3  Rerep 
14 Aulua 
Deacon 1924 ( Lambumbu) 
Deacon 1924 ( Lagalaga) 
Morton in Macdonald 1889-189 1 (Pangkumu) 
R 
16 P t  Sandwich Charpentier 1979 
Maskelynes R ( Kuliviu) , +Mark 1906 
Group 
1 7  SW Bay 
Labo 
18 N Ambrym 
Lonwo1wo1 
19 SE Ambrym 
Paama 
2 0  Lewo 
Baki 
2 1  Bieria 
22 Namakura 
North E fate 
South Efate 
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R ( Sinesip ) , Deacon 1 9 2 4  ( Seniang) 
R ( Mea un ) , Deacon 1924 (Mewun ) 
C (Ambrym) 
R (Ambrim) , Paton 1971 , 19 7 3 ,  +Acts 1949 
Parker 1968 , 1970 
R ,  Crowley 1982 , +New Testament 1944 
R ( Tasiko ) , Early MS . 
R ,  Fraser in Macdonald 1889-1891 , +Matthew and Mark 19 11 
Phi lippians and Thessalonians 1914 , Psalms 1914 
Fraser in Macdonald 1889-189 1 ,  Luke 1914 
Field notes 
C ( Fate) , R ( Nguna) , Schutz 1969a , b (Nguna) , +Bib1e 
1972 , field notes by A . J .  Schutz , Ellen Facey and 
myself 
Field notes , +Mark 1866 , Genesis 1874 
Appendi x 2 :  Lex ica l  i nnovati ons  of  PNCV : s upporting  evi dence 
14 . EEL : PNCV *ma raya : ( 2 )  MTA ma rea ( 3 )  NDD ma ra i ( 5 )  TMK na rae ( 6 )  FTS ma ra i 
( 8) ATC ma ra ( 2 2 )  NMK ma ra NEF ma rae . c f .  also ( 1 6 )  PSW ma r i r ( 18 )  LWW 
ma ret ( 19 )  SEA me l i t , though these may be from PNCV *ma r i ta rope . 
1 5 .  NETTLE TREE : PNCV *qa l a t o :  ( 2 )  MTA ka l a to ( 3 )  NEA ga l a to NDD q e l a to 
( 5 ) NOK e l a t  ( 7 )  SAK gho l adh ( 8 )  ATC ka l a t VAO - ka l a t ( 1 5 )  DXR -qa l a te 
( 16 )  MSK -qa l a t  ( 1 7 )  SWB -qa l a t ( 1 8 )  LWW ge l a r ,  ge l a t o  
16 . CORDYLINE SP. : PNCV * ( q k ) a r i a :  ( 2 )  MTA ka r i a  ( 6 )  FTS ka r i a  ( 8 )  ATC ka r i  
( 1 5 )  DXR - ka r i e  ( 1 6 )  PSW ka r i  ( 1 7 )  SWB - a r i  ( 2 2 )  NMK ka r i  NEF - ka r i e .  
17 . KA VA :  PNCV *ma l oku : ( 6 )  FTS ma l oo ( 8 )  VAO ma l oghe ( 10 )  BGN m"a l ax ( 13 )  REP 
me rox ( 16 )  PSW ma i x  ( 1 7 )  MFX -ma l u  ( 19 )  PAA ma l ou ( 2 2 )  NMK ma l ok NEF 
-ma l ok u . 
18 . CHEW, REFUSE OF CHEWING : PNCV *samwa : ( 2 )  MTA s amwa i ( 7 )  SAK sama- ( 10 )  
( 10 )  BGN sama- ( 1 3 )  REP j ama- ( 1 7 )  LAB samwe ( 2 2 )  NMK h umwa- NEF - samwa . 
20 . AGAINST : PNCV * (q k ) o ro :  ( 2 )  MTA ghoro ( 3 ) NDD ko ro BAE g ho ro ( 4 )  PSA go ro 
( 5 )  NOK - ko r  TMK goro ( 6 )  AKE ?o ro- TNG ghoro- ( 7 )  SAK gho r ( 8 )  VAO ghoro 
ATC hore ( 16 )  MSK koko l ( 1 7 )  SWB qor  LAB qoxo ( 1 8 )  LWW goro ( 19 )  SEA xo l e  
( 2 2 )  NEF koro . 
2 1 . LAPLAP (PUDDING) : PNCV * l oqo : ( 2 )  MTA l oko ( 3 ) BAE l og ko NDD - l oqo ( 8 )  VAO 
- 1 0k ATC 1 0k ( 15 )  LET - l aq a  ( 16 )  MSK - l ogk  ( 1 7 )  MFX - l oq ( 1 8 )  LWW 1 0k 
( 19 )  SEA e-ok PAA - l oko ( 2 2 )  NMK l og .  
2 2 .  CYCAS PALM: PNCV *mwe l e :  ( 2 )  MTA mwe l e  ( 3 )  NDD gwe l e  ( 6 )  FTS me l e  ( 7 )  SAK 
oemao l ( 8 )  VAO me l ATC mwe l ( 11 )  VMV -mu l e  ( 1 7 )  SWB mwe i l - ( 2 2 )  NMK mwa l 
NEF -mwe l e .  
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2 3 . GHOST : PNCV * (a ) tamate : ( 2 )  MTA tama te ( 3 ) NDD tamate ( 4 )  PSA a tmat 
( 5 ) NOK tema t (6)  FTS tamate ( 7 )  SAK edhenm (8)  ATC ta-mats ( 10 )  BGN tam"a 
( 1 1 )  VMV -temah ( 16 )  PSW ramac ( 1 7 )  SWB temes ( 18)  LWW tema r (19) SEA 
temaet  ( 2 2 )  NEF -a tamate . 
2 4 .  PEACE : PNCV *tamwa te : ( 2 )  MTA tamwa ta ( 3 )  NDD tagwa ta ( 6 )  AKE tama ta  
( 8 )  ATC tama t ( 1 3 )  REP dama t ( 16 )  PSW rama r neutral p lace ( 1 7 )  SWB - tama te 
LAB - tama te ( 18)  LWW tama r (s leep) deeply , soundly ( 19 )  SEA tamat PM 
tomate ( 2 2 )  NEF tamwa te .  
2 5 .  CHIEF , BIG MAN , GRADED SOCIETY : PNCV *s ubwe : ( 3 )  MTA s upwe the club , 
society ( 3 )  NDD h uqwe ( 8 )  ATC s up o ld man VAO - h ube title for o l d  man 
( 16 )  PSW - s ub high man ( 19 )  SEA s up chief PM as uvo chief ( 20 )  LEW s upwe 
king ( 2 2 )  NEF s upwe image of ancestor , god. 
Appendi x 3 :  Northern i nnovati ons proposed by Pawl ey 
These tables show the distribution , by local groups , of 1 2  NV lexical 
innovations suggested by Pawley (1972 : 116-117 ) .  For each group , the innovative 
form cited is from the representative language listed at the left , unless other­
wise specified . X means that a conservative form occurs in the group , whi le -
indicates either a lack o f  data , a third form ( i . e .  one which is equivocal as 
to the innovation) ,  or cases where the original form is unknown ( e . g .  finger) . 
*va ta I i  banana *b i s u finger *bw (eo) ro ear 
l .  HIW voto i  pus- x 
2 .  MTA ve ta ! p i s i - u pworo-/X 
3 .  NDD fata l i /x b i hu qwe ro-
5 .  NOK ve to l i X 
6 .  MLO ve ta i FTS p i s i - pwe ro-/x 
7 .  SAK i dhe l oevaor-
4 .  PSA X 
8 .  ATC b uesh  po ra-
9 .  MLB mb i s  mbo ro-/x 
1 0 .  BGN p i se-n [ ? ]  X 
ll . VMV X 
1 2 . LGK KTB soemboe- X 
1 3 . REP mbus umbs umb X 
14 . AUL BBR na-mboesmboe-
1 5 . DXR X 
16 . PSW mb us- X 
17 . SWB X 
1 8 .  LWW X 
19 . SEA PM haas ua- [ ? ]  X 
2 0 .  LEW pas u  thwnb X 
2 l .  BIE X 
2 2 . NEF X X 
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*vi  ( n r l )  u skin *ma z i  fish *ka r i  v i  rat 
l .  HlW X X X 
2 .  MTA v i n i -/x  VTR mes/x x 
3 .  NDD v i n u- BAE mas/X ka r i  v i  
5 .  NOK X VNP ma ts i /x ker i v 
6 .  �ILO WUS v i nu-/x man c i  xa r i  v i  
7 .  SAK SKB v i  r i - enes SKB i ve [ ? ]  
4 .  PSA sow v i nu- x 
8 . ATC vue l vue l u- VAO na-m"as n -a r i  v 
9 .  MLB no- v l o  na-ma ts  na-gha r i p  
10 . BGN n- i 1 MGS na-me ts 
1l . VMV n i - v i n i - LVT na-ments/X 
1 2 . LGK X 
1 3 .  REP v i  r i - x X 
14 . AUL X X 
1 5 .  DXR X X X 
16 . PSW X x X 
1 7 .  SWB X X 
18 . LWW X 
19 . SEA X X X 
20 . LEW X X X 
2 l . BlE X X X 
2 2 . NEF X X X 
*s a r i  spear * 1  ( o i  r ( d t ) o  spit * tu r i /a i  body 
l .  HIW 
2 .  MTA i sa r  MRL l ot/x t u r i  a i 
3 .  NDD ha r i  1 i to t u reg i 
5 .  NOK l o tou 
6 .  MLO s a  r i  1 i to/x 
7 .  SAK eher X 
4 .  PSA X 
8 .  ATC ne- s a r  1 u tou  
9 .  MLB n - s a r  
10 . BGN MGS s a r  
1l . VMV 
12 . LGK 
1 3 . REP UNA ne- ser  rut  
14 . AUL BBR -ser  
1 5 .  DXR 
16 . PSW 
17 . SWB 
1 8 . LWW X 
19 . SEA X 
20 . LEW 
2 l . BlE 
2 2 . NEF 
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*ma t u/g i coconut * taDun  person * l ama sea 
l .  HIW ma tu/g i yama 
2 .  MTA ma t i gh  tanun l ama 
3 .  NDD ma t u i  RAG a t a t u  MNO l ama/x 
5 .  NOK VLP ma t u i  X 
6 .  MLO MAF m"a t i  u FTS takun X 
7 .  SAK SKB nets i X 
4 .  PSA a t untun  X 
B .  ATC X 
9 .  MLB X 
10 . BGN m"etu  X 
1 l .  VMV X 
1 2 . LGK X [ ? ]  
13 .  REP -me tme t X 
14 . AUL X 
1 5 . DXR -ma t X 
16 . PSW -ma ru  X 
1 7 . SWB -me tu  X 
lB . LWW X 
19 . SEA mae tu  X 
2 0 .  LEW ma ru X 
2 l . BIE me toma [ ? ]  X 
2 2 .  NEF 
, mwa r i  tou [ ? ]  X 
Appendi x 4 :  Lexical  evi dence fo r Centra l Van uatu 
These tab les follow the same conventions as in Appendix 3 ,  with the addition 
that in the i tems not on Tryon ' s  l ists , conservative forms are cited in square 
brackets rather than represented by X .  
*buka s i  pig 
I .  HIW 
2 .  HTA X 
3 .  NDD X 
5 .  NOK X 
6 .  MLO X 
7 .  SAK X 
4 .  PSA X 
8 .  ATC pua 
9 .  MLB b ukas 
10 . BGN pua 
I I . VMV n u- b ua h  
12 . LGK 
13 . REP b ue 
14 . AUL b ue 
15 . DXR buas  
1 6 .  PSW buas  
1 7 .  SWB n i - b uwes 
l B .  LWW 
19 . SEA PAA fuas 
2 0 .  LEW p u i  
2 l .  BIE b ukah 
2 2 . NEF NMK -mbokah 






n i -mw i n i  
TBB a-mwana i 
na-mane 
LTB mona i 
n i -mwene i 
PVO bor/m i nye 
hus/mwana i 
ma/mw i n i  
l u/mwona 
-mwenau 





MPT -n i a l 
i -me l 
i -m" i a l  
i - m i  a l  i 
i -m i a l  
m i e l  
i -m i em i a l  
t i -mema l 
m i a l a  
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*m i n u drink *ma l i Spondias *ku i ba pigeon 
l .  HIW X 
2 .  MTA X [ us ]  [pwona ]  
3 .  NOD X/RAG mw i n u [ RAG uh i /ga i ] 
5 .  NOK X [ous i ]  
6 .  MLO X 
7 .  5AK [noe l 
4 .  P5A -m i n i  up 
B .  ATC - m i n i  [UWR n a - us ] 
9 .  MLB -m i n  
10 .  BGN -m"ene ghup"  
11 . VMV -m i n  
12 . LGK - m i n i o 
1 3 .  REP - m i n  
14 . AUL - m i gna  
1 5 .  DXR -man 
16 . PSW MSK -muen i ma r/kokoc na-xumb 
17 . SWB -m i n MFX n a - van/ma l ma l  no-o i mb 
l B .  LWW -m i n u  me l um 
19 . SEA -mun i mae l u i p 
20 . LEW -mun i me l me l  kupa 
2l . BIE -mun 
22 . NEF mun ug i  na-ma 1 i w i  i pa ,  NMK k i  i m  
Append i x  5 :  Three C entra l - Central i nnovati ons 
1. HAND/ARM: *va ra : (4)  PSA ra - (B)  ATC we ra- ( 9 )  MLB -va ra- ( 1 1 )  VMV - ve ra­
( 1 2 )  LGK - v ra - ( 13 )  REP ve ru- ( 14 )  AUL va r i - ( 1 5 )  DXR -va r i  ( 16 )  PSW vea­
( 1 7 )  SWB -vara- ( l B) LWW we ra- ( 19 )  SEA heo- . 
2 .  PUT , PLACE , LEA VE :  * 1  i g i : ( 4 )  PSA 1 i g i  plaoe ( B )  VAO l i g i  lead, oonduot ,  
aooompany ATC l i g i  oonduot , ferry ( 14 )  AUL 1 i g i  al low ( 16 )  MSK PSW r i g i  
put ( l B )  LWW 1 i g i  put , plaoe , let go ( 19 )  PAA l i g i  leave , put . 
3 .  PLACE ( N ) : *uta : ( B ) ATC u t  plaoe , time UWR n u t u  plaoe ( 10 )  BGN n u t  plaoe 
( 14 )  AUL n u ta  p laoe , oountry ( 16 )  MSK naut- p laoe ( 17 )  SWB ne-wut spaoe 
period , part ( lB ) LWW o r p laoe , weather ( 19 )  SEA u t  plaoe , area , land 
PAA out  plaoe . 
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NOTES 
1 .  The grouping o f  lists into languages and the language and place names used 
by Tryon ( 1976)  will be followed in this paper , except that ' Vanuatu ' is 
used for ' New Hebrides ' .  Thus some more recent toponymic reforms are not 
reflected here ; e . g .  ' Aoba ' is now officially known as ' Ambae ' .  
2 .  I work with Tryon ' s  figures rounded to the nearest one percent . On this 
basis , Lorediakarkar and Shark Bay ( group 7) are dialects of the same 
language , having a shared cognate percentage of 80 . 5 ,  rounded to 81 . On 
Tryon ' s  own criteria , Lamenu ought to be separated from the rest of Lewo 
( 20 ) , with which it shares no more than 78 . 8% ;  and Lelepa ( 2 2 )  ought to be 
a separate language from both North E fate ( 7 8 . 9 % )  and South E fate ( 7 2 . 0% ) . 
Nevertheless I continue to work with the dialects as grouped in Tryon ' s  
table ( 1976 : 87-9 3) . 
For s implicity ' s  sake , I have also not taken into account the fact that 
many of the cognate percentages are based on fewer than 200 comparisons , 
and clearly inflated as a resul t .  This appears to be important only in 
the case of group 8 ,  which forms a chain only by virtue of the percentage 
Rano-Vao 7 1 . 1% . If we eliminate this ( all of Rano ' s percentages being 
inflated) , group 8 falls into a northern part ( Vao , Vovo , Mpotovoro ) and 
a southern ( Atchin , Uripiv-Wala-Rano ) .  
3 .  with the exception of Proto-Oceanic forms , for which I use the standard 
orthography , all other forms cited in this paper are in a cons is tent broad 
transcription with a minimum of special phonetic symbols . The occasional 
resulting ambiguity seems acceptable at this stage and level of investiga­
tion . In addi tion to thei r normal phoneti c val ues , letters are used as 
follows : 
b [mb ) ae [CB) 
d [ nd ) oe [0 , re) 
q [ f)g ) ue [u ) 
c [c )  ao [n) 
j [)' ) e [e: ) 
v [� )  0 [:::» 
t h  [ a )  a [ A) 
dh [ 0) pw , mw etc . are labiovelar consonants 
s h  [5 ) p " , mil etc . are apico-labial consonants 
z [ t s )  
gh [ ¥ )  
9 [ f) )  
n y  [ n )  
4 .  The non-zero reflex of * R  is the same as that of PO *d in all NCV 
languages . 
5 .  All the languages in question have shi fted *m , but a few have not shifted 
*b or * v .  
6 .  Raga i s  unusual i n  that PNCV * q  has split,  being reflected a s  q i n  most 
lexical items , but as k in a few grammatical phonemes .  
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T H E  STATUS O F  F LO RA A N D  FAUNA G LO S S E S  THAT 
HAVE B E E N  RECON S T R UCTED FOR P ROTO - O C E AN I C  
A N D  F O R  T H R E E  S UB -O C EA N I C  P RO T O - LA NGUAG E S  
D .  S .  Wa l s h  
O.  I NTRODUCT I ON 
The data base for this paper consists o f  flora and fauna glosses , as 
listed in Wurm and Wilson ( 19 7 5 ) , that have been reconstructed for Proto­
Oceanic ( POC ) , Proto-Eastern Oceanic ( PEO) , Proto-Malaitan (PML) , and Proto­
Polynesian ( PPN) . 1 Th ese essentially etic glosses are considered in terms of 
what notional rank of category within an essentially etic reconstructed 
taxonomic hierarchy occurs at what level within the linguistic family tree . 
Some minimal prerequisites are then suggested for the reconstruction o f  at 
least notionally emic glosses which might provide a basis for recons truction 
of notionally emic taxonomic hi erarchi es . 
1 .  THE ET IC  STATUS O F  E XTANT RECONSTRUCTED GLOSSES 
The glosses in the data base
2 
are the resul t ,  in the main , of comparison 
of lexical flora and fauna data that happened 3 to be available for various 
relevant contemporary Oceanic languages . The extent of such data for a given 
language ranges from the many hundreds of i tems present in some dictionaries , 
such as Pukui and Elbert ' s  Hawaiian dictionary ( 1965)  and Williams ' 
A di ctionary of the Maori language ( 1971 ) , down to the mere handfuls of i tems 
present within vocabulary lists of around 200 to 1 500 words which are all that 
is as yet available for mos t  of the Oceanic languages of Melanesia.  The quality 
of the glosses in these data ranges from the botanically or zoologically rela­
tively sophis ticated and speci fic , as is often the case in the above-mentioned 
Hawaiian and Maori dictionaries , down to the botanically or zoologically naive 
and relatively non-specific kind of birdlfishltreeletc. type of gloss which 
predominates in most of the sources . 
Andrew Pawley and Lois Carrington , eds Austronesi an 
l ingui stics at the 1 5 th Pacific Sci ence Congress , 237-2 5 6 .  
Paci fi c Linguisti cs ,  C-8 8 , 1985 . 
© D .  S .  Walsh 2 3 7  
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All these glosses , however ,  have one quality in common - they are 
essentially eti c ,  i . e .  they each reflect some classi ficatory framework , either 
scientific or lay as the case may be , which has corne into being outsi de the 
primary cultural context of the target language . Consequently, any proto-glosses 
produced by comparison of these etic gloss components of form-plus-meaning 
resemb lances are necessarily also eti c ,  as are any hi erarchic structurings of 
such proto-glosses . 
2 .  CORRELAT I ON BETWEEN RECONSTRUCTED TAXONOMI C  H I ERARCHY AND H I STORI CALLY 
DE R I VED H I ERARCHY OF L I NGU I ST I C  GROUPINGS 
The two logically possible extremes of correlation between a given recon­
structed taxonomic hierarchy and a given hierarchic ranking of proto-languages 
in a subgrouping are : ( a )  that because more general and inclusive categories 
and category-labels develop be fore less general and inclusive ones , the former 
will tend to be reconstructable for higher-order proto-languages than will the 
latter;  and (b)  that because recognition and labelling of more speci fic 
categories precedes formulation and labelling of more general categories , the 
latter will not necessarily be reconstructable for higher-order proto-languages 
than wi ll the former . 
A quali fied version of position ( a )  has been adopted by Brown ( 1981 and 
1982 with specific PPN and sub-PPN reference , and 1984 with wide cross-cultural 
reference) who proposes ( 19 84 : 24)  an ordered sequence of development of highest­
order categories and category-labels for each of the two broad semantic fields 
under consideration - that of botanical nomenclature and that of zoological 
nomenclature . 
My own expectation on commencing this investigation of the Wurm and Wilson 
data , an expectation based in part on a reading of Brown 1981 and 1982 and in 
part on personal experience of PPN and sub-PPN reconstruction (Walsh and Biggs 
1966 , Biggs , Walsh and Waqa 19 70) , was that the labelled flora and fauna taxa 
most l ikely to be reconstructable for pac would include both higher-order items 
and culturally salient ( in so far as cultural salience can be reputably inferred 
for ' proto-cultures ' )  lower-order items , whereas for sub-Oceanic proto-languages 
the labelled flora and fauna taxa mo st likely to be reconstructable would 
include not only what was reconstructable for POC but also lower-order i tems 
without marked cultural salience . 
3 .  FLORA AND FAUNA GLOSSES THAT HAVE BEEN RECONSTRUCTED FOR POC , PEO , PML 
AN D PPN 
The four proto-languages under consideration have been selected because 
they are the only ones within the Oceanic group for each of which the data base 
contains a significant number of reconstructions for both flora and fauna taxa . 
These four proto-languages are here heuristically regarded as having the fol low­
ing hierarchic standings : PEa is a first-order subordinate of POC ; PML is a 
second-order subordinate of one of the first-order subordinates of PEa; and PPN 
is a third-order subordinate of the other first-order subordinate of PEa . 
The various hierarchically ranked orders of flora and fauna items here 
referred to ( fol lowing Berlin , Breedlove and Raven 1974 , Hunn 1977 and Brown 
1984) are : unique beginner ,  e . g .  English pZant , anima l ;  life form , e . g .  
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English tree , grass as kinds of p lant , and bird , fish as kinds of animal ; 
generi c ,  e . g .  English swal low , hawk as kinds of bird; speci fi c ,  e . g .  English 
wood swal low , Pacific swal low as kinds of swa l low , and sparrow hawk , goshawk , 
as kinds of hawk ; and vari etal , e . g . English white-breasted wood swal low , 
black-faced wood swal low as kinds of wood swa l low. 
The level or levels , labelled 0 to 4 in descending orde r ,  at which a given 
kind of item can occur within the taxonomic hierarchy are as follows ( again 
largely following Berlin , Breedlove and Raven 1974 , et al) : Level 0 unique 
beginner ; Level l li fe form , generic ( i f  not subsumed within an overt or covert� 
l i fe form) ; Level 2 generic , speci fic ( i f  subsumed within a level 1 generic ) ;  
Level 3 specifi c ,  varietal ( i f  subsumed within a level 2 specific ) ; and Level 4 
varietal . As the ascription of a given hierarchic rank to a given i tem has , in 
this context , to be notional because o f  the limitations o f  the date , any i tem 
in the listings in sections 3 . 1  to 3 . 4 which i s  followed by ( ? )  may well 
eventually turn out to be more fittingly located at the level immediately 
below that at which it has been l i sted . 
Where what is , in e ffect , a composite or multi-labelled proto-gloss , e . g .  
crayfish , lobster , prawn or moss , seaweed , has been associated with a given 
proto- form , thi s is shown in the l i sts by l inking the labels with / ,  as in 
crayfish/lobster/prawn or moss/seaweed. Where one proto-gloss has been 
associated with two or more dis tinctively di fferent proto- forms , this is indi­
cated in the l is ts by ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , etc . after the gloss , but forms have not been 
regarded as dis tinctly dif ferent merely because of variations in individual 
reconstructive conventions , as in PEa qup i and ? u v i  yam (Wurm and Wilson 19 75 : 
244)  or pac p i  ( n ) so and b i  ( s , z ) o  reed (Wurm and Wilson 1975 : 167 ) . 
3 . 1  POC reconstructed gl osses 
There are , for pac , 6 9  flora items and 67 fauna i tems in the data base . 
These totals are surprisingly high ,  given the lack of specific concern with 
the flora and fauna fields on the part of many of those who compiled the 
lexicons availab l e  for comparison , and of most of the comparativists who 
produced the reconstructions . 
3 . 1 . 1  Fl o ra 





[ total 3 )  
Alocasia (Sp . ) S/plant sp . ( tuberous ) 
bamboo (sp . ) 
banana (sp . ) 
coconut ( ? )  
Colocasia (sp. ) /taro (sp. ) ( 1 )  
cucumber ( ? )  
Curcuma longa (turmeric) 6/p lant sp . (with y e llow rods ) ( ? )  
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ginger ( 1 )  ( 7 )  6 
ginger ( 2 )  ( 7 )  
kava 
melon ( 7 )  
moss/seaweed ( 7 )  
nettle/tree nettle/Laportea ( 7 )  
plant sp . (unspecified) ( 7 )  
rattan ( 7 )  
reed ( 7 )  
sago ( 7 )  
sugarcane 
taro (sp . ) ( 2 )  
tobacco plant ( 7 )  
turmeric (curcuma) ( 7 ) 6 
yam 
yams (wi ld) ( 7 )  [ total 2 3 )  
LEVEL 2 : GENERICS 





breadfrui t ( l  ) 
breadfrui t ( 2 ) 
Calophyl l um inophyl l um 
Canaga odora ta 
candlenut (Aleuri tes moluccana) 
casuarina (sp. ) 
Cerbera 
cinnamon tree 
ci trus ( lemon, orange ) 
Cordyline (sp. ) 
Erythrina/shade tree 
Ficus (sp . ) 
Freycinettia banksii 
hardJ,)ood ( 1 ) 
hardJ,)ood ( 2 ) 
hibiscus 
Malay app le (Syzgi um malaccense) 
mangrove (Rhi zophore) 
Morinda ci tri foli a  
mulberry sp . (paper mulberry , Octorneles sumatrana ) ( 1 )  
mulberry sp . (paper mulberry , Octorneles surnatrana ) ( 2 ) 
pandanus ( 1 )  
pandanus ( 2 )  
puzz lenut tree 
sanda lwood/santal um 
Spondias dul cis (mango) ( 1 )  
Spondias dulcis (mango ) ( 2 )  
Tahitian chestnut (Terminal ia) 7 
teak 
Terminalia (sp . ) (Tahitian chestnut) 7 
3 . 1 . 2 Fauna 
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tree sp . (aoas tal )  ( 1 )  
tree sp . (aoastal )  ( 2 )  
tree sp . (fragran t) 
tree sp . (unspeaified) ( 1 ) through ( 6 )  [ total 4 3 ]  





''wug "1 0 
GENERICS 
butterfly/moth ( ? )  
aassowary ( ? )  
clam ( ? )  
[ total 5 ]  
aowrie (sp . } /mo l lusk sp . ( 2 )  ( ? )  1 1  
arab (sp. ) ( 1 ) ( ? )  
arab ( sp . )  ( 2 )  ( ? ) 
arayfish/lobster/prawn 1 2  ( ? )  
aroaodi le ( ? )  
mo l lusk sp . ( 1)  ( ? )  
mother of pearl she l l  ( ? )  
mussel ( 1 )  through ( 3 ) , all ( ? ) 
oyster ( ? )  
oyster sp . ( ? )  
sea urahin ( ? )  
she l lfish (sp . } ( ? )  
spider ( ? )  
turtle ( ? )  [ total 19]  
LEVEL 2 :  GENERICS 
[kinds of anima l ]  1 3 
dog 
flying fox/bat 
pig ( 1 )  
pig ( 2 )  
rat ( 1 )  through ( 3 )  [ total 7 ]  
[kinds of bird] 
bird sp . (unspeaified) ( 1 )  
bird sp . (unspeaified) ( 2 )  
dove 1 4  
fowl (domes tia) 
frigate bird 
gannet 
pigeon 1 4  
sea-gul l/sea-swa l low/Sterna (sp . ) [total 8 ]  
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{kinds of fish] 
boni to 
cuttlefish ( l ) /squid/octopus ( 2 )  
cuttlefish ( 2 )  
eel (sp . ) 
fish (scavenging) /scavengep fish/fish sp . 
(unspecified) ( l ) /yel low-finned gpopep 
fish sp . (sma l l ) /fish sp . (unspecified) ( 2 )  
fish sp . (unspecified) ( 3 )  through ( 5 )  
mul le t  
octopus ( 1 )  
octopus ( 3 )  
poppoise/do lphin 
shapk (sp . ) 
s tingPaY [ total 1 5 ]  
{kinds o f  "wug ,,] l S 




fly ( 1 )  
fly ( 2 ) /maggot/woPm ( 1 ) 
gPUb/termite/white ant 
housefly 
insect (sp . ) 
louse (body )  
louse (head) 
mosquito 
woon weevil [ total 1 3 ]  
3 . 2  PEO  reconstructed gl osses 
There are , for PEO , 2 3  flora i tems and 32 fauna i tems in the data base . 
The se totals are markedly lower than those for POC , PML and PPN . In all 
probabil ity this is merely a reflection of the relatively small total amount 
of PEO vocabulary that has as yet been re constructed . 
3 . 2 . 1  Fl ora 




banana (sp . ) 
coconut 
[ total 2 ]  
Colocasia (sp . ) /taPo (sp . ) 
moss/seaweed ( ? )  
mushpoom (sp. ) ( ? )  
sugapcane 
yam [ total 7 ]  
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LEVEL 2 :  GENERICS 
3 . 2 . 2  Fauna 





mangrove (Rhi zopore) 
orange 
pandanus ( 1 ) through ( 3 )  
Tahitian chestnut (Terrninalia) 
teak 
tree sp . (unspecified) ( 1 )  
tree sp . (unspecified) ( 2 )  [ total 1 3 ] 
{kinds of vine] 
creeper (used for fish poison) [ total 1 ] 





''wug ,, 1 6 
GENERICS 
butterfly/moth ( ? )  
clam ( ? )  
[ total 5 ] 
cowrie (sp . ) ( ? )  
crayfish/lobs ter/prawn ( ? )  
croco di le ( ? )  
mus s le {sp . )/she l lfish sp . (bivalve) ( 1 )  ( ? )  
mussel (sp . ) (b lack, used for bonito hooks and she l l  money ) ( ? )  
she l lfish {sp . ) /she l lfish sp . (bivalve ) ( 2 )  ( ? )  
spider ( ? )  
turtle ( ? )  [ total 10] 
LEVEL 2 :  GENERICS 
{kinds of anima l ] 1 3 
pig 
rat [ total 2 ] 
{kinds of bird] 
bird sp . (tropic, Phaet{h]on) [ total 1 ] 
{kinds o f  fish] 
bonito 
fish (with poisonous spines) 
fish sp . (unspecified) 
muUet 
octopus 
shark (sp . ) 
s tingray [total 7 ] 
------------------------------------------------------------
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[kinds of "wug "] 1 7 
an t (sp . ) 
balolo worm 
caterpi l lar 
fly ( 1 )  
fly ( 2 )  
louse (head) 1 8 
mosquito [ total 7 )  
3 . 3  PML reconstructed gl osses 
There are , for PML , 40 flora items and 61 fauna items in the data base . 
That the se totals are relatively high , and that flora and fauna items constitute 
about 15% of the total set of reconstructions produced for PML ( Levy m1d Smith 
1969 ) , presumably reflects some specific interest in the flora and fauna fields 
on the part of the comparativi sts . 
3 . 3 . 1  F l ora 
LEVEL 1 :  LIFE FORMS 
grass 
tree 1 9 
vine ( 3 )  
GENERICS 
bamboo (sp. ) 
coconut 
[ total 3 )  
fern sp . (Lycopodi um) 
ginger ( ? )  
moss ( ? ) 
rattan ( ? )  
reed ( ? )  
sago ( ? )  
sugarcane 
taro (sp . ) 
yam ( 1 ) 
yam ( 2 )  ( ? ) 
LEVEL 2 :  GENERICS 
[kinds of grass ] 
cuscus 




bete l  pepper 
breadfrui t 
[ total 12 )  
[ total 1 )  
Calophyl l um inophyl l um 
Canari urn almond 
Cordyline (sp . ) 
croton tree 
3 . 3 . 2  Fauna 





Morinda ci tri fol i a  
mulberry sp . (paper mulberry , Octomeles sumatrana) 
pandanus 
Po lynesian p lum 
Terminalia sp . 
tree sp . (j1owering) 
tree sp . (used for housepos ts ) 
tree sp . (unspecified) [ total 2 1 ]  
[kinds o f  vine] 
creeper ( l ) /vine ( 2 )  
creeper ( 2 )  
vine ( 1 ) [ total 3 ]  
LEVEL 1 :  LIFE FORMS 
bird 
fish2. 0  
snake 
Iwug " 1 6  [ total 4 ]  
GENERICS 
butterj1y/moth ( ? )  
clam ( ? )  
cone she l l/trochus she l l  ( 1 ) ( ? )  
conch ( ? )  
cowrie (sp . ) ( ? ) 
crayfish ( ? )  
crocodile ( ? )  
dog ( ? )  
dugong ( ? )  
j1ying fox/bat ( ? )  
go ld lip pearl shell ( ? )  
limpet ( ? )  
mother of pearl she l l  ( ? )  
mussel sp . (b lack, used for bonito hooks and she l l  money ) ( ? )  
nautilus (chambered) ( ? )  
nerite ( ? )  
oyster sp . (giant wing oyster) ( ? )  
pha langer (cuscus ) ( ? )  
pig ( ? )  
tree lizard (Corucia zebrata) ( ? )  
trochus she l l  ( 2 )  ( ? )  
turtle ( ? )  [ total 2 2 ]  
LEVEL 2 :  GENERICS 
[kinds of bird] 
bird sp . (be lieved to bring omens ) 






hornbi l l  
kingfisher ( large, shore-dWe l ling) 
osprey 
pigeon 
seabird (sp . ) 
s tarling sp . (shiny s tarling , Callornis metal l i ca) 
swift/kingfisher [ total 1 3 ]  
[kinds o f  fish] 
barracuda 
bonito 
fish sp . {poisonous } /toadfish 
fish sp . (walking}/Periophthalmus 
lamprey 
shark (sp. ) 
squid 
s tingray 
swordfish [ total 9 ]  
[kinds of "wug "] 1 7 
ant (sp . ) 
ant sp . (ye l low, with painful bite ) 
bee tle sp . (bores yams ) 
caterpi l lar 








worm [ total 1 3 ]  
3 . 4  P PN reconstructed g l osses 
There are , for PPN , 79 flora items and 147 fauna items in the data base . 
The se high figures reflect both the sheer quantity of PPN reconstructions 
available in the data base sources ,  especially Biggs , Walsh and Waqa 197 0 ,  and 
the fact that several recent Polynesian comparativists have had some specific 
intere st in the flora and fauna fields . 
3 . 4 . 1  Fl ora 
LEVEL 1 :  LIFE FORMS 
grass 
tree 2 1 
vine/creeper [ total 3 ]  
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GENERICS 
Alocasia (sp . ) 
arrowroot ( 7 )  
bamboo (sp . ) ( 1 ) 
banana (sp . ) ( 2 )  
banana (sp . ) 
coconut ( 1 ) 
coconut ( 2 )  
Colocasia sp . /taro (sp . ) 
Curcuma domestica ( 7 )  
Fagraea berteriana (01' other p lant with showy leaves) ( 7 ) 
fern (sp . ) ( 1 )  ( ? )  
fern (sp . ) ( 2 )  ( ? )  
fern (sp . ) ( 4 )  ( ? ) 
gardenia ( ? )  
kava 
Leptocarpus simplex ( ? )  
moss/seaweed ( ? )  
ne ttle/tree ne ttle/Laportea ( ? )  
oxalis sp . ( ? )  
p lant sp . (scented) ( ? ) 
plant sp . (unspecified) ( 1 )  through ( 6 ) , all ( ? )  
p lantain ( ? )  
reed ( 1 ) ( ? )  
reed ( 2 )  ( ? )  
sedge sp . /fern (sp . ) ( 3 )  ( ? )  
sweet potato sp . 
tU1'lTlenc ( ? )  
yam [ total 3 3 )  
LEVEL 2 :  GENERICS 
[kinds of tree 1 
Barringtoni a/tree sp . (coas tal )  ( 1 )  
breadfruit ( 1 )  through ( 3 ) 
Canaga odorata 
casuanna/tree sp . (unspecified) ( 22 )  
Cerbera/tree sp . (unspecified) ( 8 )  
ait1'U8 
Col ubrina asiatica 
Cordyline (sp . ) 
Ficus (sp . ) 
hibiscus 
mango/Spondi as dulcis 
mangrove 
Morinda ci tri foli a/tree sp . (unspecified) ( 12 )  
mulberry sp . (paper mulberry , Octomeles sumatrana) 
palm (sp . ) 
pandanus ( 1 )  
pandanus ( 2  ) 
Parinari um insularum/tree sp . (unspecified) ( 1 8)  
Pri tchardia pacifica 
puzzlenut tree 
sandalwood (San tal um)/tree sp . (unspecified) ( 2 3 )  
Terminalis (sp . ) (Tahi tian chestnut)/tree sp . (coasta Z) ( 2 )  
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3 . 4 . 2  Fauna 
Thespesia populnea/tree sp. (unspecified) ( 10 )  
tree sp . (unspecified) ( 1 ) through ( 7 )  
tree sp. (unspecified) ( 9 )  
tree sp. (unspecified) ( 11 )  
tree sp. (unspecified) ( 13 ) through ( 17 )  
tree sp. (unspecified) ( 19 )  through ( 2 1 )  
tree sp. (unspecified) ( 2 4 )  [ total 4 3 ]  





"wug,, 1 6 [ total 5 ]  
GENERICS 
bat ( ? )  
butterfly/moth ( 1 )  ( ? )  
dam ( ? )  
cowrie (sp . ) ( ? )  
crab (sp . ) ( 1 )  ( ? )  
crab (sp. ) ( 2 )  ( ? ) /she Ufish (sp . ) ( 2 )  ( ? )  
crab (sp . ) ( 3 )  ( ? )  
crab (sp . ) ( 4 )  ( ? )  
crayfish ( ? )  
echinoderm/sea egg ( ? )  
hermit crab ( ? )  
Holothuria/sea s lug ( 2 )  ( ? )  
land crab ( 1 )  ( ? )  
land crab ( 2 )  ( ? ) 
lizard (sp. ) ( ? )  
marine animal (unspecified) ( 1 ) through ( 3 ) , all ( ? )  
marine animal (unspecified) ( 5 )  ( ? )  
mo llusk sp. /shel lfish (sp. ) ( 7 ) ( ? )  
moth ( ? )  
musse l (sp . ) ( ? ) 
oyster ( ? )  
sea slug ( l ) /s lug/snail ( ? )  
sea urchin ( ? )  
she l lfish (sp . ) ( l )  ( ? ) 
she l lfish (sp. ) ( 3 )  through ( 6 ) , all ( ? )  
spider ( 1 )  ( ? )  
spider ( 2 )  ( ? )  
sponge ( ? )  
turtle/tortoise ( ? )  [ total 3 4 ]  
LEVEL 2 :  GENERICS 
[kinds of animal]  1 3  
dog 
pig 
rat [ total 3 ]  
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[kinds of bird] 
bird sp. (tropic , Phaet [h]on)/bird sp . (unspecified) ( 1 3 )  
bird sp. (unspecified) ( 1 )  through ( 8 )  
bird sp. (unspecified) ( 10 )  through ( 12 )  
fowl 
frigate bird ( 1 )  
frigate bird ( 2 )  
gannet ( 1 )  
gannet ( 2 )  
hen bird 
heron/bird sp . (unspecified) ( 9 )  
parakeet sp. 
parrot sp . 
pigeon ( 1 )  
pigeon ( 2 )  
seabird (sp . ) ( 1 )  
seabird (sp . ) ( 2 )  [ total 2 5 )  
[kinds of fish] 
barracuda 
bonito ( 1 ) 
bonito ( 2 )  
caval ly/fish sp . (unspecified) ( 29 )  
cuttlefish/squid/marine animal (unspecified) ( 4 )  
do lphin 
eel (sp . ) ( 1 )  through ( 3 )  
fish sp. (unspecified) ( 1 )  through ( 2 2 )  
fish sp. (unspecified) ( 2 4 )  through ( 2 7 )  
fish sp. (unspecified) ( 3 1 )  through ( 38)  
fish sp . (unspecified) ( 41 )  
fish sp . (unspecified) ( 4 2 )  
flounder/fish sp . (unspecified) ( 39 ) 
flying fish 
garfish/fish sp. (unspecified) ( 40) /swordfish ( 1 ) 
leatherjacket/fish sp . (unspecified) ( 30)  
mul let 
octopus 
shark (sp. ) ( 1 )  through ( 3 ) 
stingray 
surgeon fish/fish sp. (unspecified) ( 2 3 )  
swordfish ( 2 )  
Trachurops/fish sp. (unspecified) ( 2 8 )  
whale (sp . ) [ tota1 59)  
[kinds of ''wug''] 1 7 
ant (sp . ) 
ant sp." (big) 
balolo worm 
beetle sp. 
caterpi l lar ( 1 )  
caterpi l lar ( 2 ) /maggot ( 2 ) /Worm ( 2 )  
cockroach (sp . ) /cricket (sp. ) ( 2 )  
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gT'Uh ( 1 ) / threadbJorm 
gT'Uh ( 2 )  
housefly 
insect sp . 
louse (head) 




worm ( 1 )  [ total 2 1 1  
4 .  DI STRI BUT ION O F  ITEM TYPES THROUGH H I ERARCH I C  LEVELS - SUMMARY AND COMMENT 
The di stribution of item types through hierarchic level s  is summarised 
be low : 
ITEM POC PEO PML PPN 
LEVEL TYPE flora fauna flora fauna flora fauna flora fauna TOTAL 
0 unique 
beginner 
1 life form 3 5 2 5 3 4 3 5 3 0  
generic 2 3  19 7 10 12 2 2  3 3  34 160 





4 . 1 Uni que begi nners 
The lack of unique beginners in POC , PEO , PML and PPN reflects their non­
presence as labelled categories in the Oceanic languages ,  an aspect of these 
languages which i s  consistent with Berl in , Breedlove and Raven ' s  finding that 
" In folk taxonomies it is quite common that the taxon found as a member of the 
category unique beginner i s  not labelled lingui stically by a single habitual 
expression . "  ( 19 7 4 :  26)  . 
4 . 2  L i fe forms 
The support for a given reconstructed life form in terms of the number of 
reconstructed generics subsumed by it is as fol lows : 












4 3  
1 3  
PEa 














4 3  
3 
2 5  
5 9  
2 1  
These figures show that only tree i n  the flora field , and bird ( PEa 
excepted) , fish and "wug " in the fauna field , have their life form status 
supported by clear evidence 2 5  of generic polytypicism . The evidence is less 
satis factory for anima l , perhaps because of the small range of mammalia in the 
Oceanic region . The other items , grass , vine , and snake , must here be regarded 
as having only notional l i fe form status , based on their association with 
major observable di scontinuities within the flora or the fauna field , and , in 
the cases of grass and vine , also on the ir considerable potential for generic 
polytypicism .  
That the life form status of ''wug'' i s  supported by clear evidence of 
generic polytypicism is some vindication of the setting up of this category 
for POC on the basis of overlapping proto-glosses ( re f .  note 1 0 )  and for PEa , 
PML and PPN by analogy with the pac situation . There may wel l  turn out to be 
similar grounds for proposing l i fe forms of comparable statuS to ''wug '' with 
glosses such as "she llfish " ,  "arustaaean " ,  "bush/shrub " and "grerb " ( for which 
latter see Brown 1984 : 1 3 ) . 
The specific composition (tree + grass + vine ) of the flora l i fe form sets 
for pac , PML and PPN is consi stent with stage four of Brown ' s  botani cal l i fe 
form encoding sequence ( 1984 : 2 4 ) . The PEa set ( tree + vine ) is a relatively 
rare combination ( re f .  Brown 1984 : 2 5 )  which may we ll merely reflect the 
comparatively small stock of reconstructions as yet available for this proto­
language . 
The specific composition (bird + fish + snake + "wug " + anima l )  of the 
fauna l i fe form sets for pac , PEa and PPN i s  consistent with stage five of 
Brown ' s  zoological l i fe form encoding sequence ( 1984 : 2 4 ) , and the composition 
(bird + fish + snake + ''wug'') of the PML set i s  consistent with stage four . 
Given the re servations which must be entertained concerning the viability of 
animal [mammal]  as a l i fe form item in the Oceanic context , the composition of 
the fauna l i fe form sets of all four proto-languages may wel l  in fact be con­
sistent with stage four of Brown ' s  sequence . 
4 . 3  Generi cs 
Of the 518 items li sted in Section 3 ,  488 are generics - 160 at level 1 
and 3 2 8  at level 2 .  These figures are consistent with Berlin , Breedlove and 
Raven ' s  claim that " I n  typical folk taxonomie s ,  the taxa that are members of 
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the ethnobiological category , generi c ,  are much more numerous than life form 
taxa , but are nonetheless finite , ranging in the neighborhood of 500 classes . "  
( 1974 : 26 )  . 
The 160 level 1 generi cs include a high proportion of items fol lowed by ( ? ) , 
many of which may we ll turn out to be level 2 generi cs , each subsumed under 
some ( '  notional ' )  life form item glossable as "shel lfis h " ,  "crustacean " ,  ''bush/ 
shrub " ,  "grerb " ,  etc . ( ref . Section 4 . 2 ) . Some other level 1 generics followed 
by ( ? )  may well turn out to be bona fide level 1 items because of cultural 
salience as totems , e . g .  turtle , clam ;  or because of anomalous qualities , e . g .  
cassowary (ref . Bulmer 1967 ) , moss/seaweed , spider. 
The level 1 generics which are not fol lowed by ( ? )  include staple foods , 
e . g .  yam , taro , coconut ;  and items of cultural salience , e . g .  kava , bamboo. 
All of these items are associated wi th extensive speci fi c ,  and often also 
vari etal , subclassification in many Oceanic language s .  
Every level 2 generic i s  subsumed by a life form . I f  a given life form , 
such as animal or "wug " ,  turned out not to be viable , then the generics 
subsumed by it would have to be re-located as level 1 items . 
4 . 4  Speci fi cs and vari eta l s  
That there are no speci fi cs or vari etals among the reconstructed glosses 
is consistent with the tendency for such items to be multi-morphemic ,  with 
glosses such as red- leaved banyan and white- leaved banyan , and often also 
to be metaphoric (ref . Walsh 1980) . Complex items of this kind are less likely 
to share the patterned form-pIus-meaning resemblances between languages which 
make reconstruction possible than are simple items , and the likelihood of such 
resemblances for complex items decreases rapidly as the range of related 
languages involved in a given compari son increases .  Therefore , specifics and 
vari etals are much more likely to be reconstructable for lowest-order subgroups 
than for any higher-order subgroups , and the likelihood of their recons truct­
ability decreases rapidly as the subgrouping hi erarchy is ascended . 
5 .  CONCLUS I ON 
The expectation stated in the last paragraph of Section 2 has been 
fulfil led to a limited extent . For POC the reconstructions include not only 
higher order items - l i fe forms and level 1 generi cs , many of which are cul­
turally salient - but also , contrary to expectation , a relatively large number 
( 86 )  of level 2 generi cs . For the sub-Oceanic proto-languages the reconstruc­
tions include not only virtually all the life forms present for POC , together 
with similar ranges of level 1 gen eri cs , but also , in the case of PPN only , a 
markedly greater number ( 1 08 as against 43 for POC) of level 2 generi cs in the 
fauna field . 
However , the kind of operation that has been reported on in this paper is 
grossly constrained by the essentially etic quality of the reconstructed data 
( re f .  Section 1 ) . There may well be in present-day Oceanic language s ,  and 
there may well have been in earlier stages of these language traditions , 
broadly inclusive classes with boundaries approximate to those implied , in 
etic terms , by such l i fe form glosses and proto-glosses as , e . g . ,  fish , bird , 
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or tree , but w e  cannot ,  from etic data , know whether ,  e . g . , POC fish includes 
oatopus , shark , or stingray . I f ,  in emic terms , any of these latter items i s  
not included either under what is glossed as fish or under some other life 
form, then such an item or items would have to be listed among the level 1 
generi cs rather than the level 2 generi cs . 
Until this kind of emic data i s  available it is not possible to establish 
at all precisely what the detail of a reconstructed hierarchy for flora or 
fauna should be . What is required , then , for the Oceanic language s ,  is the 
kind of emic lexical and hierarchic data in the flora and fauna fields that 
are available for Tzeltal in Berlin , Breedlove and Raven 1974 and Hunn 1977 . 
With such data it would be possible to reconstruct , for POC and for sub-Oceanic 
proto-languages , taxonomic hierarchies for flora and fauna that were at least 
notionally emic . It would then also be possible , inter alia , to carry out at 
a much higher level of significance the kind of operation that has here been 
reported on . 
NOTES 
1 .  This paper i s  a later version o f  "The lower-order reconstruction o f  flora 
and fauna nomenclature within EAN " which was presented at the 1 5th Congress 
of the Paci fic Science Association . Funding for conference travel and 
underlying research was provided by the University of Sydney .  
2 .  Due allowance has been made for the fact that Wurm and Wilson ( re f . 197 5 :  
viii-xiv) to some extent ' processed ' glosses for convenience o f  presenta­
tion . 
3 .  In mos t  cases the relevant flora and fauna data were not the result of any 
sys tematic and comprehensive investigation of these lexical fields . 
4 .  " Covert" here does not have the connotation of " intermediate " ascribed to 
it by Berlin , Breedlove and Raven ( 19 74 : 2 7 ) . In the present context 
" notional" might be a more appropriate term . 
5 .  The use o f  (sp . ) i n  contexts such as this follows Wurm and Wilson - "Where 
a reconstruction may designate either a species or a generic term ,  and it 
is not necessary to draw the distinction , the gloss assumes the following 
form :  BAMBOO (SPECIES) . "  ( 19 7 5 : xi i ) . 
6 .  There i s  some imprecision in the use of Curcuma longa , turmeria and ginger 
in the underlying data . 
7 .  Each of these glosses - Tahitian ahestnut (Terminal ia) and Terminali a  (sp . ) 
(Tahitian ahestnut) - is associated wi th a different POC form , ref . Wurm 
and Wilson 1975 : 12 and 15 . 
8 .  The gloss animal i s  presumed to signify mammal . There are , in the under­
lying data , some grounds for doubt that animal [mamma l] can validly be 
reconstructed as a distinct category for POC , PEO or PPN . 
9 .  As general terms for fish , poc man u ( k )  and t u R i  ( a )  (Wurm and Wil son 1 975 : 
7 7 )  are here disregarded . 
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10 . The term "wug " has been borrowed from Brown ( 1984 : 16) . This category is 
here proposed as a l i fe form on the bas is of the semantically partially 
overlapping POC ka l o  ant , cockroach , crab , worm ( Grace 1969 : 50 )  and POC 
q u l o ( s )  worm , j1y , maggot ,  (prawn ?) ( Grace 1969 : 82 ) . Poe mpaya and 
Qma ta worm (Wurm and Wilson 1975 : 24 3 )  are here disregarded . 
11 . These two glosses are equated on the basis of POC mpu l e  (Wurm and Wilson 
197 5 : 46 and 131 ) . The other gloss for this form - shell , white (Wurm and 
Wilson 19 7 5 : 186) - is here disregarded . 
12 . POC qada ( Q ) prawn (Wurm and Wilson 1975 : 158) is a misprint for POC q uda ( Q) 
( Grace 1969 : 82 ) . 
1 3 .  I f  anima l i s  not reg arded as a viable l i fe form item for POC , PEO and 
PPN , then the generics here subsumed by it would have to be re-located as 
level 1 items . 
14 . Wurm and Wilson (1975 : 152)  subsume Poe d upe and mpune under pigeon , dove , 
whereas Grace has POC d upe dove ( 1969 : 49 )  and Poe mpune pigeon ( 1969 : 68 ) . 
15 . I f  "wug " is not regarded as a viable l i fe form item for POC , then the 
generics here subsumed by it would have to be re-located as level 1 items . 
1 6 .  PEO , PML and PPN "wug "  mus t b e  regarded as covert o r  notional 1 i fe forms , 
here proposed by analogy from POC "wug " .  
17 . I f  "wug " is not regarded as a valid covert or notional l i fe form for PEO , 
PML and PPN , then the generics here subsumed by it would have to be re­
located as level 1 items . 
18 . PEO l i  ( s , z ) a  louse (unspecified) (Wurm and Wilson 1975 : 125)  probably 
should be glossed louse egg and is therefore di sregarded . 
19 . PML o ' a tree (Wurm and Wilson 1975 : 224)  is glossed tree , cavity in tree 
in Levy and Smith ( 1969 : 17 )  and is therefore di sregarded . 
20 . PML roma fish (Wurm and Wilson 1975 : 77 )  is glossed poisonous substance in 
shel lfish, crabs, fish; poison fish with Barringtonia in Levy and Smith 
( 1969 : 18)  and is therefore disregarded . 
2 1 .  No explanation i s  here offered for PPN f uq u ,  raq a ka u ,  ra ?a  and ka u tree 
(Wurm and Wilson 1975 : 224)  - perhaps the speci fic sources of the recon­
structions will provide i t .  
22 . As a general term for bird , PPN meso (Wurm and Wilson 1975 : 18 )  is here 
disregarded . 
2 3 .  As a general term for fish ,  PPN ma- l au (Wurm and Wilson 1975 : 77 )  is here 
disregarded . 
24 . This figure is inflated by the reconstruction of two terms for pig (Wurm 
and Wilson 1975 : 152 )  and three terms for ra t  (Wurm and Wilson 1975 : 165 ) . 
2 5 .  i . e .  by having three o r  more generics subsumed by a given l i fe form in 
POC , PEO , PML and PPN . 
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T H E  P O S I T I O N O F  ATAYAL I N  T H E  A U S T RO N E S I AN FAM I LY 
Paul Jen- kuei Li 
1 .  INTRODUCTION 1 
Atayal has hitherto been regarded as one o f  the most aberrant Austrones ian 
languages , mainly because of its low per centages of co gnates with other 
Austronesian languages ; see Dyen (1965a , 1971a) . Obviously its poorly understood 
phonology and morphology has constituted part of the di f fi culty in identifying 
a number of cognates . Recent detailed accounts of Atayal phonology ( including 
phonetics and morphophonemics) given in Li ( 19 80a) and the differences between 
men ' s  and women ' s  speech in Atayal ( Li 19 80b , 1982c) and the reconstruction of 
Proto-Atayalic phonology ( Li 1981) should provide a more solid bas is for deter­
mining cognates . 
Another reason for the seemingly aberrant nature of Atayal is that most 
of the previous studies on the language , such as Ogawa ( 19 31) , Egerod ( 1965a ,b , 
1966a ,b , 1980 ) , Yamada and Liao ( 1974 ) , and Tsuchida ( 1976 ) , were based on 
Squliq , the most innovative dialect in the entire Atayalic group . 
In this paper I shall examine my field data for Mayr i nax , the most 
conservative dialect of Atayal ,  identify the Austronesian cognates , and compare 
Mayrinax with the other Formosan languages . I shall try to argue that Atayal 
and Sediq are not an isolated subgroup of Formosan languages as Dyen and Ferrel l  
(1969) have assumed . On the contrary , they have closer relationships with some 
other Formosan languages , i . e .  Saisiat , Pazeh , Taokas , Babuza , Papora and Hoanya, 
as based on both phonological and lexical evidence . 
2 .  VARIANT LEX ICAL FORMS I N  THE ATAYAL I C  DIALECTS 
It is di fficult to reconcile the differences of the lexical forms in 
various Atayalic dialects
2 
without consulting material on Mayrinax , which still 
preserves some dis tinctions in male and female forms of speech . For example ,  
Andrew Pawley and Lois Carrington , eds Austronesi an 
linguistics a t  the 1 5 th Pacifi c Sci ence Congress , 257- 2 80 .  
Paci fi c Linguisti cs , C-88 , 1985 . 
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qa um/qagum 3 
?O f) 
? a r u f) 
? a r u f) 
? a ru f) 
*q aum/qagum 
c lean (water) 
m- tasaw 
ma- tas i ?  
m- tasaw 
ma- ta s i q/ 
ma- tasaw 
m- tas i ?  
m- taso 
m- tasaw 
m- tasag  





l uku?  
raa? 
raa? 





b a l uku? 
b 1 uku? 
b a l uh i f)/ba l uku?  
ba l uku? 
b l uh i f) 
b l uh i f) 
*daa?/daga? *ba l uh i f) /ba l uku? 
dig 
k-m-e-huy 
k-am-a i - h uy 
k-m-e-huy 
k- um- a i - h uw/ 
k - um-a i ?  
k- um-e-h u r  
k-m- a r i ?  
k-m-a r i ?  
k-m-a r i ?  
drunk 
busuk 
ma- bas - i n- uk 
m- s - i n -uk  
b us - i n - uk/ 
ma- b us uk 
bas- n - uk-an  
b s uk-an  
b s uk-an  
b s uk-an  
*k-um- a r i -h uw/ *bus - i n - uk/ 
k - um-a r i ?  ma- b u s uk 
brains, marrow 
1 uqus 
l u ?us  
1 uq i ?  
1 uq i ? / 1  uq us 
1 uq i ?  
I uq i ?  
1 uq i ?  
* I uq i ? / I uq us 
gray hair 
q u r i ? 
? u r i ?  
? i -q u r i ?  
q u r i ?  /q u ras  
q ud j ?  
q udas 
quj  i ?  
*qud j ? /q udas 
3 .  ADDI T ION O F  AFF I XES TO TH E AUSTRONES IAN COGNATES I N  ATAYAL 
Due to the innovations in morphological shapes , some Atayalic cognates 
are not readily recognisable , e . g .  PAN *bu l a+ > Sq bya-c i f) , Ms baya- t i f) ,  Sk 
bya l - i f) , Mx b ua- t i f) ,  Mt b uya - t i f) ,  Pl b u ra- t i f) moon ; cf . PAN *kUCUA > Sq , Ms , 
Sk , Mt , Pl k u- h i  f) head louse . Thus , the percentage of cognates between Atayal 
and other Austronesian languages must have been deflated to a certain extent . 
A comparison between the male and female forms of speech in Mayrinax can 
help account for many unusual derivations , i . e .  the morphological structure in 
the Atayal and Sediq languages . I t  is important to note that the affixes 
originally added to the male forms now appear in a number of lexical items 
used by both sexes in various Atayalic dialects . The corresponding forms 
reconstructed for PAN lack these affixes . The following are some examples of 
this phenomenon . (PAN stands for Proto-Austronesian and PA for Proto-Atayalic .) 
1 .  ( a )  The infix - a - , -ya- < PA * - ra - : 
PAN *qauy  > Mx qau-a- g ,  Mt ? a u-ya-g type of bamboo 
( b )  The infix - ra- , -ya- < PA *- ra- or -na- < PA * - na- : 
PAN * ( d D ) aq i S  > Sq rq i -ya-s , Ms , Mt ra ? i -ya - s ; Sk rq i - na-s , 
Mx raq i - na-s , Tn dqe- ra-s , Td , In dqa- ra-s face 
PAN * Sapa t > Sq pa-ya - t , Ms sapa-ya - t , Pl pa- ra - c  four 
2 .  The infix - i n - or - n - < PA *- i n - :  
PAN * b utuy  > Ms bah - i n - uw ,  Mx b uh - i n - ug bow 
PFN4 *DakaS > Sq k - n - us , Ms , Pl rak- i n- us , Sk rk-n-as  camphor laurel 
3 .  The suffix - I i ? ,  - l i t , - l i e  < PA *- 1 i d  
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PAN * l a 8aw > Sq , Sk 8- l i ? ,  Pl ra8- l i e  fZy (insect) 
PAN *qabu� > Sq , Sk q b u- l i ? ,  Mx qabu- I i ? ,  Pl ? a b u- l i e ,  Sed q b u- l i e  ashes 
4 .  ( a) The suffix -n i q ,  - n i ?  or -naq < *PA -n i q :  
PAN *bu tuy  > Pn bhu-n i q ,  Mt , pl bahu-n i ? ,  Tn bh-e-naq , Td , 
In bh-a-n i q  bow 
(b)  The suffix - i q :  
PAN *? uyaC  > Mx ? uw- i q ,  S q ,  Sk ? u y - i q ,  B l  ? uy- i q  vein 
5 .  The suffix -q i y ,  - ? i y or - ? i g  < PA *-q i g :  
PAN *tu+a  > Sq , Sk t l a-q i y ,  Ms ta l a- ? i y ,  Mx t u l a-q i y ,  Mt t u l a - ? i g  eel 
6 .  The suffix - t i ?  or - e i  < PA *- t i ? :  
PA *ba yaya y > Ms bagae i ? , Mx baga t i ?  Alocasia 
7 .  The suffix - n ux : 
PAN *Sagak > Pl s - u 8- k-a-nux , Tn s -m-k-e-nux ,  Td s -m-k-a-nux , 
In p-sk-a-nux to smell  
PAN *bu tuy  > Lm bh- i -nux , S k  bh-e-nux , Mn bh-a i - nux , Mt bah- i - n ux bow 
cf . 2 ,  4 ( a) above . Mt . has bahu-n i 7  - bah- i -n ux ,  as based on different 
informants . 
PAN *ba tu  > Sq tu-nux , Sk b t u-nux , Mx ,  Pl batu- n ux stone 
PAN * [ ' l  i pan > Sq ? - n ux ,  Lm g ? - n ux , Ms , Mt , Sx g a ? a - n ux , Mx g i ? - n ux/g i pun , 
Tl ?a-nux ,  Bl g ? - n u x ,  Pl ?apa-nux tooth 
8 .  The suffix - a l  : 
PAN *k i Ta > Mx k- um- i ta - a l  to see 
PAN *Sap i > Ms s -m-p i y- a l , Mx ,  Mt s - um-ap i y-a l , Sx s -am-py-a l ,  
Tl ma-sap i y-a l , Pl ma- s pe l  < *ma -sap i -a l  to dream 
9 .  The suffix - i 8 or -t i 8  (where C stands for a consonant) : 
PAN *t uDuq > Mx m-s i - t u r- i 8 , Sk s - t u r- i 8 , Ms ma-s - t u r- i 8 , Sx ma - s - t u r i 8 ,  
T l  s a - t u r - i 8 , Sed tud i q  to drip 
PAN *bu l a +  > Sq bya- e i 8 , Sk bya l - i 8 , Pl b u ra- t i 8 , Mx bua- t i 8 ,  
Bl bya- e i 8 moon 
See Li ( 1980b : 14-15)  for other types of affixes and example s .  
4 .  THE HYPOTHES I S  O F  A NORTHERN SUBGROUP O F  LANGUAGES 
The classification of the Formosan language s has been the subject of 
discussion for many years , yet the issue is far from settled . Both Dyen ( 1965a , 
1971b )  and Ferrell ( 1969) made a tripartite classification of the Formosan 
languages into Atayalic , Tsouic and Paiwanic .  The Atayalic group is comprised 
of Atayal and Sediq , the Tsouic group of Tsou , Kanakanabu and Saaroa , and the 
Paiwanic group of the res t .  Ferre ll ( 1969 : 2 5 )  further divided the Paiwanic 
into two subgroups : Paiwanic I included Rukai , Pazeh , Saisiat , Luilang , 
Favorlang ,  Taokas , Papora,  Hoanya , Thao , Paiwan and Puyuma , while Paiwanic I I  
included Bunun , Siraya , Ami , Kavalan/Ketagalan and Yami , o n  the basis of reten­
tion or loss of the phonemic distinction between PAN *t and *C . These two 
inve stigators based the ir conclusions mainly on lexicostatistical evidence , 
using short wordlists for a number of language s .  Tsuchida ( 1 976 : 15 )  generally 
followed their classification except that he grouped Rukai with the Tsouic 
group , on the basis of certain phonological as wel l  as lexical evidence . 
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In this paper I shall put forth arguments for the hypothesis S of a Northern 
subgroup of Formosan languages ,  which is comprised of Atayal , Sediq , Saisiyat , 
Pazeh , Taokas , Babuza , Papora and Hoanya , on the basis of phonological , lexical 
and syntactic evidence . Since all these languages are or were located in the 
north or north-wes t coast of Formosa , they can be labelled the ' Northern ' group . 
I shall present some phonological evidence showing parallel sound changes in 
the group in this section , phonological evidence for the internal relationships 
of the group in Section 5 ,  and lexical evidence for the group in Section 6 .  
The revised classi fication of Formosan languages i s  given in Table 1 .  
Tabl e 1 :  A ten tati ve c l a s s i f i cati on of Formosan l anguages 
Formosan 
North��wanic �th-we'tern 1\ � 
. � . 
Ataya11c SP TBPH Tsou KS TBAPP Kavalan Ruka1 
Ata0.diq . I� J�H KanL\ ThL\� 
Pazeh Ami 
sa1sia�  �aaroa Bunun 
Puyuma 
Taokas Papora Hoanya Paiwan 
Babuza 
There is some syntactic evidence for a close relationship between the 
Atayalic group , Saisiat and Pazeh . These languages generally do not dis tinguish 
the feature [± per.sonal ] in their construction markers ; see Ogawa and Asai 
( 19 3 5 : 26) and Egerod ( 1965a , 1966a) for Atayal , Starosta ( 19 74 : 3 34)  for Sediq , 
Li ( 19 7 8 : 600 ) for Saisiat 6 and Li ( 1978 : 57 3 )  for Pazeh . However , such a 
distinction i s  clearly made in four sets o f  construction markers ( nominative , 
accusative , genitive and locative ) in the Paiwanic languages such as Paiwan 
(Ogawa and Asai 1935 : 1 3 7 ) , Rukai ( Li 19 7 3 : 86 ,  S tarosta 1974 : 319 ) , Kavalan ( Li 
1978 : 5 8 3 ) , Ami (Staro sta 1974 : 301 , Chen 1985 : 1 2 7 )  and Puyuma (Ogawa and Asai 
1935 : 303 ) . This may be regarded as an important piece of syntactic evidence 
for not grouping Saisiat and Pazeh with the Paiwanic , but rather with the 
Atayali c .  
I n  absence o f  syntactic data for the four north-western languages ( Taokas , 
Babuza , Papora and Hoanya) , and the inadequate syntactic data for the rest of 
the languages , phonological and lexical evidence is the most feasible means for 
c lassi fication . 
All languages in the Northern group have the same reflexes for the follow­
ing PAN phonemes :  ( 1 )  PAN *1 (Dahl ' s  1981 *S2 ) > h ,  ( 2 )  PAN *h (Tsuchida and 
Dahl ' s  *H l ) > h ( 3 )  PAN *n > 1 ,  ( 4 )  PAN *+ ( Dyen ' s  *N )  > 1 ,  ( 5 )  PAN *C > c [ ts ] 
or s ;  see Table 2 .  That is to say , PAN *1 and *h have merged as h and PAN *n 
and *+ have merged as 1 in all members o f  the group . The former merger is 
unique to the Northern group , while the latter merger is found also in some 
other Formosan languages such as Rukai and Bunun . Furthermore , all languages 
in the Northern group retain the phonemic di stinctions between PAN * t  and *C , 
PAN *n and + ,  typical Formosan features which have been lost in some Paiwanic 
languages such as Bunun , Kavalan and Ami . 
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In addition , PAN *D, *d ' and *z  have merged as Atayal r ,  Sediq d ,  Saisiat r ,  
Pazeh d (devoiced word-finally) , Taokas , Babuza and Papora d or t .  That is to say , 
this phonemic merger is found in all languages in the Northern group . However ,  
the same merger is also found in the Tsouic , Bunun , Thao , Kavalan and Ami . 
Tabl e 2 :  Formosan refl exes of  Proto-Austrones i an 7 
PAN *p *b *t , *T * C  * d  * D  * d '  , *z  
I i -
Ata Sq p - p  b -p  t c - t  5 r - ?  r - ? r 
Sk p - p  b - p  t c -c  c r - ? r - ? r 
Mx p - p  b - b t t - t  c r - ? r - ? r 
Mt p - p  b - p  t t - t  5 r - t  r - t  r 
PI p - k  b - k  t t - c  c i' - c i' - c  i' 
Sed Tn p - k  b - k  t t - c  c d -c  d - c  d 
Td P -k  b - k  t t -c  c d - c  d - c  d 
In p - k  b - k  t c - c  5 d -c  d - c  d 
Tsou Dh P f t c c c c 
Kan p v t c c c c 
Sar p v t c C 5 5 
Ruk Bu P b ,  vi _9' t c d- -D  D d 
Mg P b t c d- - D  D d 
Mn P v t c (3 (3 (3 (3 
Bun Tk p b t t d - ? d - ? d 
I s  P b t t d d 
Pai Bu p v t c J - z  D ,  z � 
Puy Pn p b t T d D d 
Kl P v t T (3 � (3 
Thao p f t e 5 5 5 
Sai Ta p b [f3 1  t 5 r r ? , r 
Paz p b - p  t 5 d - t  d - t  ? , d 
Kav p f3 t t z z z 
Ami Sa p b t t i' (3 (3 
t r y L Fr p v t r 
Tao p ,  w b ,  v t 5 t d , r , t  d ,  t 
Bab p ,  0 b t c , s , c h  t ,  z d ,  r ,  t t 
Pap p b t t s , e , s  r ,  1 d -0  d 
Hoa p b t 5 z , s ,  r ,  1 dz  
Sir p v t t 5 d 
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Tabl e 2 : Formosan 
Pan *k *g 
/_q , h 
Ata Sq k q 
Sk k q 
Mx k k 
Mt k k 
Pl k k 
Sed Tn k q 
Td k q 
In k q 
Tsou 1 k ,  1 
Kan k k 
Sar k k 
Ruk Bu k 9 
Mg k 9 
Mn k h 
Bun Tk k 
I s  k 
Pai Bu k 9 
Puy Pn k 9 
Kl k h 
Thao k h ( ? )  
Sar Ta k 
Paz k g , k  
Kav { k/ _i q/  _u , a ,  a 







refl exes of 
*g' ( * j ) 
/ i  a 
- r- , - r - , 
- 5 - , - 5 - , 
- 5 - , - 5 - , 
- 5- , - 5 - , 
-1'- , - r - , 
-g- , -y- , 
-w- , -y- , 
-g- , -y , 
0 
1 ,  0/ i , 
i 
+ , 0/1 -
g ,  0/ i -
g ,  0 / i  , -















z ,  dz  
n 
Proto-Austrones i an (con t r d) 
*y  ( * R )  *q 
/a  a /e I 5e/ i # /� # - -
-y 9 -g- 0 - y  -w q 
- 5  9 -g- 0 -y - x q 
-y  9 -g- 0 -y - g  q 
-g 9 -g- 0 -g  - g  1 
-y 9 -g- 0 -y  -w 0 
- y  9 - r- -g- -y -w , - 0 q 
- 1 W - r- -w- - 1 - 1 , -w q 
, 
-g 9 - r - -g- -g  -g q 
t r 0 
it� , c r 1 
c r 1 
r 0 0 
k/b r 0 0 -






+ , 0 q 
L 1 
x 1 
r/ i i ,  R ,  1 /  0 ,  - 1 -
L 1 , -11 
L 1 -11 , 
x ,  h h 
g ,  r O , h , ch 
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Tab l e  2 :  Fo rmosan refl exes o f  Proto-Au strones i an (con t ' d) 
*t' ( *5 )  *6 *5 ( *5 1 ) *S ( *52 )  *h ( *H d  *R ( *H 2 )  
h h - 5  5 h h ? 
h h 5 h h ? 
h h ,  x 5 h h ? 
h h 5 h h ? 
h h 5 h h ? 
h h 5 h h ? 
h h 5 h h ? 
h h 5 h h ? 
5 5 5 0 0 0 
0 5 5 0 0 0 
0 5 0 0 0 ? 
0 6 5 0 0 
5 6 5 0 0 0 
0 5 ? 0 0 ? - h  
5 c 5 5 ,  0 h ? 
5 5 5 5 ,  0 0 ? 
t t 5 5 0 ? 
5 5 ,  0 0 0 0 ? 
5 5 0 0 0 0 
t t S 0 0 ? 
h h S h h ,  0 - h ,  0 
z-z- t z 5 h h h- ? 
5 5 5 5 -0-
c c 5 5 h ? 
c c 5 5 h ? 
t -0  h 
t -0 t 5 h h 
t ,  5 -0 t ,  5 5 ,  0 h h Y 
t ,  5 -0 t ,  5 5 h h 
5 5 0 0 
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Tabl e 2 :  Fonnosan refl exes 
PAN Sq *m * r) *n 
/ # -
Ata Sq m - m  r) n 
Sk m - m  r) n 
Mx m - m  r) n 
Mt m - m  r) n 
Pi m - r) r) n 
Sed Tn m - r) r) n 
Td m -r) r) n 
In m - r) r) n 
Tsou m r) n ,  a/a # 
Kan m r) n ,  a/a # 
Sar m f) n ,  a/a # 
Ruk Bu m r) n 
Mg m r) n 
Mn m r) n 
Bun Tk m r) n 
I s  m f) n 
Pai Bu m r) n 
Puy Pn m r) n 
Ki m r) n 
Thao m n n 
Sai Ta m r) n 
Paz m r) n 
Kav m r) n 
Ami Sa m r) n 
Fr m f) n 
Tao m n n 
Bab m n n 
Pap m n n 
Hoa m n n 
Sir m r) n 
of  Proto-Austronesi an (con t ' d) 
*n ( *n )  * +  ( *N )  * 1  * r  
1 1 y ,  z /  i -
1 1 Y 
1 1 0", W 
1 1 Y 
1 1 r 
1 1 r 
1 1 r 
1 1 r 
n - h - h  h , k/ r r 
r) n 1 ,  0 r 
+ + 1 r 
1 1 L 
1 1 r r 
1 1 L r 
n n 0 
n n 0 
f , 1 L r 
1 1 L r 
1 1 L r 
0 0 r 
1 1 L 
1 1 r 
n n r ,  R/ 
1 0 L 
1 1 L 
1 r r 
1 r 
1 r ,  d 
1 r ,  1 r 
1 r ,  1 
Tab l e 2 :  Fo nnosan refl exes 
PAN *w *y 
Ata Sq w y 
Sk w y 
Mx w y 
Mt w y 
pI w y 
Sed Tn w y 
Td w y 
In w y 
Tsou v ,  0 - z -
Kan 0 - 1 -
Sar 0 - t -
Ruk Bu v ,  0/a i -d--
Mg v - r-
Mn v ,  0 - L -
Bun Tk v 0 
I s  v 0 
Pai Bu v ,  0 -y-
Puy Pn w y 
KI w y 
Thao w y 
Sai Ta w y 
Paz 0 ,  w y 
Kav w y ,  
Ami Sa v y 









- 0  
- 0  
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Proto-Austrones i an (con t ' d) 
* - uy *-aw *-ay , *-ay 
- uy - aw -ay  
- uy - aw -ay  
- uy - aw -ay  
-uy  - aw -ay 
- uy - aw - i y  
- uy -0 -e 
- uy -aw -ay 
- uy - aw -ay 
- uzu  -0 ,  -ou  -e , - o i  
- u 1 u -a , - a u  - a i 
- ut u  - u ,  - u ? u  - i , - i ? i 
- uy - aw -ay  
- i v i  -00 -ee 
- u i  -ao - a i  
- uo - a v  - aD 
- u o  - a v  - aD 
- uy - aw -ay 
-uy  -aw -ay  
- uy -aw -ay  
- uy - aw -ay  
-oy - aw -ay 
-uy  - aw - a y  
- uy - aw -ay 
- uy -aw - ay 
- uy - aw -ay 
-a 
- u  -0 - a  
- u  -0 , -ou - a  
- u  - a u  - a  
-oy -a 
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Tabl e 2 :  Formosan refl exes of  Proto-Austronesi an 
PAN *a * i *u 
Ata Sq a i u 
Sk a i u 
Mx a i u 
Mt a i u 
PI a i u 
Sed Tn a i u 
Td a i u 
In a i u 
Tsou 0 ,  a ,  e ,  0 i ,  e ,  a ,  0 ,  z u ,  0 ,  e ,  o v 
Kan a i u 
Sar a i u 
Ruk Bu a i u 
Mg a i u 
Mn a i u 
Bun Tk a i u 
Is a i u 
Pai Bu a i u 
Puy Pn a i u 
KI a i u 
Thao a i u 
Sai Ta {:/ *q , * t', *9 i {o ce/*q ,  * t, *9 
Paz a i u 
Kav { i  I *q a i u 
Ami Sa a i u 
Fr a i u 
Tao a i u 
Bab a i u 
Pap a i u ,  0 
Hoa a i u 
Sir a i 0 ,  ou  
(cont ' d) 
*a I ( e l  # -
0 ,  u 
0 ,  u 
0 ,  u 
0 ,  u 
0 ,  u 
e ,  u 
e ,  u 
e , u 




e ,  e 
e 
u ,  a a 
e 
e 
e i ,  u 




e ,  al _*q 
e ,  al _*q 
u ,  e 
u , 0 
u ,  e ,  0 
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4 . 1  The following are the examples of PAN *S ( Dahl ' s  ( 198Ia) *S 2 ) > h in the 
new Northern group , but 5 or 0 in the other Formosan languages :  
PAN *kas i w  > Ata kah u- n i q /kah uy , Sed qhu-n i ? ,  Sai kahoy , Paz kah uy , Bab 
hau , Pap he : ,  Hoa h a i , Tso ev i , Kan kaa l u ,  Sar k i u? u ,  Pai kas i w ,  Tha 
ka : v i ? ,  Sir ca i ou tree , wood, Bun Is b us u l - kaw i ? bow ( literally wood 
gun ) , Ami ka s uy wood. 
PAN *ku ( S ) kuS > Sed kukuh , Sai ka -k- l -okoh , Bun kuskus , Pai k-a l - uskus-an , 
Tha k u : ku? , Ami Sa k-an- us , Ami Fr k- i n - u ? u s , Kav q - n - uq us claw , 
fingernai l .  
PAN *Sun i > Paz mu-hun i ? ,  Tso m-un i , Kan um- a - un i , Sar ma- n i -an i , Kav 
s -m-un i ? ,  Ami ma- hun i ?  to chirp , Tha S - um-a-Sun i bird name . 
PAN *qas u Q  > Ata q h u Q ,  Sed Tr q i h u Q ,  Tso u Qo ,  Kan u U Qu , Sar u ? u Qa ,  Ruk Mg 
QU-Qu , Ruk Mn ? u Qu , Bun q u u Q ,  Tha q uun  mushroom. 
PAN *CuS u V  > Ata l - um- uhug « A- 1 -/c- ) 8 ,  Sed l -m- i h ug « A- l - /c- ) , Sai 
s -om- ho L ,  Kan c - um-acuuru , Bun ma- t u s u l ,  Pai c- um- u s u , Kav t-m- u s u R  
to thread a needle, to string beads . 
PFN *S uvafa > Ata h u l a - q i y ,  Sed huda?  ( - d- irregular ) ,  Sai ha-ho l a? ,  Paz 
ha-ha l a ? , Hoa o - h u t - t a , Tso r uxo , Kan a rana , Sar u r uTa , Ruk Mn ? o l a ,  
Pai s u l a ,  Puy u r l a ,  Tha ? utoa , Ami s uL5a ? , Kav s uRna ? snow , ice 
As Dahl ( 198Ia : 3 5 ) pointed out , only Bun has two different reflexes for 
PAN *S : -0- in *kaS i w  and *qas uQ  but 5 in *ku ( S ) kus and * C uS u V .  Reflexes in 
all other languages are quite regular . 
4 . 2  The following are examples of PAN *h ( *H 1 ) > h in the new Northern group 
and in Bunun Tk and Ami ,  and 0 in other Formosan languages .  
(a ) Final Position 
Note that Babuza , Papora and Hoanya generally lose final *h ; Papora retains 
final *h  only in the form PAN *bavah  > ba l ah below : 
PAN *bavah  > Ata bagah , Sed baga h , Pazeh bahah  « A- medial h/x) , Pap 
ba l ah ,  Kan va ra , Sar vara ? a , Ami Fr faLah charcoal , Sai baLah , Bah 
bagga , Sir vaga burning charcoal .  
PAN *baqavuh > Sediq bgu- ra-h , Bab bao , Pap ba ru , Sir vaho , Tso fa rv-a , 
Kan va ? u ru-a , Sar varu? u ,  Ruk baav-ana , Bun baq l u ,  Pai vaq u-an , Tha 
faq +u , Ami vaq l uh-ay new. 
PAN *buQuh  > Tso fQuu , Kan na -vuQu , Sar vUQu? u , Bun b U Qu? , Ami Fr f U Quh , 
Sir von go head. 
PAN *q umah > Ata q um-q uma-a-h/quma- q umah , Kan ? u uma , Sar umu- uma , Ruk 
uma- uma , Bun q uma ? , Pai q uma , Puy ? uma , Sai ?om- ?omah , Paz uma - umah 
Ami umah , Bab ema , Hoa uma , Sir ouma farm , field,  Tso mo-mo to work 
in the fie ld. 
PAN *CuTuh > Ata c - um- u l uh ,  Tso c-m- uh u ,  Kan c-um-a-cun u ,  Sar c-um-acuTu , 
Bun ma- t unu , Pai c u l u ,  Sai s -om-o l oh ,  Ami m i - t u l uh to roast right on 
the fire . 
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PAN *d�+ i h  > Sed d a 1 i h ,  Sai ?a 1 - ?a 1 i h -an , Paz ?a 1 i h ,  Kan a ra-can i ,  Sar 
ma- s a f i ,  Ruk Mg me- d-da 1 i ,  Ruk To ma ?a-da-d i a 1 i ,  Ruk Mn ma ?a-o i i -oa 1 i 
near. 
PAN * t u t uh > Tso m- u u t u  to strike or hit (in general) , Kan m-aka - t u t u  to 
hit with the fist , Sai totah to strike with a stick , Paz ka 1 u-batu  
mu- t u t u h  to strike with a stone . 
PAN *nunuh  > Sed n un uh , Paz n un uh , Tso n un ? u ,  Sar n uunu? -a breasts . 
(b ) Initial and Medial Positions 
PAN *bah i > Ruk a-ba -ba i ,  Pai va- vay-an , Puy ba-bay-an , Ami Fr va- vah i ? -an  
woman . 
PAN * l a h ud > Tso mua- rovcu to blow downhi l l , moh - rovcu to j70w downstream , 
Kan ? ama- 1 aucu  downhil l , m-a-a- 1 aucu to blow down the hi l l , Sar 
ta 1 a - 1 a - 1 aucu  to look down , Ruk Mg r60u , Ruk Tn auOu  downhi l l ,  Ruk Mn 
1 a uou downwards , Pai 1 a uz seaward , Tha mana- raws downhi ll , Sai Lahar 
downhi l l , haw- Laha r downstream , Paz rahut west .  
PAN *buhut  > Ata bhut , Sed b- r i - h uc , Kan vuu t u , Ruk buu-buu t u , Bun p u h u t  
« A- p/b ) , Pai v u t , Puy b u t , Sai ka- b hat , Paz b uh u t , Ami vuh u t  
squirre l .  
PAN *h u 1 a [ tB ]  > Tso rasa upper garment ,  Bun hu 1 uc « A- a/u ) , Kav q uf us , 
Ami ha 1 a t (A- a/u ,  irregular - t )  type of clothing. 
( Thao form h u : 1 us is probably a loanword from Bunun Takbanuao h u 1 us . )  
PAN *ha ( n ) taq > Bun ma-hacaq , Pai t-am- a taq to whet.  
4 . 3  The following are examples of PAN *n > 1 in the new Northern group : 
PAN *qa n ud > Ata ma-qa 1 u i t  ( ? ) , Sed q 1 u 1 i ? , Tso �-ohcu , Kan m-a - ? a cun u 
( n / � metathesis and assimilation to c ) , Sar m-u-a +us u ,  Ruk Bd mu-a1 uOu , 
Ruk Mg mu- 1 uO u , Ruk Mn mu- 1 uou ,  Bun mu�-qan u? , Pai sa-qa 1 u& ,  Puy 
mu- 1 a�ud « M) , Ami ma-qa 1 u 1 (A- l / r ) , Sai 1 a- ?a 1 u r to j7ow , to be 
adrift. 
4 . 4  Many Formosan languages have the lateral fricative /1 / [f ] 9 as reflex of 
PAN * +  ( Dyen ' s  *N )  as well as PAN *n . These languages are Atayal ,  Sediq , Rukai , 
Paiwan , Puyuma , Saisiat , Pazeh , Taokas , Babuza , Papora and Hoanya. Formosan 
examples for PAN * f  are as below : 
PAN *+a �uy > Ata 1 - um-a �uy Tso ru-hu�z u ,  Kan ma-ka-na�u 1 u ,  Sar maka - }a� u 1 u ,  
Ruk wa - 1 a �uy , Pai f -am- a �uy , Puy ma- 1 a - 1 a �uy , Sai l -om-a �oy , Paz 
mu- 1 a �uy , Kav m- na �uy , Ami m i - 1 a �uy , Sir 1 -m-a �uy to swim , Sed 
1 -m-a �uy to bathe in a stream. 
, 
PAN *� i b u > Ata 1 i b u? , Sed 1 i b u? , Kan n i  i vu ,  Sar t i vu? u ,  Ruk Bd 1 i b u ,  Ruk 
Mg 1 i b u u , Ruk Mn 1 i vu ,  Pai r i vu ,  Tha o i : fu ,  Sai 1 i b u ? , Ami oi bu?  den , 
nest ,  Paz 1 i bu-patakan fence to keep out pigs, e tc. 
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PAN *fuwa Q > Kan ? i - nuaQa female deer , Sar ta- i - +ua Qa female pygmy deer , 
Bun q a - n va Q ,  Tha q - n u :wan « A- n / o) deer , carabao , Paz n ua Q  
« A- ni l )  carabao , cow , Hoa l oang  deer ,  Sir l ouang e lk , horse , ox . 
PAN *fatu Q  > Ata l uh i u Q/ l uh u Q ,  Sed d u h u Q  ( d - irregular) , Tso s uh Qu 
« M s/h ) , Sar f uuQu , Ruk l uuQu , Bun n ucu Q ,  Puy Lp l us u Q ,  Sai l oho Q ,  
Paz l uz u Q ,  Kav ? i - n s u Q  mortar. 
, 
PAN *Da f um > Tso chumu , Kan canumu , Sar s a f umu , Bun danum , Pai za l um ,  Puy 
zanum « A- ni l ) ,  Tha sa : oum , Sai ra l om ,  Paz da l um ,  Ami nanum ,  Kav 
zanum , Bab da l om ,  Pap dom , 1 0m ,  rbm , Hoa zazum , radum , Sir sa l om 
water. 
PAN *q a f up > Ata q - um-a l u -a-p/q - um- a l up ,  Sed m-aduk ( irregular - d- ) , Kan 
? - um-a �? a n upu , Sar ? - um-a - ? a +upu , Ruk w-a l upu , Bun qanup , Pai 
q-am- a l up ,  Puy Kp ? -am-a l up ,  Sai ? -om- a l op ,  Ami m i -qaoup , Sir m-a l up 
to hunt , Tso h up-a  hunting territory . 
PAN *tafam > Ata t - um- a l am ,  Sed t -m-a l a Q ,  Tso oo- t homa , Kan paku- tanam-an , 
Sar ma k- tafam , Bun tanam , Puy t-am-a l am ,  Tha t -m-a : oam , Sai I a n - ta l am ,  
Paz mu- ta l am ,  Ami m i - tanam to taste . 
PAN *bu l af > Ata Mx b u a - t i Q ,  Ata Sk bya l - i Q , Tso f roha , Kan vuana , 
Sar vu l a +a , Bun b uan , Puy b u l an , Tha f u : ra o ,  Ami b uLao ,  Kav yulan , 
Pap b uda I , Hoa b u l an ,  Sir vou re l moon . 
PAN *quZa+ > Ata q ua l -ax , l O Sed q u -¥ux , Tso m-acha , Kan ? ucana , Sar usafa , 
Ruk uda l a ,  Bun q udan , Pai q uda l , Puy ? uda l , Tha q u : sa o , Sai ?a- ?o ra l , 
Paz uda l , Ami quoa o ,  Kav ? uzan , Tao m-ota l ,  Bab hutas , h u ta t ,  Pap 
m-oda l ,  Hoa m- udza s , Sir ouda l rain3 to rain. 
4 . 5  Reflexes for PAN *C are either c or s in the Northern group of Formosan 
languages .  The same is also found in the Tsouic group , in Rukai and Paiwan . 
However , it is t in Bunun , Kavalan and Ami , T in Puyuma , e in Thao . Examples 
are : 
PAN *Ca l i QaR > Ata ca Q i a ? « M) , Sar ca l i Qa ,  Ruk ca L i Qa ,  Bun ta i Qa ,  Pai 
ca L i Qa ,  Puy Ta Q i La « M) , Tha f a r i  : n a  (A. 9/f ) , Paz sa Q i ra?  « M) , 
Ami t a L i Qa ? , Tao sa l i na , s a re i na ,  Bab ha r i na ,  cha r r i na ,  Pap sa r i na 
Hoa s a Q i na , sa r i na ,  sang i l a ,  Sir tang i ra ear , Kan ca (Qa ear ornament. 
PAN *maCa > Tso mcoo , Ruk maca , Bun ma ta ? , Pai maca , Puy maTa , Tha ma : 9 a , 
Sai masa ? ,  Kav ma t a ? , Ami ma t a ? , Tao ma sa , Bab mach� , Pap masa , Hoa 
masa , Sir ma t ta eye . 
PAN *kuCu� > Ata ku- h i Q/kucu? , Sed q u-h i Q  « A- q / k ) , Tso ?cuu , Kan kuucu , 
Sar kucu ? u ,  Ruk kucu , Bun kutu? , Pai kucu , Tha ku : 9 u ,  Sai koso? , Paz 
kusu? , Kav q u t u ? , Ami k u t u ? , Tao us u ,  Bab ocho , Pap u9 u ,  Hoa u s u  
head louse . 
PAN *�uyaC  > Ata Sq ? ug - i q ,  Sed ? u ra c ,  Tso v roca , Kan u raca , Sar ? u ra ca , 
Ruk Bd , Mg uvaca , Ruk Mn ? uca , Bun ? u l a t . Pai St ? uwac , Puy ? u raT , 
Tha ? u : f a9 , Paz huhas  « A- h/x)  , Ami ? u La t , Pap yo l as , yoras b lood 
vesse l ,  vein , Sai ka- u Las  sinew . 
PAN * k u l i C  > Puy kuL i T ,  cf . Yami ku l i t  bark of tree . 
PAN * l a Q i C > Sar l a Q i c- a ,  Puy l a Q i T  sky . 
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5 .  PHONOLOG I CAL EV I DENCE FOR THE I NTERNAL RELAT IONSH I PS OF THE NORTH ERN 
FORMOSAN LANGUAGES 
5 . 1  The c l usteri ng of Taokas , Babuza , Papora and Hoanya 
As Tsuchida ( 1982 : 9 ) pointed out , the four sinicised Formosan languages 
Taokas , Babuza , Papora and Hoanya are more closely related to each other than 
to any other Formosan languages . These languages share the innovations exclu­
sively of other Formosan languages :  ( 1 )  PAN *k > 0 (Tsuchida 1982 : 9 ) , ( 2 ) PAN 
* - y  > -0 ( Tsuchida 1982 : 9 ) , ( 3 ) PAN * 0  > n ( Thao is the only other Formosan 
language which shares this innovation) ,  and ( 4 )  PAN * t  > t in initial and 
medial position (Tsuchida 1982 : 10 ) , but -0 in the final position . However , 
there are exceptions to these rules . There are dialect variations in these 
languages . Moreover , the language data based on the memory of the few old 
people may not be very accurate . 
( 1 ) Examples for PAN * k  > 0 :  
PAN *kuCu� > Tao us u ,  Bab ocho , Pap uS u ,  Hoa u s u  head louse . 
PAN *ka y a o  > Tao ,y - axan , Bab aggan , Pap aqan crab . PAN *kaan > Tao uman , Bab man ,  Pap man ,  Hoa man to eat. 
PAN *k i Ta > Bab m- i ta ,  Hoa k-am- i ta to see . 
PAN *kaS i w  > Bab ha u ,  Pap he : ,  Hoa ha i tree . 
PAN *aku > Tao y-au  I. 
PAN * bukas > Pap bus , bud , b uS ,  Hoa bud hair. 
PAN *p i rak > Tao p i ra ,  Pap pa ra i money , Hoa p i ra silver coin. 
cf . Ata , Sed p i l a ? ,  Paz pa ra i ?  money . 
PAN *atak  > Pap da , l ah ,  l a l a ,  Hoa a l a ,  a l ak  chi ld 
PAN *s i kan > Hoa s i kan fish. 
PSF * uka > Tao ua not have . 
( 2 )  Examples for PAN * -y > -0 : 
PAN *babuy > Bab, Pap , Hoa babu pig. 
PAN *maCay > Bab macha , maha , Hoa maS a to die .  
PAN *pa Cay > Bab pach a ,  Pap mada to kil l .  
PAN *pagay > Bab adda , Pap pada , Hoa padza , paza rice plant.  
PAN *q uay > Bah choa rattan. 
PAN *ba yay > Bab pea ( ? ) , Pap b u l a to give . 
( 3 ) Examples for PAN * 0  > n :  
PAN *Ca l  i oa�  > Tao sa r i na , Bab h a r i na , Pap sa r i na ,  Roa s a r i na , san i n n a  ear. 
PAN *Ca O i t  > Tao s -am-an i ,  Bab s - um-an i ,  pap s -am- an i ,  Roa s - um- n i ,  
s -m-ane to weep . 
PAN *+ua o > Bab l oan , Pap l oa n , l ua o ,  Hoa l oan , l oang  cow , carabao . 
PAN *ka ya o  > Tao y-axan , Bab aggan , Pap aqan crab . 
( 4 )  Examples for PAN * t  > t i n initial and medial positions , 0 in final : 
PAN *ata > Tao ta-n u ,  Bab n a - t a , Pap ta- n u , Roa m-eta , i t ta , a - ta one . 
PAN *a tu > Bab a t u ,  Pap h - a t u , Roa a t u  dog 
PAN * t'ut'u > Roa t u t u  breasts (of woman) .  
PAN *Ca o i t' > to weep ( see ( 3 )  above ) .  
PAN *mam i t  > Tao mme , Pap mame , Hoa mam i  sweet .  
Although PAN * t  > t i s also found in Paiwan and Thao , i t i s lost in the 
word-final position only in these four sinicised Formosan languages .  
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5 . 2  The  cl usteri ng of  Sa i s i at and Pazeh 
Saisiat and Pazeh exclusively share the following innovation : PAN *9 > z .  
For example , 
PAN *bagaq > Sai baza? to listen , Paz ma -baza?  to know. 
PAN *Sagak > Sai s - om- azak , Paz mu-s azak to sme l l .  
PAN *pagay > Sai pazay cooked rice , rice p lant , Paz pazay glutinous rice . 
PAN *qa (m ) pagu > Sai pa?zo? « M) , Paz ? a puzu?  « A- ufa)  gal l-b ladder. 
PAN *p i gat-t > Sai p i za ?  how many . 
PAN *mug'i I) > Paz muz i I) nose . 
However , while Pazeh merges PAN *g' with PAN * t' and *9 ( first reconstructed 
by Tsuchida 1976) to z ,  Saisiat retains the distinction between PAN *g' > z and 
PAN *t'  and *9 > h .  For example , 
PAN *but'uy  > Sai bohoL bow , Paz buzux arrow . 
PAN * +a tu l) > Sai l oho l) , Paz l uz u l)  mortar. 
PAN *9u9u  > Sai hoho? breasts of woman . 
PAN *9ap9 ap > Paz mu-zazap to suck. 
5 . 3  The c l usteri ng  of the Ataya l i c  group 
The Atayalic group comprises two main languages , Atayal and Sediq. Atayal , 
in turn , consists of two major dialect groups , Squliq and C7uli? (Ts?01e ) . 
Squliq dialects are all fairly uniform , whereas C?uli? dialects can be quite 
divergent from each other and some of them preserve some interesting and 
archaic features .  These dialects include Ba?ala? , Bay?anux , Mabatu?an , Mnawyan , 
Maspazi? , Matabalay , Mayrinax , Pall)awan , Pianan , Skikun , Sakuxan and Talawan . 
Sediq has relativ�ly uniform dialects , including Tol)an , Toda and Inago (Taroko) . 
There are both phonological and lexical differences between these dialect 
groups . I shall not go into the details of these differences in this paper ; 
interested readers are referred to Li ( 1980a , 1981) . 
The most unique feature in the entire Atayalic group is that there are 
male and female forms of speech in every dialect . See Li ( 1980b , 1982c ) for a 
detailed account . 
The following phonological changes are shared by all dialects in the 
Atayalic group : 
1 .  PAN *a > u/_(C ) # PAN *a has become u in all Atayalic dialects in the final syllable except 
in the diphthong * -ay , and this change is unique to the group . For example , 
verbs with the suffix *-an , as in *ba l i g�an , indicating the Referential Focus 
has become - un , as in Sq b i r- un , Sk bes - un , Mx b i n a s - un , Pl b i n a r- un , Td 
b r iw- un , In b r i g - un to buy .  Other examples are : 
PAN * l usaq > Sed r u s uq tears . 
PAN *qa yam > Ms ?agum ,  Mx qagum , Sed ?a ru l) anteater. 
PAN * t'a 1 a l) > Sq hayu l) , Mx hawul) ,  Sed h a ru l) pine tree . 
PFN *+uqes > Sq l uq u s , Ms 1 u?us , Mx 1 uq us brains , marrow . 
cf . PAN *pagay > Ata pagay , Sed payay rice plant. 
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2 .  PAN * t', *El , *1 , *h > h  
The Atayalic group has merged PAN * t', *El , *1 and *h as h ,  and the same 
change i s found only in Saisiat . However , the Atayalic has a different reflex 
for PAN *R ( Dahl ' s  ( 1981a) * H2 ) ,  which has become Atayalic ? ,  Saisiat 0 and - h . 
( 1 ) PAN * t' > h 
PAN *ba tuq > Sq , Sk mahuq , Ms mah u? , Mx ma -bahuq , pl ma- ba h u? , 
Sed mahu?  to wash clothes.  
PAN *bat'uy > Ms bah- i n - uw ,  Sk bh-en- ux , Mx b uh - i n - ug , Pl b a h u- n j ? ,  
Tn bhe- naq , Td bhe-n i q  bow. 
( 2 ) PAN * El  > h 
PAN *eEl i > Ata h i ? ,  Sed h i i ?  meat ,  f7esh. 
( 3 ) PAN *1 > h 
PAN *ka1 uy > Sq , Sk , Mn q ho-n i q , Mx kah u- n i q/kahuy , Mb kahu-n i q ,  
Ms kahaw-n i ? ,  Mt , Pl kah u-n i ? ,  Sed qhu-n i ?  tree , wood. 
PAN *1 akuC  > Sq, Bl h-m- ak u t , Sk h -m-akuc , Mx, Mb , Mt h - um-akut , Ms , 
Sx h -am-akut , Pl h- um- akuc , Sed h-m-aku 1  ( - 1 is a sporadic 
change , cf . PAN *cumah > Sk , Mx 1 um- i q  body louse ) to carry . 
( 4 ) PAN *h > h 
PAN * b uh u t  > Sq bhut , Ms bahut , Sk b h uc , Mx bhut , Pl b uh uc , Sed 
b - r i - h uc squirre l .  
PAN *q umah > Sq , Sk , Mn qma-ya- h , Ms ?ama - ya - h , Mx q uma -q umah/ 
q um-q uma - a - h , Mb, Mt , Sx ma-ma-ya- h , Pl muma- ra-h , Bx ma -ya-h  
cultivated fie ld. 
3 .  PAN * d , * D ,  *d ' >  Ata r ,  Sed d/Initial and Medial 
Ata t ,  C ,  ? ,  Sed c /Final 
The Atayalic group has merged PAN *d , *D and d' as Atayal r and Sediq d in 
initial and medial position , and as Atayal (most dialects) ? ,  Ata. Mt t ,  Ata pl 
and Sediq c in final position : 
PAN *da yaq > Sed da ra ? blood. 
PAN *daq i s  > Ata Sq rq i .-ya-s , Mx raq i -na-s , Sed dqe- ra-s  face . 
PAN *Daya > Ata. Sq k- raya 7 ,  Sk raya ? , Mx maka - raya? , Sed daya? inland , up. 
PAN *da 1 an > Ata Sk ryan- i q ,  Mx ran- i q/raan road 
PAN *da y um > Ata ra um/ ragum needle.  
PAN *dat i h  > Sed da 1 i h near. 
PAN *pa l)da t >  Ata pan ran pineapple.  
PAN *q uDas  > Ata q u r i ?/qu ras , Sed Td qudas  gray hair 
PAN *qanud > Ata Sq m-q 1 u i ? ,  Mt ma-qa 1 u i t ,  Sed q 1 u 1 i ?  f7ow. 
PAN *pa t i D  > Ata pa 1 i ? ,  Sed pa 1 i c wing. 
PAN * ta t i u D >  Sq, Sk t 1  i u? mulberry . 
PAN *qe 1 u D > Sed ?a ruc pil lar. 
In addition , there is the sporadic change PAN *k > Atayalic q when followed 
by q or h perhaps by assimilation ; see Li ( 1980 : 377 ) and Li ( 1981 : 247-248) . 
Examples are : 
PAN *kaan > Ata qan- i q  Eat !  
PAN *kuCu�  > Sed q u-h i l) head louse 
PAN *ka1 uy > Ata Sq qhu-n i q ,  Sed qhu-n i ?  tree , wood 
-- --- - - ----
6 .  L EX ICAL EVI DENCE 
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All known Austronesian cognates are excluded from the following lists . 
Such cognates are at best only weak evidence for subgrouping even if they are 
retained only in these languages .  
6 . 1  Cognates that are excl us i vel y  shared by Ataya1 i c ,  Sa i s i at , Pazeh , Taoka s , 
Babuza , Papora and Hoanya 
1 . Ata t u t uh , Paz t u t u ? , Tao t u toh , Pap duduh  tobaaao pipe . 
2 .  Ata Sq musa ? ,  Ata Mx ma- usa ? , Sed In mus a? , Paz mu- ku-sa ? ,  Tao muha , 
m-a-usa , Bab musa , Roa usa , muha to go. 
3 .  Ata , Bab papak ear. 
4 . Ata , Sed In basag , Sai basa l ,  Tao basau  mil let.  
5 . Ata Mx ba l ayan , Sai ba l ayan , Paz b u l ayan , Tao b u rayan , Pap b u l eyan 
pan for cooking. 
6 . Ata , Paz patus , Pap p a tos gun. 
7 .  Sed l - l eb u ? , l - l ab u ? , Pap ma - l bu low. 
8 . Ata Sq m i ru?  ( b i r u? ) , Paz mu-b i zu?  write , Bab b i de ink , Pap ba-b i d u ,  
Roa ma- b i dzu  tattoo . 
9 . Ata s uwa i ? ,  Sed swa i ? ,  Paz swaz i ? ,  Roa s uaz i younger sibling. 
6 . 2  Cognates that are exc l us i ve l y  shared by Ataya1 i c ,  Sa ; s ; a t  and Pazeh 
The Atayalic languages share the following cognates with Saisiat and 
Pazeh , but not with any other non-sinicised Formosan language . Some of these 
may be due to borrowing . 
1 .  Ata Mx ,  Paz syatu?  clothes , upper garment. 
2 .  Ata Mx qa i m ,  Ata Ms ?az i m- ux ,  Sai ?al i m ,  Paz ?a r i m  peach. 
3 .  Ata lois yapuwa r ,  Sai l apwa r ,  Paz l apwa t guava. 
4 . Ata ? a l  i ? ,  Paz ? a l i ?  bamboo shoots . 1 1  
5 .  Ata ?abag , Paz rabax leaf. 
6 . Ata t u - n ux head , Sai tono? brains , Paz tunu?  brains , marrow . 
7 .  Ata Ms baun , Sed In ba ? un , Paz b a un pumpkin . 
8 . Ata , Paz taba?  gourd. 
9 . Ata Ms , Paz Kh tam i ? sponge gourd. 
10 . Ata , Sai ta bu i l cucumber. 
11 . Ata t a tu pun , Paz ta tu p u Q  type of mushroom. 
12 . Ata , Sai kamt i ?  dye yam. 
13 . Ata Sq z i ma l a ? ,  Ata Ms , Pl yama l a? ,  Paz ruma l a? plant sp . 
{Dipla zi um esculen tum {Retz . }  swartz} . 
14 . Ata bas i yaw , Sed Td bs i yaw , Paz basyaw plant sp . {Alpinia speciosa 
Schum} . 
15 . Sed b r uwa ? , Sai b i lwa ? thunder. 
16 . Ata Mx ba l ayan « A a / u ) , Sai ba l ayan « A a/u ) , Paz b u l ayan cooking 
pan. 
17 . Ata waqa-nux , Sai wa? a? deer. 
18 . Ata Mx b a uwak , Ata Ms bayuwa k ,  Ata pl ba rok , Paz ba ruzak pig. 
19 . Ata Sk , Mx ,  Paz batu?  egg. 
20 . Ata , Sed ku i ? ,  Paz ku i ?  worm. 
21 Ata kabah-n i q ,  Sed qbh-en i ? ,  Sai kab-kabah-al bird. 
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22 . Ata pa rnah , Paz pa ranah boat. 
2 3 . Ata qa-q i b ug , Sai ?a- ? i boL , Paz Kh ?ayxu? paddle .  
24 . Ata Mx r uas , Sai z- i n - uLas paper. 
2 5 . Ata Mx g i n u? , Paz x i nu?  winnowing basket.  
2 6 . Ata Sk , Sai , Paz tak i l women 's basket which i s  carried on one 's back. 
2 7 . Ata Mx ,  Paz sa l aman bowl . 
2 8 . Ata Mx, Sai , Paz yasam ax. 
2 9 . a . Ata ca-ca p i �/ca-capuh , Sai sa- sapoh , Paz sa- sapuh broom. 
b . Ata c-um- a p i �/c-um- a puh , Sai s -om-apoh , Paz mu-sa puh to sweep . 
30 . Ata ma l aha � ,  Sed qm l ah a � ,  Sai ma l aha � to take care of. 
3 1 . Ata Mx ma - ta uaw , Ata Mt ma- tay uaw , Sai ma taLoaw to work. 
32 . Ata Ms ra ruma? , Sai ra romah , Paz ra r uma? type of bamboo .  
6 . 3  Cognates excl us i vel y shared by Sa ; s ; at , Pazeh and four  north-western 
s ; n ; c; sed Fo rmosan l anguages ( Taokas , Babuza , Papo ra and Hoanya ) 
1 .  Paz tu l a l a ? ,  Bab t u l l a l a ,  Pap , Hoa t u l a l a  floIL'er. 
2 .  Sai 
3 . Sai 
4 . Paz 
5 .  Paz 
6 . Sai 
7 .  Paz 
8 . Paz 
9 .  Sai 
10 . Paz 
11 . Paz 
bonaz , Paz , Tao b un a t , Bab bonnad sand. cf . Ata bunaq i y ,  which 
is ambiguous with Ami bunak  id. 
b a La l a ? ,  Tao baxada , Pap va rada river. 
baugu l ,  Tao b a ugun frog. 
t u rak , Pap t u rak penis . 
Lasab , Paz xasap , Tao xas ap , Bab nahup , nachap , Hoa has i p  five . 
? i s i t ,  Tao ta- i s i d ,  Bab t s i x i t ( ? ) , Pap (me- ) t s i  i ,  Hoa mya ta- i s i , 
Lui1ang i s i t ,  Fav1 2 zch i e t t  nine . 
Kh habak , Bab abak  boat. 
t i ?a? , Tao t (xa ? , Bab ts i a ,  Pap l i daq needle . 
pa rapa r ,  Hoa pa - l a t - pa paper. 
1 a 1 uzuk , Bab 1 a 1 1  okogh , Pap 1 a 1 oqo 1 ·(metathesis of the last two 
consonants? ) comb . 
12 . a . Sai tanoLan , Tao tan ran pai l .  
b . Paz g u n ug un , Pap gungun , Hoa gun-gun  pail (wooden tub . ) 
13 . Sai wa-wa tos , Tao wa tos gun . cf . No . 17 below. 
14 . Paz ka - kaz i p ,  Hoa kaz i b  chopsticks . 
15 . Paz ?a l u? ,  Bab a l e ,  Pap a ro Come ! 
16 . Paz , Hoa maha tan to laugh. 
17 . Paz pa-patus , Tao patus , Pap patu9 to fire a gun . df . No . 13 gun 
above . 
18 . Paz ma l i ak ,  Bab ma l l eak  to dis like . 
19 . Paz mu l as i ? ,  Tao ma l as i  rice plant. 
20. Paz s umay , Tao s uma , Bah sma , Hoa sma i cooked rice . 
2 1 . Sai , Paz tawtaw , Tao tau- t a u  peanut .  
22 . Paz yamadu? , Tao yamadu  sugar. 
2 3 . Paz ka-kumus , Tao kumus , Pap komu hat. 
24 . Paz l a s u? , Bab , Hoa l as u  husked rice . 
2 5 . Paz s i babun , Bab tebabon , pap ch i babun , Hoa bababun  duck . 
2 6 . Sai ?a l aw ,  Paz ? a l aw ,  Bab a l au fish. 
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6 .4  Cognates exc l us i ve ly  shared by Sa i s i at and Pazeh 
1 . sai ? e- t i L i m  mote in the eye , Paz t i r i m-en to have mote in the eye . 
2 .  Sai Lames , Paz xames poot .  
3 . Sai ra- rLa Q ,  Paz daxa Q sweat .  
4 . Sai l a l  i w , Paz ma- l a l  i w  eapthquake . 
5 . Sai pohak , Paz puhak bubb le.  
6 . Sai , Paz l akay a wi ld fpuit like mango . 
7 .  Sai kaway , Paz ka- kaway a bag op baske t which is capPied on one 's 
back . 
8 .  Sai b i l i s ,  Paz mu-b i l  i s  to hold. 
9 .  Sai h-om-azab , Paz mu-hazap to s tab . cf . Ata Mx h - um-ab to s tab . 
1 0 . Sai L i l aJan , Paz x i l asan  male pheasant .  
1 1 . Sai l i hkay « D l /h ) , Paz z i h i kay maggo t .  
6 . 5  Cognates excl us i ve ly  shared by Taoka s ,  Babuza , Papora and Hoanya 
1 .  Tao b ud um ,  Bab boes um , Pap b u rom , Hoa b ud zum sky . cf . Sir vu l l um id. 
2 .  Bab , Hoa p i s i , Pap p i sl monkey . 
3 .  Tao h i b i n ,  Bab i b i en snake ; Pap , Hoa l i s u  id. 
4 . Tao , Bab mura , Hoa mu l a  face . cf . Sir mou l a  id. 
5 .  Tao t i l ax ,  Bab t a ts i ra ,  Pap t a t s i a , t a t i na tongue . cf . Sir dad i l a  id. 
6 . Tao yan u t , Bab , Pap , Hoa n u t  nose . 
7 .  Tao yudah , Bab oda intes tines .  
8 . Tao t taho , Bab t tao haip;  Pap , Hoa bud  id. 
9. Tao , Pap mabasak  b lind. 
10 . Bab , Pap gyobe mouth . 
1 1 . Tao r i dok , Pap i dok bpeas ts (of women) . 
1 2 . Tao , Hoa t i ya t  belly.  
1 3 . Tao r rapy i -masa , Pap r ra l pT eyebpow . 
14 . Tao , Hoa b a h  a meat .  
1 5 . Tao , Bab , Pap , Hoa tapaha tpouseps . 
1 6 . Bab s i l ok ,  Hoa s i l uk ,  Sir s i l ock swopd. 
17 . Bab ka i yu , Pap ka j ?y u : ,  Hoa kayu bowl . 
1 8 . Bab a i s ma l a ,  s - um-a l a ,  Pap ma l a ,  m l a t ,  Hoa ma l a t  to s leep . 
19 . Bab ma ppe , Pap mappe , Hoa map i  bittep. 
20 . Bab ma t s i s ,  Pap ma t s i t ,  Roa ma ch i t sa lty .  
2 1 . Tao , Pap ma r i , Hoa ma l i sOUP. 
22 . Tao ye- tadas , Bab ma- tadach , Pap ma-dadas , Hoa ma-das ( t )  hot 
(of weathep) . 
2 3 . Pap vuhun , Hoa b uhun  neck . 
2 4 . Tao ma tah , Bab mataha , Pap ma tata , Hoa ma taha b l ue .  
25 . Tao kaka n , Bab ma-kakan ped. 
26 . Tao ma rom , Pap mahom yellow. 
2 7 . Bab b aas , Pap b a e  yeap. 
28 . Tao h a i -sana t ,  Bab he-sanas , Pap s a na t ,  Hoa sang a t  s tap. 
29 . Tao taanu , Pap tanu  one . 
30 . Bab n uxan cooked Pice , Hoa m-uhan to eat cooked Pice . 
3 1 . Tao tapu , Bab ta-apu  fathep. 
32 . Bab , Hoa na i mo thep ; Bab , Pap kaya id. 
33 . Tao , Bab l aug u gpandfathep. 
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34 . Tao r l  r i m ,  Bab j i j i m smal l  child. 
35 . Bab tam i m i , Hoa tam i m i , tamam i sweet potato , cf . Sir tamamy id. 
36 . Bab ha p i , Pap hap i ?  areca nut .  
37 . Pap , Hoa l un jacke t ,  coat. 
3 8 . Tao yev , yayeb , Bab eeb tree , fire-wood. 
39 . Tao ma l ok ,  Bab ma l ok dog. 
40 . Bab bot tos , Hoa b u tus cat . 
4 1 . Tao t i pan , Bab ts i pan west .  
42 . Tao mada i s h ,  Bab mad i ch sick. 
4 3 . Tao papa t ,  Bab ma- pappa short. 
4 4 . Pap , Hoa maj e n  beautiful . 
4 5 . Tao tahos , Bab ma- ta-och heavy ; Pap man i l ,  Hoa manen id. 
46 . Bab ch-um- a p , i - chap , Pap s - um-ap to close (the door) . 
As stated in Tsuchida ( 1982 : 9 ) , "Among these [ sinicised l languages , there 
seems to be a clustering of Taokas and Babuza on the one hand , and of Papora 
and Hoanya on the other . "  The lexical evidence given above seems to indicate 
that that is the case : the clustering of Taokas and Babuza as in No . 3 ,  7 ,  8 ,  
25 , 31 , 33 , 34 , 38 , 39 , 41 , 42 , 4 3 and 45 , and the clustering of Papora and 
Hoanya as in No . 3 ,  8 , 44 and 45 . It is clear that evidence for the former 
clustering is stronger ,  whereas evidence for the latter is weaker . 
Siraya , another sinicised language , appears to share some cognates with 
the four languages under discussion as in No . 1 ,  4 ,  5 ,  16 and 35 . However , 
there is little phonological or lexical evidence for grouping Siraya with the 
Northern group . 
NOTES 
1 .  This paper was written with the support of the National Science Council 
Grant NSC70-0301-H001-08 ,  Republic of China . I wish to thank Andrew 
Pawley , Isidore Dyen and Pang-hsin Ting for comments on this paper . 














































3 .  The male and female forms of speech are separated by the slash "/" and 
are in that order . 
4 .  Some reconstructions for Formosan languages are based on Tsuchida ( 1976) . 
PFN stands for Proto-Formosan and PSF for Proto-Southern-Formosan . 
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5 .  The hypothesis of the new subgroup was first suggested by Dahl ( 198lb : 55 
and personal communication , 22 October 1982 ) . 
6 . There is an exception : Saisiat distinguishes between n i  genitive marker 
for personal names (including 'father ' and 'mother ' )  and some pronouns 
and no genitive marker for non-personal proper noun ; see Li ( 1978 : 600) . 
7 . Abbreviations o f the Formosan languages and dialects except the Atayalic 
group ( see Section 2 ,  note 2) are as given below. Language names are 





















































Citations in this study are taken from the first dialect of each language 
unless stated otherwise . Atayal is generally based on the Mayrinax 
dialect . I suspect that Taokas dialect NO . IO listed in Tsuchida ( 1982 ) 
is actually the Mayrinax dialect of Atayal and so I have excluded it from 
Taokas . 
8 . Sporadic changes are indicated in the parenthesis , e . g . , < A- p/b means 
that b has changed to p by assimilation ; M indicates metathesis ; D indi­
cates dissimilation . 
9 .  The voiced lateral fricative l f l  i s represented by the symbol I l l ,  while 
the voiceless lateral fricative l t l  is represented by I f  I i n this study . 
10 . If the Atayal form q ua l -ax  is cognate , then the medial consonant 
*-Z- > - r- is inexplicably lost . 
11 . Bun Tk ( in the village of Kukuao) ?a l i  bamboo shoots is probably a loan 
from Atayal and/or Pazeh . 
12 . It is clear from lexical evidence that Favorlang (Happart 1650) is a 
dialect of Babuza , and Tsuchida ( 1982 : 17 ) treats it as such in his 
monograph . 
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V E RBAL I N F L ECT I O N VE R S US DEVE RBAL N OM I N A L I SAT I ON I N  PAN : 
T H E  E V I D E N C E  F ROM T S O U  
S tanley S tarosta 
1 .  INTRODUCT I ON 
In a paper presented at the Third International Conference on Austronesian 
Linguistics in Bali in 1981 , Starosta , Pawley , and Reid (hereafter SPR) proposed 
a scenario for the evolution of Philippine-type clause structure in which , at 
a stage ancestral to Philippine and certain other languages ,  PAN equative sen­
tences with nominalised NP predicates were reinterpreted as verbal sentences .  
However , the question has been raised by Shelly Harrison (personal communication) 
as to how far this process had already gone at the stage SPR reconstruct as 
Proto-Austronesian , and how much of the preexisting verbal syntax , as opposed 
to SPR ' s competing nominalised constructions , we are able to reconstruct for 
PAN . 
Part of the answer to thi s question is suggested by the syntax of the 
Tsouic languages of Taiwan , and in particular in the structure of Tsou itself . 
Tsouic languages form a very high order subgroup o f the Austronesian language 
family , possibly a primary subgroup , yet Tsou does not have the very strong 
nominal orientation which SPR reconstructed for PAN . Of the five derivational 
affixes they considered to be crucial in the evolution of Philippine-type focus 
constructions ,  *mu-/- um- , * -en , *n i - /- i n- ,  *-ana , and * i S i - ,  Tsou has clear 
reflexes of only two , *mu-/- um- and *-ana , with only *mu-/- um- involved in 
verbal construction s . ! In place of the ubiquitous nominalised attribute and 
nominalised predicate constructions of the Atayalic and Paiwanic languages of 
Formosa , Tsou complex NP constructions are composed of a head relator noun and 
a sentential attribute which is unmistakably verbal in its syntactic properties . 
Based on a comparison of Tsou and the other Formosan languages ,  it turns 
out to be possible to reconstruct the stages that led to the modern Tsou focus 
system , but only if we either 
1 .  revise the SPR view o f the nature o f PAN clause structure , 
2 . show that the PAN noun-derived focus marking system could plausibly have 
been lost in Tsou while being retained in the other Tsouic languages ,  or 
3 . revise current assumptions about the way that Tsou subgroups with the 
other Tsouic languages ,  Saaroa and Kanakanavu , and with Atayalic to the 
north and Rukai to the south . 
Andrew Pawley and Lois Carrington , eds Austronesian 
linguis tics at the 1 5 th Pacific Science Congress ,  2 81- 312 . 
Pacific Linguistics ,  C-88 , 1985 . 
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2 .  THE TROUBLE W ITH TSOU 
Starosta , Pawley , and Reid posited a PAN system in which nominalised 
equational constructions had to some undetermined extent been reinterpreted as 
verbal constructions in main clauses by analogy with a preexisting verbal focus 
system involving focus affixes *-a and *_ i 2 • Since Tsou verbal constructions 
reflect only one of these presumed nominal affixes , *mu-/- um- , and otherwise 
employ the supposedly earlier *-a and *- i for Object Focus and Locative FOcus , 
SPR are presented with a problem . Whether Tsouic is a primary PAN subgroup , 
as proposed by Harvey (Figure 1 ) and Reid (Figure 2 ) , or a primary branch of 
Proto-Southern Formosan ( i . e . non-Atayalic) , as proposed by Tsuchida (Figure 3 ) , 
i t should reflect the denominal verbal focus affixes in verbal constructions , 
since all its sisters and cousins do . (Actually , the situation in Rukai is 
quite similar to that in Tsou , but I will not consider it further in this 
paper . ) 
PAN
� 
* � * * * I / I I I I I 
P-Atayalic P-Tsouic The other Taiwanese p-Amis 1 \. :���l a'��:��;l ,,1, 'iMP 
/ (  I 
Tsou Saaroa Kanakanavu 
Fi gure 1 ( based on Harvey 1 979 : 98 ,  1 04 )  
Saaroa 
Amis Extra-Formosan 
/ �  P-North Philippines PMP 
Fi gure 2 ( based on Re i d  1 981 : 1 5 ) 
There are three basic options open to us in accounting for the Tsou 
situation . Assume that either 
1 .  the use o f originally nominal affixes in verbal clauses was independently 
innovated in all languages but Tsou (cf . the asterisks in Figures 1 ,  2 
and 3 ) , or 
2 .  Tsou originally had the same set of affixes but lost them , or 
3 .  the subclassification trees are wrong, and Tsou itself i s a primary sub­
group , with all the other languages allocated to different subgroups or 
forming a single subgroup ( Figure 4 ) : 
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PAN 






�k ' . Ru al-TsoulC 





/� Kanakanavu Saaroa 
Fi gure 3 ( based on Tsuc h i da 1 976 : 1 3 , 1 5 ) 
i ----------- PAN � 
Non-Tsou Tsou 
� -----South Atayalic 
Formosan 
. �  � PalwanlC Rukaiic 
RUk� "'s-K 
/ �  Saaroa Kanakanavu 
Fi gure 4 
Option 1 is not a very attractive one . While the reinterpretation of 
nominals as verbs is itself not at all an implausible change , as SPR tried to 
show3 , it would still be surprising to have exactly the same process happening 
independently in exactly the same way in so many different branches ,  at the 
points indicated by the asterisks in the family tree diagrams shown as figures 
1 ,  2 ,  and 3 .  
option 3 is counter indicated by the comparative studies which have been 
done so far , since none of these put Atayalic together with Paiwanic as opposed 
to Tsou . 
In terms of economy and plausibility , then , it would be desirable to work 
toward the second alternative . That i s , it would be nice if SPR could assume 
that the ancestors of Tsou did have the denominal verbal affixes in question 
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and then show how Tsou could have lost them (cf .  Wolff 1973 : 74 ) . That is what 
I propose to attempt in the main body of this paper . 
3 .  AUX CLUTCH ING 
According to SPR, the innovating verbal focus affixes in PAN itself were 
only present in main clauses , with the original *-a  and *- i focus affixes 
preserved in subordinate clauses . This is of course the situation preserved 
to varying degrees in Austronesian languages such as Seediq (Asai 1953 : 28 ) and 
Samar Leyte (Wolff 1973 : 87 ) , and is in fact the situation SPR reconstructed for 
the ancestor of many of the Oceanic languages . Moreover , SPR claimed that 
auxiliary verbs were syntactically the highest verbs of their respective 
clauses in PAN , as they are in the modern languages (cf .  Ross 1969 , Starosta 
1977 ) , so that when an auxiliary cooccurred with another verb , the second verb 
would have been syntactically a subordinate verb , and thus have occurred with 
the earlier subordinate clause focus affix set . 
An example from English may help to illustrate this point . From the point 
of view of Ross ' s  ' Auxiliaries as main verbs ' analysis , the highest verb in an 
English sentence such as John mus t l ea ve fo r Pa r rama t t a  soon is not l ea ve but 
mus t ,  so that the bracketing would be : 
( S John mus t  ( S l ea ve fo r Pa r rama t ta soon » 
where mus t is the highest tensed finite verb of the sentence , and l ea ve is the 
infinitival head of the embedded complement of mus t .  Assuming this kind of 
analysis and the SPR account of PAN clause structure , then , all non-auxiliary 
verbs cooccurring with auxiliary verbs would have been syntactically subordinate , 
and thus would have appeared with the * - a  and *- i focus affixes . 
Given these two features of PAN syntax , we could in principle explain the 
development of the Tsou system in terms of a single innovation if we could 
somehow motivate the requirement that every sentence contain an auxiliary verb . 
I will refer to such a development as 'Aux clutching ' .  Aspect-marking 
auxiliary verbs must have been common in PAN , since they are also very frequent 
in Atayalic as well as Tsou , and it is in fact a striking feature of Tsou 
syntax that almost every verbal sentence in connected discourse contains an 
initial aspect-marking auxiliary verb (Tung ' s  ' beginners ' ;  Tung 1964 : 88-89 ) . 
This auxiliary verb is frequently followed by a clitic pronoun (Tung ' s  ' post­
beginners ' of the Is i l  group; Tung 1964 : 89 ) , and these clitic pronouns occur 
onl y immediately after auxiliary verbs . 4 These clitics are unusual in terms 
of Formosan languages in the requirement that they coreference actors rather 
than subjects (c f . Tung 1964 : 100 , 107-109) . 5 In the following section , I will 
attempt to show why and how 'Aux clutching ' transpired in Tsou as a new 
mechanism for marking aspect , mood , and pronominal actors . 
3 . 1  Acto r- referenc i ng  c1 i t i c  pronouns 
It is possible in each of the Tsouic languages to distinguish a set of 
independent pronouns as well as a Nominative and a non-Nominative clitic set 
(Tsuchida 1976 : 38 ,  68, 98 ; Mei 1982 : 209) , though in Tsou itself the latter 
distinction in the clitic system is clear only in the third person singular 
(Tsuchida 1976 : 97 ) . As usual in Formosan languages and elsewhere , the case 
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form of the clitic is crucial in determining coreference : Nominative clitics 
coreference the grammatical subj ect in the next clause down , and non-nominative 
clitics coreference non-Nominative actants in the embedded clause . This 
situation is illustrated in figures 5 ,  7 ,  and 9 .  Illustrative Tsou examples 
are given after each of the schematic tree diagrams . Bracketed numbers refer 
















noun [+Nom J _+PAT 
Fi gure 5 I ntran s i t i ve c l a use : schemati c 
s 
I 
m i  





cu  t� 
moe fueso NP 
[-pasv] /f 
Det chumu 
+PAT L [+Nom J -----� 
Fi gure 6 Intrans i t i ve cl ause 
(Note that , by the lexicase Patient Centrality hypothesis , every intransitive 
verb has a Patient subject ; cf . Bruce 1983 . )  More examples : 
( 1 ) m i  cu 
1 2 
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( 2 ) mo n a ? no umntt s i  oko 
1 2 3 4 5 
The chi ld is very good. 
4 5 1 2 3 
[C39] 
( 3 ) mo eo ne ftteQtt 0 mameo i [C36] 
(4 ) 
( 5 ) 
1 2 3  4 5 6  
The old man is in the mountains . 
5 6- -6 1- -2 2-3 4 
te ko n ? a  uh ne  
1 2 3 4 5  
oeona tmopstt [C161 ] 
6 
(You wil l  now) go to 
2 1 3 4 5 
mo mttchtt ma i 
1 2 3  




school !  
6 
[C23 ] 
(6 ) m i  ?o stt?no 
1 2 3 
[C19] 
I got angry . 
2 1-3 -3 
( 7 ) mi ?o  oe ftt?tt 
1 2 3 
I feU down. 










verb-trans . NP NP 
[-pasv] I I N N 
I I 
noun noun [ -NOm] r +Nom l 
+PAT L+AGTJ 
Fi gure 7 Tran s i ti ve acti ve cl a use : schemati c 
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t� 
m l  NP S 
[ -pasv ] I I � N V 
I I 
ta t um i o  NP 
[ +Nom j [ -p",vj /r 
Det ohaesa 
I G:::J 








ta i n i  
Fi gure 8 Trans i ti ve acti ve cl ause 
( 8 ) m i  t a  t um i o  ta ohaesa ta i n i  e mameo i ho mco i 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
The old man died for his younger brother; 
The old man benefi ted this younger brother to die .  
7 8- -8 3 6 5- -5 9 10 
(9)  m i o  eob a ko to f ko i  0 mameo i [C45 ] 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
The o ld man hi tiki l led a snake. 
5 6- -6 2 3 4 
( 1 0 )  mo pe i ? i  ta c h um u  5 i mame s p i  f) i  [C86 ] 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
The woman boiled (cooked) water. 
5 6 2 - 1 4 
( l l )  m i  ?o bon to s i meo [C1 3 )  
1 2 3 4 5 
I ate the fat meat.  
2 1-3 4 5- -5 
( 1 2 ) mo ? u  cu mo f i  to pe i s u to mames p i f) i  [C155 ] 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
I gave the woman the money . 
2 1-3 7 8 5 6 
PP 





[C2 2 . 3 ) 
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aux NP 
[+pasv ) I 
N 
I 
eli tic pronoun 
[ -Nom) 
t� 
verb-tran s .  NP NP 




I-Nom] +AGT [-Nom] +PAT 
Fi gure 9 Trans i ti ve pa ss i ve cl ause : schemati c 
t�s 
[ +pasvJ f y� 
( 1 3 )  
( 1 4 )  






t 1a [::::] 
NP /t . De t mames P l fJ l 1 r+Nom] L+PAT 
Fi gure 1 0  Trans i t i ve pass i ve cl ause 
ta  eobaka 
1 2 3 
The woman was 
6 7 1-3 
ta  mo7o e 
4 5 6  
hit by Moe .  
- 3  4 2-5 
mames p i fJ i  
7 
[C1 5 3 )  
ta  t u fkunen i ta pooeoeo ta  oko e mameo i 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
The child washed the old man 's pants for him; 
The old man was washed pants for by the child. 
8 9- -9 1 3- 5 -3 6 2-7 
j 70 mameo i 5 i f i  i to mo goen 0 oko ne 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Yesterday the o ld man gave the child five do llars; 
[C8 . 2 )  
h ucma [ C l )  
12  
The old man, the chi ld was given five dollars by him yes terday . 
1 2- -2 9 10 3 5 7-8- -8 4 1 1-12 
( 16 )  
( 17 )  
( 18 )  
( 19 )  
( 2 0)  
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j ?e oko i ta eobaknen i ta a b ? u  e mameo i [C41)  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
This chi ld beat the dog for the old man; 
The child, the o ld man was beaten the dog for by him. 
1 2 8 9- -9 3 5- 6 7 -5 4- -4 
a os ?o coh i v i a te uh 
7 
ne ftte I)tt" 5 i 
8 9 10 
the moun tain. 
-8 9 
mameo i 
1 1  
[ C4 1 )  
1 2 3 4 5 6 
I know the 0 ld man wi I I  
3 4 10 11- -11 6 
go to 
7 8 -
i o  s i  pe j ? i  t a  vco l)- s i 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
The food which his wife cooks 
8 9 1 7 6 4 
c i  naaveu n a ? no 
8 9 10 
is very delicious . 
10 11 
i 5 i cu poa -moe ftteso t a  mame s p i l) i  5 i ch umu 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
The woman made the water boil; 
The water was made to boi l by the woman. 




5 i poa - mooea i to 5 i ? I) i  t a  amoo - s i 0 oko- s i  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  12  
The father had his childPen make a broom; 
7 8-2 3 12 11 4 5 6 
His childPen were caused to make a broom by their father. 
12 11 1 3 4 5 6 9 8-2 
[C59)  
[C1 2 1 )  
( 2 1 )  s i  poa - mo f i a  t a  mameo i to pe i s u  0 oko - s u  [C105)  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  
The old man told your chi ld to bring the money; 
5 6 -2 -6 3 11 10 4 7 8 
Your child was caused to give the money by the o ld man . 
11 10 1 3 4 7 8 5 6- 2-6 
( 2 2 )  5 i poa- bon'tT t a  mameo i to fou 0 i no- s i  [C1 2 6 )  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  
The o ld man had his mother eat meat; 
5 6-2-6 3 - 11 10 - 4  8 
His mother was caused to eat the meat by the o ld man. 
1 1  10 1 3 4 7 8 5 6-2-6 
( 2 3 )  5 i poa- a n -en i t a  mameo i t a  maaea 5 i s i meo [C1 2 9 )  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
The Japanese had the old man eat fat meat; 
8 9-2 3 6 7- -7 4 11- -11 
The fat meat was caused to be eaten by the old man by the Japanese . 
10 11- -11 1 3 5 4 6 7 - -7 8 9 
( 2 4 )  o s  ? o  s'tT? nova e mame s p i l) i  [C80 . 1 ) 
1 2 3 4 5 
I hate/got mad at this woman; 
The woman was gotten angry at by me . 
4 5 1 3 - - 3 - -3 2 
( 2 5 )  os ?o f i  i ta pe i s u  e mame s p i l) i  [C15 7 )  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
The woman was given the money by me . 
6 7 1 3 4 5 2 
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( 26 ) te to n ? a  eobaka 0 fko i [C162 ) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Le t 's go beat the snake; 
The snake wi ll  now be beaten by us . 
5 6 1 3 4- -4 2 
( 2 7 ) os ?o eob aknen i t a  fa t u  5 i kaapana [C47) 
(28 ) 
( 29 ) 
( 30 ) 
(31 ) 
( 32 ) 
( 33 ) 
(34 ) 
( 35 ) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I strike the bamboo against the stone; 
The bamboo is struck against the stone by me . 
6 7 1 3- -3 4 5 2 
te ko n ? a  poa- fae - ne n i to amoo- s u  to mameo i 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Te ll  your father to give the money to the o ld man; 
4 9 8 5 12 13 10 11- -11 
The money wil l  now be had given to the old man by you.  
12 13 1 3 6 4 5 10 11- -11 2 
pe i s u  
1 3 
(Literal passive glosses will be omitted for the remaining 
imperative examples ) 
t e  k o  n ? a  poa-eobako to a v ? u  0 
6 7 8  






1 2 3 4 5  
(You wi l l  now) tel l  Moe 
2 1 3 4 9 
te ko n ? a  poa-mooea i no s i ? Q i 
1 2 3 4 5  6 7 
(You wil l  now) te l l  your chi ld to 












te ko n ? a  poa -mo f i  to mameo i to pe i s u 0 amoo - s u  [C97 ) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
(You wi ll  now) te l l  your father to 
2 1 3 4 12 11 
give the money to the 
5 8 9 6 
old man . 
7- -7 
to ko n?a poa -mo f i a  
1 2 3 4 5  
(You wi l l  now) te ll  your 
2 1 3 4 10 




o oko - s u  




the money . 
6 7 
i 5 i poa - faen i - nen i t a  oko to amoo- s i  to mameo i 0 pe i s u 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
The father made his chi ld give money to the old man; 
The money was had given to the old man by the child. 
13 14 1 3 4 5 11 12- -12 
te ko n?a poa - eoba k - n en i to 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(You wi ll  now) tel l  Moe to beat 





te ko n ? a  poa -an -en i t a  maaea 5 i 
9 1 2 3 4 5 6 
(You wi ll  now) give that 







a v ? u  
10 
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( 36 ) 5 i poa-eobak-nen i ta oko to mo?o 0 av? u [C118 . 2 ]  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9' 10 11 
Moe had the child hi t the dog; 
The dog was caused by Moe to be hit. 
10 11 1 3 8 9-2 5 4 
( 37 ) te ko n ?a eom i a tan?e ho tea i 5 i s ap i e i  [C6l . 4 ] 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
(You wi ll  now) use this to repair the shoes . 
2 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
( 38) te ko n?a eom i a tan ?e ho mooea i ( t a ) sap i e i  [C61 . 4 ] 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
(You wi ll  now) use this to make (the) shoes.  
2 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Note that a subclass of Tsou aspect-marking auxiliaries may be marked for 
passive , 6 and that auxiliary verbs are subject to the Tsou requirement that 
embedded verbs agree in passivity with the matrix verb . 
The factor that crucially distinguishes Tsou from its sisters in terms of 
clitic coreference behaviour is that Tsou clitics can only coreference the 
' actor ' of the lower clause (cf . Tung 1964 : 100 , 107-109 ) , where ' actor ' is 
used in the Role and Reference sense ( cf .  Foley 1976 : Abstract , p . 2 ,  and 
Harvey 1979 : 39 ) . 7 That is , Tsou does not allow clauses in which the clitic 
pronoun coreferences the Patient of a transitive clause , even though the case 









verb-trans . NP NP 




[:::: ] [::::] 
Fi gure 1 1  Trans i t i ve acti ve c l ause , Patient c1 i ti c  
The structure above should be well-formed i f clitic coreference operated purely 
in accordance with case form, since both the clitic and the Patient NP are 
[-Nom] . 













�  verb-trans . NP NP 




[:::: J [:::: J 
F igure 1 2  Tran s i ti ve pas s i ve cl ause , Patient cl i ti c  
Again , this structure should be acceptable i f clitic coreferencing depended on 
case form , since the clitic and the Patient share the feature [+Nom] . However , 
this structure too i s impossible in Tsou . 
This does not mean , however , that Patients can never be pronominalised . 
Rather ,  it simply means that they cannot be pronominalised by means of clitic 
pronouns . Instead , a separate class of syntactically independent pronouns 





















noun r+Nom] L+AGT 
( 3 9 )  
( 40 )  
( 4 0 )  
( 4 1 )  
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t,�s 
[ -pasv ] I I 
N V 
I I 
t a  stt-? no 
[ +Nom ] [ -pasv] 
NP NP 
I /f N I 
a ? o  Det mameo i 
[





Fi gure 1 4  Trans i t i ve act ive c l ause 
m i  ta stt-? no a ?o e mameo i [ClS . ll ]  
1 2 3 4 5 6 
The o ld man go t angry at me . 
5 6-2-6 1-3- -3- - 3  4 
m i  ta eobako h i  n ?  i [C14S . 2 ]  
1 2 3 4 
He (visib le) hit them (visible) . 
2 1-3 4 
*m i 5 i eobako h i n ? i  [C14S . 2 ] 
[ -Nom] 
m i o  eobako s u u  [ClsS]  
1 2 3 
They (invisible) hi t you. 
1-2 3 
( 4 2 )  m i  ?o eobako s u u  [Cl3S]  
1 2 3 4 
I hit you. 
2 1-3 4 
( 4 3 )  m i  ko eob a ko a ? o  
( 44 )  
( 4 5 )  
1 2 3 4 
You hit me . 
2 1 - 3  4 
m i  ko eob a ko ta i n i  
1 2 3 4 
You hit him (visible ) . 
2 1 - 3  4 
mo h i n ? j  eob a ko s u u  
1 2 3 4 
They (visib le) hit you. 
2 1 - 3  4 
[Cl36]  
[C140]  
[ClsS . l ]  
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( 46 ) 
(47 ) 
( 48 ) 
f� 
aux NP S 
,
+pa
:::ticfpronoun verbt� NP 












Fi gure 1 5  Trans i t i ve pa s s i ve cl ause : s chemat ic  
f� 
te NP ADV 
















� :r PI::::]" 







te ko n ?a poa-euevaho ( a ) no pe i s u-su a?o [CI07 ) 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Lend your money to me; 
I wi ll  now be aaused to borrow your money by you. 
9 I 3 4 5 8 7 2 
5 i eobaka ta?e su u [C141 ) 
I 2 3 4 5 
You were hit by him. 
5 I 3 2-4 
os ?o eobaka ta i n i [C141) 
I 2 3 4 
He (dose by) was hit by me . 
4 I 3 2 
(49 ) 
( 50) 
( 51 ) 
( 52 ) 
(53 ) 
( 54 ) 
( 55 ) 



















I was hit by you. 
5 1 3 2 
0 ? u eobaka mu 
1 2 3 4 
You (pI) were hit by me . 
4 1 3 2 
he eobaka (na ) a? to 
1 2 3 4 5 
We ( inclusive ) were hit by 
5 1 3 
mu eobaka a?o 
1 2 3 4 
I was hit by you (plural ) . 
4 1 3 2 
5 i poa-euevaho ( a ) t a 





them. ( no 
2 
[C15 1 . 6 ] 
oko to 
6 7 
The ahi ld had his money lent to me; 
I was aaused to borrow his money by 
10 1 3 4 9 8 
i 5 i pao-euevah-nen i a?o ta oko 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
The ahi ld lent his money to me; 
information content) 
pe i s u- s i a ?o [CI09 ] 
8 9 10 
the ahi ld lent his money 
the ahi ld. 
5 6-2 
0 pe i s u- s i [Cl08] 
9 10 11 
His money was aaused to be borrowed by me by the ahild. 
11 10 1 3 5 4 6 7 8-2 
to me; 
What we have , then , is a system in which clitic pronouns coreference 
actors , and independent pronouns specialise in representing ( transitive and 
intransitive ) Patients . The question naturally arise s , then , as to what 
happens in intransitive sentences with pronoun subjects , since according to 
lexicase theory , the subj ect of such sentences would be simultaneously actor 
and Patient . 
We have seen already in Figure 5 that the clitic pronoun can coreference 
the intransitive subject , which is as it should be , since the intransitive 
subject is considered an actor . However , if independent pronouns represent 
Patients , we might rather expect that the subject of an intransitive clause , 
in its capacity as Patient , should be represented as an independent pronoun . 
That i s , the lexicase Patient Centrality hypothesis suggests that in an 
intransitive sentence , the single actant could be represented simultaneously 
by an independent pronoun by virtue of being a grammatical Patient and by a 
clitic pronoun by virtue of its being an actor , and in fact such sentences are 
found (Tung 1964 : 109) ; e . g . : 
( 56 ) m i ?o 
1 2 
I got 
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This sentence is of course redundant , in the same way that a Spanish sentence 
with a subject pronoun is redundant :  the person and number of the subject is 
already marked on the (head) verb , which in Tsou is the auxiliary . As in 
Spanish , though , I think ( 56 ) above must also carry an emphatic reading that 
would not be present if the a ?o were absent , as it is in the following example :  
( 5 7 ) m i  ?o stt7no 
1 2 3 
I got angry . 
2 1-3 3 
[C19 ] 
These examples can be analysed in a lexicase framework as shown in Figures 17 
and 18 respectively : 
t� 







70 stt7no  NP 
3 I 
N +prnn I 
+cltc 
[+Nom 1 
2\ f+Nom j 
+PAT actor � +prnn 
-cltc 
4 
Fi gure 1 7  Intrans i ti ve c l a use w i th coreferenti a l  cl i ti c  and 








70 stt7no  [+Nom 1 
+prnn 
+cl tc __ _ _ _ � 
3 
2 
Fi gure 1 8  I ntrans i t i ve cl ause w i th coreferent ia l  c l i ti c  and 
no i ndependent pronoun 
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It follows that structures with independent pronoun agents are not gramma­
tical , as illustrated in Figures 19 and 20 , identical to Figures 7 and 9 except 




















verb-trans . NP NP 
[-pasv] I I 
N N 
I I independent 
noun [-Nom] 
+PAT 
Trans i ti ve acti ve c l ause 
5 t� 












F igure 20 Trans i ti ve pass i ve c l a use 
The absence of structures in Tsou like the ones represented in Figures 19 
and 20 shows that we can ' t account for the facts simply as a matter of redun­
dancy avoidance . The structures represented by Figure 17 and Figure 19 are 
both redundant , but the one represented by Figure 17 is grammatically well­
formed and the one represented by Figure 19 is not . Thi s conclusion follows 
if we assume the correctness of 
1. the lexicase hypothesis that every clause has a Patient , and 
2 .  the claim that Tsou independent pronouns are never marked for Agent . 
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This specialisation of clitics to actors and other pronouns to Patients 
must be a Tsou innovation , S since Nominative clitic pronouns in Saaroa , 
Kanakanavu , and Rukai , for example , may coreference lower-clause Patients , of 
transitive verbs , as shown by examples 58-62 : 
( 58 ) 
( 59 ) 
t a r u-cuvu f)-an i 
1 2 3 
Come and see me ! 
1-2- -1-2 4 
+aku 
4 
t i a - ka s u  
1 2 
I ' l l  wait 
1 3-




Saaroa (Tsuchida 1976 : 80 ) 
Kanakanavu (Mei 1972 : 21 3 ) 
(60 ) vua- ( a ) u-kan i - k i a  p i ra t i ? i f) i 
1 2 3 4 5 
t i a  ka�-a Kanakanavu (Mei 1972 : 2 1 3 ) 
6 7 
(61 ) 
( 62 ) 
Give me a little of the food. 
1-2 4 5- -5 6-7 
k i -a-ba a4-ako 
1 2 3  4 
I was given to 
4 1-2 3 1 5-




ay- k i - 8 i f)a l - s u  sa  umas 
1 2 3 4 5  6 
You wi l l  be discovered by 
4 1 2 3 
Rukai (R9 . 4 ) 
Rukai (Li 1973 : 196) 
a man . 
5 6 
The -an i in the Saaroa example is a Locative Focus imperative suffix and +aku 
is a Nominative clitic pronoun , as are the -kasu  and - k i a  in Kanakanavu and 
the - a ko and - s u  in Rukai . Both Saaroa and Rukai are subgrouped with Tsou as 
members of the Rukai-Tsouic subgroup , according to Tsuchida , and since both of 
them behave like the other Formosan languages I have surveyed in this respect , 
it must be Tsou itself that made the change . 
3 . 2  C l i t i cs ,  auxi l i ary verbs , and the l os s  of  fi n i te verbal focus affi xes 
The effect of this actor-clitic requirement , which was then a purely Tsou 
innovation and did not affect its sister Rukai-Tsouic languages ,  is to make an 
auxiliary obligatory (that i s , to make the verb clutch its Aux) whenever the 
speaker wants to pronominalise an ( animate ) actor . This includes zero 
pronominalisation , since it seems that whenever a full Agent or Patient NP 
actant is missing from a clause in Tsou , an auxiliary must be present as the 
head verb of the next clause up . With such an auxiliary even the absence of a 
clitic pronoun is significant , since it unambiguously represents a third person 
invisible actor in the next clause down , as in (Tung 1964 : 98 ) : m i  C� b� f)u to 
f ? ue (He) baked a sweet po tato , where the auxiliary mi is not followed by any 
clitic pronoun , and no overt expression corresponds to the implied invisible 
actor . ( b� �  = baked, f ? ue = sweet potato , cu = completion ) .  The nature of 
discourse is of course such that actors are frequently not represented by full 
NP ' s ,  and as a result , almost every sentence in natural discourse which 
involves an inanimate actor is preceded by an auxiliary . 
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The consequences of the appearance of Aux axing in Tsou are quite signifi­
cant for the thesis of this paper . What we have in effect is a situation in 
which every non-auxiliary transitive verb which takes an animate actor is 
embedded under an auxiliary verb , and therefore only takes the dependent set 
of focus affixes . 9 Recall that the newly derived finite verbal focus affixes 
*-en , *n i -/- i n- ,  *-ana , and * i S i - initially appeared only in main clauses , so 
if most transitive clauses have auxiliary verbs , these affixes will no longer 
appear in most main or subordinate clauses .  As the frequency of such affixed 
verbs decreases ,  the language increasingly comes to rely on auxiliary verbs to 
express aspect , and this in turn helps to spread the obligatory auxiliary 
requirement to intransitive clauses as well .  The result is the loss of the 
main clause set of focus affixes . 
Note , however , that *mu-/- um- was not included in the list of focus 
affixes mentioned in the last paragraph . This is because reflexes of *mu- /- um­
are not lost in Tsou , and in fact are very productive . Thus we must assume 
that either 
1 .  these affixes had been innovated into the dependent verb paradigm 
prior to Aux clutching , or 
2 .  they were perhaps never nominal to begin with and did not participate 
in the main-clause reanalysis proposed in SPR . This latter possibility may in 
fact turn out to be the correct one , since the evidence for the nominal origins 
of *mu-/- um- has always been somewhat weaker than that for the other focus 
affixes . This would mean that examples of reflexes of *mu-/- um- used as 
agentive nominalising affixes in modern languages were more recent formations 
constructed by analogy with the other focus affixes . 
4 .  TH E FATE O F  DEVERBAL NOMINAL I SAT ION I N  TSOU 
The other problem with Tsou syntax as compared to the system reconstructed 
for PAN is the prominence and productivity of lexically nomina1ised construc­
tions in PAN as reconstructed in SPR and the total absence of such constructions 
in Tsou . PAN and many of its daughters in Formosa and the Philippines make 
heavy use of the original main-clause focus affixes in nominalised equational 
constructions in emphatic cleft sentences ,  content interrogatives ,  and relative 
clauses , but Tsou doesn ' t .  In place of the usual equational construction , Tsou 
has a quite different nomina1isation strategy . 
Nomina1isation among the Paiwanic (non-Tsouic and non-Ataya1ic) Formosan 
languages is a process of deriving lexical nouns from verbs by means of the 
affixes just mentioned . These derived nouns are then used in noun phrases with 
a range of attributes comparable to the set with which their verbal counterparts 
can occur . In TSou , however , one looks in vain for such constructions . What 
one finds instead in the usual places where nomina1isations are expected 
(relative clauses , cleft equational sentences , and content interrogatives ) are 
constructions composed of one of the case-marking elements ,  especially na ,· 
followed by a modifying clause which i s clearly verbal in all syntactic and 
morphological respects , including the presence of aspect-marking auxiliary 
verbs . Ataya1ic , the third major grouping of Formosan languages ,  exhibits 
both kinds of constructions , with the deverba1 nominalisation strategy stronger 
in the Seediq subgroup (which is spoken in an area which happens to be adjacent 
to two Paiwanic languages ,  Amis and Bunun) and the case-marker-plus-c1ause 
strategy stronger in Ataya1 proper (whi�h has no Paiwanic neighbours except 
possibly Saisiyat) . 
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Examples of the case-marker-plus-clause strategy of nominalisation for 
the various functions mentioned above are given below from Tsou : 1 0  
Noun phrases in normal sentential functions 
(63 ) mo ma fe-tte stt- NP [0 s [os ?o eob a ka l l (C49) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
The plaoe I hit was very s lippery ; literally , 
What was hit by me is very s lippery . 
3 4 6 5- -5 2- -2 
(64) te ko n ?a poa tea i ne n i NP [o s [mo kuzol  to c a ? htt-l ( C124 ) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Te l l  him to repair that broken ohair! ; literally 
You wi ll  just repair the is-bad one whioh is a ohair. 
2 1 3 4 5- 6 7 -5 8 9 
(65 ) NP [ j ?o s [ te s i  ana ta okol c i  fou l  na ? no ma fe (C68) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
The meat that the ohild wants to eat is very de lio'ious ; 
That whioh wi ll  be eaten by the ohild whioh is meat, it is very 




(66) NP [ s i a l  NP [na+ s [m-o+ ffiti- f rtt-? stt-l Tsuchida 1976 : 102 
(67 ) 
1 2 3 4 
Who is the one who oovered? 
1 2- -2- -2 3-4 
f rtt-? s - a l l 
4 5 
Tsuchida 1976 : 102 NP [ c uma l NP [ na+ s [ +ko 
1 2 3 
What is the one whioh 
1 2- -2- -2 
was oovered by you? 
5 4 3 
(68) NP [ c uma l NP [ na +  s [+ko f rtt-? s - e n i l l  Tsichida 1976 : 103 
1 2 3 4 5 
What is the one whioh was oovered with by you? 
1 2- -2- -2 5- 4 -5 3 
What did you oover with ? What did you use for a oover? 
Cleft equational constructions 








S [ I a  
9 
seo i s i l no tee s e l  
4 5 6 
a s  I)ttctt- noe pohtt- ho 
10 11 12 
So, what was fastened with the rope 
7 1 1-4 4 5 6 
l a  
1 3 
was 
with whom she had always been together 
was a wi ldoat.  
16 
9 10 11 -11 
Tung 1964 : 80 
fe l)na ] c i k u h k u ]  
14 15 16 
just the oreature 
8 
all the night, which 
14 15 
( 7 0 )  
( 7 1 )  
( 7 2 )  
( 7 3 )  
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NP [ io S [0 ho 1 a a hoza a i t  i ] e i oa ea t a t a n ? e ]  5 i a f)mu Tung 1964 : 7 8  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11  
The Dutch were the first non-natives to be seen . 
10 11 1 5 8 9 6- -6 
" '
NP [ i e n i a  f)ohoo ] NP [e 
1 2 3 4 
S [ i  to opeoza ] ]  
5 6 7 
Tung 1964 : 7 8  
i t  is Ngohoo who was ki l led by us . 
1 3 4 5 
. " NP [ i e ?o ] NP [n a  
1 2 
that is where 
1 2 
. .  
' NP
[ i na S [ho 1 a 
1 2 3 




ra i nea 
4 
7 6- -6 
e i ? m i ] ]  
5 
hon te ] ] 
5 
NP [ i n a s [m050 n a na l a  mu ro uh to 
6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  1 2  
. . . i t  was one named Bonte who came to 
1 4 5 6 1 1  
Tung 1964 : 81 
Tung 1964 : 8 1 
ta i v a f) ] ] 
1 3  
Taiwan first .  
1 3  1 0  
Although it is possible for Tsou equational sentences to occur with 
initial auxiliary verbs , the cleft equationals normally don ' t ,  presumably 
because the auxiliary verbs inside the nominali sed clauses carry all the 
necessary specifications about aspect . 
The constructions exemplified above are problematic from a theoretical 
point of view : if Tsou case-marking ' particles ' are Determiners rather than 
nouns , what can we make of constructions such as 0 05 ?o eob a ka the place I 
hit in example 63 , which functions syntactically as a subject Noun phrase but 
whose two immediate constituents are ( i ) a supposed Det and (ii ) a clearly 
verbal clause , complete with auxiliary verb and clitic pronoun? 
In a transformational framework , of course , one i s free to create a dummy 
head noun and then delete it (Figure 2 1  below) , or to create a new node such 
as Schachter ' s  NOM (Schachter 1976 : 206)  to serve as the head of the construc­
tion (Figure 2 2 ) , or even to just allow Noun Phrases with no nominal heads at 
all (Figures 2 3 -2 5 ;  cf . e . g . Horn 1975 : 3 3 8  and Baker 1978 : 14 3 f f . for examples 
of the latter ) , possibly inserting the determiner by means of a transformation : 





05 ?o eobaka 
F i g u re 22 




CM/ � s  
NP 
I s l / \ os ?o eobaka l /\ os ?o eobaka /\ os ?o eobaka 
Fi gure 23 Fi gure 24 Fi gure 25 
Within the tight constraints proposed by lexicase , though , all of these 
analyses and many others possible within transformational frameworks and other 
frameworks of comparable power are ruled out ; a Noun phrase must by definition 
have a lexical noun as its head , and since it is not possible in lexicase to 
just create one as needed and later delete it , the ' Determiner '  is the only 
plausible candidate . That is , if the ' Determiner ' is the lexical head of a 
noun phrase , then it is by definition a noun . 
Accordingly , I would like to propose here that these constructions are 
themselves relative clauses , and that the initial case-marking elements , in 
these examples at least , are syntactically nouns which function as the heads 
of the NP as a whole . That i s , they are relator nouns , nouns with minimal 
semantic content which function as the syntactic head of a construction and 
carry syntactic or semantic features characterising the Noun Phrase as a whole 
(cf . Starosta 1982 ) . 1 1 The following example illustrates this analysis : 1 2 
( 74 )  Te ll  me where your parents are; Tung 1964 : 62 
Te l l  that which it is occupied by them of your parents . 
1 2- -2 4-8 3 6 5--5-7 9 11 1 

















5 1  eon l NP NP 
[-Nom] 6 I I 
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The curved lines indicate coreference ; the [+Nom] � I S  represent the implied 
( location) subject of eon i be located, occupy, and the [-Nom] s i  and � designate 
the occupier ,  that is , the parents . 1 3 As usual , the implied but missing element 
of a relative clause ( always the subject in Tsou) is coreferential with the head 
noun of the NP , in this case na . 1 4 Thus na is a kind of pronoun interpreted as 
the thing being located , the whereabouts being requested . The no maameo lsu  
constituent is a possessive attribute of the head na . Since na refers to the 
whereabouts , no maameo l s u  specifies whose whereabouts it is that are under 
consideration . Marking actors grammatically as possessors is of course common 
in nominalisations in many languages ,  including English . Further examples : 




covered up with the pot; 
2-4- -4 5- -5 6 
which were covered by i t, 
4- -4 5- 3 
Fi gure 2 7  
Tung 1964 : 434-435 
the pot which were small ones 
-5 6 7- 7 8- -8 
In this structure , c i  is the appositional determiner , in effect a Philippine­
like ligature , so that ooko is interpreted as in apposition to na rather than 
as a restrictive modifier of it . 
( 76 ) the boys covered up wi th the pot; Tung 1964 : 434-435 
1 8 2-4- -4 5- -5 6 
the small  ones which were the ones that were covered 
1 8- -8 7- -7- -7 4- -4 
by i t, the pot 
5- 3 -5 6 
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; ; �  ; r !� 
I I , . � � i  to�u r l  /r 
Fi gure 28  
I , 




As can be seen from the tree diagrams , case marking ' particles '  are thus 
not given a unitary analysis here ; they are determiners when preceding lexical 
nouns , and nouns when preceding clauses .  Thi s can be taken to reflect their 
historical development : they must have originally been nouns - relator nouns 
or demonstrative pronouns - which served as derivational sources for the modern 
Tsou determiners while at the same time being retained as nouns in nominalisa­
tion constructions I am discussing here . 
In effect , then , it almost appears as if Tsou has been a party to a 
conspiracy to eliminate all traces of the PAN denominal verbal focus affixes 
*-en , *n i -/- i n - , *-ana , and * i S i - .  In order to accomplish this ,  it had to 
carry out two separate and unrelated processe s . One of them was Aux-clutching , 
described above , which eliminated the verbal uses of these affixes by dropping 
all verbal affixes which were limited to main clauses . The second was the 
extention of a preexisting relator-noun relative clause nominalising strategy 
to the extent that it totally replaced lexical nominalisation involving this 
set of elements 1n their traditional positions in relative clauses ,  cleft 
equational sentences ,  and content interrogatives .  These relator noun relative 
clause constructions are functionally equivalent to the deverbal noun construc­
tions that SPR reconstructed for PAN , and so were able to replace these nouns 
in all positions , including cleft equationals .  
Suspicious though it may seem , it i s  a fact that Tsou does have an 
auxiliary system and a nominalising strategy which are different in kind from 
those of the Paiwanic languages and different in degree from those of the 
Atayalic languages .  At least the extension of these systems would seem to be 
an innovation in Tsou , and taken together , they have the effect of carrying 
out this cover-up . 
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The first innovation can be plausibly accounted for in terms of the Aux­
clutching hypothesis proposed in this paper , but unfortunately I have no very 
good explanation to offer as to why the second substitution took place . In 
verbal main clauses , the originally denominal focus affixes were lost because 
of Aux-clutching , which was in turn motivated by the need for the presence of 
an auxiliary verb to express aspect and pronominal actors . 
However , there seems to be no reason why this requirement would have 
affected equational sentences . That is , even if they underwent Aux-clutching 
when other intransitive clauses did , this shouldn ' t  have resulted in the loss 
of the original derived noun forms , since equational clauses (unlike verbal 
clauses) presumably did not have distinct configurations when occurring in 
subordinate position . Thus it seems that they should have been retained in 
their original form in normal predicative and in relative clause constructions .  
The fact that such forms are not reflected in Tsou , then , leaves us with two 
questions to answer : 
1 .  Why did the relator noun relative strategy get extended at the expense 
of the *-en , *n i -/ - i n - ,  *-ana , and * i S i - affixes in their nominalising functions , 
and 
2 .  if this affix set originally functioned to derive nouns from verbs in 
pre-Tsou , why have no lexicalised fossils of the old nominalising process 
survived , as they have in various Oceanic languages under similar circumstances? 
We might try resolving these difficulties by returning to the Pawley-Reid 
hypothesis (Pawley and Reid 1979) that *-en etc . did not begin as nominal 
affixes , but rather functioned originally as passive markers . Their loss would 
then be completely accounted for by Aux-clutching , and the absence of fossils 
would be accounted for . But then 
1 .  how do we account for the specialisation o f these forms to finite 
clauses in the first place? SPR does this in terms of the reanalysis of 
nominalised constructions ,  but we would be abandoning that explanation . And 
2 .  what about the evidence from subgrouping? Once again , we are brought 
back to the paradox originally outlined in section 2 . 0 :  if the focus affixes 
were purely verbal in PAN, then either all the non-Tsouic languages form a 
subgroup which jointly innovated the nominal uses for these affixes , or there 
were independent parallel innovations in Atayalic , paiwanic , southern Tsoui c , 
and possibly Rukai . I S  
5 .  CONCLUS ION 
Aux-clutching then provides an explanation for the loss of denominal 
verbal focus affixes in Tsou , but there is no good reason why these same affixes 
in their nominal functions should have been lost without a trace . 1 6 Unless such 
traces can be found , it may yet become necessary to seriously consider the radical 
hypothesis that there are only two primary subgroups among Formosan languages , 
Tsou and all the rest , as shown in Figure 4 above . The similarities between 
Tsou on the one �and and Rukai , Kanakanavu , and Saaroa on the other might then 
be accounted for in terms of areal influence and loans , which would help to 
account for the totally unrealistic phonemic inventory Tsuchida reconstructs 
for the supposed common parent of these four languages .  That would mean that 
the PAN system reconstructed in SPR really applied to Proto-non-Tsou , that the 
nominal constructions as assumed in the earlier Pawley-Reid , Wolff , and Foley 
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reconstructions ,  and that Tsou itself reflects an earlier stage in which the 
' focus affixes ' being considered in this paper marked only finite verbs , and 
in which relative clauses were verbal clauses serving as attributes to relator 
nouns . In spite of the obvious problems with this approach , I think that 
future comparative lexical studies of Tsouic and Rukai will have to give it 
some serious attention . 
NOTES 
1 .  It i s  possible that the -n- of the Instrumental/Benefactive focus suffix 
- ( n ) en i is related to *-en . This affix is a Tsou innovation , and could 
be the result of the fusion of the Obj ect Focus *-en with a following 
proximate demonstrative en i corresponding to the non-subject Agent . 
Alternatively , this -n- could be related to the genitive *n i , which is 
otherwise unattested in Tsou , again fused with en i . 
2 .  I t has been suggested that non-actor Focus constructions in such languages 
as Paiwan are still nominalised (Ferrell 1971 : 8) , but this conclusion is 
based purely on the fact that such constructions mark agents with the 
Genitive case marker (cf .  Egerod 1966 : 3 46 re Atayal ) . This reasoning 
however breaks down ( for Paiwan at least) when confronted with facts about 
word order , since a sentence such as the following (Ferrell 1972 : 1 2 1 )  
ku+gatup-an a gadu  t ua vavuy 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I hunt boar on the mountain. 
1 2 7 3 4  5 
N 
I 
ku+ga .j. up-an 
1 2 3 
NP It Det gadu  








in which the Nominative actant a gadu  the mountain intervenes between the 
head word of the predicate and some other nuclear actants cannot be given 
a binary nominalised equational analysis . 
3 .  cf . Young 1983 and references cited therein for a similar hypothesis 
regarding Proto-Indo-European . 
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4 . Raleigh Ferrell ( 1972 : 126-127 ) gives examples o f Tsou sentences which lack 
initial aspect auxiliaries and which contain clitic pronouns attached to 
main verbs . He notes that the 'preverbs have been stripped away for 
simplicity ' ,  a process which seems to have entailed his reattaching the 
associated clitic pronouns in the position in which one might otherwise 
expect to find them in other Formosan languages . I have not myself 
encountered any such sentences in my field work , and both Tung ( 1964 : 89 ) 
and Tsuchida ( 1976 : 97 ) explicitly deny that such constructions are pos­
sible in Tsou . 
5 .  Note that this is not typologically anomalous , since what seems to be the 
same system appears in Tongan , Samoan and probably Mae and East Uvean ( cf .  
Clark 1973 : 590) . Mulder and Schwartz ( 1981 : 242 ) provide similar examples 
from Achenese , where the clitic pronoun refers to the actor in both an 
active sentence and its passive counterpart : 
D r�n n f  - pa j o h  
you 2sg eat 
You eat the mango . 
b�h 
fruit 
-mamp l am 
mango 
BJh -mamp l am n f  
fruit mango 2sg 
The mango is eaten by 
- pa j o h  
eat 
you. 
1 e-d r�n 
by you 
This looks like a good candidate for an aux-axing analysis operating on a 
basic Tsou-like clitic system . 
6 . The active non-focus forms mo , m i , moso ( m i so ) , moh , and m i o  ( Tung ' s  
' m-beginners ' ;  Tung 1964 : 88 ) have an initial m- , which surely reflects PAN 
actor Focue *mu - , while their passive counterparts , i ,  0 ,  os ( i s ) , and 
(Tung' s 'minus-m beginners ' ; Tung 1964 : 89 ) , lack this element . The contrast 
between active and passive auxiliary verbs also appears elsewhere , as for 
example in the Atayal active perfective modal n i a l , derived from ua i a l  go , 
e . g . (Egerod 1966 : 352 ) : 




n i a l  muah kmu t  
2 3 4  
have come to ki l l  
2 3 4 




and the Amis denominal instrumental verbs , which can only appear in the 
passive (Chen 1985 : 6 . 2 . 3 ) . 
I think the Tsou non-future auxiliaries are related to the verb go which 
appears in various Formosan languages in auxiliary verb and motion verb 
uses . cf . Atayal mos a ?  - u s a ?  future action or event , ua l past action or 
event vs . u s a ?  to go (Egerod 1965 : 27 1 ) , Seediq wa ada gone ; perfective , 
Saaroa m i a- to pass by (Tsuchida 1976 : 76 ) , etc . cf . also Palauan mo go , 
be going to , m l a ,  m l e  past ( Josephs 1975 : 129-131 , 174-175 ,  272-275 ) . 
A form ta is used in Ami s (Chen 1982 : 281 ) , Saisiyat , and Rukai with the 
same motion verb and auxiliary functions , especially in first person 
inclusive imperatives ,  and this is presumably related to the future 
auxiliary te ( Tsou) and t i a  ( Kanakanavu) and similar forms in some 
Oceanic languages .  
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7 .  ' Actor ' can be defined in the lexicase framework being employed in this 
paper as the grammatical Patient of an intransitive clause or the Agent 
of a transitive clause . There is no single lexicase case relation to 
label this concept , which is also central to Fillmore ' s  Subject Choice 
Hierarchy as well as to the distinction between accusative and ergative 
syntax . This notion is partly reflected in the man on the street ' s  
understanding of the word ' agent ' and in the notions ' logical subject ' in 
Chomskyan grammar and ' initial l '  in relational grammar which are based 
on this same pre-theoretical concept . 
8 .  It is interesting , though , that in Paiwan (Ferrell 1972 : 121-12 2 ) ,  passives 
(my term , not Ferrell ' s ;  cf . Starosta 1 9 74 : 363-364)  exhibit a construction 
that could be seen as the result of a similar innovation : AF verbs 
apparently take only independent nominative pronouns , but passives all 
begin with a proclitic pronoun preceding a denominally affixed main verb . 
Based on Ferrell ' s  examples , it seems that these clitics are always 
coreferential with the actor of the sentence , and thus could be seen as 
the result of 'Aux-Axing ' (Starosta , Pawley and Reid 1981)  applying in 
passive sentences to a Tsou-like clitic system . 
9 . If the denominal affixes in PAN were limited to transitive verbs in main 
clauses , then this requirement may also have applied to Locative Focus 
motion verbs such as to go as well as ordinary transitive verbs , if LF 
verbs were derived transitives as proposed in SPR . 
1 0 .  In all the subsequent examples , the trees and bracketings are mine . I 
have also modified some of Tung ' s  and Tsuchida ' s  glosses in the Tsou 
examples to more directly reflect the syntactic structures ,  and I have 
replaced all instances of Tsuchida ' s  /a/ in the Tsou examples with Tung ' s  
more appropriate /tt/ . Stress marks have mostly been omitted , since it is 
essentially phonologically predictable . 
1 1 .  The development o f relator relative clauses in Tsou i s not totally 
unprecedented in Formosan languages . In Bunun , for example , we find 
that to compensate for the absence of a productive Locative Focus form , 
a deverbal noun ded i o i ?an  place of happening can be used to head a noun 
phrase containing a relative clause in non-Locative focus , e . g . 
madaqvas s i a  madayoad  ta  ded i o j ?an  manaq t umad l udun [B35 . 1 ) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
The mountain where the man shot the bear is very high; 
The mountain� the man 's place to shoot the bear� is high. 







s i a  
2 




















1 u�un  
8 
12 . I think that the yang relative clauses of Bahasa Indonesia are probably 
to be analysed in a similar fashion . 
13 . The coreference should proceed from clause to clause , I think , if the 
Sisterhead Constraint is to be maintained in grammatically conditioned 
coreference relationships . That means that we must assume that the 
auxiliary clause , whose only overt actant is an accusative Agent , should 
be considered to also imply a dummy Nominative coreferencing both the 
Patient of the lower clause and the na head of the next higher construc­
tion . 
14 . One difficulty with this analysis concerns constructions such as Tsuchida ' s  
interrogative examples , given as examples 67 and 68 above and repeated here : 
(67 ) NP (cuma ] NP [na+ s [+ko f rtt-? s -a ] ] Tsuchida 1976 : 102 
1 2 3 4 5 
What is the one which was covered by you? 
1 2- -2- -2 5 4 3 
(68) Np [cuma ] NP [ na+ S [+ko f rtt-? s -en i ] ]  Tsuchida 1976 : 103 
1 2 3 4 5 
What is the one which was covered with by you ?  
1 2- -2 - -2 5- 4 -5 3 
What did you cover with? What did you use for a cover? 
If na+ in this sentence is analysed as a Determiner , what is it doing 
being followed by a clitic pronoun ko+? If na+ is a noun , of course , this 
is not in itself strange , since it is normal to have nouns followed by 
possessive clitic pronouns . Unfortunately , though , ko+ is the wrong kind 
of clitic : it occurs only with four of the sixteen auxiliary verb forms 
distinguished by Tung ( 1964 : 109-110 ) , m i , os , te and ten a , and never 
occurs with nouns otherwise to mark possession . These examples are the 
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only ones of this kind I have found in Tsou , though , and are more likely 
the result of non-systematic elision of the auxiliary . Since the 
auxiliary is partly recoverable from the form of the clitic , its loss in 
this environment does not result in the loss of very much information . 
15 . Actually the situation in Rukai is quite similar to that in Tsou (cf . Li 
1973 ) . It will not be possible within the limits of this paper , though , 
to follow up the synchronic and diachronic implications of this fact . 
16 . It has been suggested by Otto Chr . Dahl (personal communication) that I 
may simply be making too much of the noun-verb distinction , which as we 
know is frequently difficult to justify in certain constructions in many 
Austronesian languages .  He points out (quite correctly , in my opinion) 
that such a distinction cannot be based purely on semantics , or even (in 
Malagasy , at least) on cooccurrence with pronominal suffixes . However , 
if we were to abolish it and lump the two categories into a single class , 
say , ' Contentive ' ,  it would still be necessary in an explicit ( generative) 
grammar to account for the range of constructions in which members of 
this class occur . Supposing this could be done successfully without 
distinguishing nouns from verbs , we would still need to account for the 
different inventories of constructions in Tsou and the languages that are 
supposed to subgroup with it . I think that the end result would still be 
the same dilemma encountered with separate ( though overlapping) classes 
of nouns and verbs . 
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TH E ROLE O F  COM P UT E R S  I N  D I C T I ONARY-MA K I N G  
AT TH E UN I VE R S I TY O F  HAWA I I 
Robert H s u  
1 .  D ICTIONAR I ES VS . LEX ICAL F I L ES 
In a typical dictionary the different types of information in an entry 
are indicated by a hodge-podge of different conventions such as fonts , abbrevi­
ations , brackets , and so forth . Fig . 1 shows an excerpt from a conventional 
dictionary {of Woleaianl . Headwords are shown in boldface , base forms in 
small caps , etc . For working in the computer , however , we use a representation 
which I will call a ' lexical file ' , in which such functions are overtly labelled 
in some uniform manner . We use short mnemonic abbreviations at the left of 
the line , and begin each new type of information on a new line , as in Fig. 2 .  
In this example , ' hw ' labels headwords ; 'ba ' , base form ; ' d f ' , definition ; and 
so on . 
We call each such labelled type of information a ' band ' . An entry in a 
dictionary corresponds in the lexical file to a sequence of such bands . A 
period or full stop before a band name marks the beginning of an entry . There 
is no limit to the number of bands one may invent for a lexical file . Typically 
there would be 20 to 30 bands ; one of our files has over 200 . Substructure 
within an entry is indicated by a system of numbers preceding these labels which 
we will not describe here . There is also a system for indicating subentries 
and sub-subentries , etc . 
These conventions are by no means the only ones one could use for encoding 
lexical files , and they certainly do not handle everything one might wish . They 
do however have the virtue of being quite easy to work with . We have on the 
whole been satisfied with them in the course of working with over thirty 
languages . 
Overtly labelling the information and its structure , rather than stringing 
it together into continuous paragraphs as in a dictionary , makes it easy for 
computer programs to identify and manipulate the various types of information . 
This is the basic reason for working , in the computer ,  with lexical files even 
though the principal goal may be the production of a dictionary . 
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2 .  L EX I CAL F I LE AS A RE POS ITORY 
The advantages of working with a lexical file also affect any dictionary 
that might be produced from the file . These advantages fall into several 
categories . One is a consequence of treating the file as an active and growing 
repository of information rather than primarily as a manuscript to be edited 
and published . Having a structure such as a system of bands , and having the 
ability to invent new bands whenever needed , facilitate the organisation and 
filing of information as it is gathered . This facilitation effect is often 
noticed by lexicographers as soon as they begin putting information into a 
lexical file , even before any computer processing has taken place . 
Another effect of treating the file as a repository is that one is free to 
include information that might not be appropriate for a published dictionary . 
One might have a band , for instance , containing coding of semantic domains , or 
one for references to field notebook pages or to tape counter numbers or names 
of speakers who supplied the form . There may be a band for private comments 
such as " check this form again" ,  or "listen to the last vowel again" .  There 
may be bands for comparative data from related languages .  Fig . 3 shows an 
excerpt from a lexical file , printed in a more readable format than Fig . 2 ,  in 
which we see some bands ( e . g . CO , RF ,  and the various comparative bands) that 
are probably not meant for publication in a dictionary . 
Yet another result of treating the file as a repository is that , since one 
is freed (at least while gathering the information) from the economic ,  political , 
and other considerations of what should actually be published , one can better 
focus on the gathering and verifying of the linguistic and cultural materials 
in the file . 
3 .  EASE OF  MAINTENANCE OF  THE F I LE 
A second category of benefits arises from the ease of maintenance of a 
computer file . Being in computer storage , the file can be readily edited at a 
terminal as new and corrected information is gathered . The band format that 
we use is reasonably easy to work with in thi s respect . After editing , a clean 
copy of the updated file can easily be printed out . The format of the printout 
can be altered to suit the purposes of the user . The typical format we use for 
working copy is illustrated in Fig . 4 ,  which corresponds to a part of what 
appears in Fig . 2 .  The two boxes correspond to the boxes in Fig . 2 and 
Fig . 1 . The headword band i s given prominence by a considerable overhang at 
the left , entries are set off by blank lines , subentries are indented , page 
numbers are provided , etc . On the whole , this format is much easier to read 
than the original file itself , and provides more space for hand-written notes . 
(For reference copies we use a more compact printout format . )  Other formats 
can easily be devised . 
It is of course easy to print out copies for distribution to co-workers . 
�t is also a simple matter to make copies of the file o� computer tape , to 
share with colleagues at other institutions - provided that their computers are 
compatible . In these respects computer files are much preferable to slip files 
or notebooks . 
�--------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------
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A third class of benefits arises from the ability of the computer to help 
in refining and expanding the file itself . The computer can be instructed to 
make changes to the file . It can also be instructed to run checks on the file . 
An example of automatic changes is alphabetisation . New words can be sorted 
into their proper alphabetical places ; and if a new alphabetical order is 
established , the entire file can be automatically re-alphabetised according to 
the new system. Also , several dictionaries of the same language can be sorted 
together to develop a new and updated dictionary . Fig . 5 shows a consolidation , 
a sorting together , of several dictionaries of Tahitian dating from the 19th 
century which is being augmented by contemporary lexical data and made into a 
historical dictionary by Jack Ward . The five entries in the box come from five 
different dictionaries , as indicated by the names of the headword bands . Ward 
will now conflate such groups of entries , adding notes and material of his own . 
Another example of automatic changes is the task of respelling all the 
words in a lexical file according to new spelling conventions . The Marshallese 
words in the Marshallese lexical file once had to be respelled by the applica­
tion of some 50 ordered context-sensitive rules . Since this had to be done to 
not only the headwords but also to the thousands of Marshallese words in the 
illustrative sentences , this job could have been accomplished economically only 
by computer . A similar respelling , though very much simpler , is currently being 
undertaken for the Chamorro file . 
Automatic checks also can be run by the computer on a lexical file . For 
instance , a program can check that all cross-references in the file refer to 
actual headwords in the file , or that all words used in illustrative sentences 
also appear as headwords . A program can also check spelling to the extent of 
reporting occurrences of prohibited or rare letter sequences . 
Human checking of material in the file can be facilitated by computer 
generated listings : the computer can print out all headwords containing certain 
specified phonological sequences for further checking with native speakers ; or 
if fish names or plant names , say , have been entered in special bands , the 
computer can print out all entries having such bands , and the printout can be 
sent to the field or to a specialist for checking and expansion . Fig . 6 shows 
a portion of what we call a bandsort , a listing of bands (here OF and GR) 
extracted from their entries and regrouped by band name rather than by entry . 
This has proved to be , among other things , a very effective proofreading aid , 
as it al�ows one to scan all instances of one particular band without being 
distracted by other bands . Other printouts can also be made which bring 
together similar phrases occurring in , for instance , the definitions , so that 
one can easily catch lack of parallelism in phrasing . 
5 .  USES O F  TH E F I LE 
So far we have discussed how the computer can help the lexicographer 
maintain and develop the file itself . Now we ask , of what use is such a 
continually refined and expanded computer file? One of the most frequently 
voiced reasons for committing a lexical file to the computer is the need for 
easily making an English index , called a finderlist . In the sample printouts 
of lexical files you will have noticed asterisks attached to certain English 
words in the definitions . These were placed there by the lexicographer to 
mark words that are to be extracted by the program which makes a finderlist . 
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Fig . 7 is an example of such a computer-generated finderlist . The box surrounds 
a phrase extracted from the definition band in the first boxed entry in the 
previous Woleaian examples (Fig . 4 ) . The asterisk on the word ' tuna-fish ' was 
the signal to the program to extract the entire phrase and place it under the 
keyword ' tuna-fish ' in the finderlist . Our programs recognise a large number 
of such conventions that the lexicographer can use in definition bands to 
delimit keywords and phrases .  In this way a relatively complex finderlist can 
be generated automatically from a lexical file which has been appropriately 
decorated with stars and other special symbol s . 
Another possibility , of interest to the comparative linguist , i s that of 
combining the finderlists of several related or neighbouring languages .  Fig . 8 
shows a page from such a combined finder list generated from the lexical files 
of 12 languages of Micronesia . Even though the 12 files were of uneven coverage , 
it has nevertheless served as an important source of data for a project in 
comparative reconstruction . 
Possibly the most significant use of the file in the long term is as a 
reference work that can be consulted by means of appropriate computer programs . 
Since the different types of lexical information are explicitly labelled , 
programs can be written to extract entries , or parts of entries , containing 
specified information , as aids to the study of the language or the culture . 
Fig . 9 shows portions of four printouts of Palauan nouns classified according 
to the vowel of the third person possessive suffix . These printouts were made 
from the Palauan lexical file for a study of the distribution of these vowels . 
Fig. 10 is a portion of an index based on codes for semantic domains entered 
in a Kiribatese (Gilbertese) dictionary . This excerpt shows words having to 
do with food (FOO) and with geology and geography (GEO) . Since the particular 
concerns of a culture tend to be reflected in its vocabulary , printouts such 
as this can be used as aids in studying and appreciating a culture . 
A final example of uses of a lexical file is the making of a dictionary 
from the material in the file . At any time the whole file or any subset of it 
can be extracted , to make a reference dictionary , or a briefer glossary for 
school use , or a gazetteer of place names or fish names , or any other such list . 
As for printing , reproduction of an appropriately formatted computer printout 
might be adequate for some purposes , but regular letterpress quality printing 
is also possible through computer-driven photocomposition . Since the material 
is in computer-readable and structured form , it can be reformatted by program 
for input to a photocomposition machine . The output of the latter is a photo­
graphic master suitable for photo-offset duplication . This route by-passes 
the need for retyping the entire text (which would entail another proof-reading 
step) and is in most cases less expensive . For concreteness I have included a 
sample of wh�t the photocomposition tape looks like (Fig . 11) . This is , in 
fact , a portion of the tape used to photocompose the Woleaian dictionary . The 
portions enclosed in boxes again correspond to the two entries we have been 
following . This is , of course , not intended for human consumption . Embedded 
in the text are codes for shifting to italics , bold , roman , etc . , for starting 
a new paragraph , and for other typographical functions . 
After the dictionary is published the lexical file need not go into 
retirement . It remains a valuable resource , a database for further research , 
and is available for further development and use . Additional editions of the 
published dictionary can be produced as the file grows . 
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6. THE ROLE  OF  TH E COMPUTER IN D I CT I ONARY-MAKING  
The principal use of the computer in dictionary-making then , at least at 
the University of Hawaii ,  is in helping to maintain and develop the lexical 
file , a resource of many uses , one of which is the production of a dictionary . 
The computer has at least two other possible uses in dictionary-making , 
not directly related to lexical files , which I will briefly touch on in 
conclusion . They involve the computer as an aid in finding and defining words 
in the language . The first method was first used by Vern Carroll for Nukuoro . 
He called it generative elicitation . We have since used it many times . It 
consists in having the computer produce all possible forms of words according 
to the known phonotactics of a language , Fig . 12 is a part of such a printout 
of trisyllables for Motu . A native speaker is invited to read through such a 
list and to note all forms which actually occur in the language . In the case 
of Nukuoro , Carroll further had the computer generate all morphotactically 
possible derivations of the roots discovered from the first list . In either 
case , such a project is not to be embarked upon lightly , since an exhaustive 
printout of all disyllables , not to mention trisyllables , for a language with 
even a small inventory of consonants and vowels runs into the tens of thousands , 
and the rate of return is typically very low. It also requires literate and 
very patient native speakers . 
The other method of finding words is the quite common one of making 
concordances from text . Fig . 13 is a sample of an interlinear concordance of 
an American Indian language of the Pacific North-West . A concordance not only 
finds all the words or morphemes in a text but also brings together all the 
contexts of a given morpheme or word , so that it can be studied in all its 
uses and meanings in the text. 
These two additional uses of the computer complete our quick survey of 
the computer ' s  role in dictionary-making . 
lafer 
tafey (/afeVa). I. N medicine. Yoor I. Ian 
sipitao! There is medicine in the 
hospital. 2. VI to be treated. );, so t. 
peshui. My leg has been treated. 
tafeya (tafelJaa). \IT g;ve medicine to 
him, treat him. Togota U', (Ie I. sar we. 
The doctor treated the child. );, I. 
Mary He gave medicine to �1ary. 
taf'iiy (la/i;-o). \IT open it with fingers 
(referring to vagina), pull it apart. T. 
log' Open it (the \'agina) up.! 
tarhh (tafish�. l .  N trap. snare. Ye log 
seuw I. $hiul gashi ID "oai. There is a 
trap on my tuba tree. 2. \'� 10 trap, 
snare. 
lafishif'ish (toflShifish�. VI to sparkle. Ye 
I log yaf WI' rul imw u-e ye bbul. The 
burning house gives away sparkling 
fire. 
tar.shiiy (/afishii...a" \'T trap it. set a trap 
for it, snare it T. gesh u·e.' Set a trap 
for the tat! 
tafitefl {tofitaft. \'N to open (\'agina), 
pull apart. Mwal we lJe lou t. ling;". 
The man habitually opens (\agina). 
lafiter. {/aft/o/fJ. N fishing 1.:it. /fa I. we 
lJDai? Where is my fishing kit? 
tafiusiufius ( toflusiuflusiu). \1 to be 
spotted, have a small mark. y, t. 
pe.shtel. His legs contain many marks. 
Ye I. sii/o we The pig is spotted. 
taCI (log". VI to float in shallow water, 
sail in shallow water. );, I u:D U� The 
canoe is able to sail in the shallow 
water. 
tag, (log". OIR upward, eash\ard, up. re 
so rig I. lOr WIt. The child ran 
eastward. 
tal.) (Iagiu). N needle fish. 
.tage (-log". [directional suffix) upward. 
up, eastward. gabUlageVti, make me 
go up. 'Cr. taC.· 
tageey (/agu-a). vr. ride it. sail in it. Re I. 
wo we. They sailed on the canoe. 
lageloa (Ioge·/oa). VI to surf. Re I. 
Woikiki. They are surfing in Waikiki. 
.ageshaliyal (/Qgasho/i·"old,. :'\ sunrise. 
SYN tegali)'a!. 
hgiuliwosh {/ORiufj·u:osh� .... a 1.:ind of 
n�le fish. 
tagiunal (/og;ufj-Io/�. , trumpet fish. 
lagiurl (/OR;U';u). VI to face. turn. )e I 
10I1Kiyei She r;aced aw.ly fram me. 
tagiur, (togill,iu) N bo1CL: (anJtomical). 
I:urillfft.r (tnlliurtrlJrnI , �wnrct fhh 
Fi gure 
tagiuriu (tagiuriu-�. S my back. Ye biun 
sh;u/ I. �fy backbone is broken. 
lagiuriupa.ai (togiuriu-po.o.). N. a kind of 
lizard. Resepaol re mwommwo"go I. 
Japanese people ate lizards. 
bgiuler (togiuteriu). ;0.1. a kind of "eedle 
fish. seuw I., serna/ I., a needle fish. 
lagiyal (/og;yolO). VI., ADJ. (to be) high, 
tall, great, lofty y,.. L 1£:0 WI. The 
canoe is bigh. 
tagird .. t ( togiyottJQta). N rugh place, 
raised place. l'e matt woal teuUJ I. He 
is sitting on a raised place. 
tagomeliiw (togome/riwo). N a kind of 
breadfruit \\;th smooth surface and 
while flesh. }e iyeri se/ash t. He 
picked breadfruits from a IDBomeliiw 
tree 
tagomwaaliyeJ (togomwaoliya/r). \1 to be 
dizzy, go around in I circle. re so t. 
lOr u·e. The child is dizzy as a result of 
going around in a circle. 
lagulugul (togu/uRu/U). VI. to spin (many 
times). rotate. tum. Yeo t, misiil ra. 
The machine is turning. 
lacu" (tagu"u). VI to turn, return, shift 
(of wind) rio I tong •. He turned away 
from her. 
tagutog (tagu-Iagu). '"x to chase, block. 
Re /. ;g. They are chasing fish. CF 
taguuw. 
taguuw (toguu-o). \T chase it. block it. 
Re /. ;g fa. They chased the fish. cr. 
tl to . 
.aguw (/aguu·a). � yellow-fin tuna·fish. 
'aig (Ioigo). [rang in Faraulep 
dialect) 1. :\ tunnerh:. Ye lag lingar I. 
me reel mtltll:e sin. She went to ask 
for turmeric from her mother. 2, VI. 
to apply turmeric on one's body. Re I. 
sar kau·t. Those children are puttins 
turmeric on their bod=i",es,,-. 
------1 
taiif (Mil/a). :\. platform of a house, 
stones around the house used to keep 
the gravel from spreading out. )e mati 
welall  He is sitting on Ihe plalrorm. 
tallt lam . � mountatn, i e lou Dp I. 
woai llou'oii There are many 
mountains in Hawaii. 
t.ikeil (lai-J..aila). VI , ,\0, (to be) weak. 
unhealthy. mal l .• "eak person. CF. 
L,lil 
. h v  taguD 
ba ta.gUDU 
ps vi .. 
df to . t o r n  • •  returo • •  shift (of WiDd) 
s% ye t .  t a D gi t be  turoed away fro. her 
.hw tagutoq 
ba tago-taqu 
p s  1'D . 
dt to *cbase. -block 
SI re t. i9 J the} are chasing fisb 
see ta'luuw 
. h. taguu" 
ba tagou-a 
ps wt.. 
d f  -chase it .. -block it 
s% re t. 1q we I tbey chased the fish 
see �9Qt0..9.._ � _ _ _ . ___ _ __ ___ . _ I . h .  tagu " 
ps o. 
llia taquwa 
df yellow- f i D  -tuna-fish 
sea -fish�species 
. . --rar - --.----.-.---.. 




51: 18 tai qaang lit i5 Dot ae 
51: ye tai lag l he did Dot go 
.. h w  taiq 
ba. taigo 
a1 rang l i D paraulep dialect 
l ps D .  
l d f  -tnraeric 
1SI Je la9 t.ioq&r t.. ae reel .eleve sin I she weAt 
t o  ask for t ur.eric froa her .other 
2ps .,.ioO 
2df t o  a p p l y  - t uraeric on ODe ' s  body 
2sI: r e  t. sar kawe I t hose children are PUt.tiDg 
tur.eric 0 0  t.heir bodies 
.hv taut .- - - -- -- --=I 
ba taii!a 
ps D. 
df - p la tfora of a house. stones aroond t.he house 
used to keep the g-ra"el fro. spreading out 
51: 'fa matt. "etaiif I he i s  sitt.ing OD the piatfora I �h: ;:�ite--parts: plattor. I 
ba t a i i t a  
ps D. 
d f  -aouDta i n .  -hill 
51: ye toulap t. "oal Hawaii I there arc UDI .oantains 
in H a waii 
. h" t a ikeil 
ba taj-kail& 
ps .i • •  ad j. 
df ( t o  be) .weak, -onheal t h y  
p I: .&1 t. I weak persoD 
Fi gure 2 
q 08 • OW 
q 10 • HI 
4 1 2  . U  
S 2  
I J J  
I A  
• •  U J  
• •  BJ 
T U U U  D I C T I Q U R Y  (JOL! 1980 Y EBSION) 
G C  
G G  
G L  








P � N  
G R  
GG 
G L  
P I  
C P  
PCO 
N A N  
I U K  
S I K  
P 
o D I R EC1ION A L  P R E P .  
° f RO" 
o LONG 
H A U  E AU I , H A A Y A E :  I C A " E  PRO" ' HAW AII 
� 
0 D I S T R I BU T I V E  P R E POSITION 
OA"ONG, 0 B ETUEI 
S E  X A "A I T AA T O U :  D I E  P E RSO M A II O N G  U S  
C H ECK G L O S S  
PN 
*IA I UE, SR E 
S E E  G R A IIII A R  fOR D E T A ILS Of U S 1 G E  
J R O  P E R S .  S G .  P N .  
- H E ,  .S H E, -IT ; - H l n ,  - H ER ,  - I T  
O E "  
AUA: U S E D  
I I  
1 1  
IA 
' 1 1  





U , K! ;  A U :  U S E D  11TER SUfFI X E D  YEBBS, 
H E ,  S H E  
H E ,  S6 E 
X 
JBO PE R SG ' H E '  (ODJ) 







GL BY OHIII OSELl, O R ERSEL P, o ITS E Lf 
P I  O E II  TISOL, E S  W i . P l L l , Ell YET 
L O l  5 0 ' I A  I ALD I E ,  BY H I " SELr 
ETC. 
+ ( 8 1) 
+ (1ft) 
+ (R l- 28) 
• (CJ-2,4 8) 
• (S l- l S )  
• ( 5 2 -68) 
I S 2  
I U -
I I I  
G C  P R E f I X  
G L  O A L O N G ,  o T H ROUGD 
P I  oLONG 
CP lA-, V A A- , I 
CO � E T  BETTER GLOS S .  'SIEKI SAYS � I l lTAI I IS ' lLOMG THE EDG! or TU! LlCOOI ' ,  a'llTl I I  I S  ' LlGOOI S I D! or 
SOIl E T R l ft G '  
B P  (GR- 0 2 9 )  
PS !lCLAII 
GL OEXCL1"ATION "1 01 WHEW G I YING SO"ETHI N G :  0HER E I  
PI H A P  OTOK YU IIE( I S  LONG TAl! 10 GIYIII S l S tING LOIG I l R 1 P l L l  1111 
Fi gure 3 
. 'w tai 




d f  
S I  
S I  
ta fluwa 
n .  
Ye l l ow- f i n  - t un a - f ish 
· t i s h  .... s pec ies 
ta i 
asp. 
Jle qa ti.e 
·o o t  
, e  t a l  q a a n Q  l i t i s  n o t  s e  
ve t ai l a q  , b e  did n o t  q o  
wOLEAI L E X ICAL FILE 
ba ta iqo 
a1 ran Q l in Faraulep dialect 
l ps n .. 
l d f  -tur .eric 
15K ve l a Q  t inqar t.  ae reel .eleve SiD I she went to ask for tar.eric fro. her .other 
2 p s  v i .  
2 d f  t o  a p p l y  -tur.eric a D  one ' s  body 
2sx re t. sa r k a ve I those children are p ut tia q tac .eric OD their bodies 
• b w  t a l i f  
.b. 
b a  tai i f a  
P S  D. 
df .p l�t f o r g  of a house, stones ar oun d tbe house used to teep the qraY81 fro. spreadiaq out 
s% ye s a t t  . e t a i i f  I he i s  sittioq on the p lat tor. 




d t  .mounta in, -hill 
sx ,e toulap t. vaal H av a ii I thece are aany .oontains ia Ha waii 
• b w  t a l k e i l  
bol t a i- kaila 
ps Yi. , a d 1 .  
d f  ( t o  b � )  .veak_ .unhea l t h ,  
p x  . a l  t .  I we a k  person 
see k ail 
. bw t ai k o  
b it  ta i koo 
1 0  Jap. 
ps n ... 
d t .den 
sx re sa qakiunqiu t. w e  , they baYe souDded the dra. 




SOBTED rE,  rl SECTI0lS 
11 . 15 feu 
12 • an 
1] . "v 
n . da 
15 . d a  
. n  
1 7  . 1" 
18 . a n  
1 9  . h  
pas Tn 
tr . p e n s er. *be l s i t er .  *douter 
fea ' a  
C D q  . d o u b t ,  . YAcil late . *aqltated 
cf fea I bov 
w hean Qaaaqa. 
fe ' a l a 
l po s  
l e n q  
l en q  
.i 
t o  .coq i t a t e ,  to -think , to -hesitate, t o  be .undecided 
to .doabt 
2 pos D 
2eoq . d o ab t  
• •  5V f e a ' a ' r a t a  
en Q - d o u b t ,  -hesita tion 
.. 8. fea ' a. - · ore 
e o q  * t houQb tless, .unconcerned 
• •  5V te a ' a- pi t i  
enq t o  .hesitate hetween t v o  alternatiTes 
feaaore 
dr fe ' a ' a ' ore 
pe s a 
en q * t b o nqhtless, .Quconcerned 
feaapiti 
dr fe ' a ' a p i t i  
feaapi t i  
pas .. l n t  
fr -be l " i ter entre deuz ideles 
feu-pi ti 
pa s Yn 
fr * b e l s 1ter entre deu:!: partis 
fea ' api ti 
eDq a . h a l t  between tvo .opinioDs, to .yacillat. 
aa fea ' a  I doubt ; S p i t i  I t vo 
fea ' a.  piti 




ex ' u a  f e a ' a  piti to; ' u  a.na ' o  -no: . te baere i R o ' orea 1 1 ' he 1 8 it e  laa pensele he 1 8ite) a2 aller a 
flo' orea 
Fi gure 5 




t u be 
Tuesd a y  
t U Q  
p i p e .  t. u bc : :  P ft i p  
E N GL IS" - W O LEA I F I NDEBLIST 
t u be a t tdc hcd t o  d s t i c k  o f  d Y na m i t e : :  r a i k a n q  
T u e s:1 a y  ( l i t. seco n d  d a y  o f w o r k ) : :  G a r i u w e r a n e l  , e n QaaDQ 
pull i t  l o ose , p u l l  i t  o f f ,  drdW i t  d O Ii' D ,  l uq i t: : tefiDqi 
p u l l  i t UP, l UQ f o n }  i t : :  l Ua osi 
pull i t ,  d r a w  i t ,  p l u c k  it, t u q i t ,  p u l l  i t  o u t ,  take it to pieces. destroy i t: :  
t a iu w 
to p u l l  l O u s e ,  p u l l  o f t , d r a w  d ow n ,  l u q : :  te fi t e f  
t o  p u l l ,  d r aw . t u a ,  p l uc k : : t a. i u t e i u  
t o  pul l ,  t u q ,  d r a w ,  draQ .. t r a i l : : l u q  
t U Q  i t ,  p u l l  i t ,  p u l l  and fold i t : :  t a l i  
t UQ - O f - "3 [,  
t u.hle 
t u n a- fish 
t UQ-of - w ar 'a k 1 n d  of qa8e) : :  ta1S 4 
( to bal p u l l e d  loose, fall o t t ,  d r a w n  d o w n ,  t u q qed : :  tefiDq8q 
to fall (d o vo ) , be o f f  ODe ' s  fee t ,  t u.ble dowD : :  bur S2 
jj,...n.9 - Si�.!.Iqit,,: f !� h : L._t al:!.qi � __ _ �}o " - �_��_ t�!�a- f �=-h : ':'_ .. _ ��Q.!.v _ _  l 
t u rkev: : t u u r u k i  
t ur .eric : : t aiq 
t a c o  
t o  apvl T t u re e r ic t o  one ' s  bod T : :  taiq 
t ur.�r i c .  yel l o w or o r an qe-coloced babT powder: : ranqJ 1 
c o e n c r ,  t u r n : : f at S 1 
. a k e  h i m t u r D : : q a l i u we ki u 
to blo w (as o t  w i n d ) , " a v e ,  s t i r ,  t urD: : f ilctil 
t o  chd nllc, s h i f t ,  t a l c  ont! ' s  t u r n ,  a l t e r n a te: : k o o t ai 
to fac e .  t u rn : :  t �qi u r S l  
t o  f l i p ,  t u �n o v er : :  woleal 
t o  slJ i n  h l d nv t iIl P Z ) , [ota t� , t u rn : :  t a Q 'J l uq u l  
to t u r n  f a s  e f  a s a i l l. nt4 can Q � )  • •  a ., e  a r c u n d : : sa p 
to t u r n  a r o qn d : : s c&sor12 
to t u [" n  a r o un d ,  be t u r ned (of t h e  e n d sl : :  sessor 
t o  t u [" n  ar o un d ,  be t u r ne d  o v er : :  w c q i t eqJi l 
to t u r D  aroun d • •  a v e  round : :  faan $ 1  
t o  t ur n  on e ' s h e a d : :  l i u v ek 
to tu r n ou t .  a p p�a r ,  b eco.e c l e a r ,  co_e i n to T i e. : :  D a q S l  
t o  t u r n  o v e r .  c h a n q e  t r o .  p r i m i l i., e  waYs o f  l i f e  to .ocl e rD, ciyilized a.es. be 
con.,erted. t r a n s f o r red : :  veq 
to t ur n ,  be b e n t ,  be t vi st�d : : I T a a Jl  




TUNA F I SH 
TR..:, S � w� I "  
TUNA-F I C;H 
Y I:. L L U _ T o\ I L  T U N  ... F I SH 
I( l NG- S I Z E TUN ... -F I SH 
Y E L L O .-F I N  T U "  .. - F I S  .... 
T UNE 
WOL T ,HlG P H  J )  
TAI.V . '  .. , 
CHA S'1H 4, T C N U .  rUN .... O A 
T( I�PL " TUN� I E N G I N E I 
YAP If')f)''I $ t'  
PUL NIO I I "I(j,-
TRIC, "I. I I U G J S 2  
N o n T E N  "t U S I CAL NO T E S .  T U N E  
N C ;  I I R I 5 I N G .  HUH ' A  TUNE I 
PON NG I I I L  
NGOHI.I ... c e I:. N T ,  D I AL E C T .  TUNE , TONE 
U"P( � E O I  T U  T U N E  I N .  "' s  A R "' O I O  S T "' T l ON 
KUS T U " ",  � 
TUNI S? P U T  I N T O  T U N E . T UNE 
AHSZ T UNE . TONE 
M A A  TUN' C T E N· ' ... TUNE 
BU··L · A  .. ... · r  ( A I L ' A Y A T )  F L " T  MUS I C  OA v O t C E .  USUALL Y OUT 
OF TUNE 
T A I � '  I T AHY I M " ' T U N E  UP 
TUNE-UP 
T UN I C  
T U N I NG 
T UNNEL 
MAR A" ( I-I " N '  
T A r<  ... ... .. UP .. 
CH'" T E IoI P L A O '"  
N E C K  T U N I C  O F  BR I GH T L Y  COLOAED C L O T H  
FOAMERLY D E C O R A T E D  W I T H  REO C O P A L  
CHA "'lIO T G " N .  B I'OKUGO' 
T � I(  P.AANG H OL E .  C "'V E . C AY I T Y ,  P I T .  TUNNEL, HOLLOW 
M"'� � O ' N "  ( � " A G  .. , 
TURBAN SHELL 
TUR B I D  
T A lC,  010105 T U R B A  ... S H E L L  C Z ,.TURBO PETHOL ... TUS I .L , )  
KUS lOHSANGOHI( MUR K Y .  TUR B I D  
M O\ P  L I M '  ( l l ""  J 
X.TURBO P E T  .... OL ... TUS 
T � K  OMUS T U R � "' '''' S H E L L  I X 'TURBO PE THOL ... TUS I .L . ,  
TURBULENCE 
PUL MEHA y I H  ... · '  
MAR AEN ... ... "N ........ ( HA Y E- G " A Y G " A Y )  
TURBULENT 
Ct-IA GU"' I F U N  
PAL "'OCIiERQ ... D A o a  OCE ... N GE T ROUGH/TURBULENT 
KUS PUHLKUHL A K  ROUGH. TURbULENT , A G I T A T E O , CHOPPY 
TURF 
TAIIl SI PA 
TURG I D  
TURKEY 
K U S  FAHFF"'HF 
(liA P"'SU 
WOL TUURUKI C I '  
T A K  T = I:=EK l s 2  
PON TEK I 
IoIDK KULUKLUK 
T U R F .  L ...  N 
S W O L L E N ,  PUFF Y .  BLOATED, TUR G I D  
M A R  T ... K E  ( T A K E" ' Y J  
TURKEY F J 51i 
CHA NUFO' PABU 
YAP LA ... " 





M ... NGO' 
REt�G$Z 
KE SUo L 
H"'LOof ( A .  
T A  I G I O J  
T A I G I O '  
R ... NG I . '  _ I  
T Y P E  O F  F I SH .  T U R K E Y  F I SH 
T U R Mt::: R I C  P L A N T  ( U SED TO "'AKE ORANGE DYE ) 
rUP�'C R I C  ( PL A NT ) 
TC; A P P L Y  TUR�E R I C  ON ONE ' S  BODY 
T UR"tE P l C .  Y EI,..L O .  OR OR.NGE-COLORED BABY 
PO_OER 
PUL 
T R K  









... F UOO P R E P A R E D  rRON TURM E R I C  STARCH 
C"OPUVN T(YUI( I J "'ND COCONUT CREA"' . W H I C H  
ARE M I  K[D A N D  [) ... K E O  
• I< I ND O F  T U k "'E � I C  
A NNUl N T  . 1  T H  TVQMEfoI l C  
B E:  S T "' I N F. O  W I TH TURM ER I C  
C liE J  S T A I N E D  W I TH T U R ME R I C  
K I NO O F  T U� M E A I C  
S T A I N  W I T H  T U R M E R I C  OR SAFFRON 
= A F = A N  TUr.'''fR I C PL A N T  
" ' O N  O o\ HN(# "'101( q o\  ... G K I NI1 OF DUSH . TUJ.l .... F � I C  
TURMEP I C C O S � E  T i e 
HiK S=OPw::OS=OPWS2 A K l tm UF T U � "1 E "' I C  C O S "' F T I C  PQfP"'�EI1 I N  
0\ S I NG L F  HALF C O C Q N ' J T - �HC.LL MOLD 
p = ( = t: P  T Y PE OF T U P "'E' R I C  C fJ:' ''' E T I C  P R E P ,l. R E O  I N  ... 
"4 U L O  "u')r OF T wU C OC O N U T  H"'LF-SHELLS BOUND 
TOGF. HIFH 
TURMER I C r Lau� 
TRK TonlI S l  
TU41O(EA I C MONE Y 
T U R ME R I C  FLOU'" OR S T AnCH 
RUNDLE OF T U R ME R I C  M O N E Y  Y "' P  M A DUUL 
TURMER I C P L A t H  
Y AP GUCHOE L  
A E  "' N G  
GUCHllt.::L N I  
T U P "' C R  I C  P L A N T , T Y P E  OF T R E f:  
.�UIo4UNG . GUCH(J(L N I  PE "' N G .  GUCHOEL N I  
YUNGC H I G  T Y' '''£ OF TU� M E R I C  PLANT 
TUM M E R  I C 5 P .  
P O N  O U  .. c;, A L A P .  O A N G E ""  P A L A U  
O A NG I T I I<  T U R M f R I C  SP • •  A V ... R I E T Y  O F  X_CURCUM ... 
t< I S I N I O  ... NG T U R M E n l C  SP • •  E O I OL E  
OA'�I.EN PELLE TUU""E R I C  Sp , .  X _Z I NG I BE R  ZEAUMBET 
TURMO I L 
TURN 
TRK _aTaaTONGG"'" T U P IoIlI [ L .  CONFUS I ON 
M AR . : N  .. "' ... .. N " . A - I H . y E G  .. A Y' G  .... y )  
C H A  B P ,J A .  T A R  ... B I R A ,  T O T N a . T U T N O  R I NAO/OT O�F .HO TU�NS 
...... B I IO ... T U A N  ,l.ROUNf) 
T O T N I Y U  T U R N  I " S A SCRE w )  
R I B.liA TUAN DOWN 
GU ... IC SE T U A N  I N S I D E  OUT 
"'A"'A ' - TUAN I NT O  ( PR E F I X )  
P U t. O ·  T U N N  O F F  
N'" · L . · L  ... • T U � N  !IN 
PUH'" 'unN nVFN 
'A ...  l U R... Tun N e V E R  . G A I N  
PAL M A UA ' R .  MAVA ' S ,  M':NGESO ' ( M  
M E N GE t H ' S  M A. K E  ( SO""� T H I N G '  TURN AROUND ( C OMPLETELY 
OR P A R T  W A Y ' 
M E N G E T ER B . · S M "' K E  I SO ,.. !:: T H I  N G t  TURN AROUND 
( CO,",PLETEL Y ) 
MENG.TU ' R ,  114ENGL A S E ' K L .  IoIENGL A T U ' R  MOVEI'TURN TO T H E  
L E F T  
"' E " ( ; A O I ' K M. MENGL " O I ' K '"  ,",!J V E I' TUWN T O  T to E  R I GHT 
O'"' I T U ' t(L ftmN ( CAR . un,l. T . F T C . I  A R OUND 
Ot� ( E I CHE ' �O TU� N I CL O T HE S I I "fS I OE OUT 
0,", ( E  I CHI: ' R O  T U R N  ( H  ... NDS ) P "' L M  U P  
C M  I SNGE ' KL TUAN HF AI1 TO L O C K  
ME"Nr. I SNGE ' KL T U R N  ( H E . O ,  TO LOOK 
OM I T O ' KL T U H N  I NS, l f>F OUTI'UPS I OE DOWN M f kPO ' e  TU�N ( OB J E C T )  Ton OO.,.N 
MENG I B I O ' KL T U R N  OFF T n  S I D E 
Io(!:: S O ' t(l TUPN ( UNE S E L F , TO S I DE 
OM U ' L T  T U J< N  O V f. M I' I N S I O E  OUT 0"' 1 ' I S T U H N  ( P .A G C ) 
M (: p q O ' �  T U R N  I Pt:' n sO"" F A C !:  � O li N  
MELUCHA ' KL TUnN I SC I S�OR S I  TO C U T  CLOTH . T  "'NGLES 
OM ! T O ' K L  T U"'N I Sl E F P I N G  P E R S O N .  E T C . ) I N  (lPPOS I TE 
D I RE C T I ON 
O L E C H t ' H  TURN I SUME"T H I NG I  A . A Y  F A O M  
Uf.4 ( E I C tiE t R O  TUQN ( T U R T L e , F A C E  UP 
M E NG I ' O  TUf1N/NOU ( N E C K )  TO ONE S I DE 
Y"'P TALOULeEAB S O f<l ( T H I Nr. T H A T  TURNS 
T H I L T H I I L  T O  A L T C�t�A T E .  ' ... K F  TUANS 
ctUCHEAF TO A F.  n l V E � T E D .  TUPN THF .RONe. 
CHEECHEELEEG T n  SP I N  ow TURN SO ME T H I NG 
P I I G  .2 TO T U P N  
C A "' G .  CA"'C . G ... A G .  G A A G  T O  T U R N  ... ... '1' F R O M  W I N O ,  T U R N  TO 
L E E W A R O .  TURN TO OUT R I GGER S I D E ,  TURN 
O O Il N _ I NO 
L E A PL E  ... P TO T u n N  O ,l. C K  AND F O � T H .  SP I N ,  .S A LOG 
I N  _ A T E A  
LEEP€V , LOEPE¥ T O  TURN O V E R .  T O  T W I S T  ... ROUND. T O  
R O T  ... T F ,  T O  TUAN 
CH[ELEEG T O  TunN SOMf T H I NG ... ROUNO 
SA ... P H .... G To TUAN SUM E T H I NG TOW.HOS. C"'USE TO F"'CE 
T O W A R D S  
C ... ... CH a t  TO TUAN THE 5A I L OF • C . N O E  ARnUNO 
F . ANG _3. F ...  WG $3 TO TURN UP W iN D , T U R N  T O . U R O S  
DUTR I G GEf.i S I DE , TUAN TO W I NO .... RD 
0" 
Fi gure 8 
beso ' s  
t la ' i  
buch 
b u t  
c b a ' l e c h  
cbasS I 
cb"d 
cbel eb la ' d  
chele ' d  
chel t ec h a ' t 
ches e ' cbes S l  
cbet i ' 1  
chur S !  
dacb 
ha ' c hed 
bacbed i ' 1 1  
b a ' chel 
b a ' d e k  
ha ' e b  
t a ' i l  
ba ' i s  
b a  I k e s S l  
ta ' ke s S 1  
baks 
ba ' lecb 
banqcb 
baDQdS 1 
banq k S l  
hcdC'!!>i ' l  . O d C ; • pa l1 d l e :  · pJ: o p cl l c r :  
b l i 1  * b o u E e :  · h o u se h o l d ; * t a m i l ,  
bec b i ' l  * s p o use : *husband o r  * vi f e  
bt i l  · Q e n i t a I 5 :  * a n u s :  * v il Q i n a ;  
c h e l ec h e l i '  1 end cf ba.boo tlole of sail 
c h esi ' l  n . o b l i q .  poss. ·soo t :  t i n t : • 
cbedi ' l  l o w  - ti de 
c h e  1eb e 1 d i  ' I  *dpce p t i o n : c h e a  tinQ : . w il e  
cb e l tl i ' l  anT J:r o d u c t  o f  t b e  s e a  ( cr. 
chel teche ti ' 1 w o u n d  
chesechesi ' l  · le � ro5 ' ;  disease w i t h  ·501 
c becheti ' l  o . o b l iq. poss. red u p. h a s  co.' 
c h e r i ' l  * la u q h t e r  
d e c bi ' l  .e xc Ie.en t :  ·sh i t ;  *res id-
bcc h eJe ' 1 � r o t ru� inq s t r u ts on o u t rJ 
bached ile ' � * d i a rr h ea (substance) 
bec hele ' l  Pa la ua n  -aone , i n  f o r m  o f  
bed eke ' 1  - . a t  for 5i.l l a r  o b 1 e c t )  1 
b e be ' l  - p i p e  ( tor p l u . L i n q ,  etc. : 
b i le ' l  ( a r t ic l e  o f )  .c l o t b i D Q ; 4Ii 
b is\:! ' I  a c t i o n  of v a n de r i n q  a ro u n. 
be k e sc ' l  - s t e p  ( in w a l k in q )  
blek ekle ' l  n . r. s . o b l i q . poss • •  o y e  ( l e  
b e k se ' l  - b o x  , .ade o f  an, . a t e r i a  
belec4e ' l  � s l i nq s b o t ; an, . a t e r i a l  
benqcbe ' l  > b i t e  
bp.nqde ' l  - b O U DC� ;  .rebo und ; -suspe 
beoQkc ' l  .bdn k :  any s t o r a Qe p lace 
b a b  bc b u ' l '  a rea /s,",ac� · a b o vE" ; * t o P . * s u r f  
bad b e J u ' l  * a 5 l e e v  
bar t !  b e r u ' l * b l d nk t: t :  * t'!pdd i DQ 
ha ' u !' l  b u l  · s ll e l l ; ·odo r :  *scen t 
b a '  u 1 1  be k e b u ' l  n . o h l iQ. pes!'>. · s . e l l ;  · o d o r :  · s  
tedu ' U I  b d el u ' l  - h e a d ;  *leader 
bed u ' I 1 2  Jlo bedu ' l  n . o b i  iq. poss. * d i r ec t i o n :  <* fac 
t e k d ' i  h e k i u ' l  - p o t te[' , ;  c I a ,  *pot/ - 1a r ; incu 
llieche ' s  bl ec he s u ' l  ncw C< clean s t a te o f  so .et bio 
blen q u ' r  blen q r u ' l  - .ea l 
brfi'r ber r u f !  - ra f t  ( us ua l l y  .adc o f  b o o bo o l  
b u k S l  bk u l  · p l a te ;  -b o wl  
c h a b  c h cbu ' l  *a shes: - f ireplac e :  -hearth 
c h a  I i I  d i r e '  nq cba ( i) d i re o q u '  1 - h e a r t  ( lI: i n tf> r n a l  o r q a  0) : cn. -----
telu ' u  b e l u a ' l  
tun q $ l  b n q a l  - f l o we r ;  qreen cocon u t  sheath p 
cha d S l ch eda ' l - a l i y e :  l i y i n q  
c h a d S 2  
cbar S l c h e r a ' l  
cbeda ' .  f a t h er (ter. o f  a d d ress less fo 
cheldechedu ' c b S ! c b c l dechedec b a ' l  -conyersa t i on :  tspeech ; * 
c h i .  c h i lla ' l  - ha n d :  * a r a ;  f ro n t  . p a w s  ( o f  aD 
cb Ilr$] c b u r a ' l  
d i o Q  d i nQ4 ' l  
d ub 
d u d  d ec ha ' l  ' a b i 1 i t T ;  > s k i l l  
d u ' i S2 dia ' l  . t i t le (tor . i 11aqc c b i e f  o r  f a  
tuteU ' D q  k a te l oQa ' 1  . bo w  o f  b oa t ; e i t her eod o f  can 





ENGLISH - � t R I 8 A l l  r J NO E R L J S T  CO�PILED 1 0/10/80 64 
TONGO - N . ... PREPARATION OF xK ... Bueu l AND ,,",OLASSES. 
T O T O , K I  A SOFT PREPAR A T I O N  CF ): T U 4 E .  
T u "' / E  - - DR I ED PAN PASlE. 
T U A E  - - N .  P ANDANUS PULP D R I E D  I N  L "' Y E R S  ON L E "' V E S .  V . T . 
XlUAENA I :  '0 114AteE I NTO • • • • 
TUAt ROA -- V . T .  TO GRATE . TO SCR"'PE ON GR"'TER I COOKED 
PANDANUS ' .  N. X1E K A I  N T U A I ROA I :  GRATER FOR • • • •  
TVAM.I  N .  " D I S H ""'DE FRO'" TARO AND COC.ONUT. . 
V/J(A -- OPEN vP OR UNcovER A S  A NAT I VE OVEN AFTER BAKI ING. 
U/K E B I R I  S TA TE OF OOVBT OR PERPLEX i TY AS TO THE SUPPLY 
OF FOOD. 
U/KJNilNA -- EAT I N G  OUT THE KERNEL OF A e N  W t TH THE T E E T H .  
G N A W .  
U / M V N A  -- BAKE I N  AN EARTH-OVEN. 
U'NG IRA  -- CHEW AND EAT O R  SUCK AS PANFRU OR XeUNJ ...  
UA/NGA -- OVERFEED.' v,,: FRUIT. · , 
U A : /KANA -- ENGAGE REPEATEDLY IN TAtc: I NG FOOD T O  A PERSON. 
VAKAHA -- V . T .  2UA-KANA I :  TO HAVE. OR CARRY PROv i S I ON S .  
V I C TUALS • •  
UAKANGKANG - N .  A OELl c r cus COCONUT . 
US ' A/ETE - - SUFFER ING W I T H  DYSPEPSIA OR A SENSE OF FULLNESS 
AFTER EATING. 
UKI AIEA - B I TE OFF T H E  XUKI A  eEFORE Ct4EWING Tt4E PANFRU. 
���:� = :!�H o�E�H::I��N��U�E1::e�i�·����  '�Rt�;�G:�" C AN E .  
UNG C H E W  AND E AT OR SUCK PANF"RU OR seUNIA.  
W A / N U '8/TE - TO eE VERY t4UNGRY. 
V A :  /NGA -- TO FEEO WELL. 
WAI N ANG -- ( I )  I D I O M .  XE W A I  TE _MG t :  THE W ' N O  COMES 
uP • • • •  B�OWS. GUSTS OF W I NO .  ( 2 '  A REFRESHING DR I NK. AGREEABL� 
W A i H · ·-- N. "tNE .  
W I K ANC/KANG -- HAVING A VORACIOUS APPET I T e .  
W ( K ANGKANG - - N .  GOURMET , GOURMAND. LOVER O F  GOOD FOOD. 
" I TA N. WHEAT. 
IiUT I MI'ANE -- LEDGE OF CORAL ROCK IN THE LAGOON SMALl.ER THAN 
A XRAteA I .  
II/TIMA/UN� - SUNkEN R OC K  OR LEDGE WHJC� CAN 11£ SEEN WHEN 
IT I S  CAU4. • T I M ' A/KQRD -- ISLET IN THE REEF . ' 
8 T I MOTU -- LARGE ROCIC. IN A LAGOON. 
' E /BERA -- N HEBRE". 
' E/RENE -- A GRECIAN. 
' I /TA -- N t4EATH. 
' O R A / I T A N  -- N HORIZON. 
A/BA LAND. 
AI'BA-flCA/KORO - 'SLAND. 
A/I Atc: 1  -- SOUTH. 
A / I N I KU - OCEAN S I DE OF A CORAL ISLAND. 
AI'NENA -- FORE I GN LAND, L AND NOT ONE · S  OWN • 
... /oeUAKA -- ROUGH. AS LAND. UNEVEN L"'NO. 
A/ONTEOR... THE FLATS ( ( SORA I THE FLAT REEF FROM THI!. 
BEACH TO THE BREAKERS. A SHOA� , ) .  
A/ONT I A  -- LAND A D J O I N I N G  I '  XTI A 1 A BOUNDARY. LIMIT ) , .  
A/ORADI -- LEVEL PLACE . NOT R I DGY DR ROUGH, HENCE EASY ·AS A 
YOKE . LE .... E L .  
A/RDRA -- RIDGE IN  THE" C O R A L  REEF O N  T H E  OCEAN S I D I! .  • : /T I M A : T "  -- A SMALL SUNKEN ROCKS .  
A : / T I MOTU - - A LARGE SUNKEN ROCKS. 
ANI'NA -- TERRA F IRMA. 
A O A T  ... : /'... BEACH ASOVE THE H I GH W"'TER L I NE . 
AON A : /BA - THE EARTH. ALL LANOS. 
AONE/ I N E I  W E T  LAND. LAND HAVING WATER BENEATH NEAR THE 
SURFACE. _£T . A S  LAND. ' 
AT I T E I' I  -- LOFTY CORAL ROCK BENEATH THE SURFACE O� TH� 
WATER. 8 ' A  -- A CQNTINUOUS HARD CORAL ROCk OR LEDGE. 
B ' '''I'KATE/KE - A ROUGH LEDGE OF ROCK OR STRATUM. S '  A/NGANI M8/TANG -- ... C A v E .  
8 "' K A T A T I  -- N .  ST EEP SLOPE. CLIFF. A .  STEEP. SHEER. CUT 
STRA IGHT •.  I N  LINE. V.T . JlSAKATAT IA I : TO CUT STR"lGHT. TO CROP 
STRAI GHT •• 
BAOTI - H. REE�. SUBMERGED ROCK •• 
IIATANO - N. SANO STONE. CRUMBL ING AOCK. sc.T • • •  SYN. aTE 
ENGLISH - K I R I B AT I  F I NOERLIST COMPILED 10/ tO/8D 
"' T I  TANo l . A .  SHALLOW, NEED t p.,G A HEAP OF SAND Y O  C O V E R .  
O l/KE WH I T E  SAND. T H E  SANOY B E A C H .  SANDY L A N D  _ 1 n-iDUT 
VERDURE. 
BIKE N. HEACH SAND. SAND eANk . S ... NOY SOIL. THE BEACH. 
THE SHORE • •  
BU/ N G I N l A :  t THE WESTERN tlOR IZON. 
BUK INARORA N .  REEF JuTTING OUT ... T END OF LAND. 
eUK INAWEAWE N .  EXTENS I O N  OF REEF BEYOND leUK INARORA I .  
BUK I N I WA I W A I  N .  EXTREME EDGE O F  REEF. 
���:T t�AI N_�C R�a TO'wARD OR ONTO THE SHORE. AS F ISH WHEN 
FRIGHTENED.  
EMBA I A  -- N EMP I R E .  
t/BEN TilNO - - C L e o  OF EARTH. 
I I' T I "' A T I  N 1 5TH"'US. 
I A /NEN" - - S T R A N G E R .  NAT I VE O F  ANOTHER COUNTRY. 
I KUE/TOA -- N E aU .... TOR. 
KA/MARUI'ARU'" VA OEPRESSIOft(S. OR P I TS OR VALLEYS. 
65 
K A S I  A BAY OR t to;LET OF seA OR LAGOON AD .... ANC ING IN POINT 
OR ROUND INTO THE LAND. A C R E E K .  
KAS I NO/UNOU , SPACE '"'ORE OR LESS DEEP ON A FLAT. 
K A 8 1 0/NGONGO DeEPLY I NOENTEO AS THE SHORE. 
K ... SUAKA -- N .  THE DARK . ROCKY SED OF LAGOON. A S  OPPOSED YO 
SANOY BOTTOM. ANT . XKAMA I I .  ' 
K A I  NI K AK I K I  N. A CROW eAR , A WOODEN TOOL WITH SHARP 
PO I NT FOR EXTRACT ING LARGE MOLLUSC FROM SHELLS, A SANDBANK 
E X T E N O I N G  UNDER wATER. . 
K A M · A/NOKA -- HAV ING A SL I GHT COvE. OR INDENTATION . A S  A 
BEA CH. 
K A M ' A'NOHO A SMALL OEPRESSION OR P I T .  
KANANO -- FORM ING A POND OR L A k E  "'T LOW T I DE. OR CREEK . 
K A R '"  N. A L A Y E R  OF HARD S O I L  DR SOFT ROCK. ( SOMETHING 
BETWEEN THE TWO . ) . 
KARANGA -- N. A R I VER. V. TO MAKE FLOW. 
K"'RARANG -- FROM SRANG A I : FLOW. N. R I VULET, "ROOKLET .  SMALL 
TRENCH. CHANNEL. ""T R I CKLE OF WATER. 
KE/KE a CAPE OF LAND. 
KEKE -- N .  A CAPE. END OF LANn JUTTING OUT TO SEA. 
K I MARA_A -- N. ( l )  ST"'LACTITE OF CORAL· ( GENERALLY RED ) . ( � n  
... PLANT. 
. ' ''',E I E I  EARTHQUAkE. SWAYING. 
"'A/ IAKI  SOUTH • 
MA/ IN lkU -- EAST. 
... ... /UNGA -- MOUN T A I N .  
=:���E vE;E N:.. 1:M��K��A��I.ETE I o� ����gEpg�Ni��v�O��L I�����: 
MANGIE.E -- N .  A K I ND OF CORAL STONE • • 4NOKU -- ( 1 1  N. BAY. GULF. CREEK. ELBOW. COVE. A. XMANOKU. MAMANOKU I :  CURVED • •  L-SHAPED ANGLE , FU1.L OF COVES. V . A .  
"KAM ANOKUA I : T O  FORM A • • •  ( 2 '  N .  A F I Stf " UtA"AIN T E  kUAU I J. 
MARAN -- A. SMOOTH. GLOSSY. POLISHED. 
MAT'" N RAWARAWA - N .  AN OPENING. CHA""'NEL. GAP IN THE AEff. 
MAUNGA -- N.  HILL .  MOUNTAIN. A .  SAE MAMAUNGA I :  VERY 
MOUNTAINOUS. MBEM8E -- H. VENT HOLE OF OCTOPUS. SYN. XNIMANAIHAI I .  N. 
STALAGNITE ( ".SANABA I J .  
NA -- LOOSe ROCKS O R  STONES ON A FL ... T .  
HAMA -- N .  LAGOON. LAKE ( D I F F .  FR014 "NANOI ' . N ... MO -- N. A S14ALL LAGOON. S"'ALL LAK E .  SHALLO ... WATER 
FOR M I NG LAkE AT LOW T I DE IN C E RT "' I N  PARTS OF LAGOON. v . A .  JlNAM 
RAO) I. FI G .  WELL PLACED. NEST�ED • 
NANGANANGA -- N .  GROTTO. CAVE. CAVERN. E)(CAVA T I O N .  
HARI -- ( I '  A LAGOON F I SH. SCOMBER , MULLE T. STE NAA INA R t l :  
A SMALL "NAR I .  
NE/l FRESH WATER POOl..  DR POND. 
NE I C I '  H. A POND. POOL , SWAMP. M ARSH .. 
Nll'kU -- wiDE AS THE R I M  OF LAND IN CERT"'IN PLACES. 
NIKURAROA -- N.A.  WIDE PAR T OF I SLANO. LANO EXTEND ING FAR 
ACROSS T H E  I SL"'�D. 
NU/K"'!OTU AN UNINHA81TED TRACT "ETwEEN VILLAGES. 
NU/KU -- VERY W I D E  A S  THE LAND. 
NUKA/NEAOA -- THE MIODLE OF THE ISLAND R IM  FROM OCEAN TO 
LAGtlDN SHOR!!:. 01'80 - PLACE NEAR THE SEACH NEVER SHOAt. AT l.OW WATER . 
O/NATAIIU -- POATION OF A CORAL FLAT SLIGHTLY RAISED. 
O/NATABU/KI8UKI UfiEft.N • REVATEO A LITTLE IN PLACES. AS 
T� SURFACE (W '1H� GROUND OR .0" " PLANK. 
F i gure 1 0  
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A V U G  I :AVlffirr---- A V L GU ·  -�VUG,,�---,r:vOG'A 
" .... Utt l flVUHO AVUHU 4VU", '" 
XVuCl ·"' ''l)Cr- "VUlt :\VUCG 
AVU,,"E "vUN I A VUNU ""VUN .... 
A Vui.[ -A""V l,; l=:i AVU!iL AVOhU 
AVUV[ " v u v I AVU .... U AVUV .... 
EDADE ClJADl -nJADU CHADD 
E L,o. C ' A  E UAG ' t.  C O A G ' I  L l! A (> " O  
ERA,Ol Lll AI'CE""" [BAIKI [CAKG 
([3ALU f:�I\MA E �A'''� [U"'I J 
U'ANO EAA"P'A"' - --CUXPE Lu",P) 
( l' AnU r:HA :;C CllA:; J LUAl A. 
([JAVQ EnC� ----eULOE cOCCi 
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I p ) e �  0 '  t-s-t-e X€'''  " e " ... e c 'Ie· 
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THE PO L I T I C S O F  D I CT I O NARY MAK I N G ON TAN N A  ( VA N UA T U )  
Lamon t Linds trom 
Sturtevant has defined a culture as "the sum of a given society ' s  folk 
classifications" ( 1964 : 100) . This interpretation of culture - although it can 
be taken as a gross simplification - stresses the centrality of socially con­
structed definitions of reality . Dictionaries ,  in literate societies ,  are 
folk attempts to standardise a society ' s  classifications and definitions . 
They are part of the apparatus by which cultural knowledge is codified and 
transmitted . Codification systematises cultural definitions and their 
linguistic labels . Transmission ensures that the systematised cultural code 
extends throughout a society and across time . 
Codification and transmission of standardised cultural definitions are 
not apolitical processe s . Instead , they forward the interests of some people 
and groups and challenge those of others . At the broadest leve l , political 
competition involves definitions of reality . Competing groups advance variant 
interpretations of the world . Concepts (e . g . , of natural and unnatural , 
masculine and feminine , wisdom and stupidity , goodness and evil ) must be 
continuously validated (and sometimes revised) in social interaction and 
argument . Those individuals and groups commanding positions of political and 
economic power within a society also control the cultural definitions of that 
society , and their codification as transmitted by dictionaries . 
Powerful groups validate and maintain their command of social reality by 
codifying and transmitting this in dictionary form . The appearance for the 
first time of authoritative English dictionaries in the 18th century (Wells 
1973 ) correlated with increased political muscle of the British middle clas s . 
The programmatic statements of early dictionary makers and their supporters 
castigated the speech of both the vulgar poor and "people of fashion" (Wells 
1973 : 46 ) . The more recent publication of Webster ' s  Thi rd interna tional 
dictionary - which for the first time listed and defined "ain ' t" and a number 
of other rude American words - occasioned a long debate about the authoritative 
versus descriptive functions of dictionaries (Sledd 1962 ) . Those who protested 
the vulgarising of dictionary language accurately perceived the political 
competence of dictionaries which protect dominant group interests by making a 
particular speech style and system of folk classification the standard . 
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The question comes down to the degree of shared culture ( including 
language ) within a society . If a culture is entirely shared , no disagreement 
or conflicting interpretations of word meaning or of word pronunciation could 
exist . A dictionary would be completely descriptive and this description 
would have no political significance . Much of culture , however , is not shared . 
Groups and individuals within a society possess different sets of definitional 
constructs and work with variant grammatical rules which generate a number of 
different speech styles .  Most speakers ,  o f course , agree on at least the 
primary codified meanings and indicated pronunciations of many of the words 
found in an English dictionary . One still need ask , however , after determining 
that culture is shared to some degree , how these particular codifications 
become and remain standardised . 
Dictionaries transmit an interpretation of reality . Even if they succeed 
in being partially descriptive of shared and variant cultural meanings and 
linguistic form, they remain authoritative political statements . A dictionary 
is authoritative not only in the sense that it instructs its readers in the 
correct manner of defining , pronouncing and spelling , but also because the 
particular definitions and speech styles it codifies and transmits become a 
standard removed from ongoing speech interaction . By codifying a standard code 
and by storing and circulating this in literate form , dictionaries obj ectify 
language . Thus objectified , dictionary-disciplined language achieves greater 
autonomy than language which exists only in memory . 
If all dictionaries demand "making and controlling translations" (Voegelin , 
quoted in Robinson 1969 : 10 ) , bilingual dictionaries involve further , cross­
cultural considerations of control . writing bilingual dictionaries is a small 
part of western appropriation of the world . Linguistics , like anthropology , 
fixes in print a cultural system in such a way that it becomes a knowable 
obj ect more accessible to manipulation by those both within and without the 
speech community . Malinowski , who instituted early anthropological and 
linguistic fieldwork in the Pacific , scribbled in his diary as he sailed north 
to the Trobriand i slands : 
I hear the word "Kiriwina" . . •  I get ready ; little grey , 
pinkish huts . . .  It is I who will describe them or 
create them ( 1967 : 14 0 ) . 
His claim , grandiose and egomaniacal , nevertheless applies also to the composi­
tion of dictionarie s . Dictionaries obj ectify sounds into orthography , utterances 
into morphemes and inference into denotation . Dictionary codification is 
literary cryogenics . In addition to capturing only a particular moment in 
communicative flux , a dictionary flash-freezes a language into a configuration 
which is only one of a number of possible abstractions of its present state . 
Each of these alternatively possible dictionary codifications presents its own 
attendent political implications . 
This paper discusses three codificatory puzzles which arose in the 
compilation of a dictionary of the N�nin�fe {Kwamera) l language of Tanna in 
the southern part of Vanuatu (Lindstrom forthcoming) . These puzzles consist 
of island words which are more than arbitrary acoustic symbols of material and 
immaterial ideas . They also indicate something about the speaker and speech 
context . This secondary , political utility often dominates the primary 
referential function of a word (cf . Salisbury 1962 ; Strathern 197 5 ;  Sankoff 
1976 , 197 7 ) . 
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About 17 , 000 people live on Tanna and speak five closely related 
Austronesian languages ( see Lynch 1978 ; Tryon 1976) . Two thousand people 
along the south and east coasts of the island speak N�nin�fe (described in 
missionary sources as Kwamera) . Presbyterian missionaries , during the late 
19th and early 20th centuries , invented several orthographies of three of the 
island ' s  languages acting according to the usual protestant dictum of Bible 
translation . They produced a N�nin�fe New Testament as well as a number of 
hymnals , elementary primers and other material used in mission schools ( see 
Watt 1880 , 1890 , 1919 , for example) . A generation of men , now in its late 
50s and 60s , learned to read (more than write ) their language . 
In the 1960s , the British and French colonial governments took control 
of and expanded the mission school systems . Political concerns in the main 
motivated this educational expansion . Government schools purposely neglected 
indigenous languages as well as Bislama , the Pidgin English lingua franca of 
the archipelago , to ensure student literacy in one or the other of the colonial 
languages . Few young Tannese can read their own languages , although some have 
a passing acquaintance with English or French . 
Although the recently independent Vanuatu government supported a language 
conference in 1981 which made recommendations concerning the future role of 
the nation ' s 105 indigenous languages in education , law , and the mass media , it 
has yet to undertake much of a program to ensure their national significance or 
utility . The conference did recommend , however , the production of dictionaries 
partially as linguistic salvage (of those Languages "on the verge of being lost 
because of declining population" ) and partially to transform ( literalise) local 
languages into objects of utility within national institutional contexts 
(Pacific Churches Research Centre 1981 : 17 ) . This dictionary objectification of 
local languages is an initial requirement for subsequent national appropriation 
and manipulation . 
Dictionaries make sense by codifying word meaning and word form . Attempts 
to codify local languages , however ,  encounter a number of practical problems 
with serious political implications . Some difficulties relate to the fact that 
word meanings are socially unshared . Other difficulties relate to variant word 
form . This paper discusses the problematic codification of three sorts of 
politically significant words . Some words are meaningful because they have no 
meaning. These function , partially , to signify the importance of a communica­
tion . Others are words the articulatory rights to which individual speakers 
inherit and control .  These mark personal distinctiveness and identity . 
Finally , a third type of words consists of sets of cognates which are associated 
with particular residential groups . These words symbolise speakers ' local 
affiliations and signify the existence of political boundaries . 
Dictionary codification flounders in the first instance in that although 
speakers use a word they do not share its meaning . It flounders in the latter 
two instances in that although speakers share meaning they are unable or un­
willing to pronounce the word . Because of the significance of these variations , 
the choice by a dictionary maker to resolve codificatory incertitude in one way 
or another may have local political impact if his dictionary becomes known and 
used . 
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WORDS W ITHOUT MEAN IN G  
People sometimes use words the meaning of which they claim not to 
understand . Malinowski , encountering similarly senseless words in Trobriand 
Island garden spells , described the problem as "the meaning of meaningless 
words " ( 19 3 5 : 213 ) . Nonsensical words , on Tanna , occur principally in song 
(cf . Fortune 1963 : 257-258 ; Lewis 1980 : 59) . People discern songs to be ancestral 
messages . These may be inherited from forebears or have more immediate origins 
if some songsmith is ancestrally inspired as he dreams . Gray , a 19th century 
Presbyterian missionary on Tanna , noted : 
a native , we know , readily uses the preformatives of his own 
dialect with the stem root words of another dialect . I have 
found these corruptions and foreign words in all native songs 
I have examined ( 1894 : 43 ,  see also Codrington 189 1 : 334-336 ) . 
"Meaningless word" ,  of course ,  is an oxymoron . A nonsense word has meaning 
even if this is inferential rather than referential . Malinowski suggested that 
meaningless words function to mark the extraordinariness and magical status of 
an utterance ( 19 35 : 224 ) . The words of Tannese songs , partially or completely 
senseless , share this utility . Songs are the chief form of ritual speech at 
traditional ceremonial occasions . Supporters of the principals involved in the 
day ' s  exchange of goods gather to dance and sing throughout the night . Singers 
are ignorant of the sense of many of the traditional songs in their repertoire . 
Meaningless libretti also characterise the songs which people sing during the 
ceremonial events of modern ideological organisations . These include the 
various Christian sects and the John Frum Movement (a successful political 
organisation cum cargo cult) . Christians , for example , are content to yodel 
English or French hymns , singing words with nQ denotation for most of the 
hymnists . 
* * * * * * * 
l ou , Tom i T i m i I, Tommy, Jimmy 
Ka upo i T t n a  Cowboy Tanna 
Oke i oke i Okay, Okay 
We l t uma r uma ( senseless language until 
I s o soera t i en i ten ama . song ' s  end) . 
John Frum Hymn 
* * * * * * * 
An equation of semantic opacity , remoteness , and antiquity informs folk 
etymology . People , to account for their choral lexical ignorance , suggest that 
nonsense words either are of foreign origin ( "Tahiti" and "Tonga" are suspected 
venues ) or are the speech of the ancestors . In some cases a word may be both 
these things ; linguistic consultants sometimes identity a word which exists as 
a common form in a neighbouring dialect as ancestral , and therefore spookily 
senseless .  
Even though Malinowski claimed that nonsense words are meaningful "in that 
they play a part" (19 3 5 : 247 ) , he was also very concerned to pin down any 
denotations he could . He relied sometimes on flimsy morphological evidence but 
more often on his key informant in these matters , Bagido ' u :  
In some formulae we are able to translate the words clearly 
and satisfactorily after our magically illumed commentator 
has given us their esoteric meaning ( 1935 : 219 ) . 
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Malinowski ' s  anthropological efforts , however , to elucidate and codify these 
meaningless lexical riddles run counter to politically functional ambiguity in 
Melanesian societies . A word meaning known by a single person ( i . e . , "wise 
informant" ) is not a social fact until this meaning is communicated to another 
The transformation of personal interpretations into socially shared meanings is 
one of the bases of power in the area . On Tanna , this exegesis of esoterica is 
the main avenue to prestige (Lindstrom 1984) . The existence of political 
competition on the island generates much more disagreement than agreement in 
semantic interpretation . Malinowski ,  had he found a second wise informant , 
would probably have discovered likewise divergent explications ( see Malinowski 
1935 : 2 3 2 ; Lewis 1980 : 67-71 ) . 
Songsmiths , on Tanna , continue the production of nonsensical songs in 
order to sustain an interpretive role . Nikiau , for example , a John Frum leader 
of the 1940s , instructed young men and women in the meaningless words of a set 
of new cult songs . These represented , he claimed , John Frum ' s  language . He 
instantly became a religious pundit and an individual of some prominence in as 
much as people were willing to sing the songs according to his interpretations . 
Meaningless words provide material for politically motivated exegesis . A 
particular semantic interpretation , of course , may or may not establish much 
exchange value . A semantic savant ' s  political success within the local 
information market is measured by the degree to which his interpretations are 
accepted by the public (and , sometimes , by his ability to convince - or take 
in - visiting ethnographers such as Malinowski ) .  Dictionary codification of 
one interpretive version of these words obviously would lend support to one 
leader vis-a-vis his semantic competitors . 
A leader , or big-man , in this sense is an interpreter . He , too , is a 
dictionary maker . His advantage is that his interpretive codifications are 
stored in memory rather than in print . The 'meaning ' of this sort of word is 
socially constructed to a degree far beyond the imagination of any 
phenomenologist . These meanings have no guarantee of permanency , depending as 
they do on political exigency , and they thus violate the temporal semantic 
expectations which make dictionary making possible . Meaningless words , which 
signify the specialness of a communication or permit definitional fancy , must 
be glossed as political supersense rather than nonsense . This sense , however , 
will probably decay before a dictionary does . 
VERBAL ASSETS 
There are words which everyone speaks and sings but only certain people 
agree to understand (as above ) . There are others which everyone understands 
but no one speaks . The problem with this second category of word is not the 
codification of meaning ; it is a problem of word control . These lexemes are 
personal property inherited from one ' s  ancestors . Dictionary appropriation 
of this sort of word becomes a form of symbolic thievery , etyma-larceny , as 
it were . Fortune , collecting on the sly Dobuan spells which contain various 
secret names for supernatural actors , animals ,  things , etc . , noted that had 
he used such names publicly , he 
would have aroused such resentment in my teacher of magic 
that my learning of magic would have been over . I would 
have been giving names of power , giving power itself , to 
those who had no birth-right to such power , but who had to 
fee the special practitioners and possessors of such power 
to exercise it on their behalf ( 1963 : 114) . 
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Personal names are one possible set of verbal assets . On Tanna , as else­
where in Melanesia , many personal names (which also label plants and animals ) 
belong to particular lineages (or "name-sets" , see Lindstrom 1985 ) and are 
recycled through the generations . Other islanders , however , have rights of 
pronunciation of these lineage nomenclatural assets and can use them to refer 
to the so-named people as well as to their natural object namesakes . The 
proprietary assumptions linking a person and his name do not entail a speech 
taboo which prevents the articulation of the name by others (as occurs else­
where in the Pacific , see Fortune 1932 : 62-68 , for example) . 
* * * * * * * * 
KtMT I N 
l . Kind of taro . 2 .  Personal name. 
Kt RA N 
l .  Kind of tree . 2 .  Ladder . 3 . Personal name . 
PAUPAUK N 
l .  Butterfly · 2 .  Personal name . 
* * * * * * * * 
Other verbal assets , however , do entail enunciatory taboos , or at least a 
wariness on the part of those speakers with no rights to the word . These , 
especially , are words which label or describe various magical paraphernalia. 
Most men have inherited magical obj ects ( e . g . , sets of powerful stones ) , along 
with knowledge of necessary bark and leaf accoutrements and the right to 
legitimate magical practice . This distinctive knowledge is part of the consti­
tution of every man ' s  individuality . Its transmission is highly restricted in 
order to maintain its secrecy . On Tanna , there is thus an ' organic '  distribu­
tion of magical knowledge in which every person controls a small part of the 
whole . As event dictates , various individual practitioners are called to the 
fore in order to regulate the weather , diagnose and cure disease , ensure the 
fertility of the season ' s  crops , etc . 
People are conspicuously careful not to violate the barriers of informa­
tion transmission which would threaten the current distribution of restricted 
knowledge . Part of this prudence extends to an unwillingness to pronounce in 
public words associated with one or another of the magical technologies . 
These techniques frequently involve very similar materials distinguished only 
nomenclaturally . A magically treated length of wild cane (ordinarily n i g )  can 
take a different name depending on which person ' s  magic so treated it . People 
without rights to operate a magical technique publicly claim ignorance of all 
that it entails . They reveal only in private their illicit knowledge of 
associated names and words . 
* * 
N U KWE I NAR I N 
* * 
Soraery, or magiaal stone . 
KWAT I UT I U  N 
* * * * 
Magiaal ly treated length of wild aane (Miscanthus sp . )  
PW I P  N 
Magically treated length of wild aane.  
* * * * * * * * 
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Malinowski , collecting his spells , encountered a similar distribution of 
verbal assets in the Trobriands . People informed him : 
"This is Bagido ' u ' s  magic - we cannot speak about it . "  
It is bad form to trespass on the magician ' s  exclusive 
fie ld of knowledge ( 19 3 5 : 2 2 5 ) . 
Malinowski went to Bagido ' u ,  learned from him , and subsequently revealed his 
knowledge in print . Makers of dictionaries need to discern whether speakers 
make a distinction between oral and written revelation of verbal assets . If 
none exists , the lexicographer must consider seriously the consequences of 
potential semantic trespass - a dictionary redistribution of linguistic 
private property . 
There are other words which everyone understands but is wary of speaking , 
although for different reasons . Here , words are taboo not because they are 
associated with a body of personally managed secret knowledge but because they 
serve to mark particular categories of social relationships (cf . Goodenough 
and Sugita 1980 : l- l i ) . A speaker ' s  avoidance of certain words when communi­
cating with an interlocutor marks the social identities involved in the 
interaction and makes a comment on the current state of the relationship . 
Brothers and sisters ( real and classificatory) , in particular , avoid 
discussion of topics running the gamut from copulation , through pregnancy to 
parturition . They are also careful not to use any of a set of marked words 
which denote sexual body parts and their functions . Men , particularly young 
men who call each other by a reflexive kin term - i e r i  (actual/potential brother­
in- law) , on the other hand , regularly bandy these terms as part of expected 
verbal abuse . Violation of either expectation of linguistic immoderation or 
punctilio signifies some derangement in the social relationship . 
* * * * * * * * 
KANA R I N 
Vagina. 
KWAN I H I - N 
Penis . 
KWANA R E - N 
Testicle . 
- E H I V 
Copulate . - E H I I KOU , copulate from the rear. 
* * * * * * * * 
The conversational exchange of marked words of this sort is also 
characteristic of various social situations . A major setting for jocular 
obscenity , for example , is an informal football game during which youthful 
players comment both on the play of the game and on the qualities of fellow 
players . Men seemed to experience a certain illicit diversion in teaching me 
the set of marked vocables and explaining the niceties of their usage . This , 
however , only occurred within uneasily stimulated all-male groups . Linguistic 
consultants , nervous at my writing all this down , specifically stated that 
such words do not belong in a dictionary . (They agree , in thi s , with Webster . )  
Dictionaries , unlike football games , ought to contain only polite language . 
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A comprehensive dictionary could offend people ' s  sensibilities in that it 
threatens the expected distribution of linguistic markers of social relation­
ships . If people of the wrong kin type in future happen together to peruse 
the dictionary and encounter a marked term , social tumult akin to an infamous 
local showing of David Attenborough ' s  film on the John Frum Movement is not 
inconceivable . Attenborough had photographed men drinking kava - an activity 
at least ideologically never seen by women . When his film made its way back 
to the island to play to a mixed sex audience in a school room served by an 
electric generator , men leapt to their feet in dismay and set about stuffing 
their wives and daughters under the nearest chairs or hustling them out of the 
room . Like an ethnographic film , a dictionary - because it is literary - at 
least partially removes a language from the control of its speakers . 
L INGUISTIC  CHAUV I N I SM 
A third type of politically significant words consists of limited sets of 
microdialectical cognates .  These words signify speakers '  wider affiliations 
and mark group boundaries (Grace 1981 : 1 53-161 ; Lindstrom 1983) . People 
conversationally recognise the distribution of these cognates to situate 
speakers within neighbourhoods . (There is also a much larger set of cognate 
lexemes in free or microdialectical variation throughout the area which people 
ignore as inferentially useful . )  Whereas with senseless words , a dictionary 
fails in the codification of meaning , here the difficulty is in codification 
of phonetic form . Although every N�nin�fe speaker knows all significant 
variants (and can locate these geographically) , each uses the set associated 
with his particular village (cf . Salisbury 1962 ; Gumperz 197 8 : 394 ) . To do 
otherwise would signify displacement from his local group . 
* * * * * * 
-ATA v 
See, look ( also -ATON I ,  Port Resolution ) . 
- t Kt N E Kt N  A 
* 
Strong, rigid ( also - t KMt Kt N , mountain area ) 
- KA F t K G 
* 
First person singular possessive marker for certain 
semi-alienab le nouns ( also KO K- , Imaki area) . 
R E Kt M  I 
No ( also R E KA KU , Port Resolution ; N t KtM , moUntain area ) . 
- V E H E  v 
Come, move towards ( also -AFE , Port Resolution ) . 
* * * * * * * * 
Speakers of all microdialects claim their particular variant as the ' stump ' 
of language - the origin of all other (distorted ) island languages and the 
proper manner of speaking . They accuse others of misspeaking or twisting real 
language . Islanders , except in multilingual or joking contexts , avoid producing 
available variants from other areas ( although they understand these) not only 
because of the symbolic displacement o f identity thus generated , but because 
they consider such variants as outlandish , less prestigious , if not also 
incorrect . Similar linguistic chauvinism also characterises people's estimations 
of the island ' s  other languages .  
'----- - - _ . .  _ - --
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To concentrate dictionary effort on one N�nin�fe microdialect would 
confirm one local group in its prejudices and offend all others . To include 
all microdialectical variation would please nobody . The exigencies of field­
work and personal knowledge , nevertheless , dictate an intermediate course (cf . 
Harrell 1967 : 56-57 ) . This involves concentration on one microdialect supple­
mented with available information from the others (which will , perhaps , both 
displease and offend) . 
LANGUAGE OUT OF CONTROL 
Writers of bilingual dictionaries must select their audience in order to 
determine how best to structure the information they compile (Haas 1967 ) . This 
becomes problematic when recording unwritten languages .  In whose society will 
the controlled linguistic object become a meaningful artifact? If a dictionary 
has meaning only within one of the societies of the bilinguistic conjunction 
(the English-speaking ) , codificatory difficulties which stem from the political 
utility of language - constantly revised in an arena where political interest 
partially dictates semantic and phonetic structure - are unimportant . One 
society ' s  political tool becomes the other ' s  curious artifact and this is 
acceptable whether or not it contains non-denotative words , individual verbal 
assets , taboo words , or verbal markers of local group affiliation . If a 
dictionary , however , becomes a meaningful artifact in both societies ,  the 
translations it makes and controls become one of many possible political 
statements . This dictionary statement differs from the rest , however , in its 
literate form and permanency . Language , thus codified , escapes the usual 
controls of individual interests and memory . 
Tannese cultural definitions and speech patterns are currently codified 
only in memory and transmitted by speech . A dictionary constitutes a channel 
for knowledge codification and transmission which is more powerful than speech , 
more permanent than memory . Dictionaries , because of this ,  partially remove a 
language from the control of its speakers .  What was constantly negotiated in 
political interaction is now frozen in literate form . 
Goody and Watt distinguish controlled (or literary) language from non-
literate . As characteristic of the second , they argue : 
There can be no reference to ' dictionary definitions ' ,  
nor can words accumulate the successive layers of 
historically validated meanings which they acquire in 
a literate culture . Instead the meaning of each word 
is ratified in a succession of concrete situations , 
accompanied by vocal inflexions and physical gestures , 
all of which combine to particularise both its specific 
denotation and its accepted connotative usages ( 1968 : 29 ) . 
Dictionaries , because they transcend the control of individual memories and 
interests , make apparent inconsistencies in language over time and across a 
society . They make apparent the fact that culture is not totally shared and 
that language is variable . N�nin�fe has changed enough since the publication 
of a 19th century translation of the New Testament that the men able to read 
the remaining specimens of this book recognise and comment on the variation . 
This diachronic variation , however , fits neatly with the idea that ancestral 
language as spoken either by one ' s  grandparents or by ancestors who appear in 
dreams should be different from everyday speech . 
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Dictionary codification and revelation of contemporary linguistic 
variation ( i . e . , culture which is either un shared or differentially valued) , 
on the other hand , is more disturbing . A dictionary reveals some of the 
infrastructure of power and inequality on the island . Moreover , dictionary 
control of meaningless words , verbal assets , and variant cognates is an 
objectification of only one of a number of competing political statements .  
By taking the making and controlling of translations out of everyday inter­
action , a dictionary as a new artifact in Tannese society could support the 
definitional claims , political interests , and linguistic expectations of some 
groups and individuals over others . The dictionary regulation of language may 
have political consequence as well , in the case of bilingual dictionaries , 
between societies . 
In literate societies ,  speakers are no longer the sole judge of the 
meanings and the proper forms of words ; nor are they any longer solely respon­
sible for codification and transmission of their language . Dictionaries , 
instead , define a standard and , therefore , help to reproduce as well as merely 
describe shared culture . Two hundred years ago , when dictionaries were created 
to be authoritarian statements of one particular interpretation of linguistic 
and cultural reality , speakers of English lost partial control of their 
language . 
Standards of meaning and of pronunciation also exist in non-literate (or 
functionally non-literate ) societies such as Tanna . These standards , however , 
are not predominant in that all speakers negotiate and transmit them daily in 
public conversation and store them only in memory . There is no determining , 
written authority . Ruling structures of political inequality , of course , 
affect the outcome of these processes of conversational negotiation which 
create and validate shared meanings . Literate dictionary storage and circula­
tion of lexical meanings and forms , however , offers a new mechanism of language 
control of a different , more durable order . This authoritative competence is 
given in the name ; dictionary , dictum , and dictate , of course , are etymological 
kin . 
This is not to say that a system of defined meanings is immune from 
challenge because it is written . Speakers , in the end , are capable of regaining 
a measure of linguistic control by recognising that dictionaries , as authoritative 
standards , are also political statements . This has already occurred , on Tanna , 
with ethnographic codifications of non-linguistic aspects of culture (cf . France 
1969 ) . In the early 1950s , the anthropologist Jean Guiart attempted to record 
the names of men possessing rights to two traditional ' chiefly ' statuses in 
every local group . Although ideologically inherited through patrilineal links , 
men actually appropriate these statuses by astute political manipulations 
including the revision of the unwritten past . When men peruse this catalog of 
chiefs today , they are confounded by what they see as a pack of lies . Guiart 
( 1956) remembers in print what they find convenient to forget . They do not , 
naturally , cease to forget . Instead , Guiart becomes the gullible victim of 
past deceptions . 
A dictionary , as representative of certain interests over others , perhaps 
expects no better future than codified ethnography . Political circumstance 
will determine the future standing of its controlled word meanings and phonetic 
forms . In one event , a dictionary will be a valuable treasury of ancestral 
speech ; in the other , a fraudulent counterfeit of real language . 
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NOTES 
I would like to thank Fulbright-Hays , the English-Speaking Union of 
the United States , the Departments of Anthropology at the University 
of California, Berkeley " and at the Research School of Pacific Studies , 
Australian National University , the University of Tulsa , and all 
friends on Tanna for the ass i stance I received and the we lcome I 
experienced during three re search trips to Vanuatu . I also thank 
A .K . Pawley for helpful editorial criticism . 
1 . The symbol [ + ] represents a mid central vowel ; [v ] a voiced high 
central glide ; and [g ] a velar nasal stop ( see Lynch 1978) . 
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RAP I D  LEX I CA L  C H ANG E AND THE P ROBLEM O F  WHAT TO I N C LUDE 
I N  A N EW TAH I T I AN D I CT I O N A R Y  
Jack H .  Ward 
The task of this paper is to address the desirability of including non­
contemporary words in a proposed dictionary of Tahitian and the exploration of 
a certain approach to that problem as well as the resolution of some lexico­
graphical difficulties which arise with the execution of the procedure . 
BACKGROUND 
Tahitian has been described as being lexically aberrant in comparison with 
other , closely related Polynesian languages (Henry 1928 ; LeMa1tre 1973 ; Levy 
1970 ; White 1967 ) . This characterisation has been attributed to rapid innova­
tion in vocabulary which in turn involved ( 1) the loss of aboriginal cultural 
practices and social institutions in connection with a sudden , intense , and 
relatively long interaction with Europeans , ( 2 ) the eager acquisition of 
European technology as well as cultural and social traditions (Vernier 1948) 
both factors being characterisable as the result of external influence , and 
( 3 ) the highly interesting internal factor of lexical innovation (borrowing 
and coining) due to word tabuing (Ahnne 1926 , 1931 ; Henry 192 7 ; Salmon 192 7 ; 
Vernier 1948; White 1967 and 1968 ) . As a consequence o f the foregoing factors 
the Tahitian lexicon is considerably different today than it was two hundred 
years ago , probably having lost more words than it has gained . 
WHY A NEW D I CTI ONARY ? WHY NOW? 
There never has been an orthographically adequate Tahitian-English 
dictionary . At a time when Pacific peoples are attaining greater independence 
and internal autonomy it is critical that outsiders have modern and useful 
tools for understanding and interaction with people of particular locales . 
The Francophone Pacific has been difficult of access to English speakers .  An 
adequate dictionary will help solve this problem . 
Andrew Pawley and Lois Carrington , eds A ustronesian 
l ingui stics at the 1 5 th Paci fi c Science Congress , 343- 353 . 
Paci fi c Linguistics ,  C-88 , 1985 . 
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A complete (or relatively complete ) dictionary of contemporary Tahitian 
may perhaps ignore archaic and obsolete words with little inconvenience for 
many users . There are , however , reasons for including such items in a full 
lexicon of any language . Properly noted older forms could shed light on the 
culture history of the speech community , its nature , origin , and subsequent 
interactions with other speech areas . It would also help address more general 
and theoretical questions of language change . 
In the case of Tahitian there would be specific utility in a dictionary 
which would constitute a full record of the language . This is due to the 
growing role of Tahitian as it becomes a focus and symbol for increased 
cultural identity , self-awareness , and political action for most of the people 
in French Polynesia (Lavondes 1974 ; Tagapa 1979; Prevost 1970) . Tahitian has 
been established as a subject of instruction in schools and competency in the 
language constitutes an option in testing for educational accomplishment and 
qualifying for local civil service . In 1978 Tahitian was established as a co­
official language along with French and mechanisms for broad dialogue with the 
citizenry have been undertaken in order to help chart the course for develop­
ment (LeMaitre 1978 ; Martin 1978 ; Pietri 1978 ; Salmon 1978 ; Tevane 1978) . 
A Tahitian Academy ( Fare Vana ' a  in the vernacular) , established by the 
Government in 1974 , has had a great deal to do with the foregoing developments 
and it continues to investigate and promote the Tahitian language and culture , 
in part , by advocating broad language planning goals and by setting and pursuing 
the development of specific resource materials (Coppenrath 1975 and 1980) . The 
Academy has established a more complete orthography than heretofore . 
Current projects of the academy include a modern statement of Tahitian 
grammar , a new Tahitian-French dictionary , pedagogical materials for elementary 
schools , and the development of new vocabulary to meet the needs of Tahitian in 
a modern context . The grammar as well as the pedagogy and terminology projects 
have made substantial progress (Fare Vana ' a  1978? ; Service de l ' Education et 
Academie Tahitienne 1979? ; Fare Vana ' a  1981 respectively) . 
The progress on a new Tahitian-French dictionary has necessarily not been as 
dramatic and a parallel Tahitian-English lexical project could serve several 
purposes , e . g . provide incentive , help develop methods and data , and possibly 
share in the distribution of certain tasks - all of which could benefit both 
efforts . Since one of the stated methods of the terminology project has been 
to utilise archaic Tahitian words (Coppenrath 1980 ) , even without a concurrent 
Tahitian-French dictionary project , a clearer compilation of the Tahitian 
lexicon and its documentation through time could be of distinct utility . More 
generally such a work could provide linguistic data on the roots of and changes 
in Tahitian culture . 
THE NATURE OF  THE D I CT IONARY 
The lixical file is envisioned to be a dynamic data base. Publication of a 
dictionary would be only one of several outcomes . Due to the many input sources 
(below) , the large volume of resulting data , the need to ' streamline ' the file 
such as by purging it of redundant information , a mUltiplicity of uses ( some of 
which may not yet be known ) , and the high probability that various sets and 
classes of data will need to be retrieved at different times it is clear that 
such an effort can only be handled economically and reliably through the 
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application of computer technology and , in this case , with the utilisation of 
programs now well developed at the University of Hawaii by Professor Robert Hsu . 
The detai ls of the program ' s design and capabilities are presented in 
Dr Hsu ' s  paper (Hsu , in this volume ) . Here it is sufficient only to mention 
that a key aspect of his approach is the identification and labelling of the 
variolls distinctive categories of data in each entry of the various sources . 
The list of labels is unique to each research project but in any case is open­
ended and can be augmented , reduced , reorganised , rearranged , and expanded as 
required . A complete and integrated file can be automatically maintained . 
The file and its data can be manipulated as needed . An English-Tahitian 
finderlist can be generated at wil l . 
The elements ( labels ) presently being utilised or anticipated in the 
creation of the lexical file include the following. 












a ,b , c  






Labe l s  fo r :  




phonemically complete . Separate listings 
for homophonous forms . 
Equatable to a chronology . All other 
labels the data of which derive from 
a given source will be identified by 
source 
Orthographic equivalents where spelling differs greatly from 
a phonemic representation . 
Phonetics 
Prosody 
Variant forms * 
Alternant forms * 











+ special phonetic features ,  e . g . 
forms which never show orthographic 
pronunciation . 
e . g . colloquialisms 
i . e .  cognates in other Polynesian 
languages 
Reconstructed ancestral forms . 
Special reflexes of interest . 
I f not explained totally by the 
above or below . 
Source language , lexeme , and process . 
Loss , gain , loan translation , coinage . 
e . g . rude , crude , swear word , euphemism . 
Archaic ,  obsolete , rare , dialect , 
jargon , slang . 
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Semantic range * 
English * 
Literal meaning * 
Idiomatic meaning * 
French definition * 
Spanish definition * 
Latin names * 
Place names * 
Personal names 





Notes (cont ' d) 
Frequency in text material such as 
early/modern literary , traditional 
tales , formal/colloquial speech . 
e . g . technology , plant , medicine 
Part of speech . 
(with English translation) 
Formal type and semantic class . 
Subnumeration if needed for the 
delineation of the semantic range . 
With English translation 
With English translation 
Scientific names 
Feature , location 
Proper , family , god 
All inputers may make comments , 
identify problems and ask questions . 
Subject of the note may by identified 
as phonology , grammar , morphology , 
history , etc . 
on the reliability of information . 
Remaining work before completion 
* Identifies categories of information presently being extracted from the 
input sources . 
a ,b , c , d , e , f , g : See below 
The contents of the entries within the file could follow the above order 
or be arranged in any other sequence desired . It may be noted however that the 
above order places the material in a sequence ( sometimes overlapping) of broad 
categories of treatment . Thus information deals chronologically with (a ) form, 
(b) reference to other forms , (c ) evaluation , (d) social categories , ( e ) gramma­
tical matters or the association of the entry with other forms within structure , 
( f) s ignification , and finally ( g) house-keeping . 
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One is perhaps tempted to elaborate more categories than reasonable time 
will allow to be filled and utilised . However work can be done in stages and 
by more than one person . In any case a considerable amount of time and effort 
is required to categorise the content of several dictionaries and enter them 
into a file without error . It is the anticipation of increased accuracy and 
completeness as well as ultimate economies of time when the data is manipulated 
that motivates the enterprise . 
THE SOURCES 
The projected dictionary of Tahitian will be developed first from existing 
sources on the lexicon of the language . Later the file will be augmented from 
works such as ethnographies which incorporate language forms in their narratives . 
The first phase of development will be concluded with the examination of present­
day written and spoken Tahitian materials already in collection . (Phase II 
which may overlap with part of phase I will be aimed at the computer-assisted 
consolidation and reduction of the file . Phase III is planned as the field 
investigation . Phase IV will be devoted to preparation of a dictionary . )  
Within the first phase of development a number of sources are available 
which are historically distributed , albeit somewhat unevenly , over the two 
hundred and fifteen year span of time since the beginning of the written record 
of the language . Some works may have uncritically accepted forms from earlier 
works . The early wordlists are especially sub ject to inadequacies of tran­
scription and definition . They can , however , establish a baseline , extend the 
time frame , and be very useful in revealing some language change which was in 
progress at the time of European advent . The chronological list below gives 
the sources presently known or suspected by the writer . * indicates sources 


































Fare Vana ' a  






The use of several sources distributed over time will give the basic 
documentation for the rapid lexical change referre.d to above . When consolidated 
into a single file by computer the program will enable the file to reveal when 
words entered the record and when others were deleted . Deletion of words may 
be tentatively construed as definitive of obsolete status . Words appearing 
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later in the record may not however constitute new words in the language itself 
but merely represent more complete work by lexicographers . However the identi­
fication of some words as European loans , others as borrowings from Polynesian 
tongues , and still others as loan translations or coinages will help 
differentiate the pedigrees of the various forms . Changes in the semantic 
rang9s of words will also be subject to investigation since the file will 
retain the chronology for all data including definitions . Studies in changes 
in orthographies and word classifications can also be made from the file . 
In summary , the lexical files which will be developed may be used either 
for various investigations into the history of the Tahitian language or as a 
descriptive base into which may be incorporated additional and more complete 
information (especially as represented by the unasterisked categories of 
infonnation on pages 345-346 above ) . For the present this paper is concerned 
only with the task of completing the composite lexical file . 
RESULTING PROBLEMS AN D STEPS TOWARD THE I R  RESOLUTION 
The incorporation of all Tahitian forms will create at least two sorts of 
problems , i . e .  the identification of two classes of forms and the representation 
of the shapes of the non-contemporary ones . The first problem may be , in part , 
automatically handled by virtue of the ability to reveal each source of infor­
mation and thereby the time periods from which the words are drawn . The matter 
could be handled graphically by using a different type face or the label 
' obsolete ' in the entries of words not in present day usage . 
Care will have to be exercised and informants queried in order to reduce 
to a minimum the mislabelling of some words that have persisted as rare or 
dialect forms . The addition of word frequency counts can further assist users 
by revealing words of low utility . For example the word /ma i moa/ pe t, plaything 
is apparently a word of very low frequency since it does not appear in the 1973 
LeMaitre general lexicon . Its occurrence and shape were veri fied by 1979 when 
the author noted it in the telling of a folktale recorded that year . 
For words which continue to be classified as obsolete forms , and there 
will be a great many of them , the problem of shape is a very serious one . 
Phonologically distinctive vowel length is thoroughly provided only in the 
LeMaitre and Fare Vana ' a lexicons (LeMaitre , 197 3 ; Fare Vana ' a , 1980) . The 
latter work is quite limited in scope and only the former is designed for 
broad coverage . Since , by definition , obsolete words occur only in earlier 
sources all vowels are suspect . A more detailed study of the distribution of 
vowel length within words may reveal certain patterns that could reduce the 
likelihood that certain vowels would be long. At present however the writer 
is aware of very few such factors and offers some examples of vowel length 
occurrence . 
1 . Final vowel :  /ma ro/ 
/ fe i a/ 
�y 
a class of people (not a social class ) 
who share some characteristic 
2 .  Penultimate : /ma ' a/ food ,  /pan i /  pan 
/ p i ana/ piano , / pu romu/ road 
3 .  Final and penultimate : /maro/ stubborn , headstrong 
/ tTma/ cement ,  /papu/ fZat,  level 
4 . Antepenult : 
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/pua i /  st�ong , /para u/ pea�lshell  
/pareu/ eloth w�ap around 
/ torea/ plove�,  / toro ' a/ p�ofession 
/paru r u/ shield, p�oteet , / ' uputa/ doo�ay 
5 .  Antepenult and final : 
/pan i e/ a type of baske t (French pani er) 
6 . Antepenult and penult : 
/ tT ' ue/ to throw 
7 . Antepenult , penult , and final : 
/ totova/ and / totoa/ hannful 
/pa ' o ' a/ a type of dance 
Statistically type 2 is not highly frequent and types 5 ,  6 and 7 are of low 
frequency . However as can be seen all types occur . Partial reduplication 
tends to place length on initial vowels in some cases ( / ta ' oto/ s leep , 
/ ta ' o ' o to/ sleep a little , / ta ' o to ' o to/ sleep �epeatedly ) and delete it in 
others ( / pa ' i /  to slap and /papa ' i / to s lap ) . Consequently very few uncer­
tainties about vowel length are likely to be reduceable through more careful 
phonological analysis . 
The glottal stop phoneme is most reliably represented in LeMaitre ( 1973 ) 
and Fare Vana ' a  ( 1980) but does occur in Andrews , Swift and the Drollet 
annotations of the Davies work . But care must be taken in all three sources , 
especially Andrews and Swift , and unless verifiable in LeMaitre or Fare Vana ' a  
acceptance should be provisional . Drollet has not annotated all Davies forms , 
presumably because many forms were , in fact , obsolete by then . Some accents 
in Jaussen reveal glottal stop and the earlier editions were much more complete 
than the later editions where most of the accent marks were unfortunately 
deleted . 
The glottal may logically occur between any two vowels . A combination of 
several early works may corroborate the presence of the glottal in some obsolete 
words . 
The resolution of some cases may rest on external comparative evidence . 
Perhaps the most useful single tool will be the corpus of reconstructed Proto­
Polynesian forms together with the cognate evidence (Biggs 1979 ) . Dictionaries 
of individual languages will also need to be consulted . The glottal is perhaps 
more reliably and completely represented in dictionaries of other Polynesian 
languages than is the vowel length . However it is necessary to locate cognates 
in other languages whose regular sound correspondences with Tahitian are known . 
Tahitian /?/  frequently corresponds to /k/ and / Q/ elsewhere and these 
latter sounds are more likely to be transcribed properly even in earlier 
dictionaries . Tahitian / ? /  also reflexes PPN */k/*  and * / Q/ * . Sometimes 
additional correspondences and reflexes must be taken into account in order 
to identify the proper corresponding forms in either related or ancestral 
languages . 
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# 
l .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
Certain examples will illustrate this approach . 
Tahi tian (orthography ) Sources Confirmed shape 
feau hesitate Davies (da ) , Swift (sw) / feau/ 
Jaussen ( js ) , 
Andrews (an) 
Basis = Maori wheau stay , remain 
fe rao rao daybreak da , j s / fera ' o ra ' o/ 
fe ra ' o ra ' o an , sw , Drollet (dr) 
Basis Tuamotuan /he rako/ to become Zight as at dawn 
Lengthening of first syllable in reduplications . 
fe ta u wrestZe , combat da , j s ,  an I /fetau/ 
Rarotongan / ' etau/ to frisk in sport, to make a pre tence 
of a struggle I 
Basis 






;:� i �s ,  Cadousteau (ca)1 
Vahitahi / fe tok i tok i /  
CONCLUS I ON 
It is desirable to incorporate obsolete forms into a modern dictionary of 
Tahitian . Furthermore it is possible to make reliable estimates of the probable 
phonemic shape of such forms through the application of internal patterns of 
vowel length and external comparisons in the case of the glottal catch as well 
as vowel length . 
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